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Foreward 

Papers from the First Asian International Lexicography Conference, edited by Leonard 
Newell and Bonifacio P. Sibayan, contains the papers presented at the First International 
Lexicography Conference held in Manila on October 5 to 9, 1992. 

In the minds of the organizers of the conference, it was time to bring together different 
lexicographers in the Asian region to meet and exchange notes on how the discipline o f  
lexicography was developing in this part of the world and to disseminate information on on-going 
projects of a lexicographical nature being done in each country represented. 

The conference was fortunate in having Professor Ladislav Zgusta of the University of 
Illinois at Urbana not only keynote the workshop conference but likewise address the assembly 
each day to expound on different aspects of current lexicography. These lectures he has 
compiled in a forward-looking article in this volume entitled "Lexicography for the Twenty-First 
Century." 

The second set of papers give short reports on completed and on-going as well as plannctl 
lexicography projects in different countries for various languages: Three aboriginal languages 
(Alaway, Banjalang and Tiwi) from Australia, Kadazan in Borneo, Malay in Brunei Darussalani, 
Bahasa Malaysia, Napali, Philippine languages. Among this set of papers are likewise bilingu;~l 
and trilingual dictionaries for Alawa (Australia), English-Malay, Thai-Khmu-English, Bicol- 
Spanish-English, Filipino-Chamorro-English, English dictionaries in Papua New Guinea, and i l  

dialect dictionary of Bajalang, an Australian language. 

The third set of papers, which were used during the workshops held, were more practicitl 
in nature and tackled practical problems in actual dictionary compilation: a terminology 
database for the Polynesian languages and an English-in-Asia database, parts of speech in n 
lexicon, standard forms of base words, verb citations, science vocabularies, morphophonernic 
representation, arrangements in dictionaries which use characters rather than an alphabet, and 
lexicon problems in a language in the process of systematically borrowing loanwords from ils 
sister languages in a country to qualify as a national language. 

The fourth set represents the future in the use of computers as an instrument Sor- 
Icxicography: a practical multi-language data-base program, computer automated semantic 
classification for lexical analysis, computer processing of texts for lexical analysis. 

The papers thus represent a significant indicator of the state-of-the-art as far as the Asian 
region is concerned and the type of work being done in lexicography in the countries wherc 
reports were forthcoming. As expected, the group enthusiastically endorsed the idea 01' 
continuing linkages, informing each other of on-going work (through a newsletter), and planning 
for a future conference of the same nature to discuss the progress made a few years after 1992. 

Linguists intcrcsted in that aspect of linguistic structure which bases language on rcality 
and reprcsents thc li~cus where content and expression interface, had better pay attention t o  
Icxicography in their theoretical as well as descriptive work since the crucial role the lexicon 
plays in the structure of the language and the way the lexicon "drives" the grammar is being 
rediscovered in current linguistics. From a more practical point of view the tedious work o f  
dictionary compilation and composition, now powerfully aided by computerization, bccomcs 
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crucial in any form of language standardization and national language development as well as 
in language learning of a second or foreign language. 

Perhaps the only disappointing realization that comes from a perusal of this collection is 
that historical linguistics, specifically, etymology, is not touched upon, a reflection either of the 
failure of the conference to invite etymologists and comparative linguists to the conference or  
perhaps the relative lack of activity in this crucial field in the region. One believes that it is the 
former reason more than the latter reason that explains the absence, for surely there is much 
work going on in the comparative etymology of Malayo-Polynesian and Chinese linguistics as 
the group of languages at one time labeled 'austric'. It would be good for a future conference 
to include dictionary work reflecting historical and comparative being done in this family of 
languages. 

The Linguistic Society of the Philippines would like to formally acknowledge its debt to its 
co-sponsors, the Summer Institute of Linguistics and the Commission on the Filipino Language 
or what was then known as the Linangan ng mga Wikang Filipino (Filipino Languages Center) 
without whom the conference would not have been possible. 

September 1994 Andrew Gonzalez, FSC 
Executive Secretary 

Linguistic Society of the Philippines 
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Lexicography for the Twenty-First Century 

Ladislav Zgusta 

University of Illinois 
Urbana, Ill. 

For a conference meeting under this title it will not be out of place actually to try to throw 
a glance towards the future. I t  undoubtedly would b e  hubris to attempt vaticinations concerning 
the whole century to which we are  so  close; but an estimate of the possibilities and problems 
that may be  expected to  be  with us in its opening years is perhaps not too audacious o r  
ill-advised an undertaking. 

In  a general way, one can predict that the importance of lexicography and the volume of 
lexicographic output will keep growing. Among the reasons for this assumption are  the 
following: . contacts between speakers of different languages will continue to increase; . pedagogical needs (in the broadest sense of the word) within communities will continue 

to increase as well, and 

so will the need of handling constantly greater amounts of information; and, last but not 
least, . technical and financial improvements will render it increasingly possible to satiate tliosc 
needs. 

T h e  last clause may need some explanation. The financial situation of any community 
always has its ups and downs; and we all know that constant complaints a re  one  of the safest 
means (although not the only one) to effectively get an increased allotment of money from any 
institution, particularly a public one. These circumstances produce the impression of an 
intolerable scarcity of funds, particularly in a time of recession, such as a t  the moment of this 
writing (winter 199213); however, in the long run it is clear that even with the major catastrophes 
of the two world wars, the extent of cultural activities financed by various governments and 
private foundations has increased during our century, just as the activities of publishers have; 
and that there is no reason not to  expect this development to continue in future. 

O n e  can easily expect that contacts among various social groups such as nations will keep 
increasing along with the technical facilities which render such contacts constantly easier; that 
education will continue becoming more extensive and perhaps, let us hope, also more intensive, 
at least in somc areas; and that the handling of information will be one of the most important 
tasks in running government, business, industry, research, o r  any other similar activity. Lcxicog- 
raphy is, and will increasingly be, involved in all these developments. These favorable expecta- 
tions are  accompanied by propitious developments in the two areas with which lexicography is 
most intimately connected, namely in linguistics and in computer science. 

The  devclopmcnt in linguistics which is most favorable and useful to  lexicography is that 
the lexicon has moved from the periphery closer to the focus of linguists' attention. It is truc 
that in some branches of linguistics, such as, for instance, historical linguistics, the interest ill 

the lexicon and its individual items has always been alive, even if only for purposes of etymology 
and, perhaps, historical sem:intics. It is also true that European structuralism, such as reprc- 
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4 PAPER OF GUEST LECTURER 

sented, for instance,.by Lucien Tesnikre, developed in the theory of valences one of the most 
valuable sources of knowledge for lexicography; there probably is no French o r  German 
dictionary that would not have, directly o r  indirectly, gained in its indication of syntactic patterns 
from the fruits of this research in valences. (See, e.g., Herbst 1984, 1985, 1986.) The  most 
detailed lexicographic analysis of valences is that embodied in the method of Igor Mel'chuk 
(e.g., Mel'chuk 1981, 1984, 1988). 

The Dutch bilingual Dal dictionaries have a syntactic notation of their own, but they belong 
to this trend of development, which has been very strong in Europe in the last twenty o r  thirty 
years (Marello 1989). In America, on the other hand, the development most fruitful for 
lexicography arrived, after some modest beginnings that started with Chomsky's Aspects (1965), 
only when studies of what is summarily called subcategorization started flourishing. Sub- 
categories, after all, a re  the first cousins of valences (if once removed and hence younger), 
because they combine information on the collocational possibilities of a word with its detailed 
syntactic pattern, and that for every sense of the word in cases of multiple meaning (Grimshaw 
1992). The notion, if not the term, is of old standing, and, but for the circumstance that 
subcategorization, and valences are  embedded in different theories, the two notions are  not 
much different. However, considering the manpower of American linguistics, the attention paid 
to subcategorization cannot but bring many results useful to the lexicographic description. Such 
a development cannot fail to bring Much useful knowledge into the area so  successfully opened 
by Hornby's syntactic patterns (Advanced learner's 1948), also as modified and enlarged in 
scope by Procter (Longman 1978). 

The arrival of the learners' dictiona brought about what one could call the user-friendly 
definition. W e  all know that as of now, t 1 e COBUILD dictionary embodies the greatest effort 
at definitional user-friendliness. I have discussed elsewhere (Zgusta 1988) the individual features 
of this user-friendliness. The one feature of the COBUILD style that most obviously leaps to the 
eye is the indexicality of the text which, among other things, involves the reader as if in direct 
discourse. When we write in Latin, this style is quite normal; one says, for instance, "si tabulam 
acutissimis oculis tuis inspicis, doctissime lector, non te fugiet ...", that is, "if you look a t  the map 
with your very sharp eyes, most learned reader, you will not fail to see...". In English, however, 
one would say, in a highly impersonal way, something like, "a detailed examination of the map 
will show...". The "you" of the Latin text, the direct addressing of the reader, suggests something 
like a direct contact with him. COBUILD does exactly the same thing in the definitions offered 
(only in English, it is somewhat unusual). For instance: to the entryword scold the morphological 
forms scolds, scolding, scolded and the following definition are  indicated: "If you scold someone, 
you speak angrily to them because they have done something wrong." 

Naturally, there are  words (including verbs) which to bring into direct involvement with 
the reader may be delicate. In these cases, COBUILD avoids this by returning to the non-indexi- 
cal, indirect, impersonal type of definition: the division line runs through verbs like arouse 
(arorrses, aronsing, aroused) which still have the personal type of definition: #4: "If you a r e  
aronsed by something, it makes you sexually excited." This definition still ascribes the action o r  
process to "you", i.e., the innocent reader; but the definitions of real hard-core four-letter verbs 
and words do not; they are impersonal in the old style. 

Another feature of the definitional user-friendliness of COBUILD is a non-pedantic, o r  
even less than precise, dovetailing of some definitions. For instance, building is defined as "a 
structure with a roof and walls"; so far so good, but then pyramid is defined as "an ancient 
stone building...", which brings in the difficulty that a pyramid does not have a roof. Generally 
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LEXICOGRAPHY FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY Zgusta 5 

speaking, the editor o r  definer of COBUILD relies on  the  user's horse-sense and on  his ability 
t o  use his own knowledge of the extralinguistic world: the editor supposes that the user will 
know that while most buildings have roofs, some of them do not, and that the pyramid is one 
of the latter ones. In more technical wording, he  relies on  the user's ability to  understand the 
definition of building as the definition of the prototypical building, and on  his ability to  know 
that a pyramid is not a prototypical building. 

If the  trend started by the  COBUILD dictionary continues, it will have as a consequence a 
dissociation of lexicography "for human consumption" from lexicography "for computer applica- 
tion". W e  know that scholars like Amsler (1984 a, b) have used definitions offered in dictionaries 
for building hierarchical structures of hyperonyms, hyponyms, and (hopefully) cohyponyms. The 
user-friendly type of definitions offered in COBUILD would exclude any attempt of this kind in 
future. Another step towards the dissociation of "lexicography for humans" and "lexicography 
for computers" can be  seen in the way COBUILD treats the homonymy of members of diffcrent 
English word classes. 

W e  know that the lexicographer can a )  represent the meaning of the entryword as a 
continuum, that is, h e  can try to  represent the polysemy as a coherent range of meaning; or  
b) the entry can be compartmentalized, with a strong indication and polarization of the single 
senses; o r  c) a middle way between these two extremes can be  taken. This is not the  place to 
discuss the relative advantages of these approaches; for our purpose, it is enough to say that 
COBUILD treats polysemous meaning in as coherent a way as possible: the single senses are 
polarized, certainly, but they are presented as a coherent whole. Let us take a few examples of 
some entries (highly reduced and simplified hcre). 

T o  the entryword murmur, the following morphological forms are  indicated: murmurs, 
murmuring, murmured. There is the following sequence of definitions: 1 If you m ~ l r m l ~ r  or  
murmur something, you say it very quietly, so that not many people can hear it. 2 A murmur 
is 2.1 a statement ... which can hardly be  heard; 2.2 a continuous ... sound; 2.3 a quiet complaint; 
2.4 an abnormal sound which is made by the sound ... 3 If you murmur, you complain gently 
about somcthing. The definitions (and the examplks, omitted here) show several things: First, 
that the form mllrmurs has a double value, standing both for the 3rd pers. sing. prcs. of the 
verb and for the plural of the noun. Second, that the presentation of meaning disregards the 
morphological differences and tries to present the polysemy in the most coherent way; in this 
case, first the gcncral meaning, then the more technical one. 

This is a short entry with coherent senses. However, the dictionary opts for the same 
procedure also in cases where no real coherence can be found in the senscs themselves. For 
example: cow, forms cows, cowing, cowed. Definitions (strongly reduced): 1 A cow is ... (there 
follows a list of different animal species for which cow is used for the female). 2 If you describe 
a woman as a cow, you mcan that she is very unpleasant (an evaluative gloss follows). 3 If 
somconc is cowed, they are made afraid ... 4 If you say that you could do something till the cows 
come home, you mcan that you could keep doing it  ... Clearly sense #3 has nothing to do with 
the rest of the cntry. (I do not discuss the different etymologies, because COBUtLD is a strictly 
synchronic dictionary.) While I find this confusing, this still is a short entry, easy to survcy. 
However, the cntry of fit stretches over nearly two columns, having the following arrangement: 
fit, forms fits, fitting, fitted; fitter, fittest; the sequence of senses is: Xf1 - 2 verb, something fits 
in size or  shape. #3 If something is a good fit... (noun). #4 If you a r e  fitted for a particular 
piece of clothing ... #5 - 11 various senses of the verb. #12 Someone o r  something that is fit ... 
(adjective). #13 If you fit somcone for a particular role ... (verb). #14 Someone who sees fit or  
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6 PAPER OF GUEST LECTURER 

thinks fit... (phrasal verb). #15 If you say that someone is fit to do something ... (adjective). 
#16 Someone who is fit is healthy ... (adjective). #17 If someone has a fit, they suddenly lose 
consciousness ... (noun). #18 -- 20 other senses with fit 'spasm'. Again, completely disparate 
senses are presented as a continuum (the suture runs between #16 and 17). As already stated, 
the etymological consideration (fit #1 - 16 and fit #17 - 20 are completely different as to their 
origin, just as cow #1, 2, 4 and cow #3) is or can be considered irrelevant in the case of a 
completely synchronic dictionary. The real point is that when one checks users' reaction to this 
arrangement, as I did with students, they find the arrangement confusing. The excellent and 
outstanding way in which the grammatical subcategorization of each of these senses is presented 
seems not to redeem the awkward microstructural arrangement. 

To my mind, it is these grammatical indications of syntactic patterns and the detailed 
indications of stylistic levels that are eminently good in COBUILD. Whether its definitional and 
presentational style will find followers outside the area of pedagogical dictionaries for children 
and young students remains to be seen; I should not be surprised if the old adage 'qui bene 
distinguit, bene docet' ("He who makes good distinctions teaches well") prevails. If, however, 
the COBUILD style does find many followers, it will start, as it has already been said, a trend 
that will dissociate "lexicography for human consumption" from "lexicography for the com- 
puter". (Mind that I am not talking here about the computer as the lexicographer's helper in 
the compilation of dictionaries, but about lexicography as a helper in the handling of information 
by the computer.) 

Another important development that will prove useful to lexicography is prototype theory. 
The notion of the prototype was introduced into psycholinguistics and cognitive science by Rosch 
(1977, 1983). For speakers of, at least, the European and many African and Asian languages, 
the "normal" typical building does indeed have walls and a roof; examples of buildings such as 
hangars of corrugated iron in the form of a semicircular half of a cylinder are not what occurs 
to the speaker when a building is mentioned, because they are not prototypical but are somehow 
on the periphery of the notion. The COBUILD definition of "building" quoted above is based 
on this prototypical understanding. 

It goes without saying that while the term "prototype" and its exact positioning within the 
framework of a theory are new, the notion itself has not been unknown to lexicographers: any 
dictionary will give as examples of a bird: a sparrow, a hawk, a colibri, but hardly any dictionary 
would indicate a turkey; it does not fly, so it is not prototypical. (Naturally, the whole notion is 
culture-bound: I know from my students from South Africa that for them, the ostrich also is a 
prototypical bird; a prototype, strongly bound to a culture, is usually called a "stereotype", a 
terminological usage started by Hilary Putnam.) However this may be, it is of great advantage 
to lexicography that the study of prototypicality attract attention, because it can be highly useful. 

As an example, we can indicate the work done by McKeown (1991) in which she discusses, 
with good examples, possible improvements of lexicographic definitions. For instance, it would 
not be good to define the word meticulous as "extremely or excessively careful about small 
details", because the word careful prototypically associates with cautiousness about danger; 
hence, it would be better to define meticulous as "extremely or excessively neat and careful 
about small details", because the word neat blocks the association with danger. Another 
example: it is not so good to define shrewd as "having a sharp mind; showing a keen wit; clever; 
keen; sharp"; a better definition is "able to size up a situation quickly and use it to get what 
you want", because this formulation explicates the prototypical advantage-oriented component 
of the meaning of shrewd. It is not wrong to define typical as "combining or showing the special 
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LEXICOGRAPHY FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY Zgusta 7 

characteristics of a group or kind", but a definition like "describes something that is a good 
example of a person or  thing because it shows what that person or  thing is usually like" is said 
to be better, because it makes the meaning accessible. (User-friendliness again!) 

The  purpose of this article is not to go into the details of the definitions criticized and 
proposed, o r  into the realities of the lexicographic treatment. One  can say in general that 
good dictionaries largely avoid the pitfalls demarcated. True, Webster's Second has in its 
definition of meticulous the wording "unduly or excessively careful...", but Gove in Webster's 
Third avoided the pitfall by defining "marked by extreme painstaking care ..." and Mish in 
Webster's Ninth follows suit, defining "marked by extreme or excessive care ..." Morris in 
American Heritage also avoids misunderstanding by defining "1. Extremely careful and precise. 
2. excessively concerned with details; overscrupulous." "Precise" in definition 1 eliminates, it 
would seem, the possibility of wrong association; the entry is even followed by a paragraph in 
which synonyms are discriminated and where such a possibility is made even more impossible. 
Soukhanov in American Heritage Three gives practically the same information. COBUILD has 
for meticulous "A meticulous person does things very carefully and with great attention to 
detail", where "attention to detail" seems to take care of the danger. No need to go into the 
details of all the examples; the dictionaries stand the test well. For instance, the user-friendliness 
implied in McKeown's suggested definition of typical is echoed or  rather preceded by thc, as 
usual, user-friendly COBUILD where the motif of a "good example" already occurs: "Something 
that is typical shows the most usual characteristics of a particular type of person or  thing, and 
is therefore a good example of that type." 

Within prototype theory, nominal phrases are taken as sums or intersections of either thc 
extensional or the intensional meaning of the nouns and attributes combined. For instance: if 
(in the terms of John Stuart Mill's logic) the extension of the notion of Britkh is the whole class 
of all the pcople and things that can be called British, and the extension of the notion of 
sportsman the whole class of people who are sportsmen, then the mcaning of British sportsmen 
is the intersection of those two classes: people who are both British and sportsmen. If the 
intensional meaning of British is the bundle of criteria1 features that determine the Britishness 
of a person or thing, and the intensional meaning of sportsman the corresponding bundle of 
features that determine whether a person is a sportsman, the intensional meaning of the 
nominal phrase British sportsmen is the sum of the two bundles of criteria1 features. Within this 
approach, it is frequently felt that phrases such as a hand wound and a gun wound cause 
problems to or are even beyond the scope of prototype theory, because neither their mcaning 
as the sum of their intensionality nor as a sum of their extensionality can capture the diffcrencc 
between a hand wound being a wound in the hand whereas a gun wound is a wound caused by 
a gun (Hampton 1991). This apprehension is not necessarily correct, at least not in my 
judgement, if we apply the notion of prototypicality in a flexible way: if we understand the ability 
of inflicting wounds as part of the prototype of gun, then certainly this understanding of 
prototypicality can play a role in determining the meaning of gun wound. That is, associations 
of a notion, such as in this case its purpose, do belong to the prototype. 

Another problem for prototype theory is sometimes seen in a similar difficulty consisting 
in the difference between nominal phrases such as criminal act, which denotes an act that is 
criminal, and phrases such as criminal lawyer, denoting a person who (in the usual under- 
standing) is not (necessarily) a criminal (Shoben 1991). Again, one can observe that language 
has a mechanism called lexicalization, which stabilizes one meaning of a lexical unit at thc 
expense of several possible ones, but not necessarily to the exclusion of the other possiblc 
meanings: a criminal lawyer can specialize in criminal processes, and be a criminal at thc sanic 
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time. Although a phrase like a criminal criminal lawyer is unusual, a slight re-wording shows its 
possibility: a veritably, truly criminal criminal lawyer. Also, a sentence like "He truly is a criminal 
lawyer" is ambiguous, by any standard, depending on the situational context. Nominal phrases 
such as flu virus, heat rash,picture book, lemon peel are so normal that one does not realize how 
different the logical relations of their members are: virus that causes flu, rash that is caused by 
heat, a book that contains pictures, peel from or  of a lemon; obviously, language tolerates 
homonymy not only in lexical meaning but also in the structure of patterns. 

Among today's lexicographers, it is Dirk Geeraerts (1983, 1984, 1985, 1987, 1989) who 
most strongly recommends prototypicality and related notions as a useful tool for lexicography. 
He  very reasonably discerns several types of lexicography and their relative foci of interest. 
According to him, encyclopedic and terminological dictionaries are focussed on the extensional 
meaning; general monolingual dictionaries on the stereotype; and scientifically linguistic, above 
all historical dictionaries on the prototype. The general correctness of this distribution and of 
the whole conception leaps to the eye, of course. At least two things, however, should not be 
forgotten. First, it has already been stated above that the traditional lexicographic treatment of 
meaning, particularly as presented in modern dictionaries, is not mutually exclusive with the 
theory of prototypicality: Swanepoel (1991) has shown that quite persuasively in a detailed study 
in which he meticulously contrasted the advice, or approach, preconized in my 'Manual' (Zgusta 
1971) with the components of the theory of prototypicality. Second, not only the types of 
dictionaries but also the individual notions of prototype theory have fuzzy boundaries. (For the 
critique of the notion itself, see Wierzbicka 1985 p. 340 ff. on "The many senses of the notion 
'prototype"'; see also p. 59 ff., 158 ff. and passim; 1990.) Certainly, the encyclopedia and the 
terminological dictionary will be interested not so much in the narrow prototype of a notion but 
rather in its full extension; both of these types of dictionaries must try to delimit the denotative 
class. However, they do not do it so much by taxative enumeration of the members of the class 
but rather by the attempt to establish the notion's intension, by finding the decisive criteria] 
features. Historical dictionaries certainly are mostly interested in the prototypes prevailing in 
the respective epochs; for instance, the Roman prototype of virtus can be seen in the collocation 
bellica virtus "the v. of war", whereas the Christian prototype of the same word in the collocation 
virtutes theologicae "the theological v." However, since every word, hence also its prototype, is 
embedded in culture, every prototype can be considered a stereotype at the same time. 

Also, one should consider that one of the main trends of semantic development of standard 
languages of our day is the increasingly strong terminologization of the lexicon: more and more 
lexical units are endowed with a terminological, defined meaning. Sometimes, the same 
expression can have a defined meaning in a technical language,-and a general, perhaps 
prototypical, meaning in general language. For example, the expressions crime, misdemeanor, 
and felony can be used in a general, approximative, perhaps prototypical way; but they also have 
an exactly defined meaning in the language of criminology; in the same way, if it is said of 
someone: "His condition is serious", the meaning of serious will differ depending on whether 
the speaker is a layman or a physician. And it is the terminological use that encroaches on the 
gencral one, not the other way round: for instance, when we have to deal with a possibly 
underinflated tire, God forbid that we should go by some notions of prototypicality; that may 
serve as a first warning, but the real decision must be based on the definition of underinflated- 
ness as established in relation to that specific tire. 

These can be deemed minor considerations, however, if our main interest is not in the 
construction or critique of the prototype theory but rather in the assessment of how it can be 
useful to lexicography. If the latter is the case, the capital thing is that if one considers these 
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approaches in a broad-minded way, without unnecessary carping at details, there is no doubt 
that the freshness of this approach and its interest for psychological and cognitive research 
cannot fail to draw the welcome attention of a new phalanx of researchers to topics that perhaps 
have not been ignored, but that can be usefully studied from a new perspective. Hence, 
prototype theory to be of great usefulness to lexicography. 

Australia is developing into a strong center of lexicographic activity, as testified, among 
other things, by the recent foundation of Australex, the Australian lexicographic society. This 
is only natural, given the plethora of aboriginal languages in Australia and adjacent areas. Apart 
from this, important theoretical developments are taking place there as well. For instance, 
Laughren and Nash (1983) developed a project of a dictionary of Warlpiri, an aboriginal 
language, in which meaning was described in a quite abstract way, and, with indication of in 
which cases the single actants occur. As examples, one can give the following: 

KIPI-RNI (tV): xERG [= an actant in the ergative case] causes yABS 
[another actant in the absolute case] (small particles, as seeds, stones) to come 
to be distributed in some desired arrangement by manipulating some entity 
(zINSTR, e.g., ...p iece of bark, basket) in which y is located in such a way that y 
moves along a circular path beginning and ending in said entity. 

PAKA-RNI: xERG causes some adhering substance (typically fat, ochre, 
charcoal) to come to be thinly distributed over some area of yABS by x coming 
into contact with said area of surface of y and manipulating said substance in 
such a way that, at the area of contact, said substance transfers from x to y 
along a path (zPERLfLOC) coincident with said area on the substance of y. 

Wierzbicka (1983 p. 137) objects to this by asking the reader to imagine the reaction of 
an average dictionary user, such as a school teacher, or a high schodl student to a definition 
like this, which undoubtedly one can easily imagine. However, we probably have here another 
case of different goals pursued by different projects. Laughren and Nash hardly had a high 
school student in mind when they constructed their model: this is typical M.I.T. stuff, ridiculous 
if imagined in situational contexts such as those mentioned by Wierzbicka, but moving on a 
straight trajectory towards a model of definitions that may one day be handled automatically by 
a computer program. 

Wierzbicka (1985) also offers a coherent discussion of her ideas concerning conceptual 
analysis, in which she proposes a type of definition which is couched in everyday language and 
based on the understanding of an average speaker of the language. In this way, she clearly steers 
away from formalized models. However, if the complexity of language is to be captured and 
described, even the most informal model must be offered highly refined, detailed information. 
For instance, to get the difference between cups and mugs, it is necessary to compare them as 
to thcir purpose, as to the material they are made of, as to their appearance (at top and bottom, 
on their sides, in their proportions, in respect to their handles), as to their size, as to how they 
are used, in their relation to saucers, and similarly for other features. Each such analysis would 
be longer than one printed page, at least, and sometimes much more, and would consist of many 
descriptive statcmcnts. Prototypicality appears to be useful for the analyses, since they are based 
on the general understanding of the average speaker. 

In her later works, Wierzbicka (forthcoming) develops a more formalized model for the 
description of lexical meaning, consisting in scenarios to be conceived for each meaning and 
each sense of a polysemous word, in as far as they belong to different concepts; an additional 
feature of these scenarios is that they are written in a limited language, without using undcfincd 
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words (and also imposing some additional limitations). The model will best be explained by two 
examples. The  concept of "punishment" is said to be accurately portrayed by the following 
scenario: 

X punished Y [for Z] 
(a) [Y did Z ]  
(b) X thought something like this: 
(c) Y did something bad [Z] 
(d) I want Y to  feel something bad because of this 
( 4  it will be good if Y feels something bad because of this 
(0 it will be  good if I do something to Y because of this 
(g) X did something to Y because of this 

For comparison, the concept "revenge" is portrayed by this scenario: 

(a) someone (X) did something bad to someone (Y) 
(b) because of this, Y felt something bad 
(c) after this, Y thought something like this: 
(d) this person (X) did something bad to  me  
(el I want to do the same to  this person (x) 
( f ' )  because of this, Y did something bad to  X 

There is no need to consider every detail of these scenarios (such as, in "revenge" (e), 
whether the person Y necessarily wisbes to do the same thing to  X, or  only something bad); the 
important thing is the whole conception of such scenarios. When we cpnsider them from this 
point of view, we can say that to print them in a dictionary would not be too dissimilar to what 
Laughren and Nash have to offer. The wording of the scenarios is simpler both in the vocabulary 
and in the shortness of the less convoluted sentences, but the detailed analysis into the individual 
elements of meaning and the explicitness of formulation renders the impression of wordiness 
by the attempt at accuracy. I discussed elsewhere (Zgusta, forthcoming) the consequences of 
the human mind working in short-cuts, that is, in enthymemes; when talking, we take so much 
knowledge of the world and of the language for granted that to  make all that knowledge with 
all its implications, presuppositions, etc., explicit causes the resulting description to  seem 
unnatural, because we are  not accustomed to such explicitness. However, the scientific require- 
ment of the day is to be as detailed, explicit, and accurate as possible. I do not think that the 
requirement is produced exclusively by the need to have explicit algorithms for automatic 
handling of data by an apparatus that knows nothing and can do nothing but handle data by 
operational rules; it would seem that the logic of the research in itself pushes the researcher in 
the direction of constantly increasing detailedness, because much is already known and the area 
and finesse of knowledge keeps increasing. In any case, it is interesting to see that the 
introduction of everyday language with limited vocabulary into the description of meaning does 
not necessarily entail its simplification. 

Concerning the developments in computer science that one can reasonably expect in the 
near future, I do not wish to repeat what I have already said on ~ t h e r  occasions (Zgusta 1989, 
1991). Nor would it be reasonable to discuss the computer programs either specifically 
developed for the lexicographer's use, or  those developed for other purposes but useful to the 
lexicographer; those programs proliferate so quickly that before this will be printed, new 
programs can be confidently expected. It may suffice to say that, on the one hand, the computer 
will not, at any foreseeable time, replace human participation in editorial activities such as 
distributing the senses of polysemous words, formulating definitions, thoughtfully condensing 
quoted examples, handling metaphorical and othcr similar expressions, etc. On the othcr hand, 
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the computer's present usefulness in many other respects will grow exponentially, and new areas 
of application of computer programs will be found. 

Within the last decade o r  two, we have observed a huge increase in the number of different 
types of dictionaries (the emergence of the learner's dictionary being probably the  most 
outstanding case), differentiated by the supposed readership, its level of education, and its 
purposes in buying the dictionary. This proliferation was largely made possible by the  computer, 
which renders it possible to  select subsets of lexical material contained in the database (provided 
that the single entries in the database are  tagged for the  respective marker that constitutes the 
desired subset). Given a database, not necessarily a huge one, but one  that corresponds to, o r  
was created in the process of preparing a large dictionary, smaller, specialized dictionaries can 
b e  created out of it by the extraction of the respective subsets of data. A further development 
of this specialization of the dictionaries will require not only a very detailed classification of data 
in the  database being planned and tagged with all imaginable markers, but also a deeper inquiry 
into the needs and purposes of the various sets of readership. Another field of inquiry, at least 
as important as the one just mentioned, is the research into the  effectiveness of difrerent 
presentational styles in offering information. It can already be observed that there a re  users, 
particularly students, who prefer a more formal presentation of information t o  a style that relics 
more on  exemplification; e.g., they prefer a rather abstract presentation of syntactic patterns. 
O n  the other hand, there are  users, also among students, who prefer a more discursive 
presentation of information. One  can imagine that a variety of preference will lead to a 
modularly constructed on-line o r  high-capacity personal dictionary, in which the user will be able 
to  select the presentational style. (Let us mention that a huge step in the direction towards such 
modularity in presentation was taken by the COBUILD dictionary, in spite of its being a printcd 
book, not a computerized dictionary: the user can either gather the grammatical information 
from the informal, user-friendly wording of the definitions, o r  he  can study the formulaic 
descriptions of the respective patterns of each sense of a polysemous word printed in the margin 
of the columns; or  he can, in some cases, study the more elaborate grammatical advice offered 
in separate boxes of information that are inserted in the proper places of the  text.) Once the 
principle of modularity is introduced, there is no reason why it should not pertain to other areas 
as well: the user should have the possibility to request specifically grammatical, o r  stylistic, or  
historical, or  encyclopedic, or  any other similar information in great detail by selecting the 
propcr module. The solution of all the problems connected with such tasks is largely within the 
purview of thc software and perhaps even hardware specialists. For the lexicographer proper, 
the main task is to anticipate the many future needs for specialized information and to introducc 
the necessary classification of the lexical material at the beginning of work on the database. 

A particularly difficult task will be the setting up of a database that will be  more userul for 
the preparation of bilingual dictionaries than is usually the case now. In  addition to a11 the 
classifications mentioned above which are necessary for, for instance, the comparison of the 
stylistic level of the source language expression and the possible target language equivalent, 
there is always the primary task of comparing the  denotational equivalence or  partial 
equivalence. If the computer is to be useful in that task, it will be necessary to  feed into i t  
information about the minutest components of the respective lexical unit's meaning. The  valuc 
of the completely explicit analyses and descriptions of the lexical meaning, some of which were 
mentioned above, will then bccome even more apparent than it is now. Ultimately, one can 
imagine that Icxical units will not be compared between two languages, but that the analysis of 
a huge numbcr of lexical units in many languages will yield a notional grid which will be used 
for comparisons of any pair of languages. That this may be quite a distant task if intended to 
cover the wholc lexicon is quite clcar; however, if we contemplate this kind of analysis f i ~ r  only 
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some segments, or subsets, of the total lexicon, namely those belonging to the technical and 
similar registers, the task is not so overwhelming. 

Lexicography can be expected to provide help in all the adjacent fields of human endeavor 
where information processing plays a crucial role, whether it is information classification and 
storage or  any other task. One of the ultimate tasks is what is traditionally called machine 
translation. In this area, what has been said above about metaphoricity is equally valid: within 
the foreseeable future, there is no expectation that there could be a computer program for 
dealing with any sort of creative language, be it the coinage of (morphologically or  semantically) 
irregular neologisms, metaphoricity, allegory, poetic language, dark hints, complicated conver- 
sational implicatures, uncodified slang, puns, etc. On the other hand, there is no reason why 
one should not expect machine translation, or at least automatically aided translation, of texts 
couched in a limited set of syntactic patterns and consisting of defined or, at least, well described 
words, and with equivalence between the languages in question established, to be operative quite 
soon. A typical case in question is the bureaucratic regulatory language, including normalization 
of industrial and business procedures; and the most pressing contemporary case is, of course, 
the European community with its many official, equal-status languages. Indeed, relatively rapid 
progress in this area can be safely expected; and machine translation of communications in the 
arca of the sciences may follow in the not too distant future. All that has been said above about 
subcategorization is of immediate usefulness for this task, as a means for disambiguating 
polysemy, for establishing lexical equivalence, and for recognizing the syntactic pattern in the 
source language and selecting the proper syntactic pattern in the target language. A more 
ambitious task is, of course, not to create a program for bilateral machine translation, but to 
create a system similar to the grid for the analysis and cornparision of lexical meaning mentioned 
above; that is, a system of translation from one natural language into a formalized notional 
language of a more universal character, and hence into any other language comprised in the 
system. That may be a more remote goal, but one which will be, as I believe, reached in the 
not too distant future; I would think in the first quarter of the next century, at least for the 
limited tasks described above. In any case, in all these activities, lexicography will play a crucial 
role. 
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A Triglot Dictionary for the Alawa People, Australia 
Lexicography and Project Report 

Margaret C. Sharpe 
University of New England, Australia 

0. Abstract 

Purpose: To address issues in producing a dictionary usable by people whose literacy 
sophistication is low, whose traditional language is not in regular use, and whose first language 
is a creole; as well as usable to sophisticated English speakers. 

Alawa pcople (Northern Territory, Australia) use Kriol as their general language of  
communication; in general, they have limited contact with English speakers. The decision was 
made to produce a dictionary which would be usable by (a) Alawa people to preserve and extend 
their knowledge of the language and traditional lifestyle, and (b) linguists, ethnographers, 
botanists and other specialists. To this end, attention needs to be directed to the definitions of 
words, examples used, font size and style, etc. The use of a computer to produce a master list 
of words, their semantic domains, their glosses, notes and usage examples also enables special 
purpose listing to be produced for specific audiences. 

Figure 1: Map of  thc Alawa Territory 
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1. The Context of the Production of an Alawa Dictionary 

1.1 Who are the Alawa? 

The Alawa, Galawa o r  Warliburru people traditionally occupied territory south of the 
present Roper Highway and Roper Valley Cattle Station in the Hodgson Downs, Hodgson 
River, Nutwood Downs and Tanumbirini areas (see Figure 1). Traditionally numbers were 
probably under 1000. They had resonably close affiliations with neighboring groups in neigh- 
bouring territories, whose languages shared a considerable amount of vocabulary, and whose 
grammatical systems were compatible though very different in forms. Their territory has been 
described as 'semi-desert', rainfall generally being almost always confined to  the 'wet' from 
November to April. 

1.2 Language Structure and Phonology 

The language is a non-Pama-Nyungan language, highly inflected. Feminine gender for 
humans and introduced animals is marked by a p r e f i  (except that the word for 'sun' is feminine 
though unmarked); many male kinship terms are also marked with a pref i .  Cases are  
distinguished by suffixation and, if a gender pref"ur is present, by a change to  this p r e f i  as well. 

Verbs can consist of an 'auxiliary' of which some have definable meanings (e.g. 'go', 'come', 
'begin to', 'give, show'), o r  an auxiliary and a preceding verb particle with semantic meaning 
(e.g. 'run', 'up', 'down', 'speak', 'sick'). Many auxiliaries have no  definable meaning. 
'Monoreferential' auxiliary is prefixed for subject, with a choice of 12 different person-number 
combinations, while a 'direferential' auxiliary is prefiied o r  pref ied and suffixed with a choice 
of some 60 different subject-object person-number a f f i  combinations. Auxiliaries also have 
different forms for seven different combinations of tense, aspect and mood. No two auxiliaries 
follow exactly the same pattern, though there are similarities, so it can be said it is a language 
with no regular verbs! Therc are some 26 different auxiliary verbs, though a few are  suppletive 
of one another for different tense-aspect-mood combinations. 

Typical of Australian languages, there is no voiced/voiceless contrast in the stops, and there 
are five contrasting points of articulation for the stops and nasals: bilabial, lamino-aveolar, 
lamino-palatal, lamino-post aveolar, and dorso-velar. Laterals have three contrasting points of 
articulation - lamino-alveolar, lamino-palatal and lamino-post alveolar - though the lamino- 
palatal lateral is rather rare. There are  two rhotics, a retroflexed continuant and a flapltrill, 
and the language has two semivowels, /w/ and /y/. However, there were (until deaths in recent 
years of the older generation who were born when Alawa was still the main language of the 
group) a prenasalised series of stops contrasting with the devoiced series. These prenasalised 
stops contrasted with the devoiced series very clearly in word initial position. The  non-acquisi- 
tion of the initial prenasalised series by younger speakers has meant a reanalysis of the language 
where there is only one series of stops. 

Word initially there is no contrast between alveolar and post alveolar, though phonetically 
the sound, as heard after a word final vowel, is post alveolar. Only one rhotic, the retroflexed 
continuant, can occur word initially. 

There are four vowels, /a/, /el, /i/ and /u/. Only the first two can occur word initially without 
a preceeding consonant, and it would seem that /el is a relatively recent development from /a/ 
(and /i/) in certain conditioning contexts (one older speaker alive in 1967 did not use /el in 
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contexts where all other speakers did). Vowel initial words may have derived, not quite so 
recently, from words beginning with /g/. The language could also be referred to as Galawa, 1967. 

1 3  The Production of Materials in or abor~t the Language 

For all speakers of Alawa alive today, the main language of everyday communication is 
Kriol, the English-derived creole language which has developed in the last four generations 
(since about 1900) from a pre-existing pidgin which can be traced back to an early contact jargon 
attested in the Sydney area as early as 1796, 18 years after the initial white convict settlement 
was established there. 

In a drive to record Australian languages which were going out of primary use in the sixties, 
I researched this language and produced, as was customary at the time, a grammar and 
phonology written for fellow linguists. While a number of the speakers of the language were 
keen to see the language 'preserved' in this way, there was no interest expressed at that time 
among the Mawa people in reading such a book, and it did not occur to linguists in general to 
produce a grammatical description or  dictionary for the p.eople whose traditional language. they 
recorded. Any language materials produced or envisaged for such a group were of a differnet 
nature: primers, collections of stories (short and factual), a short list of common words for 
schools, and in some cases, translations of portions of the Bible. However, conditions and 
attitudes have changed in the communities: more of the younger generation are literate, and 
the realisation has grown that continuing use of the language, and traditional knowledge, is very 
fragile. Some of the Hodgson Downs people, including two I have been closely associated with, 
have worked together with members of the Conservation Commission of the Northern Territory 
to produce an Alawa Ethnobotany: Aboriginal Plant Use from Minyem; Northern Australia ( 1  991), 
which lists plants and trees traditionally used in various ways, with their uses, and the Alawa 
names of these flora where such names are still known. 

In 1974 and 1975, I revisited the Alawa area to extend recording of vocabulary in thc 
language towards the production of a dictionary. By this stage, demands were increasing from 
Aboriginal communities for 'return' of materials published in or about their languages and 
cultures, and copies of published grammars etc. were sent to people in many Aboriginal 
communities who had either helped in supplying data to white researchers, or  were the close 
relatives of deceased helpers. At that stage, I recorded in manuscript all the words I had 
collectcd, with examples of their usage in different utterances. In 1976, I produced a Kriol- 
Alawa-English word list based on these materials on an ordinary typewriter (see Appendix A). 
Typewriters with golf ball interchangeable fonts were just beginning to be accessible to 
researchers like me who were not permanently attached to an institution, and I planned 
production of a dictionary by this means. However family commitments, plus involvement firstly 
in research into Aboriginal English in Alice Springs in 1976, and in 1977 work in 1,ismore on 
collection and collating of materials on the Bundjalung language (on which I had also worked), 
thcn full time appointment to my present institution in 1978 delayed this work. However a few 
simple readers containing short Alawa texts wcre produced in this time. 

I then planned production of a dictionary using an Osborne I computer. But work was 
further delayed a few years, and then obsolescence, updating and problems with the computer 
again intervened. My attention was also divided between the urgent need to produce an Alawa 
dictionary, and the cqually pressing need to produce a dictionary or dictionaries to covcr the 
various Bundjalung dialects. 
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Progress on both these dictionary projects, with the help of a grant to cover typing 
assistance, has been considerable in 1992, with a dictionary to cover one of three large segments 
of the Bundjalung territory near completion, and the computer-readable corpus of the Alawa 
dictionary almost doubled as of September 1992. The long delays have brought improved 
technology and printing, as samples in the Appendixes show. The time has also allowed for 
some consultation with Alawa people on how they want a dictionary set out, and how they want 
word spelt so, that a better final product is likely to result within the next 6-12 months. 

1.4 Literacy Levels among the klawa People 

A number of middle-aged Alawa people are functionally illiterate, including one of the 
present most knowledgeable speakers of the language. However some, including older and 
middle aged people, are quite literate in English, and those in their twenties and younger have 
had varying levels of schooling, some completing high school or continuing further to train as 
teachers. A small minority have gained literacy through Kriol, a notable example being the 
current Anglican minister at Minyerri (Hodgson Downs), Rev. Nathaniel Farrell. Currently 
among a sizable proportion of the population the Kriol Holi Baibul (The New Testament, plus 
significant sections of the Old Testament) is a popular book. To a lesser extent the people read 
the Kn'ol Song Buk and the Alawa Song Buk, Christian songs in Kriol and Alawa respectively. 
Although most songs are sung from memory, literacy skills are used in the composition of these 
songs. 

1.5 Linguistic Interest in Alawa 

As noted above, Alawa is g language of the non-Pama-Nyungan family or super-family, a 
group of Australian languages which stem from an older source than the pan-Australian 
Pama-Nyungan family. While having affinities with neighbouring non-PN languages Mara, 
Mangarayi, and Warndarang, it differs in a number of respects. This group of languages is also 
somewhat close to the area where current hypotheses suggest Pama-Nyungan originated. Alawa 
has a number of cognates with distant Pama-Nyungan langauges such as Aranda and 
Bundjalung, and the long overdue production of the Alawa dictionary is eagerly awaited by a 
number of other linguists who, like myself, are interested in refining the relationships among 
Australian languages. The number of cognates may be typical of any distant Australian 
languages or it may be significantly different. Currently Alawa people have ceremonial and 
social contact with Yanyuwa, a Pama-Nyungan language separated from the Alawa territory by 
the intervening Mara territory. Yanyuwa was at one stage taken to be a non-PN language, but 
is now known to be a somewhat aberrant PN language. 

The perception of Kriol has also changed since my initial work on Alawa. This led to the 
first short linguistic description of the language (Sharpe 1975), the raising of awareness of white 
officialdom that 'English' or Pidgin English spoken in the area was not just the speakers' best 
approximation to standard English but had its own system, and the introduction of bilingual 
education in Kriol and English in one of the community schools. Work by Sandefur on the 
language, Bible translation, dictionaries, the Kriol Kantri series of Sesame Street-like videos, and 
the language's distribution and use across the north, as well as the definitive work by Harris on 
its historical origins (1986) have increased our understanding of the languge and its derivation 
manyfold, and have had a corresponding impact on the status of the languge in the eyes of its 
qsers. From being a 'rubbish lingo' in the perceptions of some of its native speakers, it has 
become a language used with pride, seen as a pan-Aboriginal language of the N o ~ t h  Australia, 
sanctified by bilingual education at Barunga, by Bible transaltaion, and by its use in a Sesame 
Street style video series. Murtagh's research (1979) which compared English speaking abilities 
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and language attitudes of Kriol speaking children schooled bilingually or  only in English also 
suggested the advisability of recognising Kriol. 

This then is the context in which decisions about an Alawa dictionary need to be placed. 

2. Decisions in the Production of an  Alawa Dictionary 

Decisions needed to be made about what languages should be included in the orthography 
for the dictionary (including any 'exotic' symbols), how 'standard'/complex/simple the English 
descriptions should be, whether scientific names of flora and fauna items should be included 
(and if so, how these could be confirmed), what cultural information needed to be included, 
whether and to what extent example sentences and phrases should be used, whether illustrations 
would be helpful or necessary, what alphabetisation conventions should be followed, how to list 
auxiliary verb stems and stems of gender- or  number-pref~ed stems, whether to list borrowed 
words or  words adapted from other languages, font sizes and styles, general layout, and what 
compromises could and should be made for different groups of readers. And, having made 
these decisions, or  defined the parameters for these decisions, a suitable format and programs 
for achieving this with the computer can be decided on. 

2.1 What words to Include 

As the languge is no longer in active use, all words found in the data, even if therc wcrc 
some uncertainties about them, are to be included in the dictionary. 

2.2 What languages to Include 

It was early decided to include Kriol as well as English in the dictionry, for threc main 
reasons. Firstly, if Alawa people were going to find the dictionary of use to them, it was advisable 
to have both glosses into their most familiar language, Kriol, and a Kriol finder list for Alawa 
words. Secondly, the production of a triglot master list would provide a database for any future 
productions of Kriol-English dictionaries, as well as showing creolists the probable source of a 
number of words of non-English origin in Kriol. (It should be noted here also that some of thc 
Kriol I obtained in my work on Alawa was more conservative than the Kriol studied and 
described by Sandefur, which can prove useful for any historical work.) Thirdly, a lot of the 
description of words, texts and culture I obtained was in Kriol rather than English, or  in English 
with a heavy Kriol flavour. Any translation, adjustment or 'correction' into schoolbook English 
increases possible distortions of the meaning inherent in the original wording. 

2.3 Orthography 

In my Alawa Phonology and Grammar, I used a technical orthography that used one unitary 
symbol for each phoneme, using b, d and g for the prenasalised stops, and p, t, k, etc. for thc 
devoiced stops. The g and ii symbols were also used, which proved useful in neatly differen- 
tiating some sequences of phonemes in the language (e.g. g,/ng, iilny) which are more messily 
distinguished in the practical orthography which was eventually chosen. 

In the sixties, when I showed various systems of spelling to some mature literate people, 
there was no doubt in their minds that the symbols b, d, rd, j, g best represented in 'English' 
spelling the sounds of the devoiced stops, rather than p, t, rt, k etc. Within the next 15 years, 
the choice of orthography for Kriol confirmed this choice, and it also became clear that the 
sensible choice was to follow the Kriol spelling conventions already established. This ruled out 
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any 'exotic' symbols such as 9. Having since struggled with the extra complications use of this 
symbol introduces into the Bundjalung dictionary production, I heaved a sigh of relief. 

I considered modifying the Kriol spelling conventions in one respect. As most Kriol words, 
especially those seen in any Bible translations, are  Englishderived, few words end in the 
lamino-palatal nasal /ny/. A larger proportion of Alawa words do so, and as almost all literate 
Warliburru (or Alawa) gained initial literacy in English, there was the possibility that a word-final 
ny could be read as the ny in 'any'. An Alawa schoolteacher, with whom I discussed this, agreed 
that the reversal yn word finally was a wise choice. However, as this would put this dictionary 
out of step with other dictionaries in neighbouring languages, I have now decided to  retain the 
ny format throughout for this phoneme. Word-initial alveolar/post-alveolar stops, nasals and 
laterals have also been symbolised as d, n, 1 respectively, though they phonetically belong with 
the sounds symbolised orthographically as rd, rn and rl. Words with sound sequences which are 
ambiguous, using the practical orthography, have a note in parentheses to  indicate what the 
sequence actually is. For example, (n.g) indicates a lamino-alveolar nasal followed by a /g/, 
whereas (ng) indicates the dorso-velar nasal (ngg unambiguously represents the homorganic 
dorso-velar nasal-stop sequence or  prenasalised stop; (n.j) and (nj) indicate the lamino-alvoeolar 
nasal plus lamino-palatal stop, and the lamino-palatal prenasalised stop o r  nasal-stop sequence 
respectively. 

2.4 Scientific and Technical ~ a m e s  

Scientific names of course appeal to nature lovers, botanists and zoologists. They are 
almost certainly unnecessary and distracting clutter to the Alawa of today. Even many 'official' 
English names are not used by either whites or  Aborigines in the area. For example, the River 
She-Oak, Casuarina cunninghanziana, is refered to as the river whistling tree (or its Kriol 
variant riba wisling tri. Despite this, scientific names (where they can be determined) have 
been included in the English field in the Alawa-Kriol-English and English-Alawa-Kriol sections. 
They will be italicised to set them off from English names and text. 

There are  other items where the colloquial English used by both Aborigines and whites of 
the area may use a different word or  phrase to standard English. Where the referent is clear, 
both the local and the standard English name is listed, but in many cases there is more likelihood 
that the standard English speaker will understand the local form than that the local person will 
get a clear meaning from the standard name or  gloss. 

2.5 Cl~ltllral information to be included 

In general, any Alawa person using the dictionary will not need an explanation of a cultural 
practice which is still in place o r  has been in effect until recently. Nor will such a person need 
to know, for example, that lilyseed is a food. On the other hand, the outsider (such as the 
non-local living white person or  linguist or  anthropologist) may not know these things and will 
bcncfit from as detailcd account as possible of what is happening or  might happen. But it might 
also interest Alawa people to see how such a practice is described in standard English. Hence, 
for such items, explanations are gcared towards the culturally illiterate, and are given in English. 

2.6 Example Sentences and Phrases 

Example sentences and phrases, with glosses in Kriol and/or English or  a mixture, are  
included. Abstract grammatical explanations are not a genre Alawa people use, and even for 
people who do, an example is far more effective. Examples are chosen to illustrate meanings 
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of words, their grammatical collocations, inflection, and cultural practices, with a few more 
thrown in for good measure. 

2.7 Illustrations 

Small illustrations will be  used sparingly where the illustration o r  diagram is a more 
economical way of ensuring the meaning of a word o r  size o r  shape of a leaf o r  seed is accurately 
conveyed. 

2.8 Alphabetising Conventions 

In general, the English alphabetisation is used as a guide. However, within the nasals and 
laterals, it was deemed advisable to  put the post-alveolars together after the lamino-alveolars, 
lamino-palatals together next, and velars next again. For the stops, the post alveolars are  listed 
together after the lamino-alveolars. The trilled rhotic (symbolised r r )  is listed after the 
retroflexed continuant, as in some words it is uncertain which one  is present. In  some words 
in the language, one person's idiolec't has a lamino-alveolar stop o r  nasal. For the 'foreign' 
linguist, errors in hcaring can also compound possible misspelling, which adds to  the advisability 
of having lamino-alveolars and post alveolars listed adjacently to each other. 

A further decision needed to be made on how to alphabetise words with initial prcnasaliscd 
stops. Some of these had related words (usually verb particles) identical except in having an 
initial devoiced stop (eg nggawil 'gorge', gtlwil-narla 'he goes through (a gorge)' ngg:lbel 
'cooked', gabul-neni 'he roasts (it)' In addition, the prenasalisation of inital stops is lost in thc 
'light' pronunciation of such words by increasing numbers of younger generation speakcr-s. 11 
seemed wise thercfore to alphabetise words with prenasalized stops with those with thc 
corresponding devoiced stops. 

The following alphabetical* order is therefore used: 

a, mb (word initially), b, nd (word initially), d, rd, e, ngg (word initially), g, i, n j  
(for the word intial prenasalised lamino-palatal stop), j (for the lamino-palatal 
stop), 1, rl, ly, m, n, rn, ny, ng, r,  rr, u, w , y. Within words, the prenasalised stops 
are  alphabctised as nasal-stop sequences. 

In the occasional borrowed English o r  Kriol word whose phonology has not assimi1:rted to 
the traditional Alawa phonology, other letters arc alphabetised as in English. 

For producing a computer listing somcwhat like this ordering without too much starching 
and re-arranging, thc inital keying in of data uscd the following conventions: 

b =for initial mb; d =for initial nd; j = for initial nj; g =  for initial ngg. (The 
frequency o f  these words is relatively low, and some manual reordering has been 
done rather than expending time on a computer program to do this.) dx, Ix, nx for- 
the retroflcxcd consonants; j, ly, ny for the lamino-palatal consonants; nz, for ng, 
rz  for rr. 

The  Consistent Changcs program dcvclopcd by SIL has been used to make changes o f  b 5: 
to mb, dx to rd, ctc. 
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2.9 Auxiliary Verb Stem and Prefixed Noun Stem Listing 

Dictionary entries for auxiliary verbs and gender-pref~ed noun stems required some 
deliberation. My preference, as a linguist, was to list the stem of the word, though this was not 
always easy for the auxiliary verbs, especially the even more irregular ones such as go. Fellow 
linguists would, no doubt, also endorse this practice. However this almost certainly would have 
created problems for the Alawa people. 

For perhaps three auxiliaries, the second person singular imperative form is the auxiliary 
stem; for more of them the form changes for the imperative or, if the auxiliary is direferential, 
a pronominal p r e f ~  occurs. Also only nine of the auxiliaries have meaning when used alone. 
The others will then only be listed in the grammar or be following a verb particle listed in the 
dictionary. 

I have therefore chosen to use the third person singular masculine prefued form as the 
'list' form in the dictionary for all auxiliaries, unless this is ruled out semantically. I have also 
chosen to list all auxiliaries as such in a separate table in the dictionary. Within the body of 
the dictionary they are only listed following a verb particle. In these days of caution about 
'sexist' language, this decision needs defending. Firstly, some verbs have a 'dummy' subject, a 
meaningless non-personal third person masculine prefix. Secondly, a few activities (such as 
spearing animals) are gender exclusive. (While my language teacher cheerfully accepted me 
saying 'I speared a kangaroo', he rejected 'she speared a kangaroo'!) Thirdly, the masculine 
gender is more widely used, as it covers all persons, animals and things except for female 
humans and introduced animals. Finally, for the direferential verbs, third person singular 
masculine is sometimes signalled by zero prefu (depending on the form of the auxiliary, whether 
vowel or consonant initial) and, for monoreferential verbs, it is one of the shorter prefixes in 
actuality, and one of the two shortest orthographically. 

For gender or number prefixed nouns or adjectives, I have decided to list both the stem 
and the nominative case affixed form. Thus 'two' is found as warrini and yirnvarrini; 'woman' 
as girriya and an.girriya; 'son' as winya and nawinya; and 'daughter' as binya and anbinya, 
when the Alawa-Kriol-English section of the dictionary is consulted. 

2.10 Borrowed and Adapted Words 

Despite the expressed preference of a couple of the speakers, I have included all examples 
of borrowed words that I have encountered in use between Alawa people when speaking Alawa, 
whatever their source language, drawing the line only at code-switched phrases or sentences from 
Kriol or English. If the decision were made to exclude borrowed words, or certain borrowed 
words, many difficult decisions would need to be made. Some words are declared by speakers 
as being from Yukurl, Mara, Gudindji or English, while other speakers are not aware of this. A 
so-called Yukurl word may have been common to both languges for an indefinitely long time, 
and is perhaps identified as 'from' that language only because it is also used in that languge. I 
have, however, given alleged or obvious (in the case of English borrowings) sources of all words 
claimed as from other languges. Compared with the neighboring Mangarayi people, the Alawa 
have seemed more inclined tq borrow words for new equipment or concepts, whereas the 
Mangarayi have been more inclined to adapt the meaning of a suitable Mangarayi word. 
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2.11 Size and Style of Fonts 

With today's access to laser printing, high quality good contrast print can be produced, a 
vast improvement on dictionaries or grammars and dictionaries produced up to a few years ago 
in the first flood of type-it-yourself desktop publishing. Up until a few years ago, the choice of 
a larger font seemed advisable, partly because literacy skills were often lower than for the white 
population, and also because of lack of good lighting in the evening in all homes. Although 
lighting has improved, many interested in consulting the dictionary are long sighted and 
becoming more so as they age. An Alawa dictionary needs to compete with printed materials 
in Kriol already accessible to people of the area, of which the Kriol Holi Baibut is the most 
widely known. While its print has reduced in size from the earlier editions, it is still similar in 
size to English large print books - 14 point, and more recently 12 point (with a few notes in 
smaller print, see Appendix B). The font should preferably be one with serifs, as this adds to 
the distinctiveness of the letters. 

As the dictionary is triglot, some contrast in font or style will contribute to  separating the 
languages used in the entries, and perhaps separating notes on the word from the glosses and 
examples. However, I have been a little wary of using italics, as it is not as easily read as normal 
type. With this in mind, the fields for intial keying in of the data were chosen and, although 
some decisions were later revised' the fields chosen have left possible choices in formatting 
without unduly extensive need for 'hand' editing. Example printous are shown in Appendix C 

2.12 General Layout 

Two-column format has now been decided on, after advice from others involvcd in 
dictionary production. A separate short section with pronunciation guide and grammatical 
notes, as wcll as a section on the cultural and geographical setting of the language will be 
incorporated. 

2.13 Design for nilrerent reader groups 

Factors to be considered in making the best compromise for different readers have alrcady 
bcen discussed under a number of the points above. However the decision was made not to 
produce domain listings in the dictionary, although these can be printed out from the computer 
master list for flora, fauna, fish, tools, etc. as special purpose lists. 

3. The Format of the Compllter Master List and Dictionary 

Backslash codes were used to mark the various fields in the computer master list. 'Thcy 
are: 

Alawa word 
type of word (noun, demonstrative, etc.) 
semantic domain 
Kriol gloss 
Kriol alphabetical entry 
English gloss 
English alphabetical entry 
any notcs on the word or its use 
a markcr inserted in this field mcans ;In illustration is to be added 
Alawa example 
gloss of cxamplc into English and/or Kriol; further examples 
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\1 source of word (speaker, document, etc.), also a note if the word is claimed to 
be borrowed into the language. 

Subsequent working with this format has shown that, for my purposes, fields \i and \k 
could be collapsed into one field. The fields used, and their ordering, for the various sections 
of the dictionary are as follows: . 

Alawa-Kriol-English section: \a, \b, \d, \f, \h, \y, \i, \k 

Kriol-Alawa-English section: \e, \a, \f, \h (edited) 

English-Alawa-Kriol section: \g, \a, \b, \d, \h 

In my original manuscript dictionary, from which data is being entered, most words are 
ordered by semantic domain, so that domain listings can be made from the domain computer 
files before blending them for the dictionary. 

SIL's Consistent Changes program has been used to delete unwanted fields and to re-order 
them, and Michale Hore's WordFormat program has been used to produce different fonts, sizes 
and styles. Indenting lines, producing a P o  column page, and justifying can then be simply 
done with Microsoft Word. Proposed style of printout is shown jn Appendix C. , 
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Appendix A: Kriol-English-Alawa 1976 Typescript 

baba (kn) //brother, sister. baba, bababa, antbababa //older 
brother, older sister, /olda baba, olda braja, olda sista; 
libili, //younger brother or sister, narli'balnga //my 
younger brother, an.garli'balnga //my younger sister; 
ngulunggal // eldest brother or sister. 

bab bab, pap pap, lilwan dog (n) //small dog. aju. 
babard, bxd (n) //bird, any kind. /babard bin jinginad na. 

jutlegi. 
-bad, -bat (clitic) //-ing, continuous suffix. /im bin megin 

//he made it; /im bin megimbad //he was making it (but 
itts not finished) . (G) . 

bafalo (n) //water buffalo. wali, manaburru (M,Y) . 
bagi, bega (n) //tobacco, cigarette, etc. jumbagu, bega. 
bago, bako (v,n) //vomit. //see /bako. 
baibul baibul, garrim spot spot (adj) //piebald, spotted, 

variegated. nj ilmi nj ilmiwarr, buyu buyu //spot spot. 
baibul brim, blekbrim garrim spot spot (n) //Norman ~iver 

Grunter, Scortum ogibyi. gulubuju. 
baibal snek (n) //rock snake (non poisonous) . bubunarra. 
baidim (vt) //bite. gul-neni /im bait(im) yu; ganjal-namirli 

/im ganjal, im baidim bla bregim, //break by biting. 
baidimab (vt) //bite off. ganjal-namirli /in ganjal, 

baidimab, baidim bla bregim. 
baimbay (time) //later, bye and bye. mbarda. 
baindin, faindim (vt) //find. /maidbi yunmi baindim mowa naja 

trak; im bin faindim jad dubala men. dul-anganna /imin 
luk, imin faindim. 

bait (v) //bite. //see /baidim. 
bajdam, basdam (time) //before, in the past, earlier, first. 

/mista smij bin bajdam //Mr. Smith was (there) first, at 
the beginning. banga /bajdam; mengi mengi /oldendaim. 

baj imab (sp) (vt) //fetch, pass up, get. /bajimab kwikbala, 
maidbi im gedawe; melabad bajimab bla yu? //shall we 
get it for you? wird-garnu! /yu bajimab! 

baj imbek (vt) //bring, fetch. erligunu /im bajimbek na; 
diwu-yargarnu /bajimbek garri plen, //bring by plane. 

bak (vi) //bark. /dinggo nomo laiki bak. aju ngalg-nemberli 
/pap pap bak bak. 

bgk (n) //bark of tree. larlgan //bark of tree; yalanu 
//paperback bark. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Appendix B: Excerpts from Kriol Holi Biabul 

Earlier Version 

,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I I 
I I , , Luk 2 I I 

I I 
I 8 
I r I 

I Deibin kolum im neim Jisas . , 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I 
21Bambai na wen det beibi bin wan wik 01, deibin I 

I I 

I I 
deigim im blanga sekamsais im, en deibin kolum im I 

I I 
I I 

I I 
neim Jisas. Det neim na det einjul bin gibit im bifo im 

I I 
1 I 

I 
I mami Meri bin abum im. I I 

I I 
I 
I I 

I 
I 
I , Beibi Jisas langa serramoni pleis 

I I 
I I 
I 22923Bambai na det taim bin kaman blanga Meri 

I I 

en Josef blanga abum det serramoni blanga meigim 
Meri fri afta imbin abum det beibi. God bin gibit det 
lau blanga det serramoni langa Mosis, en  imbin gibit 
najawan lau deya du. Det  lau im tok det mami garra 
gibit det feswan boiwan beibi langa God. 

Wal dubala bin deigim det lilboi langa det taun 
kolum Jerusalem blanga gibit im langa God, 24en 

Later Version 

Fes Timathi 6 

/ wed, en detkain agamin na oldei I I 

I 

i meigim pipul jelas gija en 
I 
I 
I 

i agamin gija. Detkain agamin I I I 

i oldei meigim pipul toktok en 6Wal im trubala wen wi 
! jinggabat olkainwei blanga jidan kristjan, wi garra jidan 
i enibodi, detkain agamin ritjwan. Bat nomo atsaidwei. 7Wi 
i oldei meigim pipul kipgon garra jidan ritjwan insaidwei. If 
i faidabat, dumaji dei nomo wi nomo wori en jinggabat 
i garram gudwan main en dei blanga ola enijing, wal wi garra 
i nomo sabi det trubala wed. gridi filing blanga olabat garra 
I 
I 
I 
I Wal detkain pipul na reken meigim olabat jidan brabli 
i dei garra jidan ritjwan dumaji nogud raidap det filing garra 
i deibin meigim miselp kristjan. binijimap olabat laif, dumaji wen 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
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Appendix C: Excerpts from the New Alawa-English-Kriol Dictionary 

The English-Alawa-Kriol Section 

stomach (inside part) nggunu n 
binji (la insaid) a f t e r  
cutting down nggunjal, 
splitting open,  nggunu 
inside part of luma, not 
liver 

stomach (outside) n g g u n j a l  
(nj.) n beli, bittji - ajad, 
ebribit also luma, 'front, 
outside of binji'; also for 
palm of hand 

stomach (outside) luma n binji 
- ajad pat = nggunjal; cf 
nggunu inside part  

strength m u n d a  ( m u r n d a )  n 
mritzda, shzyrls 

sweat mbuwul n swet, skin, tes 
u n d e r a r m  s w e a t  
(K,I,Ch) o r  everywhere; 
I. c o m m e n t e d  n i n d a  
ngarrmarl 'here armpit'; 
m b u w u l w a r r  ' t a s ty ' ,  
mbuwulwanda 'tasteless' 

sweat ngurrwanyi n swet on  face 
(K,I,Ch) o r  body 

taste mbuwul n swet, skin, tes 
u n d e r a r m  s w e a t  
(K,I,Ch) o r  everywhere; 
I c o m m e n t e d  n i n d a  
ngarrmarl 'here armpit'; 
m b u w u l w a r r  ' t a s ty ' ,  
mbuwulwanda 'tasteless' 

tears ngaluwu n wada bla ai 
teat, breast milk ngabulu n tit, 

milk 
testes jagurl n Mara word 
thigh ndula tz leg 
thin murarr, murarru n jikwcri~, 

jinwarz 
throat birlbarr, mbirlbarr 1 2  

throt, winpa if) - - 
mbirlbarr 

thumb,  b ig  toe  jawunggil ,  
jirggay, murdudu n 

toenail rurru 12 nel (bla bingga) 
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The Alawa-Kriol-English Section 

agagurra, agaguda, agagunya n 
lefhen left hand 

aju adj jawa sour cf aju 'dog' 
alawal (al'awal) a d v  riliwan, 

prabli r e a l l y ,  p r o p e r l y  
stresslhigh pitch seems t o  
b e  on second syllable eg 
y a r l b u n  a l a w a l  m a m a  
'yarlbun im riliwan daka, 
lilyseed is a real food' 

arlugu, angarlugu adj b o  bala  
expression of nostalgia, 
pity, self-pity, etc. takes 
p r o n o u n  p r e f i x e s ,  g 
h a r d e n i n g  a f t e r  a n - ;  
a p p l i c a b l e  t o  p e r s o n  
(alive o r  passed on), o r  a 
p l a c e  eg 1. n g a r l u g u ,  
wan.gan ngarlugu bobala 
mi; 2. an.garlugu 'poor 
girl', 'poor old thing' 

bab-gewenjilunu, bab-gulngana, 
bab-ganyana vt 

gabarrimap cover (vt), b e  
covered (vi) -neni (vi), - 
wenyu, -a, -anya (vt) eg 1. 
m u r r u  b a b - g e r r e n j u n u  
'orai t  aibin gabar r imap  
(awus garr i  peipibak o 
g r a s ) .  O K  I 
c o v e r e d l r o o f e d  ( t h e  
house) (with paperbark o r  
grass).' 2. bab bilanggidji 
'cover with a blanket. '  
b a b - n e n i  'im g a b a d a p ,  
he's covered.' 3. yalanu 
wird bab-jilenjirlunu 'they 
get paperbark and put it 
o v e r  t h e  k a n g a r o o  (in 
c o o k i n g ) . '  4. m b a l g a  

.------------------------------------------------- 
b e b e b e d i  bab-j i lenyunu 
'they put earth o n  top  of 
it.' 

bab-neni vi gabadap cover (vt), 
b e  covered (vi) -neni (vi), 
-weju, -a, -anya (vt); see  
bab-gewenjilunu 

bab-gangana v rabim, kabadap 
rub, covered(?) (no aux 
listed for sense 'covered' 
C1) e g  ( n g u l i j i )  b a b -  
g u l n g a n a  j i r - n e n i  
ngandarlda 'yu andi rabim 
weya im jandap la dowa, 
you will rub (the blood) 
where  it s tands on  t h e  
door' 

bag-neni vt rabim rub eg  bag-jeni 
b a n g a  jumi r r  'you r u b  
skin' 

bag-neni, bag-gengedenyunu vt 
rabim rub -neni, -ngada eg 
1. bag-jeni banga jumirr 
'first you rub the  skin'. 2. 
bag-ngulngedenyunu 'we 
rub it like brush with paint 
(cf magirray whitewash, 
on spear)' 

balajngu n le f t  h a n d e r  M a r a  
word 

mbalbalbi adv slobala (jolobala), 
sofwan, wikbala, kwaithala 
s l o w ( l y ) ,  s o f t ( l y ) ,  
w e a k ( l y ) ,  q u i e t ( l y ) ,  
connotation of weakness, 
low or  slow eg mbalbalbi 
n g a r l - m i m b i  'yu t o k  
slobal/sofwan/kwaitbala, 
speak more slowly/softly' 
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The Kriol-Alawa-English Section 

.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------.----------------------. 
I I I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

i gabadap bab-neni vi cover (vt), be covered (vi). I 
I 

I 
I 
I i gabarra mambumbu, mabubu n head. , , , 

i gabarrimap bab-gewenjilunu, bab-gulngana, bab-ganyana vt cover (vt), be ! 
I 
I 

I 

, I covered (vi). , I 

I 
t 

I 
I 
I 

i gelwan, gelwan fayastik anwundunya n female fire making stick. I 
I 

I 

gelwan wundunya (.ny.) adj female, short, recessed. , 
I 

I 
I i gem, bif nggumbi n meat, atzimal or fish, edible. 

I 
I 

: get ged n gate. , , 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I i gidawei bayal-gangadanna v get away, escape (e.g. fish in fish trap) , , 

I 
I 

: gilinbala garayarra adj  clean, no dust*. , 

i giyaman la jambodi wul-anganna vt tell lie, joke, stop (??). , 
I 

i giyaman, dalim laya la sambodi wurl-anna vt tell lie to someone, pretetzd, i 
I I 
I 
I gammon. , 
I I 

i giyaman wul-narla vi tell lie , , 
I I 
I 
I 
I 

grab (mun?) wardangarrin n curl grub - lava of Black beetle, Heteroizychris 
sartcta-lteletzae. 

grajim bard vt yoke sometlzittg in to make Izole 
grajimat bang-neni, bang-ganna v break open, cur, take orit. 
gras - grin gras wurrgurl n green grass. 
gras gadem redwan burdiflawa murany murayn n Leptocltoa browtzii, a 

grass with purple flower ('rzecklace'). 
gras weya imin barn wurdawura n burtzt grass. 
gras, botam pat bla wankain gras diwalunggu, diwalungurr(u) n grolittd 
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An All-Dialect Dictionary of Banjalang, 
An Australian Language No Longer in General Use: 

Lexicography and project report 

Margaret C. Sharpe 
University of New England, Australia 

0. Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to address issues of producing a unified dictionary from 
sources of variable phonetic and phonological accuracy ranging over a century, organised to 
facilitate cross-dialectal comparisons. 

1. Introduction 

The Banjalang (Bundjalung) dialects of the Northern Rivers and Gold Coast areas of 
eastern Australia are now only used with any fluency by a few old people, though young people 
use a number of words from the langauge in their English, and in some communities they also 
use some phrases from the langauge. Published and unpublished word lists and grammatical 
information range from word lists collected by linguistically untrained people to  grammars and 
dictionaries by recently trained linguists, from lists with precise English glosses to lists with more 
vague or possibly inaccurate identification, and the data range over a number of dialects which 
appear at north and south extremes of the range to share no more than 50% cognate vocabulary. 

The use of the computer to produce 
master lists and connate entries facilitates a 
more extensive comparison of the different 
dialects; the inclusion of sample sentences 
collected at different times and places is 
showing that geographical boundaries drawn 
between different lexemes seem more 
graded than thought ten years ago; and 
despite the low confidence placed in the 
accuracy of the early lists, there is evidence 
to suggest some phonological changes in that 
time. 

2. Geographical Setting and Current 
Status of the Language 

Bandjalang (or, as spelt in English, 
Bundjalung) is the name now given by 
linguists to  a language with about 16 
dialects spoken in the Northern Rivers area 
of northern New South Wales and into 
southeast Queensland, including the Gold 
Coast and its hinterland to Beaudesert, and 
part of the Darling Downs as far as Allora 
(see Figure I). Figure I: Approximate Location of the 

Bundjalung-Yugam Dialects 
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Most of the dialects are no longer used; a few of them are still sometimes used by a few 
old people for whom it was their first language. Young people use a number of words from 
the language in their English, and some communities also use some phrases from the langauge. 
Published and unpublished word lists date from 1886 to the present; grammatical information 
ranges from word lists collected by linguistically untrained people to grammars and dictionaries 
by recently trained linguistis, from lists with precise English glosses to lists with more vague or  
possibly inaccurate identification, and the data range over a number of dialects which appear 
at north and south extremes of the range to share no more than 50% cognate vocabulary. The 
first grammar of one of the dialects was published in 1892. 

2.1 Language Structure and Phonology 

Bundjalung is a member of the widespread Pama-Nyungan language family. As analysed 
by linguists of recent years, the phonemic inventory is a reasonably typical one for a PN 
language, with four contrasting points of articulation for obstruents and nasals (bilabial, 
lamino-alveolar, lamino-palatal,. and dorso-velar), one alveolar lateral, one rhotic, and two 
semivowels. The Bundjalung phonology differs from the most common pattern in the following: 

1. There is only one rhotic attested in recent studies, a flapltrill. 

2. /bl and /g/ are more commonly realised as affricates or fricatives than as stops. 

3. /dl and /j/ collapse together intervocalically and syllable finally, being realised in 
these positions as an interdental fricative in one dialect, varying between an 
interdental fricative and an alveopalatal stop or affricate in others, and between 
an alveopalatal stop or affricate and an alveopalatal fricative (slightly sibilant) in 
other dialects; elsewhere /dl is a lamino-alveolar stop and /j/ a lamino- 
alveopalatal stop or affricate. 

4. There are four short vowels /a/, /el, /i/ and /u/, and four corresponding long vowels. 

Subject and object pronouns (and other case pronouns) are separate words; there are no 
prefixes; and verb stems are suffixed for tense and for a number of other meanings such as 
continuous/repetitive, remote past, second hand information, doing while carrying, or suffixed 
by a nominaliser, etc. Nouns can be suffixed for ergative case, accusative, genitive, locative and 
elaiive; some dialects used to contrast a present and past locative. There were four genders, 
masculine, femine, arboreal and neuter attested in some of the dialects, all indicated by 
suffixation of any specifying adjective, and for feminine by the -gan suffix on many feminine 
nouns, and the use of the third person singular femine pronoun. 

2.2 Orthography 

Geytenbeeks produced a practical orthography for the Gidhabal language which used k for 
the velar obstruent, b, d, j for the other obstruents, ny and ng for the lamino-palatal and velar 
nasals, and used d for the archephoneme of d and j. However it was never widely used. Fraser 
consulted with the Baryulgil community, and they expressed a preference for 11 which then 
allowed the unambiguous use of g for the velar obstruent. Descendants of the Gold Coast 
people also chose the use of 11 for the velar nasal, a choice which pleased me also-until I later 
had to face the problem of inserting it through a change of font in the computer listings! 

, However this has finally also been solved in a manageable way, though it has added to the time 
taken to produce the dictionary. We have also opted to symbolixe the lamino-palatal nasal as 
ny syllable initially and as yn syllable finally. As in Alawa, the intial data was keyed into the 
* 
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computer using nz for what would later be changed back to g, placing g alphabetically after n 
and nylyn. 

3. Why an All-Dialect List? 

The reasons for compiling an all-dialect dictionary of the language are as follows: 

1. Comparativists and historical linguists are interested in having all data at hand for 
their work. 

2. There are more than ten dialects, making cross-comparison of different lists 
awkward. 

3. We only have reasonably long lists in a few of the dialects, and even these lists 
have gaps which almost certainly were filled when the language and dialects 
were in full use. Sometimes a short list in a neighbouring dialect gives a 
possible filler for such a gap. 

4. Requests for the Bundjalung word for this o r  that meaning are frequent, and it is 
slow and messy to consult all the extant lists. 

4. Materials Available on the Language 

Five sizeable descriptions covering four of the dialects have been published in recent 
decades by trained linguists (Brian and Helen Geytenbeek, Terry Crowley, Nils Holmer and 
myself), though the two by Holmer have a number of weaknesses (in particular the researchcr 
failed to hear differences in length of vowels and between /el and lid). However, as all but onc 
of these have depended on less than a handful of speakers who had not used their dialect 
regularly for many years, there are a number of gaps in the lexicon recorded that cross-dialect 
comparison suggest would not have been there when the language was in full use. Crowley, 
Geytenbeeks and myself have also collected short lists of data (words and some grammar) from 
speakers of other dialects. 

We also have three or four earlier grammatical descriptions and sketches of quite high 
quality dating from 1913 (with a later compilation from the same source in 1943), c. 1946 and 
1892. The 1913 paper was co-authored by John Allen (Bulum), a literate Aboriginal speaker 
of the dialect who had learnt it as his motber tongue, although he had not used it in decades, 
and John Lane, a white man. This paper had far more detail on noun inflections that I was 
able to obtain in 1965-6 from one of the last old men who had used the language. However, 
although Allen and Lane give some evidence of a couple of verb suffiies which have since gone 
out of use, this document is overall less helpful on verb inflection. The circa 1946 grammar 
(see Appendix A) was compiled by W.E. Smythe, a medical practitioner (who also wrote a 
grammar of the neighbouring Gumbaynggir language, each done when he practised medicine in 
the area where the language was spoken). Smythe did not understand phonemic principles, but 
had an accurate ear and used phonetic symbols. Rev. H. Livingstone, whose grammar was 
published in 1892 (see Appendix B), was also reasonably competent in his recording, as 
ascertained by comparison with surviving other dialects, and includes quite a good range of 
example sentences. Rev. J. Mathew, who compiled a short list in the most westerly dialect 
(published 1926), was also reasonably competent in hearing the sounds of the language. 

In addition we have a number of other short lists of variable quality published in 1887 (scc 
Appendices <: and D), 1900 and 1903, plus an unpublished manuscript by Callcy, an 
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anthropologist, probably dating from the 1950s, some of which are in dialects studied in more 
detail by the linguists noted above, and others from other dialects. Even the least promising 
list among these can add confirmation to forms recorded in the 'good' lists, or  can provide 
evidence to confirm use of a word only occuring rather marginally in one of the better lists. 

The Problem of Spellings in the Various Lists 

I described these short lists as being of variable quality: the compilers were not trained in 
linguistics, were not helped by the irregularities of English spelling, and were often unable to 
'hear' the different sounds of an Aboriginal language, especially the lamino-palatal and initial 
velar nasals. In particular the velar nasal word initially was a disaster area for most of these 
scribes. Another minefield was the variable value of our letter u, compounded because of the 
possibility of dialect differences in the scribes on some of the short vowels realised by most 
Australian English speakers as /a/ and /ad, which in some dialects are realised as /u/ and /a/ 
respectively. Many of them did not mark the stressed syllable either, and did not pick up the 
contrast between short and long vowels. For most dialects, words receive stress on the first 
long syllable, or otherwise on the first syllable. Thus an old list spelling 'kangaroo' as 
koorooman could (from what we know from recent work) be attesting guruman or  guruhman 
(long /u:/), whereas an old list spelling this word krooman shows the stress must have been on 
the second syllable, and therefore the second syllable was long. Quite a number of words on 
these old lists, when interpreted against modern data on the language and dialects are 
reasonably transparent, but a number fit the 'wild guess' category, and could be interpreted in 
a number of quite different ways. A word spelt with an initial h could reflect an initial g or an 
initial g. A g, even before an a or  u could stand for /g/ or Ijl. Among many Australians from 
the working class even today, this confusion persists. And when even oo in some Australian 
place names is pronounced as a short /a/, one can have niggling doubts in some cases whether 
the vowels /u/ or /uh/ are meant, or whether /a/ is meant. Even Calley seems inconsitent in his 
use of symbols u, 6, a, etc., and he also sometimes uses j to stand for the lamino-palatal stop, 
and sometimes to stand for the semivowel y. Yet at times the frustrating old spellings hint at 
phonetic features that are often masked out by the use of a consistent phonemic orthography. 
For example, the spelling fumkum for 'fighting' in one old list reminds us that the initial b is 
often fricative; the spelling burribee for 'koala' reminds us of the transitional vowel heard 
between a syllable-final rhotic trill and an obstruent in burbi. 

One need also be aware that many of those who submitted lists to E.M. Curr (1886-7) 
(see Appendices C and D) and Science (1900 ff.) would have submitted these in manuscript. A 
number of oddities are most likely to be due to incorrect reading of someone's handwriting by 
the typesetter who would not have known the language. I strongly suspect that often a 
handwritten n in the cursive writing of the time w q  read as u, for example in kargou 
'kookaburra', which in modern lists is usually gahgun. There were other similar possible 
rnisreadings of specific handwritten letters or combinations of letters. 

5. How to Incorporate Old Data into a Dictionary 

There are two issues in incorporating old data into a dictionary. One concerns how the 
entries are spelt, the other the interpretation of the English gloss. 

Choices which can be made in incorporating old data into a dictionary include: 

1. Spelling all forms as in the original list; 
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2. Adapting words to fit the known phonemic patterns of the language. 

3. Compromising on adaptaion by writing phonemically the obvious cases. 

4. Including the original data but attempting to phonemicise for the dictionary listing. 

The choice made is, in part, determined by what data is available, both in old lists and in recent 
work. If there are only old lists with negligible more recent data, the first choice is the only 
possible one. In the present case, I have opted for the last choice, often revising the phonemic 
'guess' in light of what shows up when lists are combined. Thus I revised a few of my 
phonemicisations of Calley's work (such as whether to choose a short o r  long vowel) in the light 
of phonemic data from neighbouring dialects when the material was conflated. A number of 
guesses of the more difficult examples have been confirmed, and others radically revised in the 
light of more recent data brought alongside it in the dictionary, and as all dialects are eventually 
incorporated, I anticipate more revision. 

The other issue is the English gloss of the word. In a few cases there is reasonable 
evidence that the compiler has misunderstood the meaning of a word and given it a wrong 
translation. In a number of other cases terms have changed in the last 50 years. For examplc 
a koala is not now referred to as a 'native bear', nor the kookaburra referred to as a 'laughing 
jackass'. In a less explicit age, just which part or parts of the anatomy is covered by 'private 
parts'? Was the 'paddymelon' the marsupial or the vine? Does the gloss 'sand' occuring for a 
word surrounded in the list by reptile names really mean sand or sand goanna? What is 'cobra9 
or 'cobbera', or a 'teredo worm'? As it happens in the last case, every person of Aboriginal 
descent in the area knows exactly what it is, but how many white readers know? (It is a long 
worm living in submerged wood, a delicacy.) Also, if a precise modem linguist gives a detailed 
gloss of a word where the same linguist, or other compilers give just one of those meanings, 
should these be separate entries, or should we assume that the same range of meanings across 
neighbouring dialects? 

We cannot assume that a word will have the same range of meanings, even in neighbouring 
dialects. There is some well-attested variation of meaning in many words from one dialect to 
another. There are also examples of opposite meanings, or contrasting colour descriptions 
being given for the same form in adjacent dialects. For example, the word dabu-dabu is givcn 
the meaning 'deep' in Wujehbal and 'shallow' in Wahlubal, and the word dalag is 'white' in most 
dialects but 'red' in Wahlubal. 

Data from other languages in the world suggest a reversal of meaning such as 
'dceplshallow' is not unknown, nor is a change of meaning from 'white' to 'red' impossible (it 
occurs for mumbolah in different Ifugao dialects in the Philippincs). 

My solution has been to include all information details on the source of words, and their 
spellings (if they are not from Cunningham [Sharpe], Geytenbeek or Crowley, all of whom 
analysed the dialccts similarly), and their glosses, putting much of this into a smaller sizcd italic 
note at the end of each entry (see Appendixes E and F). The main part of the entry will 
indicate, if necessary, where meaning or form differs from one dialect to another, and will give 
any relevant notcs on the word. Such notes might include scientific names of flora and fauna, 
related forms in other dialects, any avialable information on grammar or  inflection or phonology 
which is not self-evident from the word class and the spelling of the word. I also include all 
example sentences and phrases from all sources, again identifying the source. 
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A Marginal Dialect 

In Crowley's investigations, he considered that a language spoken at Copmanhurst was a 
Bundjalung dialect, though somewhat aberrant. Even in the brief list a number of words 
manifested forms which fitted with Bundjalung morphology, but also a number of words that 
seemed very different in fqrm. To make this old list accessible, it has been included in the 
dictionary, but as a separate list. Some of the words given are easy to phonemicise to fit 
common Bundjalung patterns, but some are not. When in doubt here, I have not attempted 
anything radical in phonemic reconstruction. 

6. Fields Used in the Dictionary Entries 

For the Bundjalung entries, I have used the following fields: 

Semantic domaiq of word or phrase 
English alphabetical entry (for the English-Language Section) 
Bundjalung word or phrase 
Word type, phrase type 
English gloss (for the English-Language Section) 
Notes on the yord 
Example 
Gloss of example, more examples 
Source, and source spellings and meanings w ere appropriate. 't 

The Language-English section uses fields: 

\c Bundjalung word or phrase 
\d Word type, phrase type 
\f Notes on the word 
\x Example 
\i Gloss of example, more examples 
\ Source, and source spellings and meanings where appropriate. 

The English-Language section uses fields: 

\b English alphabetical entry (for the English-Language Section) 
\c Bundjalung word or phrase 
\d Word type, phrase type 
\f Notes on the word (edited) 
\ Source, and source spellings and meanings where appropriate 

Computer listings cah be printed out for those interested in semantic domains of words. 
I 

7. Fonts and Font Sizes Used in the Dictionary 

While a font with serifs is recommended as more readable on the whole than a font 
without, the font Geneva has been used in the Bundjalung dictionaries. Its 10-point size is larger 
than the corresponding size in some other fonts. However, this font was chosen for the purely 
practical reason that the only phonetic fonts I had in my computer system which was exactly 
comparable to an 'ordinary' font in size and style were the LGeneva and LingustiG fonts. This 
allowed me not only to print the tailed g symbol, but other phonetic symbols used by some of 
the source documents (See Appendixes E and F). 
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8. Tentative Comments on kIistorical Reconstruction 

Although it will take another six months or so to complete work on the dialects outside 
the Western area, there, are some indications that there may have been a contrast between a 
retroflexed continuant (11-0 and a flappedltrilled rhotic (11-1-0 existing up to the early twentieth 
century which has since collapsed. There is also indication of a verb suffix extant in two of the 
dialects (including the Yugambeh dialect I worked on) that went out of use before my time of 
working. Conclusions on these matters and others must wait for the completion of the 
all-dialect survey. 
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Appendix A: Extract from Smythe (c. 1946) 

dugunj (object noun) claw, toenail, firhing line 

dulb-a (transitive verb) kill by sqeezing 

gile giii dulum du1ba:ni dulum She was killing lice. 

dulug (simple adjective) afraid 

gai dulug gura:rnji I'm afraid of snakes. 

dulugwan-a (intransitive derivative verb) (see also -wan-a) become afraid 

wana: dulugwana: Don *t be afraid. 

dulGlbi (object noun) gun, rifle, firearm 

dulum (animal noun) louse 

dumgan (object noun) wave (water) 

dumgiian (see dumgan) 

du:nim-a (intransitive verb) float 

galgir gugga: du:nimalela The canoe floats on the water. 

dunm-a (transitive verb) split, open up 

dumgan waija:len burur gidju:njgam dunmani gtii Ba1uga:na bagul 

Two great waves rose up and split Ba1uga:n's canoe. 

duranbinjm-a (transitive derivative verb) rake up, rear, bring up 

duranbinjmani gigile djabugi He brought up, reared, the boy. 

du:w-a (transitive verb) dig, dig up 

gaijel gaidju du:wani I dug the ground 

gali njulagi nja:ni du:walinjun danda:mgu We saw him digging for yam.  
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. . .  A man calls an elder brother 
. . . . .  " is called in return 

A man calls a younger brother . . 
. . . . .  " is called in return 

. . . . . . . .  A man calls any sister 
. . . . .  " is called in return 

A woman calls any brother . . . .  
. . .  " is called in return 

A woman calls an elder sister . . 
" is called in return ... 

A woman calls a younger sister . 
... " is called in return 

.Native words 
kagog . . .  
bunam . . .  
bunam . . .  
kagog . . .  
nunnag . . 
bunam . . .  
bunam . . .  

nunnag . . 
yirgag ... 
yirgag . . .  
nunnag . . 

Equivalents. 
elder brother. 
younger brother. 

elder brother. 
sister. 
brother. 
brother. 
sister. 
elder sister. 
younger sister. 

I 

elder sister. 

... A black* calls a male cousin yirabbg or khjarug. 
" " a female " . . . . .  yirabhg-gun or khjarug-gun. 

. . . . .  she is called in return yirabbg-gun or  kbjarug-gun. 
he " " . . . . . . . .  yirabbg o r  khjarug 

A grandchild* calls a grandfather, and is called by him naijog. 
" father's mother " " her kummi. 

I " mother's " I ,, " baibug. 
Whether male or female. 

A man calls his wife, his wife's sister, and some others ..... nubuggun. . is called by them in return ................... nubug. 
A man calls his wife's father . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  w6men. . calls his wife's mother . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  bogai.. . is called by them in return ................... w6men. 

Other terms for relations-in-law are--weog, Cumbui, yambhru. Such 
relationships are  very complicated, and require to be specially 
investigated. 

THE MINYUNG DIALECT, 

11. THE VOCABULARY. 
Words, Phrases, and Senrmces used by the Minywrg Tribe. - 

1. WORDS AND PHRASES. 

(The verbs a n  given in their shortest form, the imperative.) 

Berrin-the south, the south people; e.g., bemnba-to the south; cf: 
kokin-the north, the north people; e.g., kokingil-from the 
north. The aborigines on  the Richmond River call the Clarence 
River 'Berrin,' and the Tweed 'Kokin'; but, to those on the 
Tweed River, the Richmond is 'Benin,' and the Logan is 'Kokin.' 

Binnug-an ear; e.g., binnugma-make to hear; tell; answer. 
Birra-to cast through. 
Bi r rLf ly  away; e.g., binyalen gamg-crosed  over. 
Bugge--fall; it is sometimes equivalent to  'gone away' or, 'dis- 

appeared'; as, inji bukeloro mibin kurralbo wairabo? 'where 
have all the blacks been this long time. If the imperative ends in 
a (as bugga), the word means 'kick,' 'stamp,' 'leave a mark', as 
a footprint. In the Pirripai dialect, spoken by the natives on the 
Hastings River, buCIgen means 'killed,' for they say bunno butan 
buggen, 'he killed a black snake.' In Minyug, n y u k a  bukkoyen 
means 'the sun has risen,' nyuCIga buken ,  'the sun has set'; but 
with this compare the Brisbane dialect, which says piki bo& 'the 
sun is dead.' 

Buggo- ( l )  a native shield; (2) the tree from which is is made. 
Bujabuyai-a swallow. Bujarebin--a daisy. B u j a g u n 4  quiet girl. 

B u j a r e ~ u i e t ;  e-g., yiran bujiro, 'whip-snakes (are), harmless.' 
Bujari, B u j a r i a o r n i n g .  
Bujire, Bujaro-bujam-this morning, just before daybreak. 
Buji, bujin--a little piece; bujigan-into little pieces. 
Buma o r  bumga-strike, beat, fight, kill by fighting. 

This is probably a derivative from bugge, just a Gg, the noun 
for 'work', becomes wamma, the verb 'to work'. 

Burre-the top of a tree; with this compare Culle, 'the barrel' o r  
'trunk' of a tree; waian, 'the root'; Cerrug, 'the branches'; kunyal, 
'the leaves'. Qlle is also a general name for a 'tree.' It often 
means 'logs' lying down, and 'firewood'; e.g., kulga tulle 
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Appendix C: List from Curr (Richmond River) 1887 
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Appendix D: List &om Curr (Ballina) 1887 

1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  a , , , , , , , . , , , , , , , . ~ , ,  

: I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 . f , , , . , , . , , , , . , . , . , , #  
" ' 4  ,.. 4 " " " '  4 l l i iz j  I , . . . , , . , , , .  . . - 

U 

g Y l 0  
F e i j j g  b r n r n  ! S 8 g ~ l l a ~ g ~ ~ a ~  14 m r n L 4  a g j a l a g s j l s $ q s j s g ~ 8  
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Appendix E: West Bundjalung-English Extract 

buhl n circle, Bora Ring 'circle for buhynbi- vt to pluck of fur, feathers; cf 
initiation' (GN) GDbhg; GNjm bul buhnda- GDbhg 

buhlmag n large whirlwind cf buhl -buhyn nsuf typified by GDbhg 
'circle, Bora Ring' GDbhg buhnyi n bunya pine, bunya nut 

buhlgiyn n catfish nest circle of stones Araucaria bidwilli; English 'bunya' 
in river used by catfish for nesting clearly from an Aboriginal name, not 
WAtc Bundjalung, however WAtc; GDbhg 

buhlam n Tea-tree, species of tea-tree 
used for its $trips of bark, 'oil teatree' 
(mjc) WAtc; bu:lam oil ti-tree; GDbhg 
Tea -tree 

buhmbi- vt to blow, to smoke to blow 
something, including cigarettes (WA); 
cf buhy(i)/buwi 'breath' (GD) eg 1. 
gadhu mala buhmbiyn waybar '1'11 
blow the fire'; 2 wurahg mahnyu 
malahya jaliya buhmbila mala gahynja 
' the leaves high in the  t ree  a r e  
blowing'; 3. wanah mahyn buhmbi 
'don't smoke' 

-bug nsuf huge of tree; requires the 
substitution of -1 for the last consonant, 
if any, of the stem GDbhg 

buhggara n leg (?) GXwdy boongarah 
buhwi n breath buhwi- 'to pull, pick up' 

WAtc 
buhwi bira- v to breathe lit. 'throw 

breath'; see also buwi, buhyi eg mala 
buhwi biralehlabu 'he's still breathing' 
WAtc 

buhwi-gali adj shortwinded 
'breath-type' WAtc 

Appendix F: English-West Bundjalung Extract 

arm gangil n 'lower arm' in WUwt; 
GXwdy gives different word for 'lower 
arm' WAtc; WUmjc gutj.gil; WUwt cun-gil 
'lower arm'; GXwdy congle 'arm'; GNjm 
kanggil arm 

arm, lower jurubangan n (?) GXwdy 
toorobungun 

arm walagan n upper arm, cf 'shoulder' 
in other dialects WUwt wull-i-gun 

armpit wagayn n WAtc; GDbhg 
arouse, disturb, raid girba- v girbal 

'raid, attack' GDbhg 
arrive, emerge bahna-, bahnga-, 

bahrwa- vi irreg; to come up, to 
come out, to rise, to emerge, to bleed, 
to hatch out, to come through, to 
arrive, to wake up, to get up, ie to 
come into sight or existence from 
where  previously invisible  o r  

non-existent; can be  reduplicated: 
babahna-habahnga- (WA); also 

assertive, self-assertive gulug- guluhg 
adj from gulug 'ahead, in front' GDbhg 

association with, motion towards 
-bah nsuf association with (when 
followed by a seventh order suffix), see 
Gidabal grammar GDbhg 

at, in, on -yah nsuf location in present 
time; see grammar for changes in 
initial consonant GDbhg 

at, in, on, -ye nsuf location in otRer 
than present time; see grammar for 
changes in initial consonant GDbhg 

attack, raid girbal n from girba- 'to 
raid, arouse, disturb' GDbhg 

attend to, pay attention garig julba- v 
from garihg 'across, other side', lit. 
'across jump' GDbhg 
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The following dictionaries are in the process of production: 

Sharpe, M.C. (in press). Dictionary of the Western Dialects of Bundjalung including Gidhabal 
and Tabulam Bundjalung. Canberra: Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Studies. 

. A Dictionary of Minyangbal and Ngahnduwal of the Tweed and Bmnrwick Rivers Area. 

. A Dictionary of Yugambeh and the northern Yugam dialects of Bundjalung. 

. A Dictionary of the Richmond River dialects of Bundjalung, including Lismore, Coraki, 
Casino and Cabbage Tree Island. 
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The TIWI Dictionary Project 

Jennifer Lee 

Summer Institute of Linguistics, 
Australian Aborigines and Islanders Branch 

The Tiwi language is an Australian Aboriginal language, spoken by the inhabitants of 
Bathurst and Melville Islands, off the north western coast of Australia. The Tiwi language is 
not directly related to any other language, though it has similar features to the languages spoken 
on the Australian mainland. However, the issues involved in producing a dictionary are relevant 
to similar situations all over the world. Over the 90 years since regular and prolonged contact 
with Europeans and the English language the Tiwi language has undergone considerable change, 
The younger people (including those in their forties) no longer speak the hard traditional 
language but a "half-and-half' language which, in my considered opinion, is a creolized form o f  
Tiwi, with many vocabulary items from English and using a periphrastic verb phrase instead of' 
the complex polysynthetic traditional verb forms. There is a periphrastic verb phrase prescnt 
in the traditional language as well as the normal inflected verb, but the younger people extend 
the class of traditional "free form" verbs to include English loan verbs. (See the examples in 
Appendix 1.) 

However, the "half-and-half' has a very low status and many people do not wish to see i t  
used in writing or in any formal setting, such as in church services. This has influenced the stylc 
of Tiwi used and taught in the bilingual education program in the school on Bathurst Island. 
The style used is a modified form of the traditional language, using basically traditional verb 
forms but without the full complexities of the traditional inflectional system. This style has bcctl 
named modern Tiwi. 

The use of varying styles has implications for dictionary making - what styles should be 
included in a dictionary? This can only be decided with reference to the intended audience. In 
the computer database that I have been building over the years I have included all styles witla 
a note as to the particular style of an entry (where there is a difference) and cross-references 
to appropriate entries in the other styles. The lexical database (an ASCII text file with backslash 
codes marking the different fields) has been devised so that different dictionaries for different 
users or  purposes could be culled from it. It contains many fields which would not necessarily 
appear in a printed dictionary. 

Recently I have been given a grant to produce a dictionary for use in the school. Tlie 
school wishes this to be aimed at upper primary and secondary students but also suitable for 
use by the wider community. The nature of the lraditional language, the change in the language, 
the sociolinguistic situation and the audience for which the dictionary is intended, are all 
influencing the base form of the lexical item to appear in the school dictionary, the type of 
material to be included in the entries, as well as the structure and layout of the dictionary. 

The desire to try and keep or reestablish a "pure" form of Tiwi has led to an overreaction 
(particularly by those employed in the school) to the use of even well established and "Tiwiized" 
loans in writing. This poses the question of what to do with English loans. Do  we include 
them in the body of the dictionary, do we ignore them or do we include them in an appendix‘? 
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The  last suggestion is the one agreed upon as being more acceptable to  the people in general. 
This means that pirayimani 'school boy' (from English 'prayer man') would not be  included as 
an entry in the main body of the dictionary even though it is a long established and Tiwiized 
loan. 

Another problem is what form to use as the base lexical form - one with the traditional 
pronunciation o r  modern form - where there is a difference. Where this is simply a difference 
between the use of a retroflex consonant in traditional vs a non-retroflex in modern 
(-angurlimayi vs -angulimayi 'walk') i h e  modern Tiwi form is used - with the traditional form 
noted. However, where there is quite a drastic change in pronunciation by young people and 
this change is not accepted in writing by many people then the traditional form is used (such 
as traditional ngarra 'he' vs modern arra, traditional awungarruwu 'over there9 vs modern 
asvarruwu) with a note about the modern form. 

The  biggest problem has been working out how to represent the verbs. The  basic meaninp. 
is carried by the verb root which, as you have seen from the above examples, is not word-initial 
and may be preceded by a number of prefixes (as well as having a number of suffixes). In thc 
past the school has used a "word list" style dictionary which included the verb root in the body 
of the dictionary. A lot of people, even educated ones, have had problems knowing how to 
look up a verb and how to  use it. After discussion with my colleagues and various people I 
have decided to  choose the third plural past form as the citation form. This form is the least 
ambiguous form and is one which most clearly shows the differences between the three verb 
classes (as well as the transitivity). Of course not all verbs would have such a form and in thesc* 
cases whatever form is appropriate to the particular root has been chosen. 

Because the dictionary is to be basically a teaching dictionary, and the young people dl 
not easily recognize verb forms, it has been decided to put the verbs into a separate section 
This is to be preceded by grammatical notes on the verbs, including charts with the subject-tens(- 
prefixes. The verbs are then listed alphabetically by the root which is bolded (rather than 
alphabetically by the prefix). Whatever form the dictionary takes, there will need to be some. 
education of the users as to  how to use it. If a word cannot be found in the main body of thc 
dictionary, then young Tiwi speakers can see if it starts with any of the verb subject-tensc 
prefixes from the charts given in the verb section (which hopefully they will eventually come t o  
recognize) and can then look up the root. The root is given within the context of the full vcrh 
so that it is clear that i t  can ncvcr stand alone. (sce Appendix 2) 

Because of the loss of the language by the young people, it has been felt that it is importnnt 
to include good illustrative examples of the usage of many of the words, particularly verbs. 
These are  taken from actual texts where available and are  elicited or  manufactured where goo(l 
examples are not available from text material. 

The dictionary will also include pictures whcre applicable and needtrd. A scpar:ttc grant 
has been given for this purpose. 

Ideally the English-Tiwi section should have full entries as a tool f o ~  learning English b11i. 
because of the time limit on the project (and the amount of funding provided), this will havt 
to be limited to an indcx style listing with cross-rcfcrences back to the Tiwi entrics 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Examples of language styles 

1. English: 
'We tried to killhatch some flying foxes.' 

traditional: 
Ngintu-wa-wni-marringi-pirni (tarnikuwi). 
we.past-try-them-flying.fox-kill (flying foxes) 

"half-&-hall?': 
Tra kilimi nginti -ri -mi tarnikuwi. 
try kill we.past-CV-did flying foxes 

modern: 
Ngintu -wari-pirni tarnikuwi. 
Wepast-try -kill flying foxes 

2. English: 
'She (the sun) is shining over there in the morning.' (Lit: 'She is walking over 
there in the morning with a light.') 

traditional: 
(Nyirra) ampi -ni -watu-wujingi-ma -j -irrakirningi-y -angurlimay-aml. 
she she.non.past-loc-morn-CONT -with-CV-light -CV-walk -movement 

"half-&-half': 
Japinara jirra wokapat ampi -jiki -mi kutawu with layit. 
morning she walk she.non.past-CONT-do over.there with light 

modern: 
Japinara (nyirra) ampi -ji -rr -angurlimayi kutawa wutiriyi lay it. 
morning she she.non.past-CONT-CV -walk over there with light 

3. English: 
'We saw them near the river.' 

traditional: 
(Ngawa) ngintu -wun -t -akurluwunyi yinkitayi kapi makatinga. 
we we.past-them-CV-see near to river 

"half-&-half ': 
Awa lukim yinti -ri -mi wuta yinkitayi kapi makatinga. 
we see we.past-CV-do them near to river 

modern: 
(Ngawa) nginti -p -akuluwnyi wuta yinkitayi b p i  makatinga. 
we we.past-CV-see them near to river 

NB: CV - connective (varies according to class of root and preceding morpheme) 
I 
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Appendix 2: - Sample of verbs 

pirripakilinga they climbed up 
Root: -akilinga ivs2 to climb; See also: -awulari. Ngiya-rringani yi-p-akilinga taka kiyi 
yuwunyayi wuninga. 'My father climbed a tree and found a possum.' 

pirripakirtirruwa they carried him 
Root: -akirtirmwa, -akurtirruwa, -akurturruwa, tvs2 to carry on shoulders, to carry 
(extended to mean 'carry' [in general]). 1. Karri ngawa ngaripirni jipwajirringa api 
awungarri ngamp-akirtirruwa awarra. 'When we kill wallaby we carry that wallaby on 
our shoulders.' 2. Anginayi miratinga angi arikulanga a-p-akirtirmwa 
arramukaminawurti nginingaji kanijawa, purupunguluwurri, yiyawungarri. 'That big ship 
carries all sorts of things like flour, cars, and whatever.' 

jiripirrarawami they died 
Root: -arawami, -arawumi, -arami, -awami (trad.; modern: -mirrarami, -marrarami) fvs2 
(trad.: + indirect object - person who dies + 'she' as "dummy" subject, modern: 
person who dies as subject) to die (long time in past or future - now just meaning 
"die"). Same as: kura, pajuwani -mi. Ngarra waya yinkitayi ngini ampi-ngi-rr-arawami 
pili karrikamini pularti ngini imatamangapa. 'He was close to dying because he had no 
milk to drink.' 

pirikilipi they twirled it 
Root: -kilipi ivsl to twist something by rubbing in back and forth hands (such as hair 
in making tinimumla [a hair belt]), to twirl firestick on another (i.e. by twisting 
firestick in hands on another piece of wood), to bang clapping sticks together, to clap 
sticks together, to blink eyes (indicates movement back and forth.) 1. Murrula 
pi-p-ili-kilip-ani. 'They used to twist hair (to make a tinimumla).' 2. Ngarra 
muluwanya yi-kilipi api yikwani yikirimi. 'He twirled a firestick (on wood) and made a 
fire.' 

-kilipi piyani ( + wuji- "CONTINUOUS" to keep blinking eyes when nodding off to 
sleep, eyelids to keep closing with sleep. Wuta waya a-wuji-kilipi piyani. 'Their eyelids 
keep closing from sleepiness.' 

-kilipi + body part to twitch (a nerve), to tingle. See also: -kilarirri 

pirikiringirri they drew something, they copied something 
Root: -kiringirri tvsl 
1. to draw, to copy, to imitate, to carve figure. Nga-ma-wuni-kiringirri ngawa-ampi 
paparluwi. 'We should imitate our forebears.' 
2. to take over (job) from someone. Ngiya pakinya ngi-ri-pukirimi kiyi ngatawatuwu 
yi-mini-ja-kiringirri. 'I cut worms first then he in turn took over from me.' 

pirikiripwiya they dressed, they put on clothes 
Root: -kiripwiya, -kuripwiya, -kiripiya (trad.; modern: -kuripiya) fvsl to wear clothes, to 
put on clothes, to dress. Arnuka pi-ti-jingi-pu-kiripwiya-mini, awuta paparliwi. 'Those 
ancestors used not to wear clothes.' 
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The Making of the Kadazan Dictionary: 
A Project Report 

Rita Lasimbang 
Project Manager - Kadazan Dictionary Project ' 

Departmenf of Sabah Museum and SMe Archives 
Sabah, Mahysia 

1. The Kudazan Language 

Kadazan (also known as Dusun) is the largest language community in the state of Sabal~, 
Malaysia. Kadazan is a member of the Dusunic language family, North Bornean stock, West(-r ra 
Austronesian superstock (See Appendix for Map: Languages of Sabah, SIL 1984). 

The KadazanDusun language has 13 notable dialects with more than 300,000 spcak1.1. 
living in parts of 13 of the 23 administrative districts of Sabah. There are heavy concentratioi~:i 
of KadazanDusun in the districts of Ranau, Tambunan, Penampang, Papar, Tuaran, Kot;~ 
Belud, and those parts of Kota Kinabalu outside the city. Speakers of the KadazanIDusti~l 
language also live in Beaufort, Kinabatangan, Labuk-Sugut, and Keningau districts, wit11 sotiit. 
migrant villages in the districts of Tenom and Tawau (Banker and Banker, 1984). 

2. Orthography 

The writing system which has been commonly used for the KadazanPusun 1angu:lgt 
follows quite closely the sound contrasts in the language. This one-to-one correlation bctwc.c.rl 
symbol and sound has made it easy for Kadazan speakers to learn to  read and write thc*ir 
language, as well as for non-Kadazan language learners to reproduce, with reasonable accurac.y, 
material written in Kadazan. 

There are two exceptions to this general rule in the Coastal dialect. The glottal stop has 
generally been written only when it occurs in the middle of words. Only recently it has bcgulr 
to be written when it occurs at the end of words. Also, the non-implosive b and d are generally 
not distinguished from the more common implosive b and d. Both these distinctions at( 
important to proper understanding and speaking of the language. In order to make thc. 
dictionary as helpful as possible to students of the language, these distinctions have been markcll 
in this dictionary. Glottal stop has been symbolised by (') and the implosive b and d b y  l, al l t i  

d respectively. - 
Kadazan has the following consonants and vowels: 

b, d, & g, h, j (loan words), k, 1, m, n, ng, p, s, t, v, z, ' (glottal stop) 

1 The author wishes to acknowledge the help in this project of Richard Brewis (SII,), Maria Rcncdict I;tsi~~ll~:~ng 
(KDCA) and Doris Insimbang (KDCA). 
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3. History of the Project 

Discussions about work on a Kadazan dictionary have been in process for quite some time. 
As stocks from the earlier Kadazan Dictionary and Grammar by the Rev. A. Antonissen (1958) 
were depleted, desire was expressed for an updated and expanded dictionary of the language. 
The reason for wanting an update is that in the Antonissen dictionary, words are listed in 
alphabetical order with English glosses, whereas this KDCA dictionary is a root oriented 
dictionary. 

Acting on requests from the local people, the Kadazan Dusun Cultural Association 
(KDCA) in 1987 requested the help of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) researchers 
John and Carolyn Miller to serve as consultants for a Kadazan dictionary project. Available at 
the start of the project was the Kadazan section of the Antonissen dictionary which has been 
keyboarded onto computer by a local volunteer working with SIL, as well as the root form of 
each word as analyzed by John and Carolyn Miller when they were studying the Kadazan 
language. 

4. The Database 

The information which forms the database for the dictionary project has been entered onto 
computer with standard format markers, i.e., every type of information has been coded. The 
codes used are as follows: 

\lx marks the Kadazan root word and the beginning of a main entry. 
\et the etymology of those words known to be borrowed from another language- 

e.g. English or Malay. 
\n the meaning number where a root has more than one unrelated meaning. 
\id an idiom using the root word. 
\co a comment expanding on the meaning. 
\ms an empty field serving only to mark each expanded form. 
\eg an expanded form of the root word. 
\gl an English gloss giving the meaning either of the root word or the expanded 

form. 
\g2 a Malay gloss giving the meaning either of the root word o r  the expanded form. 
\g3 the Central Dialect equivalent form of the root word. 
\e# a number designating the combination of affues which occurs in a particular 

expanded form. 
\oa the breakdown of the expanded form into its various parts. 
\og the grammatical designations for the affues of the expanded form. 
\ex a Kadazan sentence illustrating the usage of either the root word or the 

expanded form. 
\tr an English translation of the Kadazan illustrative sentence. 
\t2 a Malay translation of the illustrative sentence. 

Size of database: 
Number of files (A - Z) = 132 
Number of root words (\lx) = 3,819 
Number of expanded forms (\eg) = 27,314 
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5. Description of Dictionary entries 

Because of the complex affixation of words in languages such as Kadazan, words are 
entered by the root. In some cases, the root word never occurs by itself without affixation. 
Where this is the case the root has been marked by an asterisk (*). 

The root word and the affixed forms of the word are given in the Coastal dialect. However, 
included with the root word is a Central dialect form of the root word (marked by C )  as well 
as the gloss of the root word in Malay (marked by M) and English (marked by E). 

With each root word are included,the most common affixed forms of the root. 

6. The Glossary 

Kadazan has vowel-harmony rules and other morphophonemic changes that cause dil'lic1111 y 
in identifying the root form of a word. A glossary will therefore be included in the back of tllc: 
volume, giving a listing of every word in the dictionary with a breakdown of the form into its 
various parts including the root. Following the breakdown is given the function of each o f  thcsc 
parts. Further information about the form and other forms of the same root may be found by 
looking up the root form in the main section of the dictionary. 

Additional information about the Kadazan language may be found in the introduction to 
the glossary. This includes a description of regular sound changes, combinations of affixes ancl 
their usage, and a brief description of the use of focus. 

7. Conclusion 

This dictionary is being prepared and designed primarily for use by the Kadazan conirnunity 
as an important step in the development the Kadazan language. 

As it also contains important technical and grammatical inhrmation, English and Malay 
speakers will find the dictionary to be an aid in understanding the Kadazan language, and 
linguists interested in the languages of the area will find it a source of information for langungc 
comparison. 

While members of the dictionary staff know that no dictionary is ever complete or without 
error, it is their hope that future generations of Kadazan speakers will add to it, correct it, and 
use the rich database for further language development. 
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APPENDIX 
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Lexicography in Brunei Darussalam: An Overview 

Peter W. Martin 
Universiri Brunei Darussalam 

Introduction 

The motivation to write this paper was twofold. In the first place, I am involved in thtr 
compilation of a dictionary of Kelabit, a language related to Murut, one of the indigenolls 
languages of Brunei. This paper represents an opportunity to report on this project and, at I I I I ,  
same time, share my experiences and frustrations with others working on dictionary projcCrs I I I  

Asia. Secondly, the publication, in 1991, of dictionaries of two of Brunei's indigenous langu:~g( \ 
Brunei Malay and Tutong, has provided me with the stimulus to report on the st:itus O I  
lexicographic work in Brunei Darussalam in the last decade of the twentieth century. Thcsc 1:vc I 

publications, and the on-going Kelabit dictionary project, represent the first serious venlure i l l ! ( \  

lexicographical study in Brunei Darussalam. 

The aim of this paper, then, is to provide an overview of the status of lexicography i l l  

Brunei. The discussion will cover early lexicographic work on the Brunei language g r o ~ ~ p s ,  ~r 

review of present and on-going dictionary projects, and a look to the future. It is hol)cd I I I ~ I I  
this paper might have the effect of stimulating a further interest in lexicography in Br11nc.i. 

As with other parts of insular South East Asia, Borneo has a rich linguistic heritage, w11rr1 
a large number of little-known languages, many in danger of obsolescence. To date, only a snl:~ll: 
percentage of these languages have been recorded. Even in a country the size of Bru~ici (5'70 * 

sq. krn.), with a population of just over a quartcr of a million people, at least 12 lanljr~:igt-5 1 1 1  

dialects are spoken. 

Language groups in Brunei 

I have discussed at some length elsewhere (1991) the language situation in Brunt-i i t r r ~ l  I 
only propose to give the briefest outline here. The languages of Brunei can bt: convci l i~~l~~lv 
classified in four groups. Firstly, there are the Malay dialects, of which the two most inlport:~lil 
are Bahasa Melayu, the official language of the country, and Brunei Malay, the language ol' [ l i t .  

dominant group in the country, the puak Brunei. A form of Brunei Malay is also usccl by rl~c 
majority of population in coastal areas of the country, as well as in areas of the Malaysian start.\ 
of Sabah and Sarawak neighbouring Brunei (Collins 1990:xviii). According to Nothofcr (1901 ), 
Brunei Malay is 84 percent cognate with the standard form of Malay. Other Malay dialccls ( (11  

sub-dialects, cf. Simanjuntak 1988) include Kedayan, Kampong Ayer, bazaar Malay i111tl rov;~P 
Malay. 

The other languages spoken in Brunei, though constitutionally classilicd as 'Mal:ry', a r c .  
separate linguistic entities.* These languages are Dusun, Bisaya, Murut, Belait and Tutong. '1'11c.k 
are listed in Table 1 below, along with some closely related languages from the states borclc.~ Ille 
on Brunei territory. 

* Notherfer (1991) shows that these languages are all less than 40 per cent cogn'lte with Malay 

!) 9 
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Table 1: An outline classification of the non-Malay languages of Brunei ~arussalam* 

The languages in parentheses indicate closely related languages found in the 
neighbouring Malaysian states of Sabah and Sarawak 

Group 

Ida'an 

Apo Duat 

Lower Baram 
(Rejang-Baram) 

Two other Austronesian languages are spoken in Brunei, namely, Iban and Penan. These 
are regarded as immigrant languages and will not enter into the discussion here. Suffice to  say 
that a number of Iban dictionaries have appeared, the most significant being those of Richards 
(1981), Scott (1956), and Howell and Bailey (1900). Sutlive (1992) is presently engaged on "A 
Handy Reference of Iban and English" as well as "A Comprehensive Dictionary of Iban and 
English". There is a real dearth of lexical material on the Penan, although a number of short 
wordlists have appeared (Nothofer 1991; Zainuddin 1986; Andreini 1933). The on-going work 
of Sercombe (in preparation) may go some way to filling this gap. 

Early wordlists 

Sub-category/ 
alternative 

nomenclature 

Dusunicl Dusun-Bisaya 

Sarawak MuruV 
Kelabitic-Murut 

North SarawaW 
Baram-Tinjar 

A number of early wordlists constitute the first, albeit rudimentary, lexicons for many of 
the languages of Brunei. These lists are a legacy of the various travellers, administrators, 
missionaries and anthropologists who visited the shores of Borneo. It would seem to have been 
common to record lists of vocabularies of the communities with whom they came into contact. 
However it should, perhaps, be pointed out that such individuals who visited Brunei and 
collected wordlists never worked on the languages in the way that Newel1 (1988) suggests 
occurred in the Philippines. H e  reports tHat missionaries left "an impressive volume of 
lexicographic material" (Newel1 1988:46). Neqertheless, it might be useful at this point to refer 
briefly to a number of the wordlists of ~ r u n d i  languages, and to consider their significance for 
language study and, in particular, for lexicographical work in Brunei today. 

Languages 

Dusun, Bisaya 

Murut (Lun Bawang, 
Kelabit, Tring, Lun 
Dayeh) 

Belait, Tutong 
(Bakong, Kiput, 
Miri, Lelak, 
Narum, Dali, etc.) 

As early as 1521 some Brunei Malay words were recorded by Pigafetta, the chronicler of 
Magellan's voyage to the Far East (Skelton 1969). During the nineteenth century vocabularies 
of a number of languages spoken in Brunei were collected by figures such as Hose, St John and 
de Crespigny. These were later reproduced by Roth (1896) in his classic work on The Natives 
of Sarawak and B n h h  North Borneo. However, by far the most important source of lexical 
material from Brunei is to be found in Ray's The Languages of Borneo (1913). Ray's collection 
of up to 236 words for over 100 languages or dialects in Borneo includes a number of wordlists 

* After Blust (1972), Hudson (1978) and Prentice (1970). 
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collected in and around Brunei. The wordlists of Ray and others have received a certain amount 
of criticism (see, for example, Blust 1969:90; I.A. Clayre 1970:331; Collins 1990:12). Among the 
problems which have been singled out are the omission of final /h/, failure to recognise the 
glottal stop, and the assitning of an English sound value to vowel symbols. While much of the 
criticism is well-founded, I do not subscribe to the view that these wordlists are worthless. On 
the contrary, for those interested in language contact and the processes of language shift and 
obsolescence, the work of these early pioneers in Borneo lexicography constitutes a valuablc 
resource. Ray's vocabulary, for example, is the only remaining record we have for a number oL 
language groups. 

Malay vocabu1;ries and lexicons in Brunei 

The standard, official language in Brunei is Bahasa Melayu. This is almost identical I O  

Bahasa Malaysia, although an increasing amount of Brunei Malay lexis is being absorbcd i t l r c j  

the language and becoming standardised. Up until the present time, no attempt has been matli 
to compile standard Malay dictionaries in Brunei. Instead, there has been a reliancSc or1 
dictionaries published in Malaysia (such as Iskandar's [I9701 definitive Kanlus Dewan). 

Wordlists of Brunei Malay (the local vernacular), however, have appeared from time 10 

time over the last century or so. These include the wordlist of de  Crespigny containing 146 woldc, 
of the "Brunei Low Dialect" (Roth 1896) and the list of Ray (1913) containing 195 words. 'l'l~c 
first attempt to produce more than just a wordlist with a single word gloss was the voc;~l)ul:~r y 
of Marshall (1921). A significant feature of this vocabulary of over 500 words is that good 
comprehensive glosses are provided for each entry. Another important and useful feature o l  
Marshall's vocabulary is that entries which also occur in Sarawak Malay, a neighbouring tlia1c.c.r. 
are identified. 

After the appearance of Marshall's vocabulary of Brunei Malay in 1921, a number oI. 
additions were made, notably by MacBryan (1922) and Haynes (1940). In 1932, Wilkinson'h 
classic A Malay-English Dictionary was published, and this contained a number of dialect fornls, 
including Brunei Malay. Since that time, and prior to the publication of the Kamus Bahas(r 
Melayu Brunei (Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka 1991a), the only significant lexical material to havc 
been published has been the series of Brunei Malay vocabulary that appeared in the journ:~l 
Bahana (Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka 1971-1985) over a period of years. This apparent neg1i.c-r 
is remarkable given the extremely significant role of Brunei Malay, not only as the lingua franc-:I 
of the country, but as an important marker of solidarity among the indigenous groups in this 
Brunei speech community (Martin 1990a). 

The need to produce a comprehensive dictionary of Brunei Malay was recognized at thc 
time the Dewan Bahasa dun Pustaka (the Language and Literature Bureau) was established irx 
1961. Towards this end, a committee was set up in 1971 to look into the production of such :I 
dictionary. The fruits of their labour were seen in 1991 with the publication of a useful, ttiougli 
modest dictionary of Brunei Malay, the Karltrts Bahasa Melayu Brunei (Ilewan Bahasa d:ln 
Pustaka 1991a). Among the aims of the dictionary are the documentation of Brunt:i M:II:I~ 
words in order that the young generation will have access to them, as well as to ensure that t l ~ c  
words do not become extinct. It is also seen as a reference work for researchers of the I:~rrg~~agt: 
(Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka 1991a:v). 

The Kantus Bahasa Melayu Brunei provides approximately 2200 entries, with the glosqc 5 

given in Bahasa Melayu. In view of the fact that Brunei Malay is known to have surbl\ a tic h 
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l e e ,  the number of entries is surprisingly low. It appears that although a number of informants 
were used to build up this lexicon, there does not appear to have been any systematic checking 
or examination of the literature, including important Brunei literary works and the rich oral 
literature of the language. Certainly, a cursory glance at one recent text on Brunei culture 
(Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka 1988), shows a considerable number of words that have not been 
incorporated into the dictionary. However, this should not detract from the overall importance 
of the dictionary. 

Lexicographic work on the Lower Baram languages 

The publication last year of a Tutong-Malay dictionary (Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka 1991b) 
was a major achievement and an important contribution to Borneo lexicography. It is not only 
the first dictionary of a non-Malay language in Brunei, but is the first published dictionary of a 
language in the very under-researched, though important, 'lower Baram' group (see Table 1). 
It is particularly significant in viey of the fact that a number of the languages in this group have 
already disappeared or are in danger of disappearing. For example, Lelak, the original language 
of Long Teru, is already extinct. On-going studies suggest that Belait (Martin 1992) and Miri 
(or Miriek) (Bibi Aminah and Abang Ahmad 1992) will also disappear within the next fifty 
years. However, the position of Tutong in Brunei remains strong, despite the pivotal role of 
Brunei Malay in interaction between the Tutong community and their neighbours, and the fact 
that Brunei Malay has encroached into some of the domains of the Tutong language. 

The Dewan Bahasa dun Pustaka should be applauded for its efforts in producing the 
Tutong dictionary. This dictionary, along with a number of descriptive studies of the Tutong 
language (for example, Ramlee 1991), means that at least one language from this important 
group is beginning to get the attention it deserves. The dictionary itself, Kamus Tutong-Melayu, 
Melayu-Tutong (Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka 1991b), provides approximately 3000 root entries 
for the Tutong language. An interesting feature of the dictionary is that each entry is provided 
with a phonetic transcription. The Dewan Bahasa dun Pustaka has been fortunate to have had 
the help of Professor Bernd Nothofer in the compilation of the dictionary. One less than 
satisfactory aspect of the dictionary, however, is the fact that the Malay glosses are, on the 
whole, limited to single words. 

Before closing this section I should include a brief word about Belait (also called Meting 
or Lemeting, (see Martin 1990b), the other language of the 'Lower Baram' group still spoken 
in Brunei. Whereas the Tutong language is able to hold its own, Belait is not, and there are 
definite signs that the use of this language is declining. I have outlined the reasons for this 
elsewhere (Martin 1992), and have also provided a vocabulary of approximately 400 words of 
Belait (Martin, to appear). Suffice to say here, there is an urgent need to provide both a good 
descriptive study, as well as a sound lexicon of this disappearing language, a language recognized 
by Blust as being of importance in supporting or disconfirming "changes that have been 
proposed in the reconstruction of some protoAustronesian morphemes" (Blust 1970:4-5): 

Lexicographic work on the Dusun-Bisaya languages 

The Dusun-Bisaya language complex in Brunei has close associations with the Dusunic 
languages of Sabah (Prentice 1970). The Sabah branch of the Summer Institute of Linguistics 
has played a leading role in descriptions and lexicons of this language complex, but very little 

* Blust actually refers to Lemehng, which is the language used by the people who call themselves 'Belait' (Martin, 
to appear). 1 
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lexicographic work has been done on this group in Brunei. One exception is the work of 
Kershaw. As part of her study on the folk literature of the Brunei Dusun, she is collecting lexical 
material (personal communication). It is to be hoped that some form of Brunei Dusun lexicon 
will result from the important work of Kershaw. 

One potentially important work that deserves mention here is the recent Daflar Kata 
Bahasa Malaysia-Dialek Bkaya (Yussin 1992). The Bisaya dialect recorded is that spoken around 
Limbang and neighbouring Brunei territory. The volume consists simply of a list of approximat(:- 
ly 3800 Bahasa Malaysia words with their Bisaya equivalents, and their derivatives. The aim oL' 
the Dewan Bahasa dun Pustaka (Sarawak Branch) in publishing this and other wordlists of a 
number of Sarawak languages is t o  facilitate the enrichment of the national language. In othrl 
words, the aim is to enrich Bahasa Malaysia, using terms from the various indigenous languages 
in the country, rather than using words from foreign languages such as English. This is 
undoubtedly a worthy aim, and is one that should aid national integration, a point madc in tllc. 
introduction to the volume (1992:ix-x), and by Nik Safiah and Abdul Jalil (to appear) in thc i~ 
discussion on the project "Kata Bahasa Sukuan" or  ethnic languages word project. The volun~c. 
is, however, rather one-dimensional, in that there is not even a Bisaya index. The publishers do, 
though, point out that this, and other, volumes will provide the impetus for setting up 
full-fledged dictionaries for the languages and dialects of Sarawak (1992xviii) in the near Tutli~ (- 

Lexicographic work on the Kelabitic-Murut language groups 

The Kelabitic-Murut or  Sarawak Murut group of languages is represented by Mi~r l~ t  
(autonyrn Lun Bawang), the least studied of any of the linguistic groups in Brunei. Apart fro111 
a number of early wordlists of Murut communities living around Brunei Bay (Roth 1806: 
Moulton 1912:lOO-104), and the wordlist provided by Nothofer (1991), there is no othchr 
published lexicographic material on the Brunei Murut. The paucity of information on this group 
was brought into focus at a recent seminar on the languages and dialects in ~runei .*  Mu1 ill 
was the only language community not to receive any attention at the seminar. 

However, there are a number of lexicons of the various Murut isolects spoken in arcas 
neighbouring Brunei. These include the only published lexical material on Tring (Blust 198.1), 
and two dictionary-cum-phrase books on Lun Dayeh (Labo Pur 1965; Padan 1971). In addition, 
there is an unpublished manuscript of a Lun Bawang-English vocabulary (Southwell, n.d.), and 
one Lun Bawang dictionary in preparation (Clayre, personal communication). One 0tht.r 
dictionary in preparation, A Kelabit-English Dictionary, (Blust, et  al), is discussed in morc: tlcht;lll 

below. 

The Universiti Brunei Darussalam-University of IIawaii Kelabit-English Dictionary I'rojccl. 

From the standpoint of general linguistic typology, Kelabit is an extremely intcrcsting 
language and one of exceptional importance for comparative studies in Borneo (Blust 1960). 
Unfortunately, though, the material in print on this language is very limited and, to dalc, thc~c. 
is no linguistically thorough description of Kelabit available. 

A joint project between the University of Hawaii and the Universiti Brunei Daruss:~la~~i 
was set up in 1990 with the aim of producing a Kelabit-English dictionary within a pc*rioci 01 

* The "Seminlr Ilialek", held in Bandar Seri Begawan, 7-9 Octiber 1991, was org:~nized by tile 1)cn~c~n N o l ~ ~ ( t l  (Idt1 

Ptutnkn, Brunei 
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four years. The starting point for this dictionary was a 1,500 word vocabulary (Blust, forthcom- 
ing), which was checked by Kelabit informants in Brunei, and a 328 page computer print-out 
containing 55,934 two-syllable shapes which are potential Kelabit morphemes. This print-out 
was prepared by Dr  Robert Hsu at the University of Hawaii, based on information provided by 
Professor Robert Blust. The phonemes of Kelabit and their possible combinations were used to 
predict all possible root morphemes which might occur in the language. As approximately 90 
percent of Kelabit root morphemes appear to consist of two syllables (Blust, personal com- 
munication), the computer generation of hypothetical morphemes longer than two syllables was 
not deemed to be efficient. The use of computer-assisted hypothetical form elicitation, some- 
times referred to as "generative elicitation" (e.g. see Carroll 1%6), is especially useful in 
languages such as Kelabit, where there is an almost complete lack of textual material. At 
present, the process of identifying actual Kelabit disyllables from the computer-generated lists 
is in progress. Once identified, native Kelabit speakers and their helpers search for derivatives 
for each entry as well as providing as comprehensive a gloss as possible. 

Of course, the problems are innumerable, and I state them here, as other dictionary 
projects in Brunei and beyond will, no doubt, face similar difficulties. One problem which was 
the subject of some discussion at the recent Borneo Research Council Second Biennial 
Conference in ~ a l a ~ s i a * ,  was the choice of a database in which to store and organise a lexicon. 
For the Kelabit dictionary, I started using SHOEBOX**, a database management programme 
which allows the entry, editing and analysis of lexical data. After a number of setbacks, I 
transferred to an ordinary word processor, but have since gone back to SHOEBOX! Further 
problems include the lack of a consistent, standard orthography, the almost complete lack of 
textual material, and no published description of Kelabit morphology. Although these problems 
are formidable they are not insurmountable. Dictionary projects on such relatively unresearched 
languages as Kelabit are exciting in that they not only involve the collection of lexical material 
but, at the same time, they help to unravel the mysteries of the language. 

Given the importance of Kelabit in comparative Austronesian studies, as well as the overall 
lack of information on the Apo Duat isolects, a comprehensive lexicographic description of the 
Kelabit language is long overdue. Blust (personal communication) is incorporating a .consider- 
able amount of Kelabit lexical material into his Austronesian Comparative Dictionary (in 
preparation), a major project, which should be of great significance to Austronesian language 
studies. Any new lexical items generated in the Kelabit dictionary project may have an 
immediate practical use in Blust's comparative dictionary. 

Conclusion 

This brief paper has attempted to outline the recent developments in Brunei lexicography 
and to point the way for the future. It is at once apparent that Brunei's languages, neglected 
for so long, are at last beginning to get the attention they deserve. The year 1991, with the 
publication of two dictionaries, can be considered a watershed for Brunei lexicography. Another 
dictionary project, on Kedayan, an important dialect of Malay with approximately 30,000 
speakers, is in hand, and is expected to be published in late 1993 or early 1994. It is to be hoped 
that these projects will extend to the other, lesser known languages of Brunei Darussalam, 
sooner, rather than later, in view of the general shift away from the use of the smaller languages. 

* Held in Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, 13-17 July 1992. 

**produced by the Summer Institute of Linguistics. 
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The Dewan Bahasa dun Pustaka and the Universiti Brunei Darussalam are, and should 
obviously remain, at the forefront of lexicographic research in Brunei. However, I would like to 
see much more joint research as, for example, that between the Universiti Brunei Darussalam 
and the University of Hawaii, on the Kelabit Dictionary Project. I would also like to see much 
more liaison between institutions in Brunei and those in other parts of ASEAN, not just the 
universities in the region, but other bodies such as the Summer Institute of Linguistics. 1 
personally feel fortunate to have the expertise of the SIL (Sabah Branch) close at hand. 

Looking into the future, it would be satisfying to think that a lexicographic description of 
each of Brunei's languages and dialects might be available by the beginning of the new centuly. 
Questions may be asked about the need for this, especially in the light of my earlier comments 
that some of Brunei's languages are on the point of disappearing. But I believe that whn1evt.r 
the future holds for these languages, we owe it to future generations to record what is, ; i f l< .~  
all, an important part of their cultural heritage. Aside from this, the lexicon of a language l S i I I 1  

provide important insights into comparative and historical language research. At the sanie tirric, 
a lexicon can be considered as a storehouse of information to which future generations shoultl 
have access. 
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The Development of the EnglishIMalay Dictionary: 
A Historical Perspective 

Asha Doshi 

UniversiQ of Malaya 

I. Introduction 

In India, the earliest form of lexicography developed from the making of special notes of 
remarkable forms and expressions in classical literature, as for example the Vedic literature. 
The glosses or explanations were usually for langauge forms that were obsolete o r  unusual. In 
Greece and Rome, in the rewriting of older texts, glosses were made in the margins to explain 
difficult or  outdated expressions. This gradulaly evolved into glossaries providing newer 
equivalents to an older (but same) language (Katre 19652-5). In Europe, the study of classical 
languages necessitated the glossing process too, resulting in glossaries of the classical and 
receiving languages or of complex and simple lists of vocabulary. The very beginnings of English 
lexicography for example, lies in the treatment of Latin texts during the days of the Anglo- 
Saxons (Osselton 1983:14). Interlineal glosses in English written between the Latin lines of the 
manuscripts gradually evolved into keyword lists and glossaries which are the forerunners of 
bilingual dictionaries. 

Malay bilingual lexicography, however, did not have its beginnings from glosses in classical 
literature. It began as bilingual lists of vocabulary written by traders and travellers to the region, 
who wanted to have a working knowledge of the lingua franca. The lists were also useful to 
their fellow countrymen who came this way mainly for purposes of trade. As in other parts of 
the world, however, the Malay bilingual lists were wordlists of equivalents. Most of the early 
works were written by foreigners such as the Chinese, Italians, Dutch and English. 

2. The First EnglishlMalay Bilingual Dictionary 

Although the earliest known bilingual work of Malay is a Chinese-Malay wordlist, compiled 
between 1403 and 1511 (Blagden 1931-32:715-749), the first bilingual work of English appeared 
only about two centuries later. This is the bidirectional dictionary of 1701 by Thomas Bowrey. 

Mention rnust be made here of a claim by Linehan (1949:185) of another work which was 
probably the first attempt at providing the Malay speech in the English language. This was the 
manual of 1624 by Augustine Spalding. This manual was an English version of Magister 
Gotthard Arthur's 1608 Latin version of de Houtman's Dutch Dialogues of 1603. In fiicl 
Linehan's list of dictionaries makes no mention of Bowrey's work. As the bilingual nature of 
Spalding's work is uncertain, and as it is a record of dialogues, it is inappropriate that it should 
be discussed as a dictionary in the context of this paper. Therefore Bowrey's work is regarded 
as the first dicitonary of English and Malay. In the Dedication of his dictionary, we learn that 
Bowrey undertook this work "chiefly for the promotion of trade in the many countries where 
the Malayo language is spoken'' (Bowrey 1701:2). In addition to the two parts of the dictionary 
proper (about 468 pages), Bowrey also included a map of "the Countrys Wherein The Malayo 
Language is Spoken", a section on "Grammar Rules for the Malayo Language" and "Miscel- 
lanies" (phrases and sentences). There is also a collection of dialogues on various subjects, 
specimen letters, information on the computation of time by the Mohametans and exarriples ot 
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the "Malayo" character (in Roman and Arabic script). The "Miscellanies", "Dialogues" and 
letters are in two columns, English to the left and the Malay translation on the right. Some of 
the conventions used in Bowrey's dictionary would be familiar to us today. The entry words are 
alphabetically ordered (although only to the second letter). There are a fair sample of words 
from the different grammatical categories. The meanings are given in the form of equivalents 
and sometimes illustrated by example sentences. Bowrey indicated pronunciation of the Malay 
words by placing an accent mark above the vowel in the Malay word. Bowrey's greatest 
accomplishment in the dictionary is his transliteration of Malay in Romanised script. The pains 
he took to establish accuracy in spelling and therefore pronunciation are reflected in the 
nineteen rules he set down for any user of the dictionary (Preface:4-6). In the Preface he says 
of the user who follows these directions carefully, "I do not doubt but that the Reader, though 
he never heard a word of Malayo spoken, yet will Pronounce the Language exactly, with its true 
Accent." Bowrey's dictionary may not be of practical value today, but it is an important record 
of early bilingual lexicographic style. It is not clear how he actually accumulated his corpus of 
English and Malay entry words but they are useful references for students of language change 
and language development. 

3. EnglisWMalay Works of the Nineteenth Century. 

Bowrey's work remained the only work of its kind until the nineteenth century when a 
similar type of dictionary was published in 1801 by James Howison. Among the other works of 
this period are dictionaries and vocabularies written by Marsden (1812), Thompson (1820), 
Crawfurd (1852), Keasbeny (1862:Third Edition), Swettenham (188111886) and Kessler (1895). 

Howison's bidirectional dictionary was very similar to Bowrey's. In fact a close study of the 
vocabulary alone shows that he may have copied or followed very closely Bowrey's work, making 
only slight alterations. Even Bowrey's nineteen rules for pronunciation are quoted almost 
verbatim in the preface to Howison's dictionary. Howison's dictionary, however, was distinctly 
different in that Malay meanings and Malay entries were also transliterated into the Jawi script. 

Among the other bilingual works, Marshen's dictionary was held up to be an "admirable 
work" (Irving 1878:203). Although Crawfurd's work had a greater fullness of vocabulary (Irving 
1878:202), it was less used, as meanings were given in the form of equivalents and synonyms 
only, without any usage examples. The various characteristics of these works will be discussed 
in the subsections below. 

3.1 The Entry Words 

The entry words of the dictionaries will be discussed under the following subheadings: 
range, alphabetisation, pronunciation and origins of the word. 

3.1.1 The Range of the Entry Words 

The criteria for choosing the entry words of either language depended on the size of the 
dictionary and the users. The larger dictionaries (of about five hundred pages) had a more 
comprehensive coverage of lexical terms, their aim being to give the users a realistic picture of 
the language (especially Malay) in use (for example, Marsden, Crawfurd and Swettenham). The 
smaller works, which were more like vocabulary lists rather than dictionaries as we know them, 
had a more selective list of entry words. Thompson's vocabulary contained about two thousand 
English words, while Keasberry's wordlist was contained in sixty eight doubled-columned pages. 
Kessler's wordlist was even more specialised as it was inteneded for pupils in Standard I. It is 
uncertain how the writers decided on their particular corpus, but if we accept the method used 
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by Marsden as one possibility, then the corpus was collected "from the labours of my 
predecessors or from my own experience and study" (Preface%). 

3.1.2 Alphabetization 

In the nineteenth century there were two techniques of organizing the entry words. One 
was graphical, (that is according to the alphabet) and the other conceptual o r  thematic. All the 
works reviewed, except one, organized the entry words alphabetically. Thompson followed the 
conceptual approach for all the principal words, without regard to alphabetical order. However, 
his list of adjectives and verbs were listed alphabetically. The process of alphabetization, unlike 
Bowrey's and Howison's, was more complete as it was carried out to the last letter. Alphabetiza- 
tion was not only according to the Roman character but according to the Jawi script too, if the 
entry words were Malay (Marsden 1812). 

3.13 Pronunciation 

Phonemic or phonetic forms of transcription to aid pronunciation were absent from the 
dictionaries of this period. Instead, an orthographic approach was used. This approach was 
found to be simple enough to convey the genuine pronunciation of the words as spoken by a 
Malay. Marsden also respelled words to provide "a juster idea of the pronunciation" 
(Preface:vi). Swettenham followed Marsden's approach of pronunciation. It  is interesting to note 
that in all the dictionaries here, attention was paid to pronunciation of Malay words rather than 
the English words. The reason for this appears to be that most users of these dictionaries were 
English-speaking persons wanting to learn Malay. 

The use of the Jawi script was another way of providing pronunciation aid (Marsden, 
Thompson, Keasberry and Swettenham). 

An important aspect of pronunciation of Malay words is the sound of the vowels. 
Thompson and Keasberry used a prosodic mark to differentiate the 'u' sounds; for example, 
sirdap' (sedap) and mandul. Marsden, Crawfurd and Swettenham extended this to the other 
vowel sounds, for example, 'a' and 'i' in intermediate position. They also denoted an accented 
syllable by an acute accent for example, besir and betiil. 

3.1.4 Word Origins 

Although Bowrey and Howison indicated the origins of words, it was found to be only for 
words of Arabic origin. Marsden, Crawfurd and Swttenham indicated word origins of various 
languages like Persian, Hindustan and Portuguese. They did this by placing abbreviated forms 
of the language of origin after the Malay entry word. Only the language of origin of Malay 
words were indicated. For some unfathomable reason, Marsden even provided the word of 
Hindustani origin in the Hindi script. In some instances Swettenham provides further informa- 
tion about thc word; for example, Sahya and Sarong. 

3.2 Meaning 

The most common method of indicating meaning is by use of single word equivalents and 
synonyms. This is especially the case for the works by Thompson, Keasberry, Kessler, Marsden, 
(only in the case of his English-Malay section) and Swettenham. 

In the Malay-English section of the dictionary, which Marsden considered more important, 
meaning was given in the form of word and phrase equivalents. In addition to this, Marsden 
providcd numerous examples of usage. It was his intention to convey to the European users of 
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his dictionary, the idioms and phraseology of Malay through these examples. Although Marsden 
acknowledged that examples should be genuine quotations, he used his own examples because 
he felt that they would be more efficient in conveying the meaning and the idiomatic expressions 
of Malay that he wanted his users to know (Preface:ii). 

In addition to equivalents, Crawfurd also made use of explanatory phrases to indicate 
meaning. However, he did not provide examples of usage, which was one criticism directed at 
him, when his work was compared to Marsden's (See Section 3 above). 

Although Swettenham used equivalents to record meanings of entry words, he provided 
further explanations in the form of notes. In Volume One (the English-Malay dictionary) which 
was his earlier work, the notes were given as footnotes. The footnotes either provided example 
sentences or further information about meaning or origins of words. In Volume Two however, 
these explanatory notes were placed in parentheses after the first meaning of the entry word 
was given. 

Although only Marsden stated it explicitly (Prefaceii), a study of the meanings provided 
(especially Marsden, Crawfurd and Swettenham) shows that there was a system of ordering of 
meaning. General meanings of the most current meanings of words were placed first, as these 
were seen as meanings that most directly applied to the English users of the dictionaries. 

3.3 Additional Matter 

All the dictionaries reviewed had some form of additional information for the user. In some 
of the works (Thompson, Keasberry and Kessler) the information was at the back of the 
dictionary, whilst in the others it was in the front portion of the dictionary. A wide range of 
additional information was provided. In two of the works, which provided meaning in the form 
of single word equivalents only, the information consisted of examples of usage in the form of 
sentences (Kessler and Keasberry) or dialogues, letters and poems (Keasberry). These examples 
were provided in both languages. 

Other information provided includes bilingual lists of nautical terms and numerals, tables 
of the alphabets, days of the calender, weights and measures and guides to pronunciation and 
transliteration. Marsden provided his additional information in his fifteen page preface, while 
Swettenham provided it in separate sections. 

Although Crawfurd's dictionary has almost no additional information, (except a list of 
abbreviations used in the work), it must be noted that grammatical aspects of the Malay 
language could be found in his grammar which is the first volume, the dictionary being the 
second. 

3.4 The Nature of the Dictionaries 

Several points about the dictionaries of the nineteenth century need to be mentioned. 
Firstly, most (if not all) the dictionaries were aimed at one group of users, namely the 
Europeans, specifically English-speaking persons. It is for this reason that there was greater 
effort in providing accurate information about the Malay language rather than the English 
language. 

Not all the dictionaries were bidirectional. Thompson, Keasberry and Kessler wrote 
unidirectional (English-Malay) vocabularies. 
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Although all the dictionaries were general purpose types, with the aim of acquainting the 
users with the Malay in common use at that time, one work did differ. Kessler's vocabulary for 
Standard I pupils is reminiscent of specialised vocabularies and dictionaries so much in vogue 
today. 

Finally, the purpose of the dictionaries was basically descriptive, not normative. In 
providing a sample of language in use at the time, the dictionary writers are of course conveying 
to the users the norms of usage. However, there does not seem to be any evidence that they 
are prescribing the right and wrong of usage. 

4. Dictionaries of the Twentieth Century 

4.1 The First Five Decades 

In the first half of the twentieth century several new dictionaries of English and Malay 
were published. They ranged from large general purpose dictionaries to specialised vocabularic.~. 

4.1.1 The General Purpose Ilictionaries 

Three dictionary writers stand out as significant contributors of this early period. They are 
R.J. Wilkinson (1901-1903; 1908; 1932), William G. Shellabear (1902; 1916) and R.O. Winstedt 
(1913). Frank Swettenham's dictionaries were reprinted in 1901 and in 1914. As they do not 
differ from his earlier editions, they will not be discussed here. 

4.1.1.1 The Works of R J. Wilkinson 

Wilkinson wrote three dictionaries that were considered to be important works. The 
earliest work (1901-1903) was a unidirectional Malay-English dictionary in three parts. Part I 
(published in 1901) and Part I1 (published in 1902) form the dictionary proper, while Part I11 
(published in 1903) contains the Preface, and Introduction to Malay History and Literature, 
information about the Malay language, an index of the Malay entries and other additional 
information. The second work of 1908 is an abridged version of the first dictionary, while the 
third dictionary (1 932) is another unidirectional work, based on the first dictionary. 

4.1.1.1.1 The Entry Words 

The vocabulary items contained in the dictionaries are confined to the Malay of literature 
and to the coloquial of the two principal dialects spoken in the Straits Settlements (Wilkinson 
1903:i). Wilkinson applied various methods of collecting the words for his dictionary, probably 
the first compiler so far to have done so in a somewhat systematic way. First, with the help of 
various persons reading through Malay literary works, he recorded any word or  phrase of 
special interest along with its citation. Then he had their meanings and definitions given or 
verified by some Malays. When he realized that many Malay words and terms lay outsidc 
literature, hc collected words from bare wordlists, including his own. Their meanings were 
verified by a committee of three native speakers of Malay. To collect various technical terms 
of Malay he scnt collectors out into the field to gather terms related to, for example, fishing, 
workshops, boat sheds, house building, rice planting, etc. Although the fruits of these labours 
could not be ready in time for the 1901-1903 dictionary, he was able to incorporate them in 
the dictionary of 1932 which Wilkinson thought was "a real advance on the earlier work" 
(Preface:iii). In this later work he was also able to include scientific names of flora and fauna. 

As in most of the dictionaries of the nineteenth century, entry words are alphabetically 
organized, eithcr according to the Jawi alphabet (1901-1903) or the Roman alphabet (1908; 
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1932). Also, as in the earlier dictionaries, pronunciation is indicated by the orthographic 
transcription of the Malay words. 

The various Arabic letters and vowels in a word are represented by certain accepted 
Roman equivalents, giving a fair approximation of the sound of the word. As Marsden did before 
him, Wilkinson also gave alternative spellings of words, probably to aid pronunciation (for 
example at abus we also find habus). 

In providing the language of origin of the Malay entries, Wilkinson had an additional 
feature. Where the original is different from the Malay word, he gives it in parenthesis; for 
example, udara [Skr: adara]; tuwala [Port: toalha] and ratin [Dutch: ruiten]. 

Also unlike the works of the nineteenth century, Wilkinson uses many abbreviations. For 
example, when referring to works of other writers (Marsd, a), when referring to sources of 
citations (Hg. Tuah), when referring to the grammatical category of a word (verb only) and 
others (q.v.). 

4.1.1.1.2 Meaning 

Compared to the earlier works, Wilkinson's contribution in giving the meanings of words 
is significant in its details, especially in the first dictionary. H e  used almost any device available 
to give the meanings of the Malay entry words: equivalents, synonyms, phrasal explanations, 
definitions and illustrative sentences and citations from various literary works of the time 
including poetry. In this, Wilkinson is probably the first in this genre of dictionaries. The 
illustrations and citations are absent in the abridged dictionary. The later work (1932) however 
retained this feature and even provided detailed notes for several entry words, a device 
reminiscent of Swettenham's dictionary. 

4.1.1.13 Additional Matter 

As was mentioned earlier, the first dictionary had a vast amount of additional information, 
which formed Part I11 of the work. The other two had comparatively little, such as prefaces and 
lists of abbreviations and references. 

4.1.1.2 The Works of W.G. Shellabear 

Shellabear's Malay-English dictionary was published in 1902 with a second and third edition 
in 1912 and 1925 respectively. A separate English-Malay dictionary was published in 1916. In 
the compilation of all his dictionaries Shellabear acknowledges his debt to Wilkinson (1901) and 
others, especially Favre (1880) and Klinkert (1892). 

4.1.1.2.1 The Entry Words 

In the choice of entry words for his dictionaries, Shellabear is a good example of a compiler 
who uses the works of his predecessors for this purpose. In the prefaces of both the works he 
acknowledges his debt to various other works. He  compared his lists of words with other 
vocabularies to enure that important words were not left out. For the English-Malay dictionary 
of 1916, Shellabear referred to the best English-French and English-German dictionaries and 
possibly Webster's International Unabridged Dictionary for a selection of the entry words. (In the 
Preface he states that the English meanings have been taken from this large work.) 
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Shellabear maintains the alphabetical order for his entry words providing word origins for 
only the Malay entries or  the Malay meanings. However some new (or different) features are 
seen in his works. 

Two different approaches are used to simplify pronunciation of the word entries in the 
Malay-English dictionaries. Although he uses the orthographic approach, Shellabear omits the 
short vowels. This is also seen in the Malay meanings of the Engliih-Malay dictionary. For 
example, rda (reda); Lm bah (lembah); k-tat (ketat). H e  was of the opinion that looking up 
the word would be as easy in hi dictionary as it would be in a Malay dictionary printed in the 
Arabic character. 

The other approach is seen in the English-Malay dictionary, where pronunciation of the 
English words is indicated phonetically, the method used in Webster's International Unabridged 
Dictionary. 

With regard to pronunciation also, Shellabear may have been the first to place an accent 
mark to indicate stress for the Malay entries. Again he was indebted to the Webster's for this. 
Pronunciation of words was further aided by the syllabic division of words by a hyphen 
(hu-ru-ha'ra, for example). 

In the English-Malay dictionary, another very noticeable feature is the indication of the 
grammatical category of words which, so far, had not been carried out in this genre ol' 
dictionaries. 

Shellabear did not provide much grammatical information for his Malay-English dic- 
tionaries, however. Instead, he placed numerals in parentheses after the words, for the user to 
refer to his Practical Malay Grammar of 1899. The vocabulary is, in effect, an index to the 
grammar. 

In the Malay-English dictionaries all root words form the headword. All derivatives, 
compounds and expressions of the headword are discussed under the headword entry. This is 
not followed in the English-Malay dictionary, especially with inflexions and derivatives. Phrasal 
expressions, however, are placed under the headword entry; for example, taken aback is under 
the headword aback 

4.1.1.1.2.2 Meaning 

Basically, meaning in both types of dictionaries is rendered in the form of equivalents and 
lists of synonyms. Antonyms are also given. Cross-referencing methods are used to help the 
user better understand a word. In the English-Malay dictionary, for many words, Shellabear first 
provided another English word or meaning of the entry word before providing the Mal:ty 
equivalents. 

4.1.1.2.3 Additional Matter 

As in most of the dictionaries of this type, some additional matter is found. In the 
Malay-English dictionaries, in addition to the usual Preface and Introduction, Shellabear also 
appended a list of English-Malay words on various topics like colours, clothing, diseases and 
nautical terms. In the English-Malay dictionary, showing his interest in Baba words, he appended 
an inlroductio~l to the language of the Straits-born Chinese and a list of Baba words with their 
English translations. 
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4.1.13 The English-Malay Dictionary of R.O. Winstedt 

Winstedt compiled a large unidirectional dictionary in two volumes. It was first published 
in 1913 and went through further reprints in 1920,1949,1951 and 1952. Although this work was 
based on Wilkinson's Malay-English dictionary, Winstedt's work was different in some ways. 

4.1.13.1 The Entry Words 

In organizing his entries, Winstedt maintained the graphic method (that is, the alphabetical 
order). Only the grammatical category of verbs was denoted. Plurality was indicated by 
reduplicating the initial letter of the word; for example, cc for cats and ff for fish of fists. 

Pronunciation of English words was not indicated in any way. For the pronunciation of the 
Malay words, Winstedt used the orthographic method employed by Wilkinson. All headwords 
are root words. Infexions, derivatives and other expressions formed from the entry word are 
discussed under this entry, though in a rather disorganized manner, in the form of a paragraph. 
Polysemic and homonymic words are given different entry status (see fit, mean, rail). For the 
Malay words, Winstedt used hyphens to indicate aff~ation; for example, beradu 'sleep', but 
adu-kan 'cause to fight' when kan is the suffu 

4.1.1.3.2 Meanings 

Like Shellabear, Winstedt usually placed English synonyms or  phrases after the English 
entry words. Malay meanings as in the earlier works are in the form of equivalents. His main 
purpose was to be precise and brief. 

4.1.1.3.3 Labels 

Besides the use of abbreviations for indicating the language of origin of the Malay words, 
Winstedt employed several other labels for various purposes. H e  used the asterisk to indicate 
Malay dialect words and the cross (+) for literary words. For the Malay words also he attached 
usage labels like 'fig' (figurative), 'sl' (slang), 'pr' (proverb), 'coll' (colloquial). 

4.1.2 The Special Purpose Dictionaries 

Besides the large English and Malay bilingual works discussed above, numerous other 
smaller or more specialised dictionaries and vocabularies were published during this period. 

4.1.2.1 Handbooks and Manuals 

Works by Freese (1903), Ang (1919), Fraser and Neave (1930) and Hamilton (1936) take 
the form of manuals or handbooks, where vocabulary lists form part of the work besides reading 
exercises, grammar, pronunciation and conversational samples. Meanings are given in the form 
of equivalents, synonyms or brief explanations. Some, like Fraser and Neave, provide phonemic 
pronunciation guides of entry words. 

4.1.2.2 Specialised Works 

Other EnglishIMalay works were more specialised, either in terms of categories of words 
entered or the consumers. This was a new trend in dictionary writing; the only work of this 
nature seen so far was by Kessler (1895). 

Pringle's work (1900) was a wordlist of English-Malay words intended for use in schools 
only. 
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Fraser and Neave (1909) published a general colloquial vocabulary for travellers. Kelly and 
Walsh (1929) wrote a handbook of general vocabulary for tourists. 

Winstedt himself co,mpiled a bidirectional dictionary of colloquial Malay (1941) because he  
thought looking up colloquial words in the larger dictionaries is difficult. 

Further specialization of vocabulary was seen in the publication of bilingual lists of words 
from various fields. 

Gerrard (1905) compiled a dictionary of medical and health terms only. Winckel (1944) 
compiled an English-Malay handbook containing words related to the military and vocations. 
McHugh (1948) compiled a bilingual list describing political and military events. 

Although these specialised works made no major contribution in terms of the features in 
bilingual works, they represented the start of a new trend of specialised dictionaries that would 
mushroom in the years after the 1950s. 

4.2 Bilingual Works After the 1950s 

From the 1950s onwards there was a spectacular rise in the publication of bilingual works. 
These works were of diverse types, sizes and quality. They can be broadly classified into several 
types, namely, terminology lists, small or  pocket dictionaries, school dictionaries (primary and 
secondary level), specialised dictionaries and large or  general purpose dictionaries. 

4.2.1 The Terminology Lists 

Almost one third of the English-Malay bilingual works of this period were terminology lists 
cowpiled and published by various institutions, universities and individuals. The large-scale 
compilation of these lists was a new phenomenon, reflecting the 'changes and changing needs 
of the Malay language in the country. 

In the same year that Malaya gained independence from the British (1957), Malay was 
formally declared the national language of the new independent nation. However, the im- 
plementation of the "national language and official language" status was delayed for ten years. 
One of the reasons for this was that at that point in time Malay lacked the necessary specialised 
vocabulary for i t  to be viable as an effective official language. The compilation of thc 
terminology lists in the early sixties and seventies was aimed at filling this void. 

Almost all the terminology lists had entry terms in English with Malay equivalents. Those 
published in the sixties and seventies were mainly unidirectional whereas many published in the 
eighties were bidirectional. The first lists were of terms from general areas, more inclined to 
subjects in the field of arts. These included lists from the fields of administration, education, 
economics and geography. In the eighties, many of the lists published were terminology from 
the sciences including biology, biochemistry, linguistics, mathematics, sports and literature. 

The entry items were mainly basic terms in the field although many lists also included 
derived terms and provided cross-references for them. The total number of terms in a list varied 
from a few hundred to a few thousand, depending on the field. Many of the later lists werc 
updated or revised versions of the earlier ones. 
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Some terminology lists were specified for certain groups. This was especially the case for 
terms from the various sciences, where lists were prepared for use in schools or  for the tertiary 
level. 

4.2.2 The Small or Pocket Dictionaries 

Another phenomenon particular to the decades after the 1950s was the publication of 
multitudes of pocket or small dictionaries. Pocket dictionaries of English and Malay alone 
numbered about forty. Of the thirty-five English and Malay dictionaries reviewed or  seen by the 
author, twenty-four were unidirectional while the rest were bidirectional. The fact that the 
dictionaries were small in size had no reflection on the quality of its contents. Of course, there 
were several publications that were run of the mill products out to cash in on the market. The 
pattern of organization was just entry words in one language and equivalents in the other 
(Collins-Gem 1985; Crescent 1992). However some of the pocket dictionaries were quite 
accomplished and could provide real help for the users. 

Most of these dictionaries had headwords in alphabetical order except for rare ones (Wehl 
1961) which followed a topical arrangement of entries. Some provided pronunciation guides 
(Asmah 1988) while others also indicated the grammatical categories of the entry words 
(Othman 1989; Hawkins 1991; Coope 1991). The number of entries for the pocket dictionaries 
varied with some claiming to have over 20,000 root entries (Hawkins 1991; Collins Gem 1975). 
Meanings for either the English or Malay entry words varied, from the providing of equivalents 
with brief explanations (Othman 1989; Santoso 1990; Hawkins 1991; IPC 1991), to those which 
gave full, clear and sometimes detailed explanations of words (Ashmah 1988; Coope 1991). One 
dictionary was quite consistent in providing examples of use of the words in relevant contexts 
(Asmah 1988). The marketibility of these pocket dictionaries is evidenced by the fact that many 
of them have reprints and new editions (Kamus DwiBahasa 1989, 4th. edition; Coope 1975, 
Revised edition 1991; Mohd. Salleh Daud 1977,1989). Coope's 1991 edition added new head- 
words, commonly used phrases and idioms and simple example sentences. He  also updated the 
Malay spelling to be in line with the new spelling system. 

The compilers or publishers of various pocket dictionaries always attempted to add new 
features to their dictionaries to make them better or different from the others. One dictionary 
(IPC 1991) included many English loanwords as head entries. These loanwords followed the 
Malay orthographic system. They were usually followed by the original English form and then 
a brief explanation in English. Others provided a great deal of additional information in the 
front or end matter including notes about the Malay language and grammar lists of cross-ref- 
erences and lists of foreign words and phrases (Collins Gem 1975; Modh. Salleh Daud 1989 and 
Santoso 1990; Othman Sulaiman 1991). One dictionary also had some illustrations to aid 
understanding (Mohd. Salleh Daud 1989). 

4.2.3 School Dictionaries 

Another trend in dictionary publication in the latter half of the twentieth century is the 
publication of dictionaries of varying sizes to cater specifically to the needs of school pupils. 
Dictionaries of this type were not common in the early part of the twentieth century. Many of 
these works were published in response to the needs of the new Communication Syllabus 
implemented in schools in the eighties. This researcher came across sixteen works meant 
specifically for primary school pupils and nine for secondary school pupils. Although many of 
these works are classified as dictionaries (according to their titles), a glance through the pages 
of most of them show them to be far from the dictionaries that we know. There were some with 
the usual pattern of entry words in alphabetical order with equivalents and very brief explanations 
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(Mohd. Salleh Daud 1977; M.S. Masri 1989). Many others, however, approached word and 
meaning differently, probably taking into account their young consumers. A few works followed 
a topical arrangement of words (Parnwell 1984; Abu Bakar 1988). Many others provided words 
and meanings based on various pictures having some theme, for example, animals in the forest 
or things in the house (Ahmad Shariff 1985; Noreda 1986; Othman 1986). Some compilers 
maintained syllabic divisions of words to aid pronunciation (Ashraf 1986; Abdul Aziz 1987; Nor 
Shafinaz 1990). Some others indicated the use of words in context by giving examples of phrases 
or sentences showing the word in use (Lutfi Abas 1985; Mohd. Salleh Daud 1989). As was the 
case for the pocket dictionaries discussed above, compilers and publishers of these "school" 
dictionaries also tried to be different or better than others. However, one consistent feature of 
most of these dictionaries was the use of colour and illustrations. One dictionary even used bluc 
colour print for the Malay equivalents of the English words (Ozog 1987). 

4.2.4 Specialised Dictionaries 

Another type of dictionary that surfaced in the last decades of the twentieth century is 
what this researcher classifies as specialised dictionaries. This is because they are dictionaries 
dealing with terms from different registers. They are unlike the terminology lists discussed above 
in that they are not school or academically oriented. They are meant for public use. This 
researcher came across about seventeen of these works, out of which fifteen were unidirectional. 
These dictionaries covered various registers like the military (Whipps 1952); trade terms (Mohd. 
Haniff 1951); forestry (Ironside 1957); birds (Tweedie 1965); economic products (Burkhill 1966); 
medicine (Gimlette and Thompson 1971); idioms (Soosai 1974) and radio, T.V. and electronics 
(Haiges et.al 1990). The dictionaries were of various sizes, some being small (almost pocket- 
sized) (Mohd. Haniff 1951; Whipps 1952 and Ironside 1957) while one was in two volumc.s 
(Burkhill 1966). Generally most dealt with current terms of the register. Meanings were usually 
given in the form of equivalents or brief explanations. 

4.2.5 Large or General Purpose Dictionaries 

In the last decades of the twentieth century several new large or general purpose bilingual 
dictionaries of English and Malay were published. Reprints of some earlier works were also 
made (such as the works of Wilkinson and Winstedt). 

Most of the ncw bilingual dictionaries of English and Malay were unidirectional except for 
a few like the Katnus Times (1980) and Kamus Padat (1991) which were bidirectional. Some 
dictionaries of the former type are by Wojowasito and Lee (1966), Hornby et a1 (1972), Awang 
Sudjai (1977), Richards and Asmah (1978), Kamus DwiBahasa (1979), Sumodo (1986), Lutfi 
Abas (1988), Daud Baharum (1989), IPC (1991) and Kamus Inggeris-Melayu Dewan (1992). 

Although most of the features used in these dictionaries are not new, some variations were 
introduced that merit mention. - 

4.2.5.1 The Entry Words 

All the dictionaries reviewed used the traditional alphabetical order for the entry words, 
except Richards and Asmah (1978) who followed a thematic or topical arrangement. Phonetic 
transcription of entry words was absent in all the dictionaries except two (Wojowasito anti 
Kamus DwiBuhasa). Most of the dictionaries discussed derivatives, compounds and figurative 
expressions under the root word entry whilst others placed them as separate entries (DwiBahasu 
and Katnus Dewun). In these two works as well as in the works by Sumodo and Daud Baharurn, 
polysemic words are separately numbered entries. Only the Kamus Dewan provided some usage 
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and semantic field labels for its entry words; for example, 'fml' (formal), 'phys' (physics) and 
'mil' (military). 

4.25.2 Meaning 

Other than the normal equivalents and brief explanations used to give the meanings of the 
entry words, many of the dictionaries used illustrations to enhance understanding. Illustrations 
were in the form of pictures (Richards and Asmah) and line drawings (Hornby et al; Awang 
Sudjai; Lutfi Abas and Daud Baharum). 

Most of the dictionaries also provide examples of sentences to illustrate the meaning of 
the English words. Awang Sudjai, employed this device, not only to show usage but to convey 
subtle shades of meaning. Lutfi Abas' work had a novel way of showing usage and spelling 
immediately. H e  used grey boxes in which the wrong and correct usage and spelling of a word 
are shown. For example: 

Cedok (bukan ceduk) gulai dan sudu 

munafik (bukan menafik) 

4.2.5.3 Additional Matter 

Additional information in most of the dictionaries was the usual information about the 
language or  lists of words or phonetic transcriptions. 

Hornby et a1 however had some unusual additional matter. It was almost an encylopaedic 
supplement with a map of the Asean countries and their flags, a map of Malaysia and 
information about its population, trade and weather in the form of pie-charts and bar-charts. 
H e  also included a brief account of Malaysian history and some notes on the active and passive 
verbs of Malay. 

4.2.5.4 Organization 

Some mention must be made about the organization of the material in two of the 
dictionaries as they appear to be different from the standard two-column arrangement in most 
works of this natyre. 

As was mentioned earlier, Richards and Asmah (1978) arranged the information themati- 
cally according to topics such as "People and Family Life" or "Feelings and Behaviour". For 
each theme, there was a general pattern of presenting the vocabulary. The normal pattern with 
some variations is as follows: the page first gives the title of the theme in English with the Malay 
translation. This is usually followed by a list of words from the theme, with the Malay equivalents 
given in dark pink print. The list is not in alphabetic order. Some words taken from this list are 
dealt with separately in small compartments or windows. The grammatical category of the word 
is given, followed by equivalents or simple definitions. The meaning of every one of these words 
is further clarified by using a relevant colourful picture and an example sentence given below 
this picture. The English entry word or its derivative in the sentence is in italics. Sometimes the 
context for several entry words is a single text of one or  two paragraphs. 

The content in Sumodo's work is not arranged in two columns of entry words and meanings 
but in three columns per page. The first column is for the entry words, the second for the 
English equivalents or phrases and the third for Malay synonyms and explanations. 
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5. Summary 

It has been said that the history of lexicography does not include brilliant innovations as 
do developments in science and technology. It is a succession of slow and uneven advances in 
vocabulary and methodology. 

The development of English/Malay bilingual lexicography was such. Centuries of lexi- 
cographic development has shown only a gradual evolution of techniques, punctuated by some 
development or novelty. This was probably because the dictionary was and remains a commer- 
cial product. As much as theoretical and linguistic features influence the contents of a dictionary, 
social and historicr~l factors do so too. 

The early bilingual works were not based on any formal lexicographic practice. However 
the conventions of dictionary writing grew over the years, becoming more systematic, not 
because of controls placed by any agency, but by the process of evolution and accretion. Various 
conventions like alphabetization, boldface, italics, parentheses, usage labels and abbreviations 
were established over the years. The nineteenth and twentieth centuries especially, saw thc 
formalisation of dictionary style, with compilers referring to earlier works to guide them in 
writing their own. 

There was minimal development in providing the meaning of the entry word. Equivalents 
only gave way to equivalents and brief explanations and finally examples of usage as seen in 
many of the works in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It appeared as though Firth's 
slogan "You shall know a word by the company it keeps" (1957) was finally being adhered to. 
The notion of substitutability between languages was not totally acceptable. 

The physical changes in the Malay bilingual works were quite clear. In the twentieth 
century, in particular, the appearance of dictionaries changed drastically. Dictionaries wcrc 
published in various sizes, formats and colours. The user orientedness of dictionaries was 
maintained, however. The different types of dictionaries (large, pocket, school, etc.) available 
bears testimony to that fact. 

Another feature that changed over the centuries was the "authorship". The early works 
were written by members of the trading community that visited the region (the Chinese); 
Italians) or colonised parts of the region (the Dutch, the British). Towards the end of the 
nineteenth century and the whole of the twentieth century, more and more local compilers and 
publishing houses emerged. In many ways the "authorship" of Malay bilingual dictionaries is a 
reflection of the political and social changes that took place and are taking place in the socicty 
today. This change is further enchanced by the variety of languages with which Malay bilingur~l 
works are compiled. Other than English, numerous bilingual works of Chinese, Arabic, 
Japanese, Thai, Tamil and even of Russian, German and Malay have been published in the lasl 
decadcs of the twentieth century. 
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LIST OF DICTIONARIES 
(In Chronological Order) 

Bowrey, Thomas. 
A Dictionary: English and Malayo, Malayo and English. London: Sam Bridge. 

Howison, James. 
A Dictionary of the Malay Tongue as Spoken in the Peninsular of Malacca, the 
Islands of Sumatra, Jawa, Borneo, Pulau Pinang etc. in Two Parts English and 
Malay and Malay and English. London: Arabia and Persian Press. 

Marsden, William. 
A Dictionary of the Malayan Language in Two Parts, Malayan and English and 
English and Malayan. London: Cox and Baylis. 

Thompsen, Claudius Henry. 
A VOCABULARY, of the English and Malay Languages, Containing Upwards of 
2000 words. Malacca. 

Crawfurd, John. 
A Grammar and Dictionary of the Malay Language with a Prelimhary 
Disserta tion. London: Smith, Elder. 

Keasbeery, B.P. 
A Vocabulary of the English and Malay Languages. Singapore: Mission Press. 

Swettenham, Frank Athelstane. 
Vocabulary of the English and Malay Languages with notes. Volume I 
(English-Malay). London: W.B. Whittingham. 

Swettenham, Frank Athelstane. 
Vocabulary of the English and Malay Languages with notes. Volume I1 
(Malay-English). London: W.B. Whittingham. 

Kessler, J.F. 
The Straits School English-Malay Vocabulary. Singapore: Sin Yew Hean. 

Pringle, A.E. 
English and Malay Vocabulary for Use in Schools in the Straits Settlements 
Malacca. Kelly and Walsh. 

Wilkinson, R.J. 
Malay-English Dictionary. Singapore: Kelly and Walsh. 

Shellabear, W.G. 
A Malay-English Vocabulary, Containing 6500 Malay Wordr and Phrases with their 
English Equivalents Together with an Appendir of Household Nantical and 
Medical t e rn ,  etc. Singapore: American Mission Press. 

Freese,,J.H. 
A Malay Manual Writer Grammar, Reading Ejrercises and Vocabularies. London: 
Kegan Paul, Trench Trubner. 

Gerrard, P.N. 
A Vocabulary of Malay Medical Terms. Singapore: Kelly and Walsh. 
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Wilkinson, R.J. 
An Abridged Malay-English Dictionary (Romanised). Kuala Lumpur: F.M.S. 
Government Press. 

The Traveller's Malay Pronouncing Hand-book. Singapore: Fraser and Neave. 

Shellabear, W.G. 
Malay-English Vocabulary, Containing over 7000 Malay Words and Phrases with 
their English Equivalents Together with an Appendix of Household, Nautical and 
Medicinal Terms, etc. 2nd edition Singapore: Methodist Publishing T House. 

Winstedt, R.O. 
An Englkh-Malay Dictionary. (Roman Characters) in Two Volumes. Singaporc: 
Kelly and Walsh. 

Shellabear, W.G. 
An English-Malay Dictionary. Singapore: Methodist Publishing Ilouse. 

Ang, Kim Ching. 
Malay and English Vocabulary: According to the New Spelling of Malaya Words. 
Malacca: Malacca Commercial Press. 

Kelly and Walsh's Handbook of the Malay Language for the Use of Tourists and 
Residents. 9th edition Singapore: Kelly and Walsh. 

Short Malay Handbook (Roman Character). Singapore: Fraser and Nerve. 

Wilkinson, R.J. 
A Malay-English Dictionary, (Romanked). Mytilene (Greece). Salavopoulos and 
Kinderlis. 

Hamilton, A.W. 
Easy Malay Vocabulary. 4th edition. Singapore: Kelly and Walsh. 

Winstedt, R.O. 
Dictionary of Colloquial Malay (Malay-English and English-Malay). Singapore: 
Kclly and Walsh. 

Winckel, Eduardo F. 
Handbook of the Malay Language, Containing Phrases, Grammar and Dic.liottcry 
poifh Special Attention to Military and Vocational Requirements. South Pas:tdcna, 
Calil': P.D. and Tone Perkins. 

McI Iugh, James Noel. 
Notes for students of the Malay Language. Kuala Lumpur: Government Press. 

Winstedt, R.O. 
An English-Malay Dictionary. (Roman Characters) 3rd Edition. Singapore: Kclly 
and Walsh. 

Mohamcd Haniff 
English-Malay Dictionary of Conznzodities. Alor Star: Yahaya Bashcer. 

Coope, A.E. 
A Pocket Dictionary of Colloquial Mrllay (Englkh-Maltty). Singapore: Mal:rya 
Publishing House. 
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Ironside, G.E. 
English-Malay Dictionary of Forestry T e r n .  Kuala Lumpur: Ministry of 
Agriculture. 

Wehl, David. 
Modem Malay Usage: A Guide to  Current Malay Language Writer Examples of 
Usage and Dictionary Dejkitions. Singapore: Dona1 Moore. 

lSveedie, M.W.F. 
Common Malayan Bkh. Kuala Lumpur, Longmans. 

Burkhill Isacic Henry. 
A Dictionary of the Economic Products of Malay Peninsula. Kuala Lumpur: 
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives. 

Wojowasito, Soewojo; Lee Yu Kai. 
New Concise Dictionary of English-Malay. Kuala Lumpur: Malaysian Publication 
Corporation. 

Gimlette, John D, Thornson, H.W. 
A Dictionary of Malayan Medicine. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press. 

Hornby, Albert Sydney; Parnwell, E.C.; Daud Baharum; Asraf Haji Wahab. 
Kamus Pembaca: Inggeris Melayu. Kuala Lumpur: Penerbit Fajar Bakti. 

Hornby, et. al. 
English-Malay Progressive Dictionary with Encyclopaedic Supplement. 

Soosai, G. 
Lexicon of Complete Idioms. Kuala Lumpur: Geetha. 

Coope, A.E. 
A Malay-English Dictionary. Kuala Lumpur: MacMillan Malaysia. 

Collins Gem Malay Dictionary Malay-English, English-Malay. Collins London. 

Awang Sudjai Hainul; Khan Yusoff (ed). 
Kamus Lengkap. Petaling Jaya: Pustaka Zaman. 

Mohd. Salleh Daud. 
Kamus Harian Federal: Malay-English Dictionary. Kuala Lumpur: Federal 
Publications. 

Richards, J.C.; Asmah Haji Omar 
Perkataan dalam Penggunaan: Perbendaharaan Kata Inggeris dengan Illustrasi. 
Kuala Lumpur: Penerbit Fajar Bakti 

Sulaiman Masri 
Kamus Popular Bergambar: Bahasa Malaysia-Inggeris. Kepong: Penerbitan Asia. 

Kamus Dwibahasa Bahasa Inggeris-Bahasa Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur: Dewan 
Bahasa dan Pustaka. 

Awang Sudjai Hainul (ed). 
Kamus Times: English-Bahasa Malaysia, Bahasa Malaysia-English. Hong Kong: 
Times Educational. 

Daud Baharum; Asraf Haji Wahab. 
Kamus Pembaca: Inggeris-Melayu. Kuala Lumpur: Penerbit Fajar Bakti 
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Santoso, S. 
Kamus Popular Bahasa Malaysia-Inggeris Inggeris-Bahasa Malaysia. Singapura: 
Royal Publishers. 

Parnwell, E:C. 
Kamus Bergambar: Bahasa Malaysia-Inggeris-Jawi. Petaling Jaya: Penerbit Fajar 
Bakti. 

Kamus Dwiba asa Bahasa Inggeris-Bahasa Malaysia. 3rd Edition Kuala Lumpur: 
Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka. 

Lufti Abas 
Kamus Perintis: Bahasa Inggeris-Bahasa Malaysia. Petaling Jaya. FEP 
International. 

Ahmad Shariff. 
Kamus fieatif KBSR: Bahasa Malaysia. Bahasa Inggeris. Petaling Jaya: Kompas. 

Ashraf Abdul Rahman. 
Kamus Awal KBSR: (Bahasa Malaysia-Bahasa Inggek). Petaling Jaya: Kompas. 

Othman Puteh. 
Kamus Bergambar: Bahasa Malaysia-Bahasa Inggeris. Petaling Jaya: Penerbit 
Fajar Bakti. 

Sumodo, Hussain. 
Kamus Panduan. Kuala Lumpur: Penlite Publications. 

Ozog, A.C.K.; Wee, Catherine. 
KBSR Illustrated Dictionary (Year 1 - 6). Petaling Jaya: Kompas. 

Abu Bakar Nordin. 
Kamus Permulaan Federal. Kuala Lumpur: Federal Publication. 

Asmah Haji Omar. 
Karnus Amali: Malay - English (Malay - English: A Practical Dictionary. Kuala 
Lumpur: Arenabuku. 

Coope, A.E. 
A Malay-English Dictionary. Kuala Lumpur: MacMillam Malaysia. 

Lutfi Abas; Awang Sariyan. 
Karnus Pelajar Delta: Dwibahasa. Petaling Jaya: Delta. 

Daud Baharum. 
A n  Illustrated Malay-English Dictionary. Kuala Lumpur: Agensi Penerbitan 
Nusantara. 

Kamus Pelajar Bahasa Malaysia. (Terbitan Khas KBSM) Kuala Lumpur: Dwan 
Bahasa dan Pustakan. 

Mohd. Salleh Daud. 
Kamus Harian Federal Bahasa Malaysia-Inggeris-Bahasa Malaysia. Kuala 
Lurnpur: Federal Publications. 

Othman Sulaiman. 
Pelanduk Pocket Malay Dictionary: English-Malay, Malay-English. Petaling Jaya: 
Pelanduk Publications. 
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Sulaiman Masri. 
Kamus KBSM. Kuala Lumpur: Karya Bistari. 

Haiges, Werner; Ahmad Bhakhaan; Kai Lasam, Rageswary. 
A Dictionary of Radio - T.V. and Electronics. Kuala Lumpur: Arenabuku. 

Nor Shafinaz Malek; Fazrideen Abd. Halim. 
Memahami Kata: Bahasa Malaysia-Bahasa Inggeris. Petaling Jaya: Pustka Delta. 

Santoso, S. 
Kamus Popular. Bahasa Malaysia-Bahasa Inggeris) Bahasa Inggeris-Bahasa 
Malaysia. Bismi Publications Johore Bahru. 

Intellectual Kamus Dwi-Bahasa - Malay-English Dictionary. IPC Editorial Board. 
Intellectual Publishing Company Johor Bahru. 

A Concise - Malay-English Dictionary. IPC Editorial Board, Intellectual Publishing 
Company Johor Bharu. 

Kamus Padat - Bahasa Malaysia-Bahasa Inggeris, Bahasa Inggeris-Bahasa Malaysia. 
Syarikat M.A. Majeed. Kuala Lumpur. 

Hawkins, Joyce M. 
Kamus Dwi-Bahasa Oxford - Fajar. Pernerbit Fajar Bakti Sdn. Bhd. Petaling Jaya. 

A.E. Coope. 
A Malay-English, English - Malay Dictionary. Macmillan Education Limited. 
Revised. 

Kamus Inggeris-Melayu Dwa. (An English-Malay Dictionary) Dewan Bahasa Dan 
Pustaka, Kementerian Pendidikan /vialaysia, Kuala Lumpur. 

1 

Kamus Crescent - Bahasa Malaysia-Bahasa Inggeris) Bahasa Inggeris-Bahasa 
Malaysia. Crescent News Sdn. Bhd. Kuala Lumpur. 
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Projects and Activities on Lexicography in Dewan 
Bahasa Dan Pustaka: Past, Present and Future 

Noresah Bahamm 

1. Introduction 

This paper aims to present a brief scenario of projects and activities pertaining to 
lexicography in which Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka (DBP) has been, is currently, and will bc 
actively involved in the near future. However a major part of the discussion in this paper will 
be focussed on current and future projects, with special reference to activities of updating the 
existing authoritative dictionary of the Malay language (the Kamus Dewan) and those i n  
connection with corpus and structured text file (lexical data base) creations to facilitate the 
compilation of a comprehensive dictionary of the Malay language, Kamus Besar Bahasa Melayir. 
Issues and problems encountered in developing the database will be among other things 
highlighted. A brief description of the latest dictionary publication of DBP, a comprehensive 
English-Malay bilingual dictionary, deserves a mention too in this paper. Before going in-depth 
on projects, a brief introduction on the roles and objectives of DBP will be given. 

2. The Roles Of Dewan Bahasa Dan Pustaka (DBP) 

Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka was established in 1956 as a government bureau in thc 
Education Department, and later transformed into a statutory body vested with the authority 
to carry out the following functions: 

1) To develop and enrich the Malay language, which is the national and official lan- 
guage of Malaysia, and also the language which is used as the medium of instruc- 
tions in schools and universities in Malaysia. The Malay language also plays the 
important role of unifying the multiracial people of Malaysia. 

2) To promote creativity and creative talents. 

3) To publish books of various kinds and invarious subject fields in the national Ian- 
guage. 

Among the roles entrusted to DBP in order to develop and enrich the Malay language arc 
language planning, which includes corpus planning and corpus development, and language 
codification and cultivation. Besides the creation, standardisation, and dissemination of tcl- 

minologies of various disciplines, and of the orthographic system, DBP is also entrusted to codify 
the language by producing various kinds of dictionaries, namely monolingual, bilingual, and 
technical dictionaries. 

3. Lexicography Projects In DBP 

3.1 Introductory Statement 

As stated above, DBP is actively involved in three basic programmes of lexicography wor R, 
the monolingual, bilingual, and technical programmes. In the early days of its establishment, thi: 
Lexicography Division of DBP focused on monolingual and bilingual lexicography. As such 1\11 
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first dictionary that was produced by DBP was the Kamus Dewan which, until now, is still 
regarded as the most authoritative monolingual dictionary of the Malay language. The second 
dictionary that was published by DBP was the Kamus Dwibahasa which is an English-Malay 
dictionary. The Kamus Dewan was published in 1970, and the Kamus Dwibahasa was published 
in 1979. Work on technical dictionaries as set aside for quite some time until work on the 
creation of terminologies of various disciplines reached a certain level of standardisation; work 
on the standardisation of terminologies has been going on since December 1972 in collaboration 
with the Indonesian government, and later in 1985 with the Brunei Darussalam government as 
well under the name of MABBIM (an acronym which stands for Majlis Bahasa Brunei 
Darussalam-Indonesia-Malaysia). The publication of Kamus Istilah Saim Am marked the 
publication of the first technical dictionary by DBP. In the years that followed, more technical 
dictionaries of various fields of study emerged, and this activity of increasing the number of 
technical dictionaries is still going on indefinitely. This year, 1992, marked the birth of another 
bilingual English-Malay dictionary by DBP, a dictionary which took 13 years of laborious 
painstaking editorial work. This dictionary consists of more than 38,000 main entries. A list of 
dictionaries so far published by DBP is given in the appendix of this paper. 

3.2 Revising the h u s  Dewan 

The Kamus Dewan which was first published in 1970 using the old spelling system of the 
Malay language was first reprinted using the new spelling system in 1984, and later revised to 
produce its second edition in 1989, with an additional 2,000 lemma (its first edition consists of 
approximately 28,000 lemma). Due to the rapid development of the Malay language as the 
medium of instruction for all levels of education, and also as the language of unification of the 
multiracial society of Malaysia, there has been an urgent need to record lexical changes that 
have now become a salient feature of the language, in the shortest time possible. Two 
alternatives were carefully considered. The first is to revise the existing dictionary, and the 
second is to write a totally different and new dictionary. Since the second alternative would take 
a much longer time, the first alternative was given priority, while work on preparing the concept 
and foundation of a more comprehensive dictionary of the language is simultaneously handled. 

Basically the updating of Kamus Dewan is focussed on two major aspects: the addition of 
new words or words with new usage, and the revising of existing data, particularly those in 
connection with accuracy of facts and of grammatical information, minor changes in spelling, 
inconsistent treatment of homonyms and of the dictionary format in general. 

As in any other language, lexical change in the Malay language occurs due to the addition 
of new words, changes in the meanings of words, and the loss of words. New words enter the 
language by compounding (the recombining of old words to form new ones with new meanings), 
such as pemegang arnanah 'trustee' and pemegang saham 'shareholder'; by derivational 
processes, such as pensejagatan 'universalisation', which is a derivative formed from the base 
word sejagat; by word coinage, i.e., deriving words from acronyms, such as ikwam (Institut 
Kemajuan Wanita Malaysia) and from abbreviations, such as ISBN (International Standard Book 
Number); and also by borrowing. With the very rapid flow of information technology, millions 
of loan words get into the Malay vocabulary, and this of course reflects the necessity to respond 
to the information explosion that is experienced everywhere else in the world in the fastest way 
possible. Generally, in the current situations, most loan words in Malay are borrowed from the 
English language, and some are taken from the Arabic language, particularly words relating to 
religious matters. Loan words are generally spelled and pronounced according to the Malay 
spelling and phonemic systems. Among new words that are collected for the third edition of 
Kamus Dewan are genesis 'genesis', keheterogenan 'heterogeneity', and beridentitikan 'having 
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something as an identity'. Slang words created, especially those used by teenagers, are also 
considered as new entries for the new edition. The collection of dialectal words too forms part 
of the activity to accumulate new words for the new edition of the dictionary. Among existing 
words which have acquired new or additional meanings in the course of time which are also 
treated in the new edition are wawasan currently and popularly used as conveying the concept 
of 'vision' instead of 'insight' as generally understood a few years ago, and canggih which 
originally meant 'talking too much', but now has expanded its meaning to include the concept 
of 'sophitication'. The later meaning carried by this word was at one time associated/collocated 
with the word technology only. However recent development of the language shows that because 
of the general acceptance and popularity of the word, it now seems to collocate with almost 
everything-it seems to be readily collocated with nouns like restaurant, dressing, atmosphere, 
furnishing, fashion, etc. 

One obvious difficulty encountered in revising this dictionary is the decision to treat 
obsolete words and phraseslsentences. The dictionary was originally compiled using corpus data 
that were published before 1960s, while the revising activity is basically focussed on current 
usage of the language. As such it is inevitably impossible not to discover words which are not 
actively used anymore in the existing dictionary-words which are hardly recognised by the 
younger generations. It was finally decided not to amend any of these words for historical 
reasons, and it is in relation to this situation that the idea to write a totally new dictionary was 
proposed-a more comprehensive monolingual Malay dictionary, the Kamus Besar Bahasa 
Melayu, mentioned earlier. 

3 3  The Corpus and Structured Text File Creation 

As mentioned above, there has been a growing need to produce a more comprehensive 
dictionary of the Malay language because of the rapid development of the Malay lexicon, both 
in terms of sue  and semantics (generally semantic expansion), and also of the obsolete nature 
of some of the word forms and phraseslsentences in the existing dictionary. In line with the 
modern approach of dictionary compilation, DBP is currently embarking on a dictionary project 
using a computer corpus as a collection of source material for the dictionary. Various criteria 
are considered in designing the corpus, such as corpus size, sources of materials used (this 
includes books, journals, magazines, brochures, newspapers), language mode (written versus 
spoken), genre, and sex of authors. To date, the size of the developing Malay corpus is about 7 
million words. It is targeted to reach about 10 millions by the end of 1992, before the analysis 
of the generated concordance is scheduled to commence. While work on corpus creation is going 
on, work on developing the corpus system to retrieve and manipulate the corpus data is 
simultaneously carried out. A prototype corpus system has been successfully developed with the 
assistance of computer experts from University Sains Malaysia. The prototype system is able to 
display several attributes of a particular text file under study, such as the source title, name of 
author, year of publication, type of text (original writing or translation), genre etc. Besides these 
attributes, the system is also able to generate concordances of a particular word form, which is 
the key tool to lexicographers. However there has been several limitations observed about the 
system; it is not able to accommodate large corpus data since it is developed on an ordinary PC, 
and that the lines of concordance retrieved for a particular word form do not actually represent 
the overall corpus data; instead it represents data from a particular text file or a few text files. 
These limitations are expected to be overcome with the availability of work stations in the near 
future. 

Work on structured text file creation is expected to commence in late 1993, when the 
system is ready to fulfil the various criteria outlined for lexicographical needs. 
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3.4 Dewan English-Malay Dictionary 

3.4.1 Historical Information 

The initial impetus for compiling this dictionary came from a British philanthropist, Tan 
Sri John Galvin, who provided most of the funds during the early years of the project. The 
actual compilation was begun in 1955 by Dr. W. Linehan. The project was carried on by C.C 
Brown, a lecturer in Malay from the University of London. Brown submitted the manuscript to 
Cambridge University. Later it was sent to Professor A.H. Johns of the Australian National 
University to be edited and revised. 

In 1967, a team headed by Professor A.H. Johns started compiling a new English-Malay 
dictionary but work on the project had to stop due to lack of funds. A year later, DBP officially 
took over the final manuscript, and the compilation work was completed in January 1992. 

3.3.2 Principal Features of the Dictionary 

Meaning Discrimination 
The dictionary is intended for English speaking users, particularly translators. Hence, a 

great deal of attention is given to meaning discrimination, especially of polysemous words to 
help the reader find the appropriate equivalent, distinguish one meaning or homograph from 
the other and use the word he is looking up in the correct way. The meaning discriminations 
(or glosses) are very brief, and placed before the Malay equivalents. These glosses give the 
reader extra information on the entry; for instance information on collocations aids the reader 
to make the correct choice oQ equivalent for a particular context. 

The Equivalent 
Since the dictionary is basically intended for translators, a great deal of effort had been 

made to ensure the correctness and appropriateneqs of the Malay equivalents provided. The 
dictionary consciously avoids heaping up a whole iange of equivalents. If there is a choice, 
explicit directions are given on how to select the right equivalent. If there is no equivalent for 
a particular word, the entry may be omitted, or a paraphrase of the meaning is given or advice 
is given on the use of the untranslated English word. 

Example Sentences 
There are more than 50,000 example sentences, selected from about 150,000 English 

sentences, which are the bedrock of this dictionary. The sentences try to show typical usage. 
They are intended to help users in translation and sentence production. 

Word Class 
Every headword in the dictionary is given a word class. The word class is written after the 

headword, variant spelling or a derivative of the headword. In an entry that has more than one 
word class, the different word classes are dealt with in alphabetical order. 

Where necessary, usage labels (colloquial, taboo, formal, archaic, rare, euphemistic), 
regional labels (US, New Zealand, etc.) and subject labels are used to mark a whole entry or 
an individual phrase or meaning. 

Technical Terms 
Since specialised vocabulary terms are continually creeping into our conversation, reading 

and writing, many of these regularly used terms are included in the dictionary. 
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4. Conclusion 

The above description shows that DBP, as the literature and language agency of Malaysia, 
has been and will be continually involved in compiling various kinds of dictionaries for the 
codification and development of the Malay language, the official and national language of 
Malaysia. With the sophistication of computer technology, the effort to create corpus material 
and structured text files for bilingual dictionaries using the existing comprehensive English- 
Malay dictionary data (which is already in the electronic form) will no doubt become a reality 
in the near future. 
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APPENDIX 

Dictionaries Published by Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka 

NO. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

TITLE 

Kamus Dewan (ekabahasa) 

Kamus Dwibahasa 

Kamus Bahasa Malaysia 
(Edisi Pelajar) 

Kamus Pelajar 

Kamus Istilah Sains Am 

Kamus Rendah Dewan 
Bergamber 

Kamus Fiik: Mekanik 

Kamus Kimia: Biokimia 

Kamus Biologi: Mkrobiologi 

Kamus Biologi: 
Hitologi dan Sitologi 

Kamus Biologi: Fiiologi 

Kamus Fizik: Elektromagnet, 
Keelektrikan dan Kemagnetan 

Karnus Fuik: Optik 

Karnus Matematik 

Kamus Biologi: KBSM 

Kamus Perhutanan 

Kamus Kimia: KBSM 

Kamus Mekanik Gunaan 

Kamus Perakaunan 

Kamus Perubatan 

Kamus Inggeris-Melayu Dewan 

Karnus Biologi: Patologi 

Kamus Kirnia: Kimia Analisis 

Kamus Kimia: 
Kirnia Fizik dan Kirnia Polimer 

NEW EDITION 

1989 
(currently being revised for the 

3rd. edition) 

(currently being revised for the 
2nd edition) 

YEAR OF 
PUBLICATION 

1970 

1979 

1975 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1989 

1989 

1990 

1990 

1990 

1990 

1990 

1990 

1990 

1990 

1991 

1991 

1991 

1991 

1991 

1991 

YEAR OF 
REPRINT 

1984 

1981,1985 

1983 

1987,1988,1989, 
1990,1992 
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Thai-Khmu-English Dictionary 

Suwilai Premsrirat 
Mahidol Universiry at Salaya 

1. The Khmu people and their language 

Khmu is a Mon-Khmer language spoken over a large area of northern Southeast Asia, 
particulary in Northern Laos, Thailand, Vietnam and Southern China. The number of speakers 
is not less than 500,000 (Proschan 1989). In Thailand Khmu is a minority group. It is spoken 
mainly in the north, especially the area along the Thai-Lao border. In Laos it is a major ethnic 
group. The majority of Khmu are swidden rice farmers and animists. They still strictly follow 
the traditional practice according to their belief in sickness treatment as well as other aspects . 
of their life. There does not yet exist a standard monolingual dictionary of Khmu. Dialect 
variations of Khmu in different areas are distinctive. Sociolinguistically, the Khmu men in 
Thailand who work outside the village can speak Thai and northern Thai and northern Tahi 
very well, but in the village Khmu is used in their daily life. However at the present time with 
radio and television Thai influence on Khmu must be increasing much more than before. The 
Khmu presented in this dictionary is based on the Khmu dialect spoken in Chiengkhong District 
and some villages in Wiengkaen District of Chiengrai Province, Thailand. It is also one of the 
major dialects spoken in the Pak Bang area and Huaj Sai in Laos. 

82. Purposes 

The Thai-Khmu-English Dictionary project oMicially started in 1988 with the financial 
support from Mahidol University research committee. It intends to be an overall descriptive 
dictionary of about 5000 lexical items. The focus of this dictionary is on Khmu which is presented 
here as the target language. The main purposes are 1) to provide an access for the Thai to 
understand more about the Khmu, 2) to provide a reference on a Khmu dialect for linguists 
and other scholars, and 3) to be a dedication to the Khmu for their efforts to make the 
dictionary compilor understand their language and culture. 

3. Data Collection 

Since the author is a native speaker of Thai and the users are mainly Thai, the emphasis 
on data collecting is therefore on Khmu, the target language. Khmu is an unwritten language. 
The methods of collecting and rechecking the data is generally based on field work done in the 
Khmu villages, particularly oral text materials gathered since the author started learning Khmu 
more than ten years ago. A lot of texts have been elicited and rechecked when the grammatical 
system was being analyzed. All of the grammatical words and functional particles have been 
rechecked. To prepare for this dictionary, more texts about Khmu life were collected. They 
include all activities, ritual ceremonies, discussions about everyday life activities, environments, 
etc. The rechecking is done by eliciting the contexts where each word and expression appears. 
In many cases identical correspondences between Thai and Khmu do not exist or they exist 
partially. In order to get the meanings, a study of the structure of lexical meaning in various 
semantic fields has to be done, such as kinship terms, cutting terms, color terms, etc. 
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4. Organization and format 

The dictionary article consists of the main entry, subentry, equivalent, grammatical part of 
speech and examples. For the format or the lay-out of the page of the dictionary, the Thai 
entry-words and English glosses are in the left column, the Khmu equivalents presented in 
Thai-based orthography, phonetic and phonemicized transcdptions are in the middle and the 
grammatical part of speech is in the right column. Examples illustrating the use of the Khmu 
equivalent in context are on the lines below the equivalent. In some cases there are 
cross-reference notes in the right comer. 

4.1 Main entry and subentry 

The entry words are in Thai. They are presented in Thai orthography without any 
pronunciation or grammatical indication, except in ambiguous cases, because Thai is the native 
language of the majority of the expected users of this dictionary. They are arranged in Thai 
alphabetical order (which follows Sanskrit phonetic order). 

Lexical items selected as main entries are 1) all basic words used in Thai everyday life 
communication, 2) all grammatical words or functional particles and 3) cultural items. These 
are lexical items that are expected to be found in most languages, though details may be 
different due to differences in world view, and social and georgraphical environments. 

However, when there are words and expressions that are semantically related to the main 
entry, they are handled as subentries of the main entry. Both main entry and subentry are also 
glossed with English to make it more widely usable. 

an <Gn> mi:t [mi:[] 
knifc 

nuan < s k  ijn> mA? mi:t [nlA? mi:t 1 
blade of a knifc 
iIkQn < s y ~ >  mu:l [ranu:l] 
back, non-cutting edge of a knife 

mu:l ?5h m5h pc pian 
non-cutting edge d o  what not able 
"#uijnlirviia:l>lil?Y 

Xiuan <nid i n >  k q  mi:t [ k a q  mi:t ] 
handle of a knife 
daiuQII <+a ijn> muh mi:t [ muh mi:t I 
tip of a knife 
daodn <n'si:: i n >  krwA? mi:t [kirwA? mi:t ] 
scabbard 
KuOn < nu& > t1Cq tl tld:r~l 
to sharl~cn 
rtiu (Cd, cn'?~, duag [dliar)] 
clf. for krl~vcs 

Qnr#nXiutli~ f l t .no~ lD < (ijn) ~$os > mi:[ 7i3r [mi:t l iar  1 
small knife with a long handle 
antAuni~, n'ihirh? <(ijn) ?is?:: > mi:[ krwa? [mi:[ kirwa?] 
travelling and ctmking knife 

no: joh g3:r ca? mo:t mi:t krwa? ke:p re: 
they go way far take knife scabbard attach along 
' ~ ~ i l ~ n i ~ l n o i ~ t o i i n ~ ~ i c u ~ o ~ ~ d '  

Rnwfi < L L ? ~  > we:l [wc:l I 
jungle knife 
anflnndi . < rr5s > WAX C W A : ~ ]  
grass culler 

O W .  
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The lexical units that are intentionally omitted in this dictionary are of two kinds 1) Thai 
loan words. The Khmu have been among the Thai-Lao people for a long time. Therefore the 
two languages have been exchanging and influencing each other in various areas of language. 
Those living in Thailand tend to be influenced by Thai language and culture. They receive 
modern technology mainly through Thai. The Khmu men who work outside the village tend to 
mix Thai with their own language more or less up to their different degtees of fluency in Thai. 
If all the Thai loans were included, the size of the dictionary would be a lot larger and the 
number of entries would be double. Moreover since this dictionary is intended to be used mainly 
by the Thai, it is not necessary to put all Thai loan words in because only the pronunciation, 
especially the tone, is obviously changed. Only the Thai loan words that are commonly used in 
Khmu are included. The characteristics of Thai loans are mentioned in the introduction to the 
dictionary. 2) Derivational word formations in Khmu in which a change in form of a word by 
adding an a f f ~  to it implies a change in the lexical meaning itself. For cases like this only a few 
of these words are indicated because most of the forms are predictable. The derivational rulcs 
are mentioned in the introduction to the dictionary. 

4.2 Equivalent 

The Khmu equivalents to the entry-words are presented in Thai-based orthography so that 
the Thai and the Khmu in Thailand and Laos can read them and make use of this dictionary. 
It is also necessary to give the pronunciation and grammatical indication of Khmu equivalents. 
For linguistic application both phonetic and phonemicized transcription of each Khmu word are 
given. The part of speech of each word is indicated. In some cases examples showing the Khmu 
word in contexts are given. 

As for the content, it is the main task of a dicitonary to provide the equivalents in the target 
language that have the same lexical meanings as those of the Thai entries as much as possible. 
They should be translation equivalents, not only definitions, so that they can be used directly l i ) r  
understanding and generating text. However, in most cases only partially identical equivalents are 
found. This is caused by the fact that 1) The Thai entry words normally contain multiple meanings 
and therefore they can be covered only partially by a word in another language 2) Khmu is foreign 
to the Thai. It may therefore contain different social institutions, different animals and plants, 
different geographical environments, different culture and world views, etc. Some of the words 
do not exist at all in the Thai language and in the Thai concepts. In many cases the structures 
of the meaning of a semantic field are not the same in both languages. Each language has its 
own way of viewing and categorizing things. The folk taxonomy is therefore not to be taken for 
granted. It is a Khmu characteristic to be very specific. It makes very fine distinctions among the 
lexical items whereas Thai tends to be more general. Consequently, in this dictionary it is 
necesssary that the target language, Khmu, have a very strong influence on the structure of the 
entry. This is shown below in the ways the entries are modified. 

1. In the cases where the Khmu lexical equivalents cover more ranges of application 
than the Thai entry word, a cross-reference and/or an explanation indicating the entry 
where the user can find the same word is given. 

~ ~ Y Y U  ( L L ~ J )  <?.I& > crp6s [ ~cirp& 1 . 

hard dorsal fin of a fish *** q ' ' . i iou~n4 
n%uu (&) < %ut> > srclr [ s i r t~ i r ]  U. 

hard dorsal fin of a fish *** q "MSOU\II'~ 
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2. In the cases where the Thai entry word has a wider range of application and the 
distinction between the entry and the equivalent is quite clear, the indication can be 
made by adding a bracket containing the distinctive characteristics of the entry word. 

Example 1: 

nn fl3n'u~nlij? <dn> pi:k [p ik  1 
to be plentiful, abundant (fruit) 

mkmuaq ?ah ple? pi:k 
mango have Fruit plenty 
*u:iwQqnnnm 

nn fla'iiunon ao) <dn> 
to bc plentiful (Ilowers) 

r a : ~  mkrnuag 
flower mango 
k:k?~Qqnnn' 

nn Cl3iiulda7 <lie 
to bc plentiful (leaves) 

LLkL ~ 7 3 : ~  ?ah 
tree have 

" n';lbnnm 
nn fl36uuu) <lie RIND-> 
to bc vcry hairy 

tli:~ s?3:q ?ah 
tree have 

'n'ulbnn" 

Example 2: 

puk 
plenty 

woh smklum [ woh simklum 1 

woh smklum 
leave plenty 

woh krm3:c [ woh krm3:c 1 

woh smklum 
leave plenty 

nn fln3o) <~n'n > tCk [tek] 
to press with hand 

p a m  cd? 1u:j te? ti? tCk 
when pain stomach take hand press 
'~?oilJann'o~firoiGonn' 

nn fl#.<i) < n~o*n >/ < R~wn > klC:l [ klC:t] /krle:t [kirle:~ 1 
to press with foot 

lo? te? prcol kl&t kntr3q j ~ ?  ka: cd? 
I take heel press back your it painful 
hwula'du~ninn~6~qt-u i.~si:d?n" 

Example 3: 

nd'u (9inoi~if;ruvl < Rs~5oa> krwias [ ka rwia~  1 
to turn rice upside down 

krwias mah ?dan ka: sim 
turn rice give it cooked 
"nrSYfi?'LMign" 

n&u (idxi) < yn > niu:t [rnu:~] 
to tun) rice back and forth 

* * *u ixn i iuad~~nIn~  7 ~:riiuiI.n'ninu6aIdhi 'LUifiu 
mu:[ mah ta rtmu:t 
turn rice at container 
'n6ujYuiai~f u a l ~ n i n l ~  

nd'u (.n*iir4.~vk) <  is > wcr [wer] 
to turn over 

wcr ?ah 
turn meat 
"nfiu.6~" 
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ntuwtaflu (nfiun'?) <flu > pi:n [pim] n. 
to turn around 

pi:n I3h I kni? 
turn body along this way 
" n f i u n & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u i n i ~ ! f  

niKy (ii7~?uoonfi~uon)<iiudon > tmliak [timliak] 
to turn inqide out 

tmliak w&j rih 
turn shirt shake off 
"nfiu~~ooonnu'n" 

ngu (r~oldd"dniuIu~jwiiu3) < r4.r > wec [wecl  
to return (from going out within one day) 

?o? j3h qiap hb:c ck6? wec 
I go early morning then evening return 
' 6 u I d ~ ~ n ~ 3 i  nouiEufi~nCu~ 

n&u ((9innisni~8u) <mu > ka:~  [ka :~  1 
to return (from staying overnight) 

ka:j tta klrrj 
return to home 
"nn"ynsjljiuN 

nguuid~l lu (6ounfiu) < oir > Idp [16pI n. 
to go back by the same route 

16p ka:j mn:t mi:t je? 160 mi:t 
go back return take knife you forget knife 
"nCuui~oiGn ~ntluSn' 

3. In cases where the structures of the lexical meaning of a semantic field or semantic 
categories in Thai and Khmu are not the same, the whole series of Khmu words 
belonging to the semantic field in question are given as subentries of the main entry 
which is generally presented by a generic word in Thai. This Thai main entry word 
may not exist, or may exist partially in Khmu, therefore some encyclopedic informa- 
tion may be given as in the case of culture bound words like kinship, seasons, cutting 
activities etc. The glosses indicating the distinctive characteristics of each word have 
to be given. 

Example 1: 

0118 ~ * * r i i i i u n p l i ~ ~ C o ~ n " w ~ 9 u a : : u ~ v o ~ n i ~ i u v ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ * ~  u. 
kin (generic) 

1. n~x l~?o iq~f iu?n ' -~  
< iixini: > tmkn? [ timk3?] 

*** u ~iJf iU?6 <fiuw~:> kmphra? u. 
< mw: > klc? [ klc? 1 w'? 
< 14'10 > t k j  [ t k j  I d daiu (uo~nuro~"?iu") ds i?  u. 

(UOJ~~ULOJ " M ~ J " )  C~CI~~M?O~LVU 
Y O J ~ ~ M ? O L S U  

cub> hd:m [hC:m I &J Ga~aiu(vo~nwo~'aiu') r i o ~ ~ i a  u. 
(UOJ~ULOJ'M~J")  Go~s:Ifi'n?orio~~uu 
U O J ~ ' ~ M ? O L ~ U  

<xion> m3k [m3:k] dm?n. fo~o~dia  ( U O J ~ U L O J ~ L ~ J U ~ ~ ~ U " )  U. 

< . A L ~  > phrk [phrk: 1 da iun?o~o~d iu  ( u o ~ n u ~ o ~ d ~ i l u ' n ~ ~ " )  U. 

< C J >  niq [niql dn:?$niM"lo~io~o:?[ (UOJ~ULOJ~M~J" )  u. 
gny'Cin%onqiio~n"~ilunc@ ( u o ~ n w o ~ ~ n ~ ~ " )  

<to,> 1311 [?3ql ~ o ~ ~ n ? q ~ o i o ~ o i ~ v o ~ W ' 7  
~ n j C a ~ % i l u n a ~  (YOJP~-ALUJ"MQJ") 

b 
c.3~:: > sia? [sia?] g n ( d ~ ? o ~ n ( ~ o ~ d ~ i l u ' d ~ u  U. 

(uo~nu~o~'aiu")  ~ ~ ~ u v ? ~ ~ J % ~ u u o J L z ~ ~ ~  
< .nic > k3? [kz~?] ~n~gnrio~nuo:rwnn"un~~~o~ u. 

2. n q u i i n f i d n d ~ d ? ~ o i q  
<x:> ma? [ma?] rrrj rra: u ' o ~ a i ~ v o ~ u u  U. 
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< UJ > jog [jog] 
< L ~ J >  t eq  t teq  I 
< j W >  klip [klig~l 
<nu> kin [kin] 
<LOU> ?em [?c.ml 

<hu> 
<:9: > 
<n'ou 61u> 
<riau u&> 
< k u  uon > .. 
<&u WLS > 
< ~ O U  $4) 

ja? [ja?] uduo~vionfoui 
4. n ~ u n ' n n ~ u i n d ~ d ? ~ o i ~  
k5n [k5m] Q n 
ce? [ tee?] Qnno~di io~ (nniri, 
k5n t&j [ kkn  t&j] ~nuovhu (9 
k5n hLm [ k 5 a  hd:m] qnuo~LLo'rJ (sio4) 
k5n mn:k [ kkn  mz~k]  QnvoJuon 
k5n phrC: [ k5n phrC: 1 qnua~wii 
k5n nig [ k5n niq] e n u o ~ h  
k5m ?e:rn [ k5n ?e:m] QnuoJLou 
?3m [?z~m] ena:l:ln' (uo~nuro~'aiu') 
kmlin [kminl  ~na:lfi (uo~nuto~'nQ~') 
?Ck [?6k1 ~na:l:ln'no~nuto~'n~~') 
prh& [pirhk] Q ~ L L Y D  

kaj [kaj 1 qnLn u 
ce? [ce l l  qnno~dtt~=Sio~, n n i ~  
m3a [mz~:n] dn'30~oiojaiuuo~~na:~fi 

( u o ~ n u ~ o ~  'niun) 
5 .  n q u f i n o ~ u i a o ~ ~ ~ o i ~  
ce? [cc?] ~nno~riou (na id  
6.  nouiinn~uiyiu?hoiq 
c3? [[cn?] ~nuo~rs:, r ~ a u  

Example 2: 

tlrl < pliu > pa*m [pa:ml 
season 

rl@u <pliu n5:> p m  kmA? [ p m  kamA? 1 
ralny season 

t l f i ~  < ~ i u  2 1 ~ )  p m  war  [pam wan] 
summer 

tlr3~6J < pliu in'96u > p a m  tCcnim [pa:m tCcnirn] 
dry season 
tlqHUl'2 < Q ~ u  p a m  k8t [pam kAt] 
wirilcr 

q q r n ~ l i  < pliu ~ fou  > p a m  riam [ p m  ham I 
?and preparing period 

***s:nii~~flou~~niWUub ~Rouruniuu"* 
qq~wi lCar~ l lY~mIQ < pliu j 5  > pa:ni p6:r [pa:m plix I 
burning and cleaning period 

***s:M?~J~~~oU~U~Y~UU ~ f l 0 ~ ~ q ~ n 1 n ~ * * *  
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qrJdgn#i? < gliu su'oa > pa:m cm5:l [pa:n~ twm*l] u. 
ricc plantir~g period 

**@s:~ai~r;ovnq~ninu - ~ 6 0 u ~ q u i u u * * *  
qqni~wpTil,u\i 1. < w i x  LL&> p x m  hd:l [ p a m  hk:l] u. 
weeding pcriod 

2. < ~ i x  SLLUO > pa:m m ~ : l  [jla:n~ ranc:l ] u. 
* * * s : ~ ? i ~ r ; a u n ~ n ~ i n u  ~6ouq0inu*** 

q ~ ~ f i ~ ~ l ( ~ ?  1 .  < q i x  obn> pa:m h5:t [pa:m t15:tl U. 
harvesting period 

2. <plm 'inuun > pa:rn r1nn:t [pa:n~ rilnn:t] 'A. 
?o? ce k a : ~  la kug pa:m rln3:L gS? 
1 will rcturr~ ?t v~l lagc whcn harvest ricc 
"~lu~:n~~;;llj~unouqq~RuaY'ia' 
* * n s : ~ a i ~ ~ 6 0 ~ ~ q n 4 n i u u  r6ou5uainxlq** 

rl0wflurJud 
cr <gliu ou LUX > pa:m him jn7 [p;t:m him jn?] :1. 

breeding pcriod 

Example 3: 

6 n 
to cut 

< L L ~ J  > 

* * * n i s ~ ~ u 0 ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ r ~ i s i i n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d d r ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ] ~ ~ u u 1 ~ i ~ i a ~ d n s ~ ~ 6 ~ i l i l ~ m ~ u ~ 6 ~ ~ r 1  la  

j ;n-1s~%i-16~sio~dd*** 
pdg [$rll 6 n ~ n u 6 u u o ~ 6 u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  f i .  
mn:t mu:j $0 s 7 o ~  nlim 
takc axc cul down lrcc big 
loiuaiun"n6ul.,'lngl' 
pok [pok] n " n e i u l u ' L ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ o i l ~ f l % ~ ~ s : : I u ~ ~  7 1 .  
 ma:^ wc:l j:>l~ pok krial 
takc knifc go cut down bamboo 
"roiijnwfi'id6nAu'1w~~pi'~ 
pliai [ p l i a ~ ]  f in7~8u  r l  . 
mn:t wr:l plisl s?o:g 
take knife c u ~  up wood 
".oiijnn'nlul(~iiunauq)' 
pntrin~ pliat ? d m  nag jn? 
'Kn~rn~l;i:nin'rc' 
s i k  [sdk]  ~i'n~~?ko'nucu::ililu.$~ 
s i k  cm57 
cut up ropc 
"knr8on' 
sCk kntiq jn?  mi:^ jn? sgkrn? ro:c 
cut navcl linc with knifc with shcll snail 
"iinmuo:~on'?r~8n~nio~d~on~~uu" 
sdk log s7n:q n d  
c u ~  , brancll wood small 
"6nf iJ ldin '  
kal [ka l ]  h u o n  II . 
kal t i  ~ 7 . 7 : ~  
cut trcc 
"Kn(uon)Aulu"' 
k5:l [k5:l] n$-~~oi~ddonoondao111~'miu, Knlnuoon ( I .  

k5:l til:t s7n:g 
cut around tree 
' Inu6ulC 
kCc [kCc 1 Cnkx r ~ .  

ma:t I t m i ~ w  kCc kla7 
takc scissor cut hair 
'rainsslns6'nrk ' 
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k t p  [ k t p l  Kntul ~ J L I ~ J ~ L U U ~ ~  n. 
m3:t kmep k t p  tm5q 
take, nail cutter cut nail 
'~oiLlKn~EIuKnrldu' 
k t p  tm5q liat h6:c le ra. ?dan sCq cmi: cmi: 
take nail short then consequently clean give clean every day 
'fin~dul$ku ~ l r S ? ~ ~ l $ N i n = ~ l n ~ ~ ~ d ~ : : ~ l '  
kCp lh? s?3:q 
cut leave trec 
finllllu" 

kCp skar 
cut directly 
" "  nnns~' 
phr6h [phrbhl i l i o ~ ,  ra1:riluio~ 
phr6h ?6m ?dan k5n 
cut through water give flow 
"n'7io~l~<i lnn'  
phr6h krial q sn tm ?6m 
cut through b y b o o  make way water 
' n ' l ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ " l ~ l ~ l ~ ~ l ' 1 ~ 0 "  
roh [roh I finlnun~iudniufln n. 
m3:t mi:t roh riaq sfl pic liak 
take knife cut intestine dog throw away excrement 
' ~ o l ~ n n ~ i u  wilhui~oi$oon' 
lot [lot] fin(bJ7.d n. 
crnkin j3h lot h?t? h6:c prkaq pdh ta td:t s?3:g 
woman go cut firewood then pile up keep at trec 
'y'M4~'idfinbJu rro'?no~s?u'lidlnun*ul~ 
ha& [ h k k ]  niniairdloni~koon n. 
ha& s Idan plia 
cut tree give pretty 
'ninlu"Ltv~u' 
hkk  sgkrn? kial 
cut skin melon 
"donrdi3anrrn~" 
hn:c [ h3:c 1 L M O ~  
h3:c plnq 
cut smooth rattan 
' L M O ~ M ? ~ U '  

r o ~  [ rop  I finri?udo~uiqii1$~~uofiu 
m3:t mi:t j3h roq  kl3k 
tame knife go cut water container 
"toifln4'nlu*n'i~iJuci~u" 
tBt [ tht I n. 
tBt wkj  tht s6q 
cut shirt cut pants 
"n'nr8oiinni~rn~" 
pat [pat] fin6uIiuilnqlu6"nnnc n'no J 
pat lor) s?n:r) 
cut branch trcc ,'nYne Jlr 
pht [pht I finnilljrdnql~nnru::fin$u 
pBt td:t s?3:q ne? 
cut trec small 
'fin6ulfiln~6nnm::fin$~' 
PAL tdal 
cut top of the tree 
"Knuon' 
sbh [sdhl Sinfiu\uibnns J ~ U  
skh snneh r6? 
cut weeds field 
"yn6ulaj'fi Jon" 
s th  rhkq pic 
cut bamboo throw away 
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" un6v1cj64i;" 
< d i n  > pa:[ [pa:t I hoon  ~ i n r i m l n ~  n. 

pa:t krnn:n 
, cut placcnla 

Tnsn" 
< J i n >  pBn[p&t] h d o  lulRrnau (I~UXILIO~U) n. 

p8:t s?n:q 
cut wood 
'finl~!&l~~'hl" 

< doin > pla:k [pla:k] Kn~Uuriwu 6nuu5oai~ i jn~~na ~ $ 1  n. 
pla:k tpaq 
cut bamboo shooi 
'Knvriuluii)urrciu" 

< ns'gl> trap [trap I finldMi'julJLauon"u~5uurauu6u n. 
trap tdal sl3:g I6an trim 
cut top trcc givc equal and smooth 
'findaiu~u!M'~~uu~~uan'.~' 

4. In cases where the culture items exist only in Khmu, a generic word in sourest: 
languages is given with the encyclopedic explanation and a listing of subentrii.~ 
referring to things or activities exist only in Khmu is given. 

Example 1: 

.biF;nIlu * * ' ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ u ~ d i i ' ~ u ~ ~ n i a u ~ ~ n " ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ c  ni'u~nirn?7uynuauq'1d 
sacrificial ~ o ~ G n + ~ i j y r ~  I M ~ T  ~ ~ o : - ~ " 6 ~ i o a ~ u n i ' 1 i n ~ i ~ ~ o : ~ o ~ f i u n ~ i ' ~ ~ i i ] l ~ '  
rite niJq n"~~auc-~~no' l .~ i l ***  

~1(;l~~ulfdx~ 1 . < L L ~ J  i j u  > td:q r6:j [ tdq rci:j ] 
sacrificial ritc lo a spirit Ihal hcals sickncss 

2. < f ~ x i a  > s6: m1a:l [sd: rama:l] 
Mti(O~53nljyri~ <il~<-~ 4nfin i l n ~  prrnrin rtjai liaq kliq 
sacrificial rile lo the [pim~hn r i~ ju l  liag kliq] 
village spirit 
Mhiln?7~ < w'iu ei i r i  > phAa trkk [phAm trkk 1 
buff'alo sacrifice ***G5~~afna~n:i l~'aini>n~"11 
ML#UJR$~?~U~I < LLI n > rc:k [rc:k] 
sacrificial ri~c lo thc padcly sl~lril 

Example 2: 

(YiiGWu61~) I .  <f  sd: (r6:j) [sd: (r6:j) 1 : ! r . .  
to have sacrifice lo spirits (in ihc housc) 

2. < L L ~ J  :jr; > t k q  rkj [ 16:q rci:j ] -. I r2 . 
* * * i ~ u % " , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o i n ~ i n a i x . ~ ' ~ 1 ~ a u  :Ru~ui.oinnaix.$uuo~ aiauyai naiu~1:1l.'l ,I. 
;finsinnisns:fliuo~R 2nis;iitYci ;nu 'ln M?O ~~~1~1xi:~u8~!au~Mi'julJLauon"u~6~ Inaiu I . ~ ~ I P I  

ns~u'iiaru~t~n;%on ~ ~ ~ M V ~ L U I Y O J  nu~iur~o:~~iWq iilunisuan2M'Wj 
nn: sli: 76an r6:j kaq pa? 
they sacrifice givc spirit housr cat 
' w ~ n ~ u i f l i + 5 ~ $ a ~ i ; l - n ' i j ~ ' i - ~ f i ~ ~ "  
***r i i i iwr 'n".6t~~~~o~n"r~~~u9n"dir l"~'1n'~~n*** 

< 5 ( L U ~ :  ) OL&T > sti: ( jn? ) ])liar n-tsi<u.~i:ri'aulri 
[sd: ( j n ? )  hlisr] 

(~ai:) sti: (j.77) si3q n ~~:$[,JKA.~uML 
[ su: (j.7'1) sisgl 
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< d i n >  pak [ p a k l  niari i~8onno~~m.1~3~a(~d~n~%onldnid3ia~t i i  n. 
nurlvr~a::~~iTlflCa~ r i lun iadoa ia~u~ uonlnTfii~fiiniarriuX~rau1n3iiuulQ7 

rnxt hRr m3:t siar) pak ta knlin 
take chicken take pig touch at knee 
'rai(rhd\ri (~Won)nynidfi?~ii" 
ka: ki: mah sqsli: sqpa:k 
this is sacrificing ceremony 
'd~o%%fq%r$u:o~ W' 

<En > jak [jakl  L Y J U ~ ~ ~ M E U ~ J ~ Q J  LIU Yi? uonlGRiiu n. 
jak mah ?lian r6:j pa? 
break rice give spirit eat 
'n8u$iardiulGkiiu" 

< hi> t*c [d:cl ~iluniadoflriiooniinnutlu Tnuriirnjo~ n . 
tuirninnq wfou&h? u i  rrn:w?n ' Ida?uf iuunidi ld idni~ 
niuuun rffodo~nTooniin~?nutlu 
m3:t tl5m siaq tl5m hZar c q x j  rqko? jB: sr5:j 
take liver pig liver chicken chily rice grain tobecco cut 
pen karn sCh prta? j3? t5:c pic ta sntrah 
to be mouthful put together , lure spirit away a1 inlcrscction 
' r o i f i unya r i  wfn uiqu $lama MIU~ilu6i~8nqlda?uiiUu L L ~  roild?idrja6fl 
m~murrun'  

< ar% > sw5:j [swkj] ~ i l u n i s ~ i ~ % u o n i i ~ n ' T n ~ n 4 u u n o ~ ~ ~ ~ R ' 1 i ~ ~ B ~  n. 
m3:t hliar sw5:j r6:j 
take chicken offer spirit 
' ~ r f i i d i n f u n ' i ~ % r $ u ~ w " '  ' 

kon ciil ten ta prloq m3:t tm3? tlik s5? 
personill sit at door take axe tie dog 
cap prta?j3? h&cle sw&j trt3h law hA 
touch together then offer pray say already 
ce j3h liar) jnh kiah ta . sntrah 
will go, feed , go fecd at int,erscction 
'nu~iuG~3da:q ~oi~n?o.~niudin3iri i~%un:nui(Ciqn\i~~Bui da:nu 
n i u ~ u  u t j 7 ~ o n i l \ n i n ' i u u u o ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ? ~ : r i i \ d ~ ~ u ~ ~ n i ~ 1 i N  L L U ~ ~  

L ~ U ; ~ J U  (A%din?iu ) 1 . <dl  l f u  > plia r6:j [plia r6:j ] n. 
to sacrific~ lo a spirit using buffalos 

2. <-hu n f in>  pham trkk [phiin trii:k] n. 

"*~ilu%%naaulunia~~u~f~~ofn~inai~~iuil~uY"uq~qn n8~iinni5~$ud~n'au\ri rm:nyuB?\u\n'wa 
~~n'o~n' i%%din?iuf luniafn~i~a* f iuna~nu~~udoin ia~u'nuin~ 

L ~ J R H ~ ~ ~ U  <daifu jnno'n L ~ U J  rjJ > p r m h  rtjat liaq kliq n. 
to sacrifice 10 village spirit [ pirrnh ritjat liaq kdr) ] 

However there are cases of cultural items that exist only in Thai culture and very 
common, such as the word kitchen which does not exist as the same idea in Khmu. 
An encyclopedic description about the Khmu way of dealing with this lexical item has 
been given, together with the words for things that exist in Khmu. 

nfa * * *S~n imu~\ i i j r i id i jn~ iu~u iu i i  n ~ ?  f i~dra i i in i i~n~?Iun? iu  
kitchen n ~ i u f l ? $ u  ~ u ~ i u ' ~ ~ i ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ? f l ( ~ a * ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ n , i ~ i n i a o ~ ~ o ~ d  50 , 

1. ui~?ruf l?i~inidinJuy~$i? ai?uydoiiriluflda:E~~iuRU'iu~il~~fi 
ilnians' fiulul~nuniuuon~~ilfluu~r~~~w" mi$$rawi:y~fi? lula* 
da:nouoin~a"oq niana:$ilnqfl~fiu?n'uniay3$i?n'o~iiocii~a:Qna:3~ 
rnu n~an'iuiuiannbo~ilur?o~ij~ilu~~a~ ~:Yiil$nuluyiu~nnia6~niu 
r i7~i inuu~nu\ i~inui9:n'o~i i~"6~ou~f  ~ilun'u rrny~$iaus:o~niulu~ 
u o ~ Y i u i ~ ~ 3 u n i i  

< tua: Ion > tma? 1o:k [ timra? 1o:k ] U .  

2. u^5r?nrnfi~~~nidi~Tuda:nouoi~ia ~noy~uu?r?ord?uyu'in~on?u 
n n i ~ u o ~ f i u r i l u f l n ' u ~ ~ n ~  uo:qulvllMi6nn~~uauq-luuiu ii~iiuiarllu 
~,~?r~tufla?uuo~nui?plu naounfa ruiiorniui:~ilu u n o u ~ i ~ o i ~ i a ~ ~ a :  
~ J U ~ J  ~n i i i a in ia .~ i i una i  

1 
<n"ua: 6 ia> tmra? 18:s [ timra? 1 8 : ~  I u. 
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5. The reduplicative construction, functioning as a modifier of the verb or sometimes 
called 'expressive' of 'elaboration words,' is quite distinctive in Khmu. The sound of 
the words is associated with the size and shape of the things or the characteristics of 
the action it is describing. It is highly productive and different people or different 
dialects may use different forms. In this dictionary only some of these type of words 
are given. They generally appear as the subentries to a verb, as in the following 
examples. 

Example 1: 

nhnou <atfa > h?ir [ hi3r 1 
SCCII t ciiuaiuo'nrrwuo~ niunou S K J ~  

< o$a an% > h?ir stgAt [liiZr sitgdt 1 nqunouQnnpu 
< 053 %n$on > h?ir stq5t [hilir s i ~ 5 t ]  n~unouuinuu 
< oos an.$n > h7ir stgdt [ hilir sitgut 1 nluuouuin 

a :  hi?ir stg51 
flowcr , good sccnl 
"nonli'njntunou' 

Example 2: 

fh <"nsjo> lrclih [ tirtcdh 1 n .  
bending down 

ka: tcn trcdh ja:m ma? jsh ta  re? 
h d  sit head bcnding down cry molhcr go to ficld 
" ru i$~n 'u ; l l i i h~ I~  ~wai:i i i If l i" 
***iiaodi~cii~uiuuondnn~: n i s h  Sfi~if*** 

< fafo injn/ infn > trcdhckguk/ckg& [ tcilct)dk/tcikgCik ] n . 2 ~ .  
dnrrnr=nuii?lngi~~n'unli~ 

< tafu ?n{n/?nfn > trclihrkqlik/rk~Ak [ tircdhrikgdk/rkrJgk ] n.ao. 
6nrrwnu~ilun~u~aY1.~nlii 

li? tcn trcdh rkqdk/rkg& smdp Mh wiak 
we  sij manner o f  sitting busy do work 
"wanrsiG~iJriu~ilun~uniinu'in'unin'i~~~u" 

Example 3: 

?J * * * n i ~ i ~ ~ 1 ~ n 0 i u c i i L ~ a ~ o n u u i n ~ r i i ~ ~ f i ~ * * *  
circle 

< % J ~ L L ~ J  > sgkwcg [siqkwcgl a ~ ~ d n q  -4. 

< % J ~ ? J  > sgkwiq [sigkwiq] a~nouuulnriouri-1~1n~ GI u. 
< %snr"?a > srkwiar [ sirkwiar 1 a ~ l n ~  . 

< h a i u  > sgkwanl [s igkwan~] a~1ng id~n  U. 

rnrfln?~ < i i s r ~ a ~  > k r w c : ~  [ ki rwcql  n. 
to coil up 

***fiaoui~ 'jun6a;Uua~nauuu 1 n l v r ~ ~ i l u u u i n 1 ~ ~ u i n ~ ~ n " ~ ~ f * * *  
mar krwc:g sgkwi:g 
mar krwc:g srkwiar 
mar krwcq sqkwam 
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Example 4: 

klkk [ k l k k ]  h-12 < ndon > 
white 

ka: kon k l3k  
h e  person white 
'ruiiilunuui?' 

~*n"~oui~nis l~f i iuuiu~~ouon8nnwdi~~~n'~rio ' i~u"*** 
< no'on %J~UJ  > k15:k sr]jo:q [k lpk  siqjoq] 8nnwiduo~lu arGq nnuq 
<n&n d ~ y ~ >  klkk  srju:g [kl5:k s i r j u q l  8nncu:Sluiaq 1ngiq 47 

ii~tnu 8nnnr:unna:oi~~ni:uun'u~u*n3oiunouna:~nnn~ui 
< n6on ysqa > kl5k  srjur [k15k surjur] hnnr:iduo~$iaqnfl 

mooniino?n 
<n&n P1?ni? > kl5:k ciwla:w [ kl5:k c i w l a : ~ ]  8nii lu*n~nnd~ 

6uq~Znqj u i?  n~a~nnwidua~n8~ni~'iud~illu~~n:id 
<n&n 4aiBus > klkk  crtiar [ kl5:k cirtiar I 8 n n r u : f l ~ u n ~ i ~ i ~ n  

ws:oi?inddo~ 
< n<an 33~161> kl3k  ciwlew [k lkk  ciwlew I 8nnnr:luo~iirun"io 

uo~dnno~lur f i  
<n&n nsi oin > k158 kra: 7a:l [kl5:k kra: ?a:l] 8nntu:idfl?nutru'7 
< nobn nsi Du > kl5:k kra: jim [kl5:k kra: jim] 6nnwidijanunia 
< n6on nsi  'JJLIJ > klpk  kra: nlchaq [ kl5:k kra: rigchaq 1 

n'nnor:8nuui?$~ n'arln 
f l~ Iua  <,;la > cg8r  [ ~ c a g k r l  n. , ' J .  ,u. 
green 

<'+hi Was > c g a r  cgnr  [ tcaga:r tcaqnr ] rjnntu:idua~n'uu'7~diiiua 
a:qun3oluo~nuiun~ 

<,,ha l i?~a> c g a ~  c q a r  [ Lcaga:r tcagar 1 8n~rw:8uo~jiiiu?fi?i6nq 
ad7 < :#UJ > hiag [hiag] n . , ? . , ~ .  
black 

<L#UJ u 6 ~ >  hiag 1cg [hiag lcg] 8nnm:idkauo~nuriiK?rin inu 
Glna n ~ o n ~ d l i i j u r i u  

< LBUJ LL /JLL~J  > hiag cegleg [hiag tccr~leg 1 rjnnwidij?uo~nuriiK3~In 
idu Glns n ~ o n ~ ~ i i j r m u  

< u 6 i n  > hiag lak ?Ck [hiag lak 7Ck 1 hnwlr i in icni+u iuunu'o 
< t t u ~  %LOU > hiag si?a:j [ hiaq si?a:j 1 8nnwauo~lfi~nuo~11j~~u0::‘1'1 
< L ~ U J  in i jn > hiag ckmik [hiag ~ i r n i k ]  ~nnnr:iduo~no'lu*~~win"~~i 
<L&J 4 ~ 6 ~  > hiag cglaq [hiag d g l q  1 8nnw luoy  L+U jini 
< i t u ~  i n ~ n  > hiag clmol [ hiag tcolrnol 1 8nnwidnuriilngiiJnu"u idu Gina 
<L&J 5uDu > hiag rpmkp [hiag rprni:p 1 8nnnr:iduo~nu"rii n ~ o n ~ i i f i ~ ~ n g l  

flung <Ex> jim [jim] n.,a.,u. 
red 
Ekrn~Cu <Eu n$u> jim kp5:m [jim kapkm]  n . , ? . , ~ .  
light red 

<Du %gldugl> jim spriap [ jim sipriap 1 KnnwidwdGqn iim niadri]n 
<"o %glnigl> jim spkaq-i [jirn s ipkap]  8nnru::idhun~d~n~iq~?nin'iIi 
< ~ u  ~JI~J> jirn sryo:q [ jirn sigroq I ~nnnr:iduo~nonIu*9otiXi~ l i g ~  

ih nanqnmu 
< 8u h o ~ a ~  > jirn lak loglog [jim lak 7oglogI 8 n n w ~ u o ~ w 3 n d q n ~ ~ n ' u  
< O X  %~aogr> jirn s p n p  JI jim siprap 1 h n w i d u o ~  wnIu*dor~uun*u~nu 
<Ex agraigl > jim sprap  [jim siprap ] o'nnwiai~n~inrdu ididon.nniiwn 
<i;x ilsnou darnu> jirn pr tnn prtc:n [jim pirt3n pirtc:n I 

o'nnru:wnlu?lrrn~~o~riw~+~ 
<Ex ill& TIai6un > jirn prtal prtial [jirn pirtal pirtial] 

8nnnr:8flanli~nud~ndnin'n~au 
<PO> %JL?J > jim sgra:g [ jim sigraq 1 8nnnr:8uo~n'i~-~~~nin:iiou 

rmJlilui1 
<EX 4~1% > jim q?a:q [jim rig?a:g] o'nncu:iduo~$nno~ 1994. Bonifacio Sibayan & Leonard E. Newell, eds. Papers from the First Asia International Lexicography Conference, 
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ELHQJ <rn i ia~>  liaq [I1301 
yellow 

< L&:OJ LOOLSO> Iiaq ?ara: [liaq ?ana:l 

< L ~ O J  r$or?a > liaq lialia [liaq ?iaria] 

< L ~ O J  r6oWib% QI > liaq liapdap [ liaq liaptiap 1 
< r b ~  % J ~ T J  > liag sqro:q [Ibq siqro:qI 
<rtoa .gads > liaq srpux [liaq surpunl 

<L~O;OJ iiaq s r?u~ [liaq su~?uxI 

< L ~ O J  ' ~ 0 ~ 1 1 0  > liaq rjpa:j [liag riipa:j I 

< L ~ O J  Baniin> liag ?~krkk [liaq ?z~krCk] 
< , ~ u J  %tyrRgl> liaq spkap [Iiaq sipkap 1 
< doJ  i l a ~ t a  > Iiaq pr?cr [liaq piffer 1 
< r 6 a ~  t ~ ~ i i i ~  > liaq ?a:jlt5p [ [~~iaq 7ayt5q1 I 

6. Grammatical words and functional particles are given under the general entry word 
of the grammatical words in the source language (Thai) by giving a listing of 
equivalents and cross-references for more details (in the introduction of the diction- 
ary). Again the glosses indicating the distinctive characteristics of each word has to 
be given. 

fi I .  4 t q  [ t q l  uan~wafin'o~riin au. un. 
rhcn, conscquentl y, also, too 

jc? cc 3 :  Pi? lag jat k3? jc? ta kaq 
you will conic wc must slay wait you at home 
'c]ru.p:ui~aifin'o~o~Y'iuaaq~i~ 
2 .  <!a> Ic [lcl rran~wan"~~n~ufi iusaaul i i~  20 .  I L I I .  
~ c ?  p h  ?o? Ic j3h 
you go I conscqucntly go 
"~m~dwufildn'au' 
3. kaj [kaj] ~~an~wnd~n9inn?iuninnuiu ?L.  1-111. 

ka: 3 \a krugthc:p ka: kaj pe j3h 
hc go at Bangkok he surprisinglynot go 
s3:k ?5h wiak kaj jat 1c:q 
find do work but stay doing nothing 
'ruildn7snw ur i t i l i f in ldni~iur i i  nijuodrauq" 
4 .  <Cn> mak [mak] r ~ a n ~ w o ~ z j r i J ~ d ~ 0 ~ m . ~  au.  url. 
la: ?5h ja:g ki: hi? n3: rnak cch 
Don'r do like this otherwise thcy unfor~unarely will scold (you) 

J *  %ouiviiodi~u iFiuaiuiRi:riiroi" 
5 .  <'iu> cin[cin]  r r a n ~ w a d i ~ n ~ u n i ~ ~ n ~ w o  10. ur\. 
ka:j cin ka:j pa: jat ?5h m5h ta ki: 
rctum difinitcly retun1 you stay do what at herc 
'-:n?iuflflnBuld~otr -:uiotjn'iludiT 
* * ~ ~ r i i o ~ s u i u ~ ~ : a i u ~ : ~ ~ u n d ~ n ~ i ~  
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4 3  Introduction, index, and appendix 

Besides the main body of the dictionary, the overall organization of a dictionary consists of 
three additional sections. 

1. The introductory part of the dictionary contains: a) brief ethnographic information about 
the Khmu so that the dictionary users understand more of the culture-bound words, 
b) the pronunciation system of Khmu, c) grammatical information such as syntactic 
structure, affiation and compounding, reduplicative construction, and d) information 
about the use of the dictionary. 

2. At the end of the dictionary an index to the Khmu equivalents is arranged in a 
modified English alphabetical order with page numbers where each word appears in 
the dictionary. The phonetic letters like palatal p and velar g are added to the English 
alphabet list after n, and 1 before b. The vowels are arranged according to the position 
and height of the vowel: a long vowel follows its short vowel, and a word with register 
marker follows an unmarked one. 

kl5k slpli:l 519 
kl5m 526 
klag wa:j 321 
kl5q 527 
kl5:t 135 
kl& 593 
kla? 467 
kla? (rag) 176, 325 
kla:c 342 
klBh 433, 560 
kl&j 526 
klkk 28 
k l h  3(k5,571 
klan 132 

232 
k l h  we? 232 
klap (sih) 274 
klapmap 406,573 
klaq 573 
klaq knt5q2 149 
klaq pcx  4, 574 
klaq rluh 51 1 
klaq sB: 574 
klaq sqlBr 21 
klaq irkiar 51 3 
klBq 581, 600 
klBq klia? 272 
kl&p 406 
klAr 115 
klar 476 
klAs 381 
kla:t 350, 477 
klu:c 5. 483 
klu:j 568 
klu:j tlo? klkk 569 - 
klliaj 204, 388 
klliaq 290 
klup 40 
kluap ([en) 276 
klus 533 

klks 196 
klu:t 40 
klo? 100 
kloh 64,247 
klo:j 93, 574 
kl&j 5tM) 
klok 43,234 
k16k 78 
klom waq  h6: 444 
klon klon klian kl im 370.574 ' kldn 59 

4 ) , \ kloq 235 
' K16s 531 

kl5? 566.574 
kl5? k p  566 
kl5:c 3 1 3 
kl3cwe:c 38 
kl5h 151 
kl5h I?c:q I?e:g 151 
kb:j 574 
klxj  mah kls:j ?6m 
kW:j 21 
k b k  234 
klkk 70,516,541 
klkk ciwlew 517 
k15:k ciwla:w 516 
kW:k c6:la.w 71 
klkk crtiar 517 
k15:k kra: ?a1 517 
klkk kra: jim 517 
klkk kra: q c h a q  517 
klkk Ikc 71,520 
kl5:k pa:l 71, 519 
kl5:k slpli:l 71. 519 
klkk srjjuq 516 
klkk srljoq 516 
klkk srjur 516 
kl3:g 313 
klkq 149,402,472.558 
klkg k6k 472 
kl5:g k6k rpiam 568 

klkq kla: 597 
k15:g krh 475 
klkq mat 473 
k15q snkt  17,474 
kl5:g ta lig 539 
kl?ek 436 
kl?&q 7 
kl?kk 272. 600 
kl?@ 224 
kl?ks 373 
kl?dq 20,379.446 
kl?o:q 565 
kldd (tu:c) 606 
klhli:c 161 
klj3q 490 
k l m d  596 
klmil95 
klne:g 289 
k l n q  114 
klnti? klnil lu:j 390 
klpil59 
klqC1513 
klgrcc 297 
klplak 16 
klpx 95, 380 
klpa: ?6m 464 
k l p q  61,321,583 
klp5k 9 
kltiak 375 
kltAs ch?o? 499 
kltAt 315 
kltun 418 
kltom 525 
klwa? 29 
klwa:j 181 
klwxj k1we:l 182 
klwxs 150 
km5? 592 
kmA? 352 
kmA? k r q  352 
kmA? pc:r 165 
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3. An appendix containing a listing of Khmu words presented in alphabetical order with 
Thai and English glosses is provided. 

klilsn 
khiap 
khil 
khist 
k he? 

to write, to draw rquu 
pig oil residue ninny, rrnuny 
to think fin (678%) 
a kind of frog nuafinnfi~ 
to slightly attack with the n5n (Xiua'7~ tiuru.lq) 
sidc of the horn 
compass riufln 
slippers 30 ~rrilun: 
direction fin 
south. down hill fln'lfi 
north. uphill finnffa 
west finnzrunn 

~ f iu  C;n 
rfiu 
brim 
r k  mo bBa 
rrin Lno #a 
rrln 3nd1 an 
rrin r t lu~  
unu 

khcnlthit 
khdp 
kh&t 
kh&t ka: p jh  
kh&t ka: tAl 
kh&t mat pri? k u t  
kh&t mat pril lian 
k hcm 

east fin?zruoon 
a kind of musical rnfo~nun3a~tnnd~ 
instrument; mouth-organ 
to compete u i  J 

a kind of vegetable in the ti183 
L L ~ J  

unu 
family Cucurbitaceae 
lo embellish kk~~~r i?urn$~~d~:~r iu  k hi? 

uinq 
a manner of dressing un~li~dou3au 
to play lricks (baby) J ~ U J  (r4nTn) 
I .  seasonal epidemic T~nAnrio (rfluqq) 
2. to spread, be dispersed x u i n  
3. to work the soil. (1117~ (qn) 
loosen 
smallpox lalnsfiw 
to dig out gn (roiorjnui) 
to hold near f i e  8~14 
to bail in& 
tallow lnUni (LLJJ) 

klit~r) ro:t (srma?) 
khJh 
kh5q 
khA:c 
k IIAJ 
k h;i:l bamboo strips (used for nonu'nno~ 

tying or weay,ing) 
to cross water, to ford Clu 
LO swear R~UIU 

frying pan nznz 
lo be parched (a$ roasled ~nluu (uuu~i~rnQu?) 
sticky rice) 
to be light rruu 
lo lose money in nlnqu 
business 
bcl~ rJurin 
to give for rrce 1647 
u kind of noodle nuu?u 
lo fry in oil rqo3. non 
rui  ant un~msli?lvtgj (fiuldb? 
to pour away m f l ~  
body hair, eyelid. nu 
feathers 
b a r d  rn3l 
cye lashes num 
lock of hair beside Ulc iouw 
check 
moustache ~u?nins-i 
\he hair on he chcek in \ouwutl-~-~ 
front of the car 
h o b  n 
~raj), pitfall n q u ~ ~ ~  (rijn) 
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5. The use of data processing machine 

A dictionary is a big task involving a lot of data. A data processing machine is of great 
help. However for this dictionary a computer was used mainly as a convenient typing machine 
and for sorting out the Khmu data in preparing the index. 

6. Discussion on the use of this dictionary 

According to Thomas (1991) the lexicography of the smaller languages of Southeast Asia 
is still in its preliminary stages. This Khmu dictionary contributes to our knowledge of these 
languages. It is a reference work on a Khmu dialect spoken in Thailand and Laos. 

Even though the use of Thai (the user's native language) as main entry in this kind of 
dictionary formating normally limits the Khmy equivalent to only preliminary stages of language 
learning, the presentation of subentries determined by Khmu brings in a deeper knowledge that 
can be used for generating complicated text materials in the language. Moreover in trying to 
find translation equivalents for each Thai entry word, it brings the users into contact with the 
cultural patterns represented in the Khmu language which is obviously different from those 
presented in the Thai language. It therefore contains valuable ethlographic information apart 
from the description in the introduction of the dictionary and in certain encylopedic explanations 
of the entries. This is useful not only to linguists, ethnologists and language learners but also to 
community development workers and poliq planners in various fields who have to work for or  
among this ethnic group. 

Apart from the uses mentioned above, the Thai-Khmu-English Dictionary is a source of 
pride to the Khmu people to have a reference book about their own language. 
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A Nepali Dictionary of Synonyms 

C.M. Bandhu 
Tribhuvan Univers@ 
Kathmandu, Nepal 

This paper attempts to report the progress of the Nepali Dictionary of Synonmys 
(Abbreviated as NDS) and dbcusses some of the problems related to  this work. The paper 
is divided into five parts: 1) Background, 2) Plan of the work, 3) Nature of dictionary entry 
4) Problems and solutions, and 5) Conclusion. 

1. Background 

Nepal is a multi-ethnic and multilingual country where more than 70 languages are spoken 
by a population of over 18 million. As a comprehensive linguistic survey of the languages of 
Nepal has not yet been made, it is difficult to give the exact number of the languages of Nepal. 
According to the census of 1991, Nepali is spoken by 53% of the total pupulation as their second 
language. Nepali has been used as the lingua franca for centuries and is recognised as the only 
official language of the country. 

Nepali has written records of over seven hundred years. The Nepali speaking people 
migrated from west to east along the mid-hills and went beyond the national territory and settled 
in India, Bhutan and Burma also. Nepali became a contact language between the speakers of 
various Tibeto-Burman and Indo-Aryan languages. The process of standardization of Nepali 
began very recently at the beginning of this century when scholars began to write grammars, 
compile dictionaries, write text books and create literature for printing. 

Many of the native and foreign scholars took interest in preparing Nepali-English and 
English-Nepali dictionaries for foreign and native learners. The Comparative and Etymological 
Dictionary of (he Nepali Language (1931) by R.L Turner is a monumental work in Nepali 
lexicography. Besides the Nepali-English and English-Nepali bilingual dictionaries, there arc 
some Nepali-Hindu, Nepali-Japanese, Nepali-Russian, Nepali-Newari and Nepali-Limbu dic- 
tionaries already published, and some other dictionaries in preparation. During the sixties and 
seventies several bilingual dictionaries and glossaries were prepared by SIL linguists. 

Native scholars contributed by preparing some monolingual dictioanries of Nepali. Mr. 
Charkra Pani Chalise who pioneered the work, produced the only thesaurus of the Nepali 
language. The Nepali Brihad Shabdakosh, a comprehensive dicitonary of the Nepali language, 
prepared by a group of scholars and produced by the Royal Nepal Academy in 1983 is 
considered the standard dictionary of Nepali. An abridged student edition of this dictionary was 
also published. Since the thesaurus of Nepali compiled by Chalise in 1946 is out of print and 
needs thorough revision, and Nepali Brihad Shabdakos (comprehensive Nepali Dictionary) 
produced by the Royal Nepal Academy is a desk dictionary, the need for a concise dictionary 
of synonyms was greatly felt. This need resulted in planning the production of the NDS. 

2. Plan of the work 

The plan for preparing a concise dictionary of synonyms of' Nepali was conceived some 
four years back. Thc aim of the dictionary was to help the writers, editors and advanced students 
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to find the right words for their use, to enable them to derive words from the base for extended 
meaning, help them find collocations, antonyms and correct spelling of the words. To  make it 
easy for use it was decided to minimize abbreviations and symbols. The only symbols used are 
= and # to show which are equal to or not equal to the main entry as synonyms and antonyms. 

It was planned to collect the data from various sources, i.e., published dictionaries, literary 
works, newspapers and magazines. Data have also been collected from the computer concor- 
dance of spoken Nepali prepared by the author which represents varieties of discourse from 
spoken Nepali. A list of basic words is used to collect words from different geographical areas. 
It was planned that the dictionary should be useful for the writers who want to use Sanskrit 
terms as well as Nepali colloquial words. 

3. Nature of the dictionary entry 

With this plan in mind the work was started by the author. The first step was to decide on 
the dictionary entry for which lexicological details have to be given. According to the plan, each 
entry should consist of a) the head entry, b) synonyms, c) collocatio~~s, d) concise definitions, if 
any, e)  derivatives and f) antonyms. It is desirable to discuss the nature of these items to be 
included in the dictionary. 

3.1 The head entry 

A head entry is the citation form in the dictionary. In a dictionary of synonmys the head 
entry is one which has its synonyms. In the NDS the head entry is a word having a separate 
entity in terms of its semantic equation or  differentiation, collocation and derivation. Compound 
words also are included if they have different meanings from those of their combined meanings. 

In terms of the sources, the headwords are tatsama (Sanskrit), tatbhava (developed from 
Sanskrit) as well as the agantuk (borrowed). The neologisms accepted by the users have been 
taken as headwords. The words from high and low strata of the society as well as general and 
professional domains of the language appear as headwords. 

The head entries are given in their canonical forms which are the most frequent of all the 
forms. The nouns, pronouns and adjectives ending with -0 in their masculine gender and singular 
number and the verbs in their infinitive form represent the canonical forms in the NDS. Other 
forms of the words may appear in the derivatives. 

3.2 Synonyms 

The main aim of the dictionary is to give synonyms of the words in order to make them 
accessible for selecting appropriate ones from the alternatives. When there are more than one 
word, groups and idioms in the entries, they are given in a particular order in accordance with 
their semantic nearness. Sometimes the head entry needs short explanations and collocations 
first, and then the synonyms may follow. In most cases the real or  absolute or  near absolute 
synonyms are given, followed by the ones with extended meanings. The words from all sources 
are given as synonyms, but selection has been made in the case of synonyms from borrowed 
sources with suggestions for appropriate usage. Present decision for selection is ad-hoc, which 
needs to be revised as the work progresses. 
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3.3 Collocations 

The collocational characteristics of some of the entries are given for clear understanding 
of the meanings of the words. Benson (1985) has described two types of collocations--Gram- 
matical and lexical: "Grammatical collocation is defined as a recurrent combination, usually 
consisting of a dominant word followed by a 'grammatical' word, typically a preposition," On  
the other hand the "lexical collocation contains no subordinate element, they usually consist of 
two equal lexical componants." The pre-positions of Sanskrit collocating with the nouns change 
the meanings of the words. The characteristics of some of the post-positions which follow the 
nouns will be discussed in the introduction. Though collocational characteristics of Nepali have 
not yet been studied in detail, some of the aspects of collocation are included in the dictionary. 
For example, the onomatopoeic adverbs are given with the verbs they collocate with. For 
example: 

thepakka basnu 'sit quietly' 
surukka janu 'go quietly' 

Some words are given in N + possessive + combination. For example: 
kukurko bhukai 'barking of dog' 
hattiko laslui 'going of an elephant' 

3.4 Concise definitions 

Besides the synonyms, the entries may contain phrases or  idioms to define the meaning. 
As the NDS is planned to serve also as a general dictionary for the users, some of the entries 
need to be explained. This is necessary when a true synonym is not available for a particular 
headword. 

Some entries need to be explained or categorised. Attempts have been made to give the 
details of some of the entries on the basis of hyponymy - i. e., the meaning inclusion. Such words 
are given within square brackets. For example: 

triratna = (three jewels) = [I. Gold, Silver, Copper, 2. Buddha, Dharma, Sanghit, 
3. Ilmhma, Vishnu, Maheshwar] 

panch-pundava = (five Pandavas) pudhisthira, Bhima, Arjun, Nakula, Shadeva] 

Sapta-gandaki (seven Gandakis) = [Tadi, Madi, Mansynagdi, Kali, Seti, 
Budigandaki, and Trishuli] 

3.5 Derivatives 

Derivation is a morphological process which changes words from one class to another to 
fit in a differnt syntactic pattern giving a derived meaning. The derivatives are given in thc 
brackets separating them from other synonyms. These derivatives are extremely useful for the 
readers to find more words of the semantic domain. Many of these derived forms also appear 
as headwords if they have their own synonyms other than those given with the headword they 
come with. The regular derivations are discussed in the introduction of the dictionary, and only 
the irregular derivations are given. 
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3.6 Antonyms 

The word antonym includes all types of oppositeness of meaning which are traditionally 
treated under the topic. The binary opposites (i.e., alive ;t dead), polar opposites (i.e., rich .c 
poor), conversives (i.e., sell ;t buy) and incompatibles (i.e., day .c night) are grouped as 
antonyms. Antonyms, if there are any, are given in the NDS as the last item of the entry. 

4. Problems and Solutions 

As the work of the compilation of the NDS has progressed, several problems of the 
dictionary have been resolved. I would like to discuss some of the major problems here. 

4.1 Selection of the synonyms 

The main work of this dictionary-making is to select proper synonyms and arrange them 
in the entries. As in other languages of this area, Nepali has several words borrowed from 
Sanskrit, Persian, English and other languages. Because of the long tradition of the study of 
Sanskrit synonyms, the ready stock of the words available in Sanskrit have been used by the 
lexicographers of Nepali and modem Indian languages, but, it is useless to include all the words 
of the Sanskrit lexicon in the NDS. For this, a careful selection has to be made. For example, 
from a list of twenty-seven synonyms of water given in Amarkosh, only ten of them may appear 
as synonyms in the NDS under the entry pani 'water' and only two of them (pani and jala) may 
appear as head entries. These head entries repeat those ten words together with the other words 
with connotative meanings. The need of writers and advanced students for Sanskrit words are 
unlimited and new words also are to be borrowed and coined, but a concise dictionary of 
synonyms must limit itself to making careful selections. 

English words of common use have been included. Use of English words is growing as a 
language of scientific development and international communication. Because of the large 
number of words from English currently in use, it has been decided to use some of them as 
synonyms. Some more words of English may appear as head entries in order to suggest better 
Nepali words for them. Because of the lack of a suitable dictionary of synonyms, users are not 
able to find proper words and are compelled to borrow words from English which are easily 
available. 

Most of the Perso-Arabic words are naturalised in Nepali and do not pose any problems. 
They are written in Nepali without any diacritics. There are several words which are common 
for Nepali and Hindi but many of them are semantically and morphologically different. Some 
of the words are included as synonyms and some others find their place as headwords. 

It has been decided that the dictionary should exclude archaic and obsolete words not in 
common use and avoid long descriptions and definitions. The concise nature of the dictionary, 
with limited words for general use and necessary synonyms for professional purposes, is taken 
into consideration. 

As synonyms under the headwords are arranged in terms of semantic nearness, not in the 
alphabetical order, words from different sources pose problems. Generally a Nepali word in the 
head entry is followed by Nepali words in the subentries as synonyms. Likewise the Sanskrit 
words are followed by Sanskrit synonyms. If the order of semantic nearness is strictly applied, 
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this rule can not be followed. So, adjustment of the order of the words and phrases in 
accordance with their source as well as semantic nearness is considered. 

4.2 Spelling 

One of the aims of the dictionary is to help the users to see the standard spelling of Nepali 
words. Somc of the basic decisions in spelling reforms of the Nepali language that have been 
made recently is included in the Nepali Brihad Shabdakosh of the Royal Nepal Academy. As 
the reformed version of the spelling has not yet come fully into common practice, it is hoped 
that the reformed spellings of the Nepali language used in the NDS will be helpful for the users. 
Some of the major features of the spelling are: 

(a) Sanskrit words should be written in their standard acceptablc spelling system as 1I1t.y : \ i t  

used in several Indian languages. 

(b) Nepali words should be written in their revised standard spellings approved by natl\cl 
scholars and suggested by the Nepali Brihad Shabdakosh of the Royal Nepal acadcrny. 

(c) All the words borrowed from the other languages, including English and Perso-Aral~ic 
words, should be written in accordance with the spelling rules of Nepali suggested by iht. 
Nepali Brihad Shabdakosh. 

These decisions have made certain differences in spelling practices. It is natural that in thc 
initial stage both the old and new systems of spellings are allowed. But the time has arrivtxd now 
to select the right ones and discard the others to avoid multiplicity of usage. 

There is a special case when the duality of spelling is introduced in the NDS. In Sanskrit 
the nasals called panchama varna (as ng, jna, Na, na, ma) followed by homorganic consonant!, 
can also be represented alternatively with a dot (.) above the letter traditionally calltat! 
anushwara. This is accepted by the scholars of Sanskrit and is widely used in India. This is alstr 
common in Nepali publications such as newspapers, magazines and books, but the Nepali Brihatl 
Shabdakosh does not give the variant form with anushwara. The NDS has decided to give bolh 
forms as acceptable spelling variants in the head entries. The words with nasal consonants arc' 
given in thcir alphabetical order and the ones with anushwara as their alternative forms. RIII 
they are rcprcscntcd only with their nasal consonants when they are not used as headwords. 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, this paper reports on the nature of the NDS as well as some of the probleins 
faced by the cc~mpiler and the decisions so far taken. As Nepali is one of the languages of South 
Asia which shares common features in the origin and development with the languages of the 
region, the process and product of the NDS project can be a modcl for other languages of thc: 
area. 
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The Works of the Lexicography Division of the 
Commission on the Filipino Language - A Report 

Epifilnia G. Angeles 

Commission on the Filipino Language 
Manila, Philippines 

1. Introduction 

The  First Asian International Lexicography Conference was a wise and very timely meeting 
of minds, for there is definitely a need for a significant breakthrough in a number of 
lexicographic areas, including the development of national languages. T h e  Conference also 
provided a springboard for obtaining a comprehensive view and elucidating the many arid 
intriguing facets of language problems. 

The Conference theme was "Meeting Lexicography needs for the twenty-first century in 
the Pacific Region". The crying need of the hour is for national language development and f o ~  
international understanding of that need as well. 

2. The Present (1987) Philippine Constitution Regarding Language Development 

The Commission on  the Filipino Language (CFL) established by virtue of Republic Act 
No. 7104 (August 13, 1991), is mandated to undertake, coordinate and promote research for 
the development, propagation and preservation of Filipino and other Philippine languages (Scc. 
4, R.A. No. 7104) in consonance with Sentence 2, Section 6, and Section 9, Article XIV, 1987 
Constitution). 

2.2 Objectives 

The CFL, pursuant to the pertinent provision of the Constitution, shall have the fcjllowing 
powers, functions and duties (Sec. 14, R.A. 7104) (Letters A-L): Undertake o r  contract 
research and other studies to promote the evolution, development, enrichment and eventual 
standardization of Filipino and other Philippine Languages. This will include the collation of 
works for possible incorporation into a multilingual dictionary of words, phrases, idioms, 
quotations, sayings and other expressions, including words and phrases from other languagcs 
now commonly uscd or  included in the lingua franca. 

This year, 1992, marks a significant event for the CFL. On  August 14, 1991, Prcsidcnt 
Corazon C. Aquino signed Republic Act No. 7104 which created the CFL. Among others, the 
act provides that all personnel, records, assets, equipment, funds and properties belonging to 
the Institute of Philippine Languages under Executive Order No. 117 a re  hereby transferred to 
the Commission. This act argues well for the development and enrichment of Filipino which is 
our main task. 

3. Works of the Ixxicography Division 

The  Lexicography Division plans, designs, prepares and updates dictionaries, thesauri, 
cncylopcdias or  any other similar 1:inguage tools in accordance with the latest development in 
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lexicography. Its major function is the compilation and updating of monolingual and bilingual 
dictionaries, scientific and specified vocabularies, glossaries and terminological development. 

3.1 Projects Completed (1978-1992); Titles and Objectives 

3.1.1 1978 Project: Mga Katawagan sa Edukaryong Bilingual 

This book contains 18,000 terminologFs commonly used in bilingual education. In giving 
the Filipino equivalent in English terms, the Institute of National Language (INL) showed a 
keen awareness for accepted usage as well as the presence of foreign lexicon. English and/or 
Spanish loan words which have gained some degrees of acceptability were adopted by INL and 
adapted to the Pilipino orthography. 

This book was printed in 1978 by the INL. A second edition was published in 1983 by INL 
and a third edition in 1992 by CFL. 

3.1.2 1979 Project: Mga Katawagang Panghanapbuhay 

The book listed 18,083 terminologies in English with 58,756 Pilipino equivalents in 
agriculture, vocational/industri~l education office management, fishing and home industries. 

This book was printed in/ 1979. A revised manuscript was ready for printing in 1992. 

3.1.3 1980 Projects 

a. Research Ttwminologies and Statistics. This is a compilation of terminologies in re- 
search with corresponding equivalents in Pilipino. The target users are graduate 
students and researchers in general. This book was printed in 1980. It was com- 
puterized in 1992. 

b. Common Lexicon of Major Philippine Languages. This is an accumulation of 
common lexicons of major Philippine languages intended to provide material to 
meet a basic need for the restatement of the language nucleus of Filipino. It con- 
sist of true and false cognates and loan words in Filipino. 

This manuscript was completed in 1980. 

3.1.4 1981 Project: Diksyunaryong Wikang Filipino (Monolingual Dictionary) 

This book was designed to provide an exhaustive stock of lexicographic information in 
Filipino for the general users of the National language. 

The manuscript was completed in 1981. In 1985 it was copyedited and was printed in 1989. 

3.1.5 1982-1983 Projects 

a. Revision of appropriate vocabulary lists of commonly used terms for the 
development of Filipino. This is another bilingual dictionary. Lexical items from 
the major Philippine Language including Maranao, Maguindanao and Tausug 
are the word entries. 

The first manuscript form was edited in 1983. 

b. Revision of Korespondensya Ophyal, 1977 Edition. The purpose of this work was 
to provide a source of adequate, comprehensive and accurate reference for all 
official transactions and communication in Filipino in all government offices. 
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This book was printed in 1983, with a revised edition printed in 1990 and launched 
on April 2, 1990 

c. Revision of Mga Katawagan sa Edukasyong Bilingual. The KWF accepted the 
presence of foreign lexicons and orthographies which has gained a certain de- 
gree of acceptability. 

This book was printed in 1992 and launched August 19, 1992. 

d. Lexical Elements for Filipino. This book contains loan words, true and false cog- 
nates, unique words and words commonly used in three or  more languages. The 
purpose was to accelerate the development of the common National Language, 
pursuant to the provision of the New Constitution. 

The project is a vocabulary preparation of the eight major languages: Bicolano, 
Kapampanga, Hiligaynon, Ilocano, Pangasinan, Samar-Leyte, Cebuano and 
Tagalog, including vocabularies available from Moslem and other ethnic dialects. 

A first draft was completed consisting of 15,812 word entries. The manuscript is 
ready for printing. 

3.1.6 1986-1987 Project: English-Filipino Dictionary 

The 1987 edition improved on the original main entries of the 1974 edition which 
consisted of 9,361 lexical items by adding 1,139 more items. This is the first illustrated bilingual 
Filipino dictionary. The newly incorporated word forms are provided with basic, relevant and 
accurate facts, idioms and illustrative phrases. 

This book was printed in 1960 by INL. A second edition was printed in 1974 by INL and 
in 1987 by INL and IMC; a third edition was published by CFL in 1992 and printed by Anvil. 

3.2 Ongoing Projects 

3.2.1 Diksyunaryo Ng Wikang Filipino 

This monolingual dictionary is the first dictionary of its kind. The main entries as well as 
the subentries, including loan words, are Filipino lexical items. All items are arranged in a way 
considered to be easiest or most convenient for the user. 

3.2.1.1 Objectives of the Project 

a. To provide an exhaustive stock of lexicographic information in Filipino for gencral 
uscrs of the national language. 

b. To  give greater impetus to the development and propagation of Filipino. 

c. To publish a systematic listing of the commonly-used Filipino vocabulary items 
dcsigncd to strengthen the teachingllearning process in Filipino in the context of 
bilingual education. 

3.2.1.2 Significance of the Project: 

Fundamental changes have been introduced into the present governmental system in 
order to achieve maximum national development. One of the main thrusts in education is 
strengthening the teaching of vocational education so as to prepare the youth for gainful 
employment as well as enhance his role in the community. Teachers encounter difficulties due 
to lack of vocabulary compilations andlor dictionaries in Filipino. This project is designed to 
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cope with the problems especially in relation to teaching in this area. This will provide assistance 
to teachers and students in the matter of uniformity of terminologies. 

3.2.13 Work Plan for the Project 

The lexicography group expanded and edited the original manuscript consisting of more 
than 31,000 word entries. Considered were orthography, currency, standardness, variants in 
spelling, extended meanings and synonyms. At present the expanded manuscript is composed 
of less than 1,000 pages with word entries, excluding derivatives, extension of meanings and 
synonyms. The manuscript was printed in 1989. 

3.2.2 Encyclopedic Dictionary 

This dictionary is designed for those who have a special appreciation and use for 
encylopedic information. Subject to the limitation of collecting satisfactory data, entries consist 
of the following fourteen parts: 

1. The main lexical entries, usually root-words, a) spelled according to general practice 
or  rules, b) provided with accent marks over the vowels to guide pronunciation, 
and c) with separately numbered entries if the word has multiple meanings. 

2. Etymological information consists of two types, both immediately following the 
main entry: a) the source language, usually Spanish (Sp.), Chinese (Ch.), 
English (Eng.), Latin (Lat.), Greek (Grk.), Italian (It.), or French (Fr.) and 
b) the morphological etymon is given in parenthesis following the entry word, 
especially for a f f ~ e d  words and compound words, since they do not per se clear- 
ly indicate their structural formation. 

3. The part of speech in Epglish abbreviation: n., pron., adj., adv., v., pre., etc. If the 
entry takes different parts of speech in usage, these are given in separately num- 
bered definitions as if having multiple meanings. 

4. If the entry is a technical term, the field of science to which it belongs follows the 
part of speech. 

5. If the entry term is found identical in spelling and meaning with other Philippine 
languages, these are enumerated before giving the semantic definition. 

6. The meaning of the entry in an equivalent word, phrase, or definition or descrip- 
tion is in English. 

7. Synonyms in Filipino follow the meaning, or each meaning. 

8. After syn. and cf. in Filipino, the known synonyms in other Philippine languages 
follow, marked accordingly as Bk., Kpm., Hlg., Ibg., Ilk, Ind., Ivt., Mal., Mar., 
Sb., S-L, Tau. 

9. Important word entries include lists of morphological derivatives and/or idiomatic 
expressions using the word. 

10. There are notes added, marked with two asterisks (**). These are further explana- 
tions of usage situations involving the main entry, in folklore, history, tradition, 
region. 

11. Forms marked with an asterisk (*) are homonyms of an entry in other Philippine 
languages. These are followed by cf. and their Tagalog or Filipino equivalents. 
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12. When a generic term has many words under its jurisdiction or related to  it, some 
of the more common of such words a re  given, with meanings if available, but 
mostly without meanings. 

13. We have conscientiously avoided coining terms. 

14. Any additional information unclassified in the foregoing 13 items is usually given 
immediately following the part of the structure in which it is most useful. 

The compiler believes that the foregoing fourteen items are  sufficiently encyclopedic, 
commensurate with the capacity, adequacy, opportunity for research through informants, 
documentary sources and authoritative individuals. 

3.2.3 Filipino-English Dictionary 

The  Filipino English Dictionary is one of the dictionary projects of the CFL. It contains 
commonly used Filipino terminologies with its corresponding equivalent and meanings in English. 

The language of description is called Filipino because its lexicon is basically different froni 
previous vocabularies prepared by the CFL, for it contains Filipino terminologies and elc- 
mentslterms from selected nativelethnic dialects and foreign language. 

Included as sources of native languages are  Bicol, Kapampangan, Ilocano, Ifugao, Ivatan, 
Hiligaynon, Samar-Leyte, Cebuano, Maranao, Pangasinan, Tausug, Maguindanaon, Ibanag, 
Igorot, Guinaang, etc. Meanwhile, foreign language sources include that of English, Spanish, 
Chinese, French, Italian, Latin, German, Japanese, Hebrew, Malay Indonesian, Arabic, Sanskrit. 
All in all the Filipino-English Dictionary has 16,713 word entries and 9,289 derivatives o r  run-oli 
entries which are considered part of Filipino terminology. 

This project started as listing of Filipino terminologies, each with its etymology or  sourcc 
language/languagcs. A meaning is given for each word. Ambiguous words a re  supplied sample 
phrases or  sentences both in English and Filipino to make the meaning clearer. 

Later on, to be able to cope with the development of Filipino as the official national 
language in accordance with the provisions of the 1987 Philippine Constitution, the dictionary 
was expanded by adding selected vocabularies/terminologies, including words which carry 
cultural meaning and values from other ethniclnative languages which are  used by several ethnic 
groups. 

3.2.4 Dihyurrciryong Filipino-Ingles 

Also, in contributing to the development ot' Filipino as the ol't'icial national language, the 
CFL startcd implementing a project titled Diksyunaryong Filipino-Ingles. The  original title was 
Leksikon paru sa Filipino. The dictionary project shows the participation of various languagcs 
in the lexical elaboration of Filipino. The  objectives of the project are: 

1. To dcvclop a lexical system that aims to unify and integrate the nation linguistically. 

2. To infuse Filipino with the unique cultural heritage of the different ethnic groups in 
the country. 

3. To attain national objectives in the t'icld of education and culture, economics, 
politics, government and society. 
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4. To enhance the efficiency and elegance of Filipino. 

The guidelines for the selection of lexical items are unique words (root words, affixed or  
derived forms in such order), loan words and cognates. 

In the codification of norm, the controlling considerations are: 

1. Words for ideas, customs and things that have no equivalents in Filipino, although 
such words may be found only in one native language. 

bulanon (Bk.) n. full moon, 

intawon (Sb.) Interj. What a pitty! 

jihad (Ar.) n. the ninth month of the Mohammedan year; the fasting 
month. 

2. Words found in at least three languages are listed as synonyms unless a similar 
form in Filipino has a different meaning. 

inday (Hlg., S-L, Sb.) n. affectionate term for a girl. 

kalipay (Hlg., S-L, Sb.) n. joy, happiness Tagalog. tuwa, ligaya. 

kasingkasing (Hlg., S-L, Sb.) n. heart 

3. Native words whose meanings might have a funny or pejoravite meaning in the 
other languages. 

baba (Hlg., S-L, Sb.) n. mouth 

baba (Kpm., Png., Tg.) n. chin 

4. Words that are similar in form but different in meaning. 

agay-ayl (Tg.) n. atmosphere, ambient air; breeze. 

agay-ay2 (Hlg.) n. tiny worms that feed on and spoil husked rice and 
bread. 

bnbagl (Sb.) n. hindrance, obstacle around. 

babag2 (Tg.) n. impact; collision; clash. 

babag3 (Tg.) n. scuffle; fight. 

kabgawl (Tg.) n. milling of sugarcane. 

kabyad (Hlg., S-L) n. blanket fish net. 

5. Words that are currently used by media, including foreign borrowings that have in- 
fluenced Filipino language and literature. 

karate (Jap.) n. the art of self-defense. 

sauna (Finnish) n. a steambath treatment. 

smorgasboard (Swedish) n. a meal featuring a varied number of 
dishes served buffet-style. 
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6. Words whose original forms have national currency and are stable in the lexicon of 
the native languages. 

balcony (Eng.) n. projecting platform with an entrance from an upper 
floor or  building. 

chess (Eng.) n. game played by two persons on checkered boards 
divided into 64 squares. 

Xerox (Eng.) n. an apparatus for making photographic copies of 
drawing, maps, etc., without a negative o r  prepared 
paper; a trade mark name. 

4. Conclusion 

As the pace of change quickens and language passes through different facets of rnodcril 
ization, it is also inherent and vital that corresponding chaqges be effected in the context of a 
country's language. This will also include other influences brought about by the adoption of 
other languages. Truly there is still much to be discovered about the society of a country that 
goes hand in hand with the languages useq. 

Lastly, the need for language experts and scholars who will rally to the cause of the national 
language is very vital. There is the arduous mission to move and inspire people to help plan, 
implement and propagate programs and projects relative to the language problem. Realistic 
goals must bc set so as to achieve the desired ends. 

Now, more than ever before, we must pool our resources in a united bond of purpose ant1 
aspirations and, through an atmosphere of inspired cooperation and coordinated action, facc 
thc challenge - that of clearly defined national language. 
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Translating Vocabulario de la Lengua 
Bicol-Espafiol, 1856 Edition 

Maria Lilia F. Realubit 

University of the Philippines 

Two years ago I was asked to comment on an English translation being done of the Lisboa 
Vocabulurio de la Ldengita Bicol-Espaiiol, 1856 Edition. The  translator was an elderly lady, M I  s 
Leticia Caldera-Sabino, age 80-83 at the time she worked on it. Upon reaching the letter R sllc* 
suffered a mild stroke and her daughter, Prof. Evelyn Soriano, Chairperson of the Dcp:irtmc.rii 
of Modern Languages at the Ateneo d e  Manila University, took over the  work of translatil~lr 
the remaining portions from S to Z. 

Without seeing the work, I suggested a thorough examination. I was familiar with thc 1)ool. 
having used it  many times in my studies on Bikol, but I believed that a collective look would IN 
more credible. A group was organized composed of native Bikolanos from different prokssio~r*~. 
We would work whole afternoons to  late nights at a snail's pace due to  two stumbling hlocks- 
the strange old Spanish abbreviations and the unfamiliar vocabulary. Often we would ~nllll ovc.1 
each word, discuss the printed glosscs and even glow at finding new words, new terminologicb\ 
W e  were all struck t)y the realization that our vocabulary was rich in composite exprcssior~s i * I  
all sorts. 

The book's lexicographer, Fray Marcos de  Lisboa of the Franciscan Order, was pari.,lr 
priest in thc capital town of Naga and two other Bikol towns from 1602 to 1616. In foilrti.c.rr 
years stay in Bikol, he  was able to  learn and write the first full-lcngth dictionary of 1111. I3ibt I! 
language. Records reveal that he died in Mexico in 1628. If he  wrote the dictionary during tho\c 

1 years, and this 1856 volume we are using is a reprint of the posthumously printed 1754 fils1 
edition, the\* thc ijikol language confronting us is of the 17th century and is almost ( i ~ l r  

centuries old. 

That thc ilictionary was written for the Spanish user is obvious even at first glance-- -in the 
big and bold lctters used in the Bikol portion and the small print in the Spanish hall' of thc 
book. Consisling of 10,495 words on 417 pagds of 22" x 33" size sheets, the Bikol section is 
arrangcd in tllc co11vcntional alphabetic order. l'tie lexical range or  coverage is broad ill soci;~l 
scale and locs:ili/ation. Lisboa ministered in towns which spoke varieties of the Bikol 1;ingungc. 
as spoken in t ~ \ , o  ~~rovinccs, Albay and Camarincs Sur, and which are mutually intelligi1)lc. Tllc- 

dictionary givrs a ncarly total view of the language. 

For cvcry Ijikol term presented, the Bikol meaning is givcn followed by its Sp:inisl~ 
translation. 'I'llcrc are items howevcr not supplied with lexical meanings except for varicbtl 
examplcs which he could have classified into types. Some entries, like the question word uno 
'what', has 58 c.xarnples, mostly locutions and circumlocutions which could have bccn simplilic-cl. 

Of the gi 'inlmatical terms which appear in cvery entry, it secnis that Lisl)oa knew ol c111lv 

one tense, [hi. ilnpcrativc. In fact, there are words marked Iizzpenrtivo which are actu:~lly \ell) 

roots such as ;mi 'to harvest', ubulag 'to throw something forcefully', ubong 'to catc11 01 ili.11* 
catch an aninx~l', a1)i.i 'to stab somebody', ctc. FIc marked the follo\r ing wo~cis :is disjll~~c.r~sc <. 
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alonon 'love or appreciation for something', agadad 'noise or sound of sailing vessels when they 
strike against sand or stones', etc. Just what did he mean by Imperativo and Dirjunctivo? 

The dictionary's large lexical file could have been enough for Lisboa to describe the 
grammatical system of Bikol. Ninety per cent of the words are listed in their canonical form 
with affixed expansions under each stem. But the Bikol a f f i  system gets mixed up in Lisboa's 
hands. The looseness in the presentation of these affured forms, complicated by the unexplained 
Imperativo and Dirjunctivo are problems for the translator. 

For almost every word he used the prefixes nag-, na-, pinag-, y-, ypinag-, yquin-, etc. 
without identifying what these are and what they mean. In the Bikol language predication is 
signalled by the verbal a f f i  in relationship with a focus marker. There are action affies such 
as nag- and na- which stand in actor-focus relationships, and goal affixes such as y-, ypinag-, 
etc. which stand in goal-focus relationships. It is clear that the grammatical description could 
not be described because the affixes could not be clarified, thus neglecting to identify the parts 
of speech. 

Ten per cent of the entries, especially those under the ma-, na- and pa-, are affixed words 
such as ma- + gayon 'beautiful', na- + raot 'destroyed', and pa- + sibog 'to go back'. The 
affix ma- indicates quality possessed by the base word, na- indicates accidental action, perfective 
tense, and pa- means 'to let or permit something to do a thing.' 

Many entries contain an exhaustive amount of data. Basically, ano is a question word 
meaning 'what'. The dictionary classifies three meanings: ano 'what', 'quality' and the idiomatic 
'to hurt somebody or oneself. With the first class of ano, a compact listing of the illustrative 
examples could have been done so as to give some succinctness in expression. Briefness and 
clarity may serve the Spanish or target-language speaker better; it may also enable the Bikol or 
source-language speaker to express himself in Spanish. 

Together with lexical meanings and examples, a large number of entries contain figurative 
definitions. The word sibagat is defined in English translation as 

'.... a name for the undercurrents that flow in the Bikol river before they hit 
the stone piles just like a woman in labor pains before childbirth.' 

For the word abucay which is a big white bird, one can say: 
Nagnagnabucay na an dagat 'The waves in the sea are turning big and white.' 

Apos is a half-burned piece of wood or the burned part of a candle or cigarette. But one can 
say Naapos na baga si pagca guinoo niya 'He has lost his respectability.' 

The Spanish section consists of 5,588 words in 125 pages. Words in Spanish are given Bikol 
equivalents. But contrasted with the Bikol section, the description here is very sparse. Except 
for one or two word equivalents in Bikol, there is no selection of entries and no decision as to 
which lexical units should be coordinated with the Bikol section. 

A dictionary, wrote Gleason, is the meeting place of all the systems, linguistic and 
non-linguistic, which bear relevantly on speech behavior. From the linguist's point of view it is 
essential that for every morpheme or word (or whatever sort of items are to be included) the 
dictionary gives its relations to the grammar in terms of the classes and subclasses to which it 
is related, its relations to the content structure in terms of the classes, hierarchies and 
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collocational restrictions to which it is related, and of course its phonemic and/or mor- 
phophonemic shape. 

Of the linguistic-phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic and lexical-the Lisboa 
dictionary has fallen short of the first, second and third aspects. More study should have also 
been done on the semantic level. No phonological or morphological descriptions have been 
done, simply :i lexical list. At least there is consistency in the spelling of words, but even for a 
Bikol native the pronunciation of words spelled as aboabonanbical, agugnnang, aperl, ant1 
ariuarao are difficult. There is a semblance of class and subclass in his treatment of ano, tmt 
generally the ciassil.ication is loose. 

As regards relating the vocabulary of Bikol to the culture of the people, Lisboa giii s 
statements about the cultural implications of the items in various culturally detinable situatiorls 
It is in this aspect that this dictionary is valuable. The need to translate is dictated by tuo 
purposes-to have the words disseminated to our people so that our writers can have words 
again and have the feel of Bikolness again, and to be able to capture the sociocultural life ot 
the Bikol people in the past as reflected in its rich store of words. 

On the problem of translating the dictionary into English, a linguistic description of I3il\ol 
grammar must be done first by consulting the transformational study of Bikol by M.L.1; 
Realubit. 
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Filipino - Chamorro - English: 
A Trilingual Dictionary 

Fe Aldave Yap 

Cumn~issiun on the Filipino Language 

1. Looking at Language 

"In the beginning wus the WORD ..." 
The word is the jlesh of lexicography 
And lexicographers live with words 

- to write a dictionary. 

Life in the world of words would not be exciting without looking a t  language, cult11l-e an11 
people speaking the language. No language is without a culture of social values and no cultur ( 
is without language o f  communication. A look at the nature, characteristics and uniquenc~ss O! 
three (out of the more than six thousand five hundred [6,500] known 1angu;iges spokcn in t l~t .  
world today1) makcs this study of words more interesting. 

1.1 The Filipino I ~ n g u a g e  

Filipino, as described by the recently created Commission on the  Filipino language, 

is that native language, spoken and written, in Metro Manila, the National 
Cal~ital Region, and other urban centers in the archipelago, which is used 
as the language of communication, between ethnic groups. Like any living 
language, Filipino is in a process of development through loans from 
Philippine languages and non-native languages and through the evolution 
of tliffcrcnt varieties of the language Ibr various social situations, among 
spc:tkcrs of different social backgrounils, and for topics of conversation and 
scholarly discourse. 2 

Today, Filipino is understood by 92%; read by 88%; written by 82% and spoken by 83:;) 
of the 62,000.000 plus people in the Philippines. Some 37% of thcm speak it in their h o n ~ c s . ~  

Together ~ i r h  English, it is thc main mcclium of communication and instructio~i in 111:. 
bilingual cduc;~tion programs (with the vernacul:~rs being used as auxiliary media). Filipino i\ 
spoken in dil'lc.rent parts of the world where thchrc are Filipinos, 25,000 of whoni livc 0 1 1  ( ; r~ani  

1.2 'I'he Ch:tnlorro Language 

Chamorro is spoken by more than 73,000 pcople on the island o f  Guam, more tti;rrl 00,00(1 
of whom (over 50% of the island's population) are  native speakers. It is also spokcn t)y ; ihtr~l~ 
13,500 people in the Northern Mariana Islands. Many of the 25,000 Filipinos who livc i r r  tlic~\c. 
areas have 1c:trncd to speak Chamorro (or Gu:imanian). 

'Grirncs, 13i1rbarr1 1992. Iirlmologzte: 1,angztnges of rlrc LVorld (12th Edition). I>all:is. I'exas, IJSA: 'l'he Su1nrnt.r I~lt.(ilt~li 
of 1-inguistics. gwcs 6,528 known languages spoke~l in thc world today. 

'lhc ('ornmissiorl on thc 1:ilipino I.:lnguage licsolu~ion No. 1-92 published its 1992 SI  .l(crncnt in "A Working t l c u ~  I ~ I U ~ I I  

of 1-ilip~no" In 1Sl.tI 1 . Y  UulIttitl, Special lssue o f  S:irlgu.~h:~. 
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Chomorro has recently been made one of the official languages of Guam. It is the language 
of everyday communication of the island, and is used as the primary medium of instruction in 
selected schools on Guam, Rota, and Saipan in pilot bilingual education projects. It is also being 
taught as a subject in the University of Guam. 

1 3  The English Language 

The 1970 Philippine census lists 16,409,133 (44.7%) speakers of English (based on whole 
population: 36,684,486) and the 1980 census gives 25,000,000 (64.5%) speakers (based on six 
years old and over: 38,925,000): 

English is one of the official languages of the Philippines. Together with Filipino, it is one 
of the major media of instruction in the bilingual education program in the Philippines and is 
used by most Filipinos as a language of wider communication. On Guam, English is also an 
official language, and the main medium of instruction in the schools. It is also the language of 
government of the US Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. 

2. Why a TriIingual Dictionary? 

This dictionary is not a dictionary in the true sense of the word. It is more of a lexicon, 
vocabulary, glossary, or wordlist. But it is just an introduction to a larger and fuller trilingual 
dictionary of three languages: Filipino, Chamorro and English. For this lexicography conference, 
1,000 common, core lexical entries were selected, out of about 10,000 compiled words, which 
were on index cards for computer input. 

This project started when, in 1978, Chairman Pilar C. Lujan, Msgr. Oscar Calvo and this 
writer, were invited to lecture and consult with the Guam - Chamorro Language Commission. 
We conducted a Seminar-Workshop on Linguistics and its application to language teaching. 
During this seminar, some seventy Chamorro participants started the collection and comparative 
analyses of the cognates and sound systems of Chamorro and Filipino. We also made a 
contrastive analysis of Chamorro, Filipino and English as seminar-workshop requirements for 
credit in the University. 

At the end of this workshop, we produced the Chamorro Language Commission Proposed 
Orthography, which was presented to the Governor of Guam and the 14th Guam Legislature in 
1978. This proposal has not yet been officially adopted as the standard Chamorro orthography 
necessary for dictionary preparation. 

3. The Making of This Dictionary 

3.1 Corpus Planning and Development 

As was mentioned earlier, the work began in Guam and continued in the Philippines, using 
the traditional methods for dictionary preparation. The corpus or collection of texts, of written 
and spoken Filipino words, has been recorded on citation slips for computer input. 

3.2 This Dictionary on Computer 

More than 1,000 common words were selected from the citation file and keyboarded. They 
were then resorted and reorganized to fit the desired format. 

4~onzalez, Andrew and Ma. Lourdes S. Bautista Language Surveys in ihe Philippines (1966-1984) shows census totals 
for 1970 and 1980 on total number of speakers of English. Table 4.4, p. 59. 
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What seemed impossible for one person to  do in two-week's time, was done by the 
computer with surprising rapidity and elegance. This first attempt at a trilingual lexicon leaves 
much to be desired. We are  still looking for an appropriate model and format for a real trilingual 
dictionary. 

4. The Alphabet and Sound Sytem of Three Languages 

A comparative study and analysis of the 1,000 entries (see the examples in Appendix C) 
revealed the following information: 

4.1 Alphabet 

The new Alpabetong Filipino (Filipino alphabet) has 28 l e t t e ~ s  (Appendix B:l). Iliis is :I I I  

improvement over the original alibata which had only 17 characters (before it was romuni/cd 
The following letters have been added: c, f, j, ii; q, v, x, z. The  new alphabet is read, like F'nglixtr. 
from A to Z but with the addition of ii (enye) and ng (enji) between n and o. 

The eight additional letters are  found in the orthographies of many Philippine langu;igt,:; 
and dialects. The Filipino alphabet expansion followed the orthography tradition of Phi l ip l ) i~~~.  
languages, English and Spanish. 

Chamorro, like Filipino, has a tradition and history of charige and inconsistency in 11, 
writing system. Evidence of these inconsistencies and changes is reflected in the first Ch:irnor I 

words recorded by Spanish writers in 1665. It is also shown in the works of Father S a n v i t o ~ ~  \ 

who wrote the first Chamorro grammar (1668), Schuster's Hktoria Sagrada (1907), SaSforcl'b 
Chanzorro Language of Guam (1909), Mamale Capuchino's Cateskmon I Dottrina Clllsfiat~rr 
(1910), Kates~~mon Doktrina Kristiana (1924), Callistus' Chamorro Worterbuch: I. Deurt lr 
Chatztorro ant1 11. Chamorro-Deutch (1910), Preissig's Dictionary and Grammar of the Cllar?tonc J 

Language of the Island of Guam (1916), Rev. P. Roman Maria d Bera's Englirh-Chrrnzorrr, 
Dialoges (1916) and Diccinario Chamorro-Castellano (1932), Costenoble's Di Chanzorro ,S')r(~c~llij 
(1940), "Va1"'s Chumorro-English and Englkh-Chamorro Dictionary (1967), Rev. Arnolrl 
Bendowske's I Mina Dos Da Damenggon Passion (Manuscript, 1968), Senator Aguon's Lel'r 
Chat in Chunzorro (1971) and Dr. Toppin's S'loken Chamorro (1969), Churnom R+renc 1)  

Grurnr~~ar (1973) and Topping, Dungca and Ogo's Chamorro Dictionary (1975), Lijan's Nert:r 
Summary for KGTF-TV (1975), Huxel's Charnorro Vowel System (Manuscript, 1977), Bishop 
Felixberto Florcs' hfadalaken I Krkto (1962), numberous works of Calvo, Barcini~s a ~ i d  
Underwood, and other works and writings in the print media. 

Most writers lollow their own intuition and personalized writing style. In 1971, th i r  
Marianas Orthography Committee adopted a spelling system which was developed with 111~: 
assistance of Dr. Donald Topping. This spelling system is currently being used by the bilingu:rl 
education programs in schools in Guam and the Northern Marianas. The  Chamorro Llnguagu 
Commission has recently adopted this orthography and is now revising it. 

The Marianas Orthography Committee Report (1971) recomniended the use of 23 Ii.ttc.~:,, 
including thc glottal stop ', called glotta, between letters i and k. The  alphal~ct is rC:ltl 1111. 

S p a n i s h w a y : u , b , c . h , d , e , f , g , h , i , ' , k , I , m , n , i i , n g , o , p , r , s , t , u , y .  

Early Spanish missionaries romanized the Filipino and Chamorro orthographies. Si11c.c tI i i  

glottal stop, ', was not written in Spanish o r  any other Indo-Eurol~can language, they ditl I I O I  

include it  in 1:ilipino o r  Chamorro either. 
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Both Filipino and Chamorro are Malayo-Polynesian languages. Even though the glottal 
stop is common in Austronesian languages, no attempt was made to introduce it as a letter of 
the alphabet in these studies. 

In Filipino, the glottal stop is traditionally represented by a grave ('), or circumflex (^), 
accent over a word-final vowel. However, in the present study, it is considered to be a full 
phoneme, rather than simply an accent marker. 

The proposed 29-letter Chamorro alphabet (Appendix B:2) is called Atfabeto C h a m o m  
and is a revision and improvement of the earlier proposed Chamorro orthography (1978). It is 
a fairly sharp break with the traditional Chamorro orthography and is read the English way: a, 
b, d, c, ch, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1, m, 6, ng, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z. The Atfabeto Chamorro 
is similar to the Alpabetong Filipino, which was proposed by the Institute of Philippine 
Languages in 1987 and recommended for adoption by the Philippine Department of Education. 

The six additional letters in the proposed Atfabeto Chamorro are c, j, q, v, x, z, and they 
are found in a number of loanwords from Spanish, English, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Filipino 
and other languages. The newly introduced j represents the sound and letter j in jet, janitor 
and judo, (spelled yudo in the traditional Chamorro spelling). 

The traditional Chamorro letter y is pronounced as [dz] and u] as in ya [dza] or  yan [dzan] 
and yudo Ijudo] 'judo'. 

In this present study, y represents the semi-vowel in borrowed Filipino words like yoyo 
'yoyo' (a toy), yaya 'yaya' (nursemaid), boy 'boy', baboy 'pig'; Japanese words like sukiyaki and 
sayonara; Hindi words like yoga and yogi; English like yes and yesman, etc. 

The sounds ch [ E l ,  f, C, and j [dz] introduced as letters of the alphabet, are native to 
Chamorro, but not to Filipino. The other alphabet symbols are common to all three languages. 

Chamorro has six distinct phonemic vowels and Filipino has five as shown in Appendix A. 
The low front vowel phoneme lael in a stressed syllable as in baba [ae] 'open' contrasts with 
low central vowel phoneme /a1 as in baba [a] 'bad'. Only one alphabetic symbol a is used for 
the two distinctive sounds since the meaning of the word with a could be determined in context. 

English, as spoken in the Philippines, was compared with Filipino and Chamorro. The 
schematic representations of the phonology of these three languages (Appendix A, and the 
orthographies of the two latter languages in Appendix B) show their similarities as well as their 
differences. 

5. Languages across cultures 

Filipino and Chamorro are closely related linguistically. This can be seen in Appendix C. 
Their relationship was also expressed by the late governor of Guam, Ricardo J. Borallo, who 
said, "The Filipinos are akin to the Guamanians historically, culturally and linguistically, more 
so than any other people in ~sia ." '  

The histories of the Philippines and Guam during the last four centuries, explain the heavy 
borrowing of words directly from Spanish, Chinese, English and other world languages, and 

S ~ u ; l r n  Governor, Ricardo J. Bordallo, as quoted in the Pacific Sunday News (24 May, 1970). 
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indirectly through Spanish and English. Since English is here tp stay, more ~ d g l i s h  words have 
become possible candidates for incorporation into Philippine dictionaries. Filipino is being 
enriched by loanwords from native and other non-native languages as well. Chamorro 
vocabularies also show a sprinkling of borrowings from other languages such as Japanese, 
Korean, and Filipino. 

English Ilas also borrowed a considerable number of lexical items from ~ a ~ a l o ~ !  Examples 
a r e  abaca 'Manila hemp', bundoc or bundocks 'mountains', barangay 'unit of society1 
government', barong Tagolog 'national dress', tuba 'palm sap' yakal 'Philippine timber', etc. 

When contrasted in this fashion, these languages explain the psychology and sociology of 
language and help us understand and appreciate [he loan words in our common vocabularies. 

6. Moving Fonvurd 

T h e  search is on for more words for a Filipino Hortschatz, a treasury of words in the 
national language, to be used as a basis for a trilingual dictionary. 

The Cobliild Project is a lexical computing program which can store and process a c o r ~ ~ u s  
7 of over 40 million texts. I t  is attracting world attention today, and was used to prepare thc 

Collins Cohriild En~lbh Language Dictonary (1987), which was completed in only seven ycar-s. 
The  Cobuild Project, Zgusta's theory and practice of lexicography, computerized dictioni~rics, 
together with thc work of the Summer Institute of Lingusitics (SIL) in lexicography, could sclvc 
as a model and inspiration t o  future lexicographers and dictionary makers in the Philipppincs. 

a 

A text corpus of about three million texts and spoken Filipino words has to  be entered and 
processed bcli)rc a rcal authentic and authoritative Filipino language dictionary, as well as oth1.1 
smaller dictionaries, can be produced. 

The  Filipino and Chamorro orthographies are  VIP (that is, a very important part) of 
dictionary making. The recently revised Filipino alphabet (1987) has been introduced in the 
Philippines. The Chamorro alphabet (1971) has also been recommended for use in Gunrn. 
However, for some reason, neither of these orthographies have gained wide acceptar~ce ar~tl 
popularity. 

Could one Ascan orthography be the answer to this controversial problem in lexicography ' 
Malaysia and Indonesia have agreed to use a single orthography and it is said that Brunei has 
been seriously thinking about using the same alphabet. If these nations have come to thl~t 
agreement \vithout resistance, would Philippine acceptance be far behind'? 

This conccpt proposal for the Association of Southeast Asian Nations o r  ASEAN in t l ~ .  
Pacific region may be considered a step towards the development, modernization and stand- 
ardization of o r ~ c  ASEAN orthography which respects the traditions of the past and the prcscnt 
while at thc same time lifting its eyes to the future! 

1% A. 1970. I'~lrl,~nc~ l~oanwor~ls  in I:nglisl~ lists over 500 common words taken from Wrbstrr's New ~ r l l ~ ~ ~ l ~ t i o r l r l i  
Dictionary of rile I.'nglid~ 1,rmptrrge (1961) and Webster's 'Ihird New International 1)ictionnry of the I<nglish 1.rrngrogr 
(1968). 

'~o13uild is thc ('ollins Rirmingham University International Iiinguage Database in 1987. Looking Up: An uc.cowlr o /  

rl~e ('ollrriltl IJrojr,c.t in Iuictrl cotnpiiting ~ n r l  developtnerlr of tile Collings (,'o&rilrl English I .un~rage I)ictiotlclrv. 
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A herculean task lies ahead. The challenge has its problems and prospects. The Commis- 
sion on the Filipino Language (1991) and the Clhamorro Language Commission (1964) have the 
exciting task and responsibility to take the lead, moving forward to "Meeting lexicography needs 
for the twenty-first century in the Pacific region" after this First Asian International Lexicog- 
raphy Conference in Manila (October, 1992). 

Appendices 

Appendix A: Phoneme Inventories 

CONSONANTS 
Stops: 

Filipino 
Chamorro 
English 

Affricates: 
Filipino 
Chamorro 
English 

Fricatives: 
Filipino 
Chamorro 
English 

Sibilants: 
Filipino 
Chamorro 
English 

Nasals: 
Filipino 
Chamorro 
English 

Laterals: 
Filipino 
Chamorro 
English 

Semivowels: 
Filipino 
Chamorro 
English 

VOWELS 
High: 

Filipino i, 
Chamorro i, 
English i, 

Mid: 
Filipino e, 
Chamorro e, 
English e, 

Low 
Filipino 
Chamorro ae, 
English z, 
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Appendix 11: Orthographies 

The lqilipino Orthogruphy 
I !  

I 
Filipino Phonetic Filipino Phonetic English 
Alphabci Symbol Words Traqscription Gloss - P ---- - 

bus 
cigar 
cactus 
drama 
cditor 
I1 u 
gilara 
ham 
ink 
jet 
kilo 
litson 

mnpa 
nct 
piia 

nganga 
oblong 
yen 
cluota 
rcd 
sex 
tent 
ulccr 
visa 
wax 
Xerox 

[bus] 
[sigar] 
[kaklus] 
[drama] 
(editor! 
111111 
[gil:tr:r] 
[ham] 

li!Jkl 
ljctl 
[kilo J 
[Ifiton] 
[leton] 

'sugar apple' 
'h~rs' 
'cigar' 

'guitar' 
'h:lrnY 
'ink' 
'ji:O 
'kilo' 
'roasted pig' 

'm:lpY 
'ucl' 
'1)iiia9 
'pilleapplc' 
'c~pcn rnoulllcd' 
'c ~hlong' 
'I"'"' 
' c ~ ~ ~ o t a '  
'r(-d' 
'ht'\' 

' it.111' 

'ill( cr' 
' \  l \> , lY 

<\{:I \ '  

' Y C ' I  ox' 

'yc ,yo' (toy) 
' ~ t ~ 1 0 '  
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The Chamom Orthography 

Chamorro Phonetic Chamorro Phonetic English 
Alphabet Symbol Words Transcription Gloss 

[bl 
[sl 
[kl 
[el 
[dl 
[el 
[ fl 
[gl 
[ h I 
[il 
lil 
[kl 
[ll 
Iml 
["I 
[ fi I 

ates 

bas 
cigar 
cactus 
chalan 
drama 
editot 
flu 
gitala 
ham 
ink 
jet 
kilo 
lechon 
mapa 
net 
piiia 

ongngo 
oblong 

Pen 
quota 
red 
sex 
tent 
ulcer 
visa 
wax 
xerox 

Ya 
YOYO 

zero 

[ates] 

[bas1 
[sigar] 
[kaktus] 
[Ealan] 
[drama] 
[editot] 

[flu1 
[gitala] 

[h=ml 
[igkl 
[ietl 
[kilo] 
[leEon] 

[ma pal 
[net1 
[piiia] 

~oLlrJ01 
[bblon] 

[pen1 
[kwot a] 

[redl 
[seksl 
[tent] 
[iilser] 
[visa] 

[waksl 
[ziraks] 

Gal, van1 
[Yoyo] 
[ziro] 

'ates', 
'sugar apple' 
'bus' 
'cigar' 
'cactus' 
'road' 
'drama' 
'editor' 
'flu' 
'guitar' 
'ham' 
'ink' 
'jet' 
'kilo' 
'roasted pig' 
'map' 
'net' 
'piiia' 
'pineapple' 
'nasal speech' 
'oblong' 
'pen' 
'quota' 
'red' 
'sex' 
'tent' 
'ulcer' 
'visa' 
'wax' 
'xerox' 

'and' 

'YOYO' (toy) 
'zero' 
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Appendix C: Sample Finder Lists 

Filipino-Chamom-English 

Filipino Chamorro English 

abo 
abugado 
abuso 
aga 
agaw 
ag ila 
agiw 
ago5 
al9'"''t 
ahas 
aksidente 
alahas 
alambre 
album 
alipin 
alitaptap 
alkalde 
alkohol 
alon 
alpabeto 
alpombra 
altar 
alupihan 
ama 
ambasador 
ambulansiya 
amay 
anghel 
angkla 
animal 
anino 
ano 
apelyido 
apog 
apura 
araro 
araw 
aray, aruy 
areglado 
arina 
arkila 
armas 
arnibal 
aroma 
artista 
asawa (babae) 
asawa (lalaki) 
asido 
asin 
as0 
aso 
aspili 
aspirina 
asukal 
asul 
at 
ataul 
atay 

apu 
abugao, abugadu 
abusu 
maga 
ati 
ag ila 
tesna 
milak 
achagi 
takpapQ 
aksidente 
alahas 
alamle 
albom 
esklabu 
donggat 
atkadi mayot 
atkahot 
napu langat 
atfabetu 
atformbra 
attat 
saligao 
saina tata 
ambasadot 
ambulan 
Pa0 
anghet 
ankla 
animat 
anineng 
ha hafa 
apiyidu 
afok 
apura 
aruru 
atdao 
aY 
areklao 
arina 
atkila 
atmas 
atnibat 
aroma 
attisa 
asagua 
asagua, esposu 
asidu 
asiga 
ga'lagu 
asu 
atfilet 
aspirina 
asukat 
asut 
Yan 
ata'ut 
higadu 

ash 
lawyer 
abuse 
early 
snatch 
eagle 
soot 
flow 
distance 
snake 
accident 
jewelry 
wire 
album 
slave 
firefly 
mayor 
alcohol 
wave 
alphabet 
carpet, rug 
altar 
centipede 
father 
ambassador 
ambulance 
smell 
angel 
anchor 
animal 
shadow 
what 
family name 
lime 
hurry 
arrowroot 
sun 
ouch 
orderly 
flour 
rent (a house) 
weapon 
syrup 
spiny shrub 
artist 
wife 
husband 
acid 
salt 
dog 
smoke 
pin 
aspirin 
sugar 
blue 
and 
casket 
liver 
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Filipino Chamorro English 

atip 
atis 
atrasado 
auditor 
away 
awit 
ayuno 
baba 
baba' 
babae 
babaero 
babero 
baboy 
bag 
baga' 
bago 
Bagong .Taon 
bagyo 
bahaghari 
bahay 
baka 
bakal 
bakante 
bakasyon 
bakuna 
bala 
balahibo 
balang 
balat 
balat 
balbal 
balbas 
balde 
balikat 
balota 
balsa 
balse 
balumbalunan 
bana 
bandeha 
bandera 
bangko 
bangko' 
bangus 
banig 
bansa' 
banyo 
bao 
bapor 
baraha 
barkilan 
barbero 
bareta 
bariles 
barnis 
basa 
bashan 
basa ' 
basket 
bas0 
bast on 
basura 

atof 
ates 
atrasao 
aoditot 
buya 
kanta son 
ayunu 
achai babas 
ebab6 
palao'an 
gaddai bebe' 
baberu 
babuy 
bag 
gofes 
nuebu 
Aiiu Nuebu 

isa 
guma' 
baka guaka 
lulok 
bakante 
bakasion 
bakuna 
bala 
pulu 
apacha 
lassas 
lonnat 
apple% 
bat bas 
batde 
apaga 
balotu 
batsa 
batso 
moyeha 
asagua 
bandeha 
bandera 
banko 
banko ta'chong 
agua 
guafak 
nasion 
baiio 
ha'iguas 
bapot 
balaha 
barakilan 
bateru 
bareta 
baliles, bariles 
batnis 
taitai 
talapos 
fotgon 
basket 
basu 
baston 
basula 

roof (house) 
sugar apple 
late 
auditor 
quarrel 
song 
fast (ie. Lent) 
chin 
low 
woman, female 
womanizer 
bib 
pig 
bag 
lung 
new 
New Year 
storm 
rainbow 
house 
cow, cattle 
iron 
vacant 
vacation 
vaccinate 
bullet 
feather, hair 
grasshopper 
skin 
birthmark 
slang language 
beard 
pail, bucket 
shoulder 
ballot 
raft 
waltz 
gizzard 
husband 
tray 
flag 
bank 
bench 
milkfish 
woven mat 
nation 
bathroom 
coconut shell 
ship 
playing cards 
rafter 
barber 
crowbar 
barrel 
varnish 
read 
rag 
wet 
basket 
drinking glass 
cane 
garbage 
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Chamom-Filipino-English 

Chamorro Filipino English 

ababang 
abas 
abirigua, kuestion 
abugao, abudadu 
abusu 
achago' 
achai, babas 
achiak 
acho? 
addeng 
addeng, patas 
adibina 
afagao 
afa'fa' 
aflitu 
afok 
agaga' 
aga'ga', kueyu 
agila 
agua 
agua, hanom 
agupa' 
ahos 
ais 
akague fafayiiia 
aksidente 
ala 
alahas 
alamle 
albom 
alunan 
amariyu 
ambasadot 
ambulan 
amot 
anghet 
animas 
animat 
anineng 
aniyu (kannai) 
ankla 
aiios, idat 
Aiiu Nuebu 
aoditot 
apacha 
apaga 
ap jidu 
appleng 
apu 
apura 
a p v a '  
areklao 
arina 
aroma 
aruru 
asagua 
asagua 
asagua, esposo 
asidu 
asiga 
aspirina 
asu 

paruparo 
bayabas 
tanong 
abugado 
abuso 
aP"'Jt 
baba 
butiki 
bat0 
binti 
paa 
bugtong 
pagaw 
kilikili 
prito 

pula 
leeg 
agila 
bangus 
tubig 
bukas 
bawang 
ye10 
kaliwete 
aksidente PUT 
ala as 
alambre 
album 
unan 
dilaw 
ambasador 
ambulansiya 
gamot 
anghel 
kaluluwa 
animal 
anino 
singsing 
angkla 
edad 
Bagong Taon 
auditor 
balang 
balikat 
apelyido 
bal bal 
abo 
apura 
P U O ~  
areglado 
arina 
aroma 
araro 
bana 
asawa (babae) 
asawa (lalaki) 
asido 
asin 
aspirina 
as0 

butterfly 
guava 
question 
lawyer 
abuse 
distance 
chin 
house lizard 
stone 
human leg 
foot 
riddle 
husky voice 
annpit 
fv 
lime 
red 
neck 
eagle 
milkfish 
water 
tomorrow 
garlic 
ice 
left-handed 
accident 
nest 
jewelry 
wire 
album 
pillow 
yellow 
ambassador 
ambulance 
medicine 
angel 
soul 
animal 
shadow 
ring finger 
anchor 
age 
New Year 
auditor 
grasshopper 
shoulder 
family name 
slang language 
ash 
hurry 
navel 
orderly 
flour 
spiny shrub 
arrowroot 
husband 
wife 
husband 
acid 
salt 
aspirin 
smoke 
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Chamorro Filipino English 

63. asukat 
64. asut 
65. ata'ut 
66. atdao 
67. ates 
68. atfabetu 
69. atfilet 
70. atfombra 
71. atgidon 
72. atkadi, mayot 
73. atkadi, mayot 
74. atkahot 
75. atkila 
76. atmas 
77. atmoniu 
78. atnibat 
79. atof 
80. ato' 
81. atpahon 
82. atrasao 
83. attat 
84. attisa 
85. ay 
86. ayunu 
87. baba 
88. baba 
89. babale' 
90. baberu 
91. babuy 
92. bache 
93. bag 
94. baitamina 
95. akante 
96. bakasion 
97. baka, quaka 
98. bakun 
99. bala 

100. balaha 

English-Filipino-Chamorro 

English 

asukal 
asul 
ataul 
araw 
atis 
alpabeto 
aspili 
alpombra 
bulak 
meyor 
alkalde 
alkohol 
arkila 
armas 
organ 
arnibal 
atip 
agaw 
salawikain 
atrasado 
altar 
artista 
aray, aruy 
ayuno 
masama 
bukas 
pilikmata 
babero 
baboy 
bulag 
bag 
bitamine 
bakante 
bakasyon 
baka 
bakuna 
bala 
baraha 

Filipino 

sugar 
blue 
casket 
sun 
sugar apple 
alphabet 
pin 
carpet, rug 
cotton 
mayor 
mayor 
alcohol 
rent for house 
weapon 
organ 
syrup 
roof of house 
snatch 
proverb 
late 
altar 
artist 
ouch 
fast at Lent 
bad 
open 
eyelash 
bib 
pig 
blind 
bag 
vitamin 
vacant 
vacation 
COW, cattle 
vaccinate 
bullet 
playing cards 

Chamorro 

abuse 
accident 
acid 
advice 
age 
album 
alcohol 
alphabet 
altar 
ambassador 
ambulance 
anchor 
and 
angel 
animal 
animal 
ankle bone 
apple 
arm 
armpit 

abuso 
aksidente 
asido 
Payo 
edad 
album 
alkohol 
alpabeto 
altar 
ambasador 
ambulansiya 
angkla 
at 
anghel 
hayop 
animal 
bukung-bukong 
mansanas 
braso 
kilikili 

abuso 
aksidente 
asidu 
pinagat 
aiios, idat 
albom 
atkahot 
atfabetu 
attat 
ambasadot 
ambulan 
ankla 
Yan 
anghet 
ga'ga 
animat 
bayogu 
mansana 
brasu 
afa' fa' 
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English Filipino Chamorro 

arrowroot 
artist 
ash 
aspirin 
asthma 
auditor 
aunt 
ax 
bad 
tX1g 
bahcr 
bakcry 
bald 
ball 
ballot 
bank 
barber 
barrel 
basin 
basket 
bathroom 
battalion 
battery 
bayonet 
beard 
bed 
bed shcet 
bedbug 
bedpan 
beer 
bcnch 
bcriber~ 
bib 
Dible 
bicycle 
big 
billards 
binoculars 
birt11rn:lrk 
blackbo:rrd 
blind 
blood 
blue 
bone 
bonus 
book 
boots 
boxer 
boy 
bracelet 
branch o f  tree 
breast 
bridge 
brig:~de 
hull 
bullet ' 

hus 
hutchcr 
huttcr 
butterfly 
button 
buttonhole 
cat) 
cahkrgc 

araro 
artista 
abo 
aspirina 
hika 
auditor 
tiya 
palakol 
masama 
bag 
panadero 
panaderia 
kalbo 
bola 
balota 
bangko 
barber0 
bariles 
palanggana 
basket 
banyo 
batalyon 
baterya 
bayoneta 
balbas 
kama 
kubrekama 
surot 
orinola 
serbesa 
bangko' 
beriberi 
babero 
Bibliya 
bisakleta 
mabki 
bilyar 
largabista 
balnt 
pisara 
bulag 
dugo 
asul 
buto 
bonus 
libro 
bota 
boksingero 
boy 
pulseras 
sanga 
SUSO 

tulay 
brigilda 
tor0 
bala 
bus 
matadero 
mantikilya 
paruparo 
butones 
uhales 
kab 
ripolyo 

aruru 
attisa 
apu 
aspirina 
guha 
aoditot 
tiha, tia 
gachai 
baba 
bag 
panaderu 
panaderia 
boyo' 
bola 
balotu 
banko 
batberu 
baliles,bariles 
palanggana 
basket 
baiio 
batayon 

;:;x:t. 
bat bas 
kama, katre 
subrekama' 
chenche 
urinola 
setbesa 
banko, ta'chong 
berebere 
baberu 
Biblia 
biskleta 
dank010 
biyat 
latgabista 
lonnat 
pisara 
bachet 
haga 
asut 
to'lang 
bonus 
lepblo 
botas, sapatos 
mamguantes 
bay 
potseras 
ramas 
SUSU 

tollai 
brigada 
tofu 
bala 
bas 
mataderu 
mantikiya 
ababang 
batunes 
ohales, uhales 
cab 
ripoyu 
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English Filipino Chamorro 

cable 
cactus 
cage 
calendar 
calm 
Calvary 
camp 
cancer 
candidate 
candle 
candy 
cane 
canteen 
capital 
captain 
car 
playing cards 

kable 
kaktus 
hawla 
kalendaryo 
kalma 
Kalbaryo 
kampo 
kanser 
kandidato 
kandila 
kendi 
baston 
kantina 
kapital 
kapitan 
kotse 
baraha 

kapble 
cactus 
tankat 
kalendario 
katma 
Katbario 
b m p o  
kanset 
kandidatu 
kandela 
kande 
baston 
kantina 
kapitat 
kapitan 
car 
balaha 
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Problems and Progress in the Research Project on 
Compiling A Universal Dictionary of Philippine 

Languages: The First Four Years 

Ernesto Constantino 

University of the Philippines 

1. Introduction 

Way back in 1961 when I decided to conduct a long-range research program on the 
languages of the Philippines, one of the major projects which I planned to  undertake after 
several years of conducting fieldwork throughout the country was a dictionary of thc 
synonymous or equivalent words and phrases from Philippine languages. I provisionally entitlcd 
this project "A Thesaurus of Philippine Languages." 

After more than a decade doing research on Philippine languages, especially in the field, 
collecting data from and information on more than 500 Philippine languages and dialects, I 
thought I still would not be able to launch my dictionary project due to two important reasons. 
First, I believed I would not be able to get from my university or from any research-funding 
agency in my country the funds needed to undertake the project. Second, I thought the 
technology and equipment needed to compile such a dictionary embracing from 10,000 to 20,000 
sets of synonyms or equivalent words and phrases from more than 100 languages was not yc.? 
available qr accessible to me. 

Then in 1983, I was invited by the Toyota Foundation to submit a research project propos:rl 
for possible funding by the Foundation. I mulled over this matter for some time until finally in 
1986 I decided to submit to the Foundation a grant application for my long-planned dictionary 
project which was given the new title of A Universal Dictionary of Philippine Languages. I figurcd 
that if the Toyota Foundation would agree to provide the funds needed to  pursue the project 
I would be ready and willing to devote five of my remaining years in my university to  compile 
a dictionary of 100 or more Philippine languages which I had dreamed of doing a quarter of a 
century ago. From talks with my colleagues in my university I learned that the computer system, 
which had by then become quite available in my university, would be able to handle all o r  nearly 
all the various tasks required by the project. In the light of this, 1 said that should the Toyot;~ 
Foundation decide to support my project proposal, the Foundation would be giving me tht: 

chance of a lifetime to make my most substantial and significant contribution to Philippine 
linguistics and perhaps also to lexicography. I therefore submitted in 1986 to the Toyota 
Foundation a grant application for the research project. Happily, the Foundation decided to 
support the project for a period of three years. 

2. Aims 

In the beginning, I could not decide whether to use English or  Filipino, our n:rtionirl 
language, as the "source language" from which the main entries of the dictionary would be 
selected. After spending some time deliberating on this matter, I decided to use English as the 
source language due mainly to the aims which I had adopted f o ~  the project, which were thc 
following: 
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(a) To compile in one dictionary equivalent words and phrases from 100 or  more 
Philippine languages. 

(b) To show the similarities and differences of Philippine languages on the basis of 
the phonological, morphological, syntactical and semantical features of their 
equivalent words and phrases. 

(c) To aid in the recording and preservation of words and phrases from Philippine 
languages, especially those languages which have very little or  no significant writ- 
ten records or are on the verge of extinction. 

(d) To aid in the search and selection of words from the different Philippine lan- 
guages which may be used in further developing and enriching the Filipino na- 
tional language especially with respect to its vocabulary, phonology and 
morphology. 

(e) To show the "onomasiological gaps" or single words that are lacking in the Philip- 
pine languages, especially Filipino, in relation to English from which Filipinos 
get most of their information on modern scientific, technical and cultural 
developments. 

(0 To aid Filipinos in the comprehension of words and texts in English, which con- 
tinues to be the dominant and controlling language in their government and 
educational system as well as in their professional and economic endeavors. 

(g) Finally, to aid Filipinos in the translation of texts written in English into their na- 
tional language and other Philippine languages which are better understood by 
the Filipinos. 

When I submitted to the Toyota Foundation in 1986 a grant application for the project, I 
believed (as I continue to believe) that a dictionary with the above aims was timely and very 
urgently needed because of two significant developments in the country. First, the present 
Constitution of the Republic of the Philippines which was ratified in 1987 specifically provides 
that Filipino, the national language, "be further developed and enriched on the basis of 
Philippine and other languages." Second, the same constitution provides that the government 
should initiate and sustain the use of Filipino as the language of the government and of the 
educational system. The universal dictionary when published will surely be of tremendous help 
to Filipinos in further developing and enriching their national language, Filipino, and in their 
shift from English to Filipino as the medium of their official communication and of their 
educational system. 

3. The dictionary entries 

After making the decision to submit a grant application to the Toyota Foundation for my 
universal dictionary project and more than six months before the official start of the project, I 
immediately embarked on the task of selecting the English main entries. I selected the entries 
from several English dictionaries that I could lay my hands on. Each entry after being selected 
was immediately translated into, or provided with its equivalent or equivalents in, Filipino. Thus, 
when the project officially started in December 1986, the selection of English entries was 
practically done and the more than 20,000 English entries which had been selected had also 
bccn translated into Filipino. The result was an English-Filipino Dictionary which we intended 
to use in eliciting the equivalents of the English entries from Philippine languages. 
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The following is a short description of the entries of the Englirh-Filipino Dictionary. The 
English main entries are words, phrases, and a few abbreviations. The letters of the alphabet, 
parts of words, such as prefies, suffies and combining forms, contractions, irregular plural 
forms of nouns, irregular past tense and past participle forms of verbs, and names of human 
beings and geographic formations are not included as entries. Each entry word is followed by 
the abbreviation of the part of speech to which it belongs. 

A word belonging to more than one part of speech appears as a separate main entry in 
each of its functions. Examples: 

fish, n. FIL isd5. 
fish, v. FIL mangisdii. 

There are, however, a few entries which are followed by two part-of-speech abbrei i:~tiot~.> 
Examples: 

female, adj.; n. FIL babae. 
extra, adj.; n. FIL esktra; sobra; labis. 

A phrase which is used as a main entry appears after the most important word in t l ~ t .  

phrase which is placed before the phrase followed by a colon. Examples: 

adultery: commit adultery, FIL makiapid; manghluny& mangaliw5. 
bath: take a bath, FIL maligh. 

A word or a phrase which has more than one sense appears as a separate main cnlry in 
each of its scnscs, and these senses are numbered consecutively. Examples: 

bitch, n.1. (a female dog) FIL babaeng aso. 
bitch, n.2. (a spiteful woman) FIL bruha. 

There arc also some entries which refer thc user to its synonyms where their equivalents 
appear. Examples: 

accede, v. See agree v.2. 
alligator pear, See avocado. 
agree, v.2. (be in accord) FIL sumang-ayonlsang-ayunan. 
avocado, n. FIL avokado. 

The Filipino equivalents of the English entries are words and phrases. The I:ilipino 
equivalent or equivalents of a particular English entry may be one or  more of these forms. 
Many English entrics have no single word equivalents in Filipino. Each Filipino equivalent o r  
group of equivalents is preceded by the abbreviation FIL. They follow the part of speech form 
of their corresponding English entries. If the Filipino equivalent of an English entry is a ncw 
or unfamiliar or proposed loanword, a phrase explaining the meaning of the loanword is ~lsually 
added. Examples: 

computer, n. FIL kompyuter; isdng elektronik na mdkinii na gurnagawh 
ng mga kalkulasybn, nagtitipon at nag-hanaliiys ng mga 
impormasybn, at otomiitik6ng kumiikontrbl ng mga miikinh. 

physics, n. FIL fisiks; pisikii; sayans na tungk61 sa rnga kathngian, 
pagbabago, inter-aksy6n, etc. ng mater o bagay at Cnerji. 
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molecule, n. FIL m61ekyCl; pinakamaliit na piirtikkl o sangkiip ng ishng 
elemento o kompawnd na pwedeng mag-is8 ng libre at tagliiy pa 
ang mga kiitangian ng elemento o kompawnd. 

The Filipino verb equivalent appears in its "infinitive" form, which is the form that occurs 
after the Filipino verb gusto(ng) which is equivalent to English 'want (to)', or before the Filipino 
word sana which has the meaning of 'hoping' or 'wishing'. If the Filipino equivalent of an English 
verb entry is a transitive verb, both the active and goal-passive (infinitive) forms of the verb are 
given with a virgule between them. The reason for this is that a verb in Filipino and other 
Philippine languages are formed by a verbal affix being attached to a stem, and there are several 
active and goal-passive a f f ~ e s  which cannot be used interchangeably with the same stem. 
Examples: 

crawl, v. FIL gumapang. 
drink, v. FIL umin6m/inumin. 
wait, v. FIL maghintiiykintayin. 

The Filipino locative-passive verb which may also be used to translate the English entry in 
place of the active verb or the goal-passive verb is given after the intransitive active verb or the 
goal-passive verb preceded by a virgule. The different Filipino verb types that are separated 
from each other by a virgule may be used separately to translate a single English entry. This 
grammatical phenomenon is described in the Introduction to the dictionary. Examples: 

approach, v. FIL lumapitllapitan. 
borrow, v. FIL humirhm/hiramin/hiramhn. 

Variant forms of some active or goal-passive verbs are separated by a comma. Examples: 

cook, v. FIL magluth, lutuin. 
fetch water, FIL mag-igib, umigib. 
go, v.1. (move along) FIL pumunth, magpunth. 

4. Collection of Equivalents 

When the project officially started in December 1986, copies of the English-Filipino 
Dictionary which was compiled in order to be used in collecting the equivalents of the English 
entries from other Philippine languages were immediately produced by using typewriters and 
later a mimeographing machine. With these copies we started collecting equivalents from other 
Philippine languages. 

Let me now describe briefly the procedure that we followed in collecting the equivalents 
of the English entries from Philippines languages. 

Long before the start of the project we decided that we would collect the equivalents from 
the Philippine languages in the same way that we had been collecting data from Philippine 
languages, which was by direct elicitation of forms from native speakers of the languages. 
Dictionaries and vocabularies, published or unpublished, and other printed sources would only 
be consulted whenever necessary. We made a random survey of available dictionaries and 
vocabularies of Philippine languages and found out that most of them, unlike the dictionary that 
we were going to compile, use a Philippine language as the source language; that is the main 
entries in each of these dictionaries and vocabularies are from a Philippine language. We also 
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found out that our dictionary would have many more entries than almost all of the dictionaries 
that we saw. 

As soon as the project started, we conce~trated first 09 translating the English-Filipino 
Dictionary, which was practically completed, into each of the three major regional lingua francas, 
namely Sebuano, Ilukano and Hiligaynon, in order to produce three trilingual dictionaries. We 
wanted to compile the three trilingual dictionaries as soon as possible because we intended to 
use them immediately as eliciting dictionaries together with the English-Filipino Dictionary. The 
compilation of the three trilingual dictionaries was completed after a few months and they were 
immediately encoded into our computer and printed. Copies of the trilingual dictionaries as well 
as of the earlier bilingual dictioqary were xeroxed. Thin method of duplicating copies was much 
cheaper, more convenient and riot burdensome on our computers, printers and personnel. . 

The four eliciting dictionaries were wed separately in the following manner. The English- 
Filipino Dictionary was used for languages spoken in regions where the dominant lingua franca 
is Filipino or Tagalog; the English-Filipino Sebuano Dictionary in regions where Sebuano is the 
dominant lingua franca; the English-Filipino-llukano Dictionary in regions where the dominant 
lingua franca is Ilukano; and the English-Filipino-Hilagaynon Dictionary in regions where the 
dominant lingua franca is Hiligaynon. Later, we produced an Englkh-Filipino-Tausug Dictionary 
which we used in eliciting the equivalents of the English entries from languages spoken in the 
regions where Tausug is the dominant lingua franca. These five eliciting dictionaries have been 
extremely helpful, perhaps even indispensable with respect to some languages and informants, 
first in eliciting the equivalents of the English entries from Philippine languages, and later up 
to the present time in checking the equivalents. It did not surprise us to learn again that many 
Filipinos, especially those belonging to minority groups residing in remote places, did not 
understand English, or understand only a little of this languagq. On the other hand, we were 
able to confirm our earlier findings that Filipinos in general, induding those residing in remote 
places, could speak and understand at least one of the above-mentioned five lingua francas. 

A few months after the start of the project we also prepared a list of more than 1000 "test 
sentences" in Filipino with English translation. These sentences exemplify various grammatical 
structures in Filipino and other Philippine lapguages. This list was also translated first into 
Sebuano, Ilukano and Hiligaynon and afterwards into the other Philippine languages. We intend 
to use these sentences to describe the grammatical structure of the languages. This grammatical 
description will appear in the Introduction to the dictionary. The project will not, however, 
publish the lists of sentences, though they will all be encoded into our computers in separate 
files. 

5. Informants and Informant Work 

Months before the start of the project, we started contacting native speakers of various 
Philippine languages in our university and in the Metro Manila area and contracting them to 
translate into their languages for our project. First priority was given to native speakers of the 
three major regional lingua francas, namely Sebuano, Ilukano and Hiligaynon. Because of the 
great length or "density" of the dictionary to be translated into each language and also because 
the main entries of the eliciting dictionary were from English, we looked for native speakers 
who were literate in English and who were high school graduates, college students or college 
graduates. However, for a few minority languages we could not find persons like these so that 
we had no choice but to use as informants or translators persons who had very little schooling 
but who could at least read and write their own languages and also Filipino or any of the other 
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lingua francas. These informants were told to simply translate into their languages the 
equivalents of the English entries in Filipino andlor the regional lingua franca included in four 
of the five eliciting dictionaries. 

For one language we also had no choice but to use nonliterate native speakers as 
informants. Nobody that we asked knew any native speaker of the language who was literate. 
For at least two other languages we also could not find any literate native speakers. Luckily, we 
were able to get literate non-native speakers of the languages who had become fluent speakers 
of the languages. Nevertheless, we hope to find the time and opportunity later to make at least 
a random check of the translation in these two languages which was done by the non-native 
speakers. 

The following is a brief description of the procedure that we have adopted in conducting 
informant work with literate native speakers. When a literate person is takeq in as an informant 
for his native language, he is first asked to give or write down his (or her) full name, where he 
was born, when he was born, where he grew up, his home address and present address, his 
educational attainment and where he studied. After explaining to him the purpose of the project, 
he is given some pages of the eliciting dictionary, usually the pages for one or  two letters, or  
the list of sentences. The informant is next given the following instructions. H e  is instructed to 
translate the entries into his own language or  dialect with the equivalents in Filipino and/or 
another lingua franca as models. H e  is instructed to write his translation on the pages of the 
dictionary below the entries. H e  is instructed to put all the equivalents of each entry that he 
can think of. He is instructed to spell the words in his language in the way pe knows and that 
he should try to be consistent in using the letters of the alphabet, especially the letters for the 
vowels. If necessary, he is taught to write the words in his language phonetically or  phonemically. 
We try to determine the phonetic values of the letters used by the informant by asking him to 
pronounce to us some of the words that he has written down. After the translation of a 
dictionary is completed, we choose one informant to tape-record the whole dictionary. However, 
if we find that the words in a dictionary are satisfactorily transcribed, we tape-record only some 
sample words and phrases. But we always tape-record the translation of the sentences in each 
language. 

In the unique case of the nonliterate native speakers of one language, this was how we did 
informant work with them. We selected several native speakers of the language in their village 
and three members of the staff of the project worked separately with one to three of them. We 
would say a Filipino equivalent of an English entry and the native speaker or  speakers together 
or one after the other would pronounce its equivalent or equivalents in their own language 
which we would immediately transcribe phonetically and later, after we had identified the 
phonemes of the language, phonemically. This type of informant work was very difficult, very 
tiresome and very slow. It took us about a year to complete the translation of the whole 
dictionary. We used the same technique of elicitation when we recorded and checked the 
equivalents. 

Each of the languages that have been translated, except for one or  two, was translated by 
more than one translator. As a matter of fact, most of the translated dictionaries were translated 
by more than three translators. One literate translator working eight hours a day six days a 
week would take an average of about four months to translate the whole dictionary. Some of 
the translators were fast, others were slow. Some were very careful and meticulous, others were 
not so careful. Some knew their languages well, others had difficulty translating into their 
languages. Many stopped working before the work was finished. Some did not return to our 
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office after working there for only a day or  two. We found out that the most reliable way of 
getting good translators was to try as many translators that we could find and afford to pay and 
then choose the best among them and pay them a bit higher than the ordinary ones. 

Only a few of our informants worked full-time; most of them worked some hours each day 
seven days or less a week. Many of them worked after office hours, on weekends and on 
holidays. Many of them worked in our office, which was open until June this year from 230 
o'clock in the morning until 9:00 o'clock in the evening, seven days a week. (Starting July this 
year in order to reduce energy cost our office is open six days a week from 230 o'clock in the 
morning until 8:00 o'clock in the evening.) Many of the translators worked in their homes, 
boardinghouses, and dormitories where some of them said they felt more relaxed and confident 
because they could consult their relatives, friends and others about the translation of some 
words. 

For many languages we could not get native speakers in our university and in the Metro 
Manila area. We went to various parts of the Philippines to look for native speakers of these 
languages. We established substations in at least eight towns and cities located in different parts 
of the country which attended to the collection of the equivalents from languages spoken in or 
near their respective areas. We also brought to the campus of our university quite a number of  
native speakers where they worked in full concentration under our direct supervision and care. 
This arrangement produced very satisfactory results despite its having caused some difficulties, 
inconveniences and also extra and unexpected expenses. 

After an eliciting dictionary is translated into a language, the equivalents in the resultillg 
dictionary are next checked one by one by the translators themselves or  by other native speakers 
under our direct supervision. Every dictionary undergoes checking in order to find the best 
equivalents of the English entries and to eliminate semantically incorrect, inappropriate or 
farfetched translations: to phonemicize and regularize the spelling of the words and to correct 
spelling or  typographical errors; and to see to it that each English entry has an equivalent 01 

equivalents and that each equivalent is in the form that is similar to the form of its 
corresponding entry or  of its gloss. Most of the dictionaries are still being checked through most 
of them have been checked at least once. The final checking of all the dictionaries will be done 
by us in the project. Needless to say, the quality of the individual dictionaries and the composite 
universal dictionary will depend ultimately on how well they are checked. It  is for this reason 
that we are earnestly hoping that before we actually go to print we will be given sufficient tinie 
and means to check thoroughly the individual dictionaries as well as the universal dictionary 
which will be produced by merging the individual dictionaries. 

The universal dictionary will be provided with an Introduction and Explanatory Notes. The 
Introduction will contain at least the following sections: a) Identification of the languages, their 
names, the places where they are spoken, the number of their native speakers, their functions, 
etc. b) A grammatical description of the languages and their subgroups; and c) a map showing 
the locations of the languages. The Explanatory Notes will describe the form of the main entries, 
and the form and transcription or  spelling of the equivalents. An index of the Filipino words 
and phrases used in the dictionary will be added at the end of the dictionary. This index will be 
generated by reversing the Englkh-Filipino Dictionary. 
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6. Hardware and Software 

The project started with one computer and one printer. Before the end of its f i t  year in 
1987, four additional computers were acquired. A second printer was acquired in December 
1988 and in the following year, another printer was borrowed from our Department of 
Linguistics. Thus, at present, the project uses five computers and three printers. 

We have developed and copied many softwares or programs for use in the project. We use 
Dbase 111 + in encoding, sorting and merging the data. We use several printing softwares. We 
have softwares to reverse dictionary entries and sort reversed dictionary entries. We have 
softwares to trace the existence pf viruses and wipe them out, to protect diskettes and hard 
disks against viruses and to wipe dht Microbe, Pentagon and (C)Brain viruses. We have software 
to protect files against accidental deletion and to recover accidentally deleted files. We have 
software to convert database dictionary files into ASCII text files to be used in Wordperfect, 
Ventura Publisher (a desktop publishing program), etc. We intend to use Ventura Publisher for 
editing the dictionary and for printing a camera-ready copy of it on a laser printer. (See the 
Appendix for the complete list of software.) 

7. Conclusion 

The project was originally conceived for the purpose of compiling a dictionary of a hundred 
or more Philippine languages in five years. The Toyota Foundation initially approved a 
three-year duration for the project starting December, 1986. Each year the project would work 
on 35 languages so that after three years the project was expected to have collected data from 
105 languages and to have checked and prepared the data for publication. 

During the second year of the project, it was agreed that in order to reduce the budget of 
the project in its third year and also to give the project leader and personnel of the project 
more time to collect, encode, check, merge and edit the data, the project was extended to four 
years. Then during the middle of the fourth year, it was again agreed that the preparation of 
the data for publication including the writing of the introduction be transferred to the fifth year. 
It was also agreed that the estimate of the cost of printing the dictionary be submitted during 
the fifth year and that the printing of the dictionary be deferred to the sixth year. The number 
of copies of the dictionary to be printed is still to be discussed in relation to the length of the 
dictionary and other matters. 

Let me now recapitulate the steps that we have taken so far in compiling A Universal 
Dictionary of Philippine Languages with English as the source language. The first step was the 
selection of English main entries. Each entry, with very few exceptions, was made to belong to 
only one part of speech and to have only one sense. To avoid many repetitions of some sets of 
equivalents, some entries were not given equivalents; they simply refer the user to their 
synonyms which have equivalents. 

The next step was the compilation of the eliciting dictionaries. Except for Filipino, the 
selected English entries were not directly used to elicit their equivalents in any of the Philippine 
languages. Instead these entries were translated first into Filipino to produce an English-Filipino 
Dictionary which was used as the first eliciting dictionary. This bilingual dictionary was in turn 
translated into the three major regional lingua francas, namely Sebuano, Ilukano and 
Hiligaynon, and later into the fourth major regional lingua franca, namely Tausug, thereby 
producing four trilingual dictionaries. The bilingual dictionary and the four trilingual dictionaries 
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were the instruments used separately to elicit as well as to check the equivalents of the English 
entries from the Philippine languages other than Filipino and the four regional lingua francas. 
On the other hand, the English-Filipino Dictionary was used not only to elicit but also to check 
the equivalents from the four major regional lingua francas. 

The equivalents collected from each language were next encoded into our computers on 
fifteen to seventeen 5-114" DSDD (360K) diskettes with their corresponding English entries but 
without the corresponding equivalents from Filipino and any of the regional lingua francas. This 
process generated the basic file of each of the Philippine languages which is in the form of a 
bilingual dictionary with English as the source language and the Philippine language as the target 
language. 

At present, we have collected and encoded into our computer using Dbase III+ 
equivalents from more than 100 languages. Printouts of these equivalents have been produccd 
and checked not only against the corresponding English entries but also against the correspond- 
ing equivalents from Filipino alone or from Filipino and one regional lingua franca. After all 
the equivalents from all the languages shall have been checked, they shall be merged into one 
file, thereby producing the composite universal dictionary of Philippine languages. This file will 
later be transferred to the Ventura Publisher program which will be used in editing and printing 
the final draft of the dictionary on a laser printer. 

In the final draft of the dictionary each entry will consist of an English main entry followcd 
by the abbreviation of the part of speech to which it belongs. The Filipino equivalent or 
equivalents of the English entry preceded by FIL will follow immediately the part-of-speech 
abbreviation and the gloss if it is given. The equivalents from the other languages preceded by 
their language abbreviations will follow one after the other in a column starting on the line 
following the Filipino equivalents; they will be arranged in accordance with the alphabetical 
order of their language abbreviations. Example: 

rice, n.1. (plant) FIL palay. 
ABK paray. 
ABL padiiy. 
ADS omm6y. 
AGT paray. 
AKL payay. 
A1.N paray. 
AMB pali. 
ATA paloy. 
BGK page. 
Br-Ir, fayay. 
BKL paroy. 
BLO pagoy. 
B01, pari. 
etc. 

Some entries, as we mentioned earlier, will have no equivalents appearing after them; they will 
simply refer the user to their synonyms which have equivalents. 

The canicra-ready copy of the final draft of the dictionary which will be printed by the 
Ventura Publisher program on a laser printer will be given to the printing company that will bc 
chosen to print thc dictionary. The dictionary is expected to come out in about forty or morc 
volumes with each volume having 1000 pages. 
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I now conclude this report with the following remarks. There still remain many languages 
whose equivalents have to be checked and/or rechecked one by one. Also there still remain a 
few languages from which equivalents have not been collected because of our inability to get 
any of their speakers. Our biggest task at present, however, is no longer the task of looking for 
language speakers and collecting equivalents but rather the task of checking and rechecking the 
collected equivalents. This latter task requires so much time, endurance, concentration and 
above all unflagging dedication. Nevertheless, despite the unavoidable travails, the personnel of 
the project and myself feel very confident that we will be able to finish the project and produce 
a camera-ready copy of the dictionary entitled A Universal Dicanary of Philippine Languages 
with more than 20,000 sets of equivalents from at least 105 languages which will be ready for 
printing the year following next year. 
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APPENDIX 

Software Used in Dictionary Processing 

1. DBASE.EXE (dbase rrI+) 

USAGE: a) To create data structures of dictionary files. 
b) To edithpdate data structures. 

2. DIC.EXE (with auxiliary programs and subprograms) 

Auxiliary Programs: 

2.1 MS.EXEICC.EXE 

Subprograms: 

A. MPRINT.CCM D. SLANG.CCM G. SMPRINTS.CCM J. STAR. PRT 

B. MPRINTSC.CC E. EPSON.PRT H. MMPRISC.CCM 

C. ELANG.CCM F. SMPRINT.CCM I. MMPRISC2.CCM 

2 3  ED.EXE 

USAGE: a) Merging b) Encoding c) Sorting d) Printing draft 

3. FEP.EXE 

USAGE: Filc maintenance program. 

4. SCP.EXE 

USAGE: To convert character/characters into another. 

5. CONVERT.EXE 

USAGE: Convert database dicitonary files into ASCII text files to  be used in Word- 
Pcrfect, Ventura Publisher, etc. 

6. WP.EXE (Wordperfect 4 and 5) 

USAGE: To prepare dictionary files prior to publication. 

7. VENTUHA PUBLISHER 

USAGE: To print dictionary for camera-ready copy. 

8. MAIN.EXE (old program used in dictionary processing) 

9. REVERSE.EXE (with subprograms) 

Subprograms: 

A. REVFM'r1.CCM B. REVFMT2.CCC C. REVPRI.CCM D. SPACE.CCC 

USAGE: a) Reverse dictionary entries. b) Print reversed dictionary. 

10. SRT.EXE. 

USAGE: Sorl reversed dictionary. 
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11. WS.EXE (Wordstar 4) 

USAGE: To editlupdate reversed dictionary. 

12. NDD.EXE 

USAGE: To fa defective diskettes and files. 

13. PATROL.EXE/SCAN.EXE 

USAGE: To trace existence of viruses and wiping them out. 

14. KILLER.COM 

USAGE: To wipe out MICROBE, PENTAGON and (C)BRAIN viruses. 

15. SERUM.COMNIRUSTSR.EXE/ANTI.EXE 

USAGE To protect hard disks and diskettes against viruses. 

16. PCI'.EXE/QU.EXE 

USAGE: To recover accidentally deleted files. 

17. PKARC.C0M/PKXARC.COM 

USAGE: To compress files and to extract it back. 

18. CLIPPER.EXE/TLINK.EXE/PLINK86.EXE 

USAGE: To compile all applicqtion programs written in dbase I11 + or clipper and link- 
ing them to make each stand alone or an executable program. 

USAGE: a) To protect files against accidental deletion. 
b) To unprotect files. 
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English Dictionaries for Papua New ~uinea'  

Andrew Taylor 
City PoCy&chnic of Hong Kong 

1. The Place of English in Papua New Guinea 

Papua New Guinea (PNG) has a population of just under 4,000,000 but is a linguistically 
complex area, with over 800 vernacular languages, several regional lingua francas, such as Kate 
and Dobu, and three major lingua francas-Tok Pisin, Hiri Motu and English-which have 
official status. The use of Hiri Motu (formerly known as Police Motu) is limited mainly to the 
south coast and appears to be diminishing. Tok Pisin (formerly known as Pidgin English, 
Melanesian Pidgin, and even Neo-Melanesian) has become very widespread and it is essentially 
the national language. In addition to being the language of everyday communication for the 
great majority of people in situations where there is no common vernacular, it is the main 
language of spoken government communication and of radio. 

English has had official status in the area that is now known as PNG since Britain took 
control in 1884 of the southern half, for which Australia assumed full responsibility in 1906, and 
Australia took over the northern half from Germany in 1915. However, very few Papua New 
Guineans learned English prior to World War I1 as there were few schools, and they were at 
primary level, and many of them used vernaculars or  Tok Pisin. After 1945 English education 
was expanded, at first slowly and later quite quickly. The community (i.e. primary/elementary) 
school population is now over 400,000, although the dropout rate between grades 1 and 6 is 
well above one-third, while the number of high school students is about 70,000. English has 
remained the main language of education, of official written government communication and of 
the print and film media. The great majority of books, magazines, films and TV programmes 
are imported and are in English. 

Johnson (1977b3827) could say "English is firmly established as a Papua New Guinean 
language which expresses an important and developing aspect of Papua New Guinean life and 
culture." This is still true, although the position of English has changed to some extent as the 
country has developed since gaining independence in 1975. So, for example, Holzknecht (1989), 
in the course of describing a register of PNG English, is able to speak of an urban elite "which 
is prosperous, literate, and is developing its own institutions and idioms for expressing thesc 
institutions" and of "an awareness and manipulation of the Papua New Guinean variety of 
~ n g l i s h  which is the communicative lingua franca of this elite" (p. 179). 

2. The Nature of PNG English 

For a long time little attention was paid to the linguistic development of English in PNG, 
particularly as linguists had other pressing concerns, such as identifying relationships between 
the many vernaculars and championing the cause of Tok Pisin which was denigrated in various 
quarters from senior Australians in the Administration to visiting United Nations repre- 
sentatives. Thus in Wurm (1977) a great deal of attention is given to the origin, development, 

' I wish to thank Colin Barron of the English Centre, University of Hong Kong, Geoff Smith of the Department of 
Language and Communication Studies, Papua New Guinea University of Technology, and Stewart MacPherson of 
the Department of Public and Social Adminstration of the City Polytechnic of IIong Kong, for providing up-to-date 
information about PNCi, and Alastair Scott, Regional Director, Oxford University Press, Hong Kong, for informaticln 
on the dictioanries published by that company. Errors in the paper are, of course, my own. 
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structure and use of Tok Pisin, while English is dealt with primarily from policy and administra- 
tion aspects (Johnson 1977a,b). What interest there was in English in PNG tended to focus on 
exotic borrowings from Tok Pisin, although Wolfers (1969) provided a useful account of the 
vocabulary used by expatriate speakers of English. 

In the late '70s Anne-Marie Smith began her studies which have established the .existence 
of PNG English. She described the main features of its phonology, grammar and lexicon and 
greatly increased people's awareness of the situation (Smith 1978,1982,1986,1988). Subsequent 
studies, such as Davani (1984), Barron (1986), Yarupawa (1986) and Holzknecht (1989), have 
provided further detail about the structure and use of this dialect of ~n~lish. '  

3. Lexicography in PNG 

The major lexicographic effort has been in the compilation of bilingual dictionaries of 
vernaculars and English, with the emphasis on the vernacular-English side, in order to provide 
information for linguists and anthropologists and, to a lesser extent, foreign learners of these 
languages, such as missionaries and some government officers. Lang (1977) and Laycock (1977) 
give useful accounts of the dictionaries produced up to the mid '70s and the problems of 
dictionary compilation in PNG. 

The much greater emphasis placed on vernacular education in recent years at pre- 
school and adult level has led to an increase in the production of simple dictionaries for 
PNG learners of their own languages and also at beginner level of.vernacular-Tok Pisin 
and/or English dictionaries. The Summer Institute of Linguistics has been active in this 
area. 

Perhaps surprisingly, given the interest of the two languages to linguists and their 
widespread use as lingua francas, no major comprehensive dictionary of Tok Pisin or  Hiri 
Motu has yet appeared, although there is, I believe, work going on. For Tok Pisin The 
Jacaranda Grammar and Dictionary of Melanesian Pidgin by F .  Mihalic (1971) is very helpful 
and has long been the best available, while for Hiri Motu the main dictionaries, A Dictionary 
of Polic Motu (1962) and The Dictionary and Grammar of Hiri Motu (1976), are quite 
rudimentary. 

4. English Dictionaries for PNG 

The size of the book-buying public is small except for special cases such as religious 
texts, and commercial publishers might not be expected to produce English dictionaries 
specifically for PNG. However, two major Australian publishers, Oxford University Press 
and Jacaranda Press, have recently produced three English dictionaries and a thesaurus for 
school children. 

All these works have been adapted from dictionaries or thesauruses designed for native 
English speaking Australian students. They are considered here primarily from two aspects: (1) 
the inclusion of words or senses of words which are particular or significant to PNG (see 
Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 for details) and (2) their suitability as learner dictionaries for PNG 
students, as very few are native speakers of English. An annotated sample page of each book 
is given in Appendix 3. 

It is interesting t o  me that the majority of the items which Wolfers mentioned appear in the dictionaries for PNG 
learners discussed in this paper. 
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4.1 PNG Community School Dictionary (PNGComm) 

PNGComm was adapted by Glenda Smith from an Australian original which is not named 
in the dictionary but which was The Australian First Dictionary, which was itself adapted from 
The Oxjkrd Junior ~ictimory.) 

For community school children, nothing more is said about its aims and scope except on 
the outside back cover where it is stated that there are entries for approximately 4500 words, 
with a further 300 items in supplementary lists, all chosen as being most likely to be needed by 
the target users. Other features mentioned, and which would help users, are that a defining 
vocabulary of less than 2000 words is used, illustrations are used to clariFy difficult or unusual 
words, separate senses of a word are numbered separately and started on a new line, examples 
are given, where appropriate, in italics, and pronunciation guides (respelling or  a word that 
rhymes) are given for words which are difficult to pronounce. Also at the beginning there is a 
two-page section on how to use the dictionary. There is, however, little if anything on word 
building or word usage, and certainly no separate parts of the entries allocated for such 
information. 

In terms of headwords and senses, considerable effort has been made to adapt the book for 
PNG users. Thus, there are over fifty headwords specific to PNG (see Appendix I), a number of 
senses of words specific to PNG e.g., mustard '2. the sharp-tasting fruit eaten with betel nut and 
lime', and a number of headwords of relevance to PNG e.g., bush knife, egg cowrie, palm oil, 
and patrol box. There are cases where an opportunity has not been fully taken, e.g., where the 
two senses given for m c a l  are '1. a naughty child' and '2 someone who is not honest', neither 
of which give the main meaning of the word in PNG today, viz, young criminal or  gang member. 

There are not a lot of examples, and many of those found are only a short phrase. Just a 
few are adapted to PNG, e.g., for festival the example is 'The Hiri Motu festival is held in 
September'. However, illustrations are frequent, at one every two pages. They are small and 
simple, with a few appearing to be specific to PNG or at least the South Pacific. 

PNGComm has, then, included an amount of PNG information, particularly in the area of 
headwords, but much more could have been done by, for example, increasing the number of 
examples and constructing them for PNG community school children, rather as in FDM and FI'M 
below. 

4.2 PNG High School Dictionary (PNGHigh) 

This was published in 1990, a year after PNGComm. and was adapted by Glenda Smith and 
Mike Smith from The Australian Primary Dictionary, which was adapted from The Oxford 
Intermediate Dictionary. As the title indicates, it is for PNG high school students. It contains 
about 12,000 entries and has the same basic design as PNGComm. However, there are some 
differences, at least partly due to its increased size and more mature intended users. Thus, the 
typeface is smaller (but it remains clear), each sense of a word does not start on a new line, 
parts of speech labels are word-building and usage information are included, and there are more 
examples, the great majority of them being full sentences. There are no illustrations, just as in 
the Australian original. 

Unfortunately the copy of f i e  Australian First Dictionary which I have seen was published in 1990 and is quite 
different from PNGComm in format and content, being much more like FDM with, for example, the inclusion of many 
more examples and of word-building information. I hqve not been able to consult a copy of The Oxford Junior 
Dictionary. 
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As can be seen in Appendix 1, of the works being considered here PNGHigh has by far the 
greatest number of specifically PNG items. There are also a number of subentries added, e.g., 
bush material, defined as 'the leaves, grasses, etc. that are used to make things locally', and go 
finish defined as 'to leave somewhere for good', with the example 'They are going finish to 
Queensland'. In some entries senses specific to PNG are added, e.g., the entry for rascal has a 
second sense added, 'a criminal'. This is no doubt partly due to the older target audience and 
the larger number of entries overall, but it does seem also that the emphasis on the PNG 
content has been increased. In examples the expected changes, such as names of places and 
currency, have been made. However, the number of examples remains low and many are quite 
neutral, and so do not require change, e.g., under good (adjective) are found, for various senses, 
'a good book', 'It was good of you to help us', 'Be a good boy', 'Exercise is good for you', 'Have 
a good drink', 'It's a good distance to the airport', and 'This desk is good enough for me'. In 
these the only adaptation is from 'station' to 'airport', as there are no train stations in PNG 
(although there are other sorts of stations). Changes could have been made even if not actually 
required in order to fit the book more into the world of the PNG student but this has not been 
done. 

4.3 My First Dictionary for Melanesia (FDM) 

This dictionary is aimed at community school children and it is clear from the country- 
specific vocabulary included and the examples used that, while the term 'Melanesia' appears in 
the title, the dictionary is for PNG. It is stated in the preface that FDM has been designed as 
an introduction to dictionary skills, so that the children should be able to use it by themselves, 
although they would benefit from help in the early stages. Words beyond the scope of a 
community school child's experience are omitted, and the number of headwords is under 4000, 
slightly fewer than PNGComm's 4500. 

The preface, which is directed to teachers and parents, indicates that the dictionary gives 
three main kinds of information: word meanings, pronunciation and 'connections', i.e., word- 
building and word-use information. There is a lot of help for the user: a section follows the 
preface on how to use the dictionary, rather as for PNGComm, although with a more prominent 
section, entitled 'If at first you don't succeed', to help find words which start with a spelling that 
does not obviously match the sounds. Inside both the front and back covers are a pronunciation 
guide and a guide to the structure of individual entries, with several examples. As PNGComm, 
FDM uses a respelling system and rhyminq pairs. Definitions are simple, but there is no mention 
of a limited defining vocabulary. 

FDM is virtually identical in structure and format to My First Macquarie Dictionary from 
which it was adapted. As such, it is attractively set out, with largish, clear type and wide margins, 
and has a number of features to help the user as mentioned above. There have been many 
changes to make it more suitable for PNG users. Some PNG items have been added, although 
not as many as in PNGComm, and some senses have been added such as the first sense for 
mustard: 'climbing plant with yellow flowers and thin pods which are often chewed with betel 
nut'. Some words of greater relevance in PNG are also added, e.g., culture and initiation, while 
Australian terms, e.g., didgeridoo, and less relevant words, e.g., caravan are deleted. Examples 
are often altered to fit PNG better. E.g., 'My mother puts cream on her skin each night' is 
replaced by 'Coastal people use coconut cream for cooking.' (However, it is interesting to note 
how much the cultures of primary school children in the two countries have in common.) 
Illustrations have been added and include items unfamiliar to the users, such as the ones for 
goose and sleigh, as well as ones specific to PNG, such as that for kundu (see Appendix 3.3). 
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Overall, this is an attractive book for students, with something of a PNG "feel" to it. 
However, there could have been more changes to help the users, almost all of whom are not 
native speakers of English. For example, there seem to be very few word-building or  word-use 
notes specially for them. 

4.4 My First Thesaurus for Melanesia (FTM) 

This is not a dictionary but it has been included here as it is a related lexical resource book 
and is set out in a helpful and attractive way. As My First Dictionary for Melanesia, it is aimed 
at community school students. With only about 2300 words and phrases included, and those are 
the most common ones, it does not have much scope for the inclusion of specifically PNG 
English items. 

However, there are two major and positive areas of change from the Australian original. 
First, the examples, which are all full sentences as in the original, have been thoroughly 
reworked to fit PNG, with the result that most pages are changed. The examples are typical of 
modern rural culture, rather than very urban, which is a wise decision, as the great majority of 
schools are in rural areas. Names of people and places have been changed to suit PNG, as have 
words for currency units, flora and fauna. Other typical changes are: 'measles' to 'malaria', 'ferry' 
to 'canoe', and 'robbers' to rascals'. 

Second, as in the original there are illustrations on nearly every page, but in FIU they are 
provided by the Grass Roots Comic Company and are in the style of the extremely popular 
PNG cartoon series of the same name. This sets the scene firmly and comfortably in PNG. 

The third major change is that items in the Australian original which are too difficult, often 
because they are colloquial, have been deleted. Examples are 'impudent' and 'impertinent' in 
the entry for bold, 'holler' and 'cooee' in the entry for call , and 'chock-a-block' in the entry for 
full. Nevertheless, many items which would not be well known are retained, such as 'ingenious' 
under clever and 'wolf down' under eat, so that the book is a fruitful source of new words for 
the student learner. 

The general impression is that this book has been quite thoroughly adapted. While the 
small vocabulary allows less scope for the inclusion of specifically PNG items, the examples and 
illustrations are well suited to its intended users. 

5. Conclusion 

These four publications are a promising start to the production of dictionaries and 
thesauruses for PNG learners of English. It seems that the compilers have been active in 
considering what should and could be done to develop such works. While none of them is ideal, 
taken together they contain a range of good features which could be used in future publications. 

However, the L2 user aspect should be enhanced as the L1 nature of the target group of 
the originals is still evident. There are many good learner dictionaries available now which can 
be drawn on for ideas. Cowie (198948f) mentions several ways in which learner dictionaries are 
being developed to better serve their users, e.g., departures from the standard alphabetic 
method of presenting words and meanings, such as illustrative tables, usage notes, and group 
pictorial illustrations. 
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The PNG English element also needs to be approached more rigorously. More extensive 
studies are needed to guide compilers in regard to the selection of headwords and senses and 
the writing of suitable definitions and examples. Corpora of the English spoken and written by 
Papua New Guineans should be assembled to provide a more comprehensive and reliable basis 
on which to carry out such studies. In addition to use in the production of learner dictionaries, 
such studies could underpin the compilation of a dictionary of Papua New Guinea English, which 
would be of undoubted academic value but would also help to establish for Papua New Guineans 
their dialect of English as a valuable aspect of their culture. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Occurence of Items Specific to PNG English as Headwords 

The spelling of entries and the wording of glosses follow the dictionaries and thesaurus 
and are not necessarily the author's preference. Some items which have origins outside PNG 
are in:luded here as they are not from British or Australian English. 'Sub' indicates the item 
only occurs as a subentry, while 'ex' indicates it only occurs in an example. 

Item 

aibika 

bilas 

bilum 

binantang 

boy bus 

boy house 

boy wire 

buai 

bubu 

buna shell 

cousin-brother 

cousin-sister 

daka 

didiman 

dimdim 
-- 

dukduk 

em inap 
-- 

em nau 

em tasol 
- 

galip -- 
gama 

- 
garamut 

Gloss 

a green leafy vegetable 

decoration 

string bag 

insect 

truck to transport labourers 

living quarters for domestic servant 

strong security wire over windows 

betel nut 

grandparent 

white egg cowry 

male cousin 

female cousin 

fruit of mustard plant 

agricultural officer 

a white person 

New Britain secret society; 
ceremonial mask 

that's enough 

that's it 

that's all 

a tree which produces a nut 

a hand drum 

slit-drum 

ancestral board in Gulf area 

grille a skin disease 

gumi n rubber tyre tube 
v to float using a gumi 

guria earthquake 

PNG 
Comm 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-- . 

PNG 
High 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X(sub) 

X(sub) 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X(error 
for gaba?) 

X 

X 

FDM 

X(abika) 

X 

X 

FTM 

-- 

--- 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-- 

-- 

--- 

-- 

- 
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Item 

hahine 

hamamas 

hausboi 

hausmeri 

haus tambaran 

haus win 

hiri 

hiri motu 

kai, kaikai 

kalapua 

kambang 

kapkap 

karuka 

kaukau 

kiap 

kina 

kindam 

klinkii pine 

kuka 

kula 

kulau 

kumu 

kumul 

kunai 

kundu 

kuru 

kwila 

lagatoi, lakatoi 

Lahara 

laplap 

lasi 

laulau 

Laurabada 

longlong 
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Gloss 

a woman 

happy 

male domestic 

female domestic 

spirit house 

a garden house 

a trading expedition of the Motu 
people 

an official language, = Motu 

food 

a cooked banana 

a lime 

ornament made of turtle shell 

type of pandanus 

sweet potato' 

govt. official 

unit of currency 

prawn or lobster 

a kind of tree 

a crab 

a trad. exchange system 

green coconut 

edible green leaves 

bird of paradise 

grass 

drum 

laughing sickness 

a tropical hardv/ood 

large sailing boat used in the hiri 

a trade wind 

cloth worn around waist 

no 

Malay apple 

a trade wind 

crazy 

PROJECI'S: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 

. 

PNG 
Comm 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

PNG 
High 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X ----- 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

FDM 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

FTM 

X(ex) 
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FTM Gloss 
Comm High 

a chief appointed in colonial times X luluai 

malanggan t- 
kind of pandanus 1 marita 

I masalai an evil spirit X 

an evil spirit X I masalai 

never mind X X 

idle talk X X 

meri blaus loose blouse I x I x(sub) 

a ceremonial exchange in 
W. Highlands 

Momase 

a cermonial exchange 

northern coastal region 

1 people who live on coast near X 
Port Moresby 

2 an official language, = hiri motu 

citrus fruit 

muli water drink made from oranges or lemons 

n earth oven 
v cook in earth oven 

cassowary 

Ngaing certain clans in Madang province I 

okari nut an edible nut X 

pekpck 

a PNG political party X 

n faeces X 
v defaecate 

I Pidgin an official language X X 

a disease of the stomach X X pigbel 

pitpit I-- a type of wild sugarcane X 

a form of public transport (public X 
motor vehicle) :+-I- 

Police Motu 

pukpuk t--- another name for Motu I 
crocodile I x  

sanguma 

sorcery 

form of sorcery 

lime, lemon 1 sapora 
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Item 

sarep, saref 

sinabada 

singsing 

spak 

spakman 

stap isi 

susu 

tambu 

tangket 

taubada 

Te 

toea 

Tok Pisin 

tok ples 

tok save 

tultul 

tura 

Tutumang 

wantok 

Ya 

Gloss 

long knife for cutting grass 

important woman; European 
woman 

festival with singing and dancing 

drunk 

a drunk 

behave; settle down 

milk 

forbidden; in-law 

brightly coloured leaves 

important man; European man 

a ceremonial exchange in the 
Highlands 

unit of currency 

the pidgin spoken in PNG 

vernacular 

news, information 

second in command qfter luluai 

a friend; relative 

Moroqe Provincial Assembly 

speaker of same language; friend 

a word to strengthen what you are 
saying . 

PNG 
Comm 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

PNG 
High 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

m)M 

X 

X 

X 

ETM 

%ex) 

x(ex) 
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Appendix 2: Examples of Headwords with Senses Particular or Significant to Papua New 
Guinea 

4 

Item 

aid post 

bighead 

brideprice 

bro 

laughing sickness 

Lucky 

men's house 

rascal 

rope 

station 

string band 

trade store 

yam house 

Gloss 

small health centre in village 

v to boast 

money and valuables given to 
bride's family 

my brother; my friend (slang) 

kuru 

a card game 

house for men only 

young criminal 

strong vine 

rural government of church centre 

band playing mainly guitars 

small general store 

special building to store yams 

PNG 
Comm 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

FTM 

-- - 

- - .  

- 
X 

-- -. 
X 

--- 

- 

PNG 
High 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

FDM 

X 

X 

X 

x(ex) 
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Appendix 3: Sample Pages 
Editor's note: l%e following sample pages were shortened in length for the pwpose of maintaining the proper font size so 
that each respective dictionary might be represented by an accwate example. 

3.1 PNG Community School Dictionary (PNGComm), p, 138 
,----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I I 
I I 

i pupil a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z  
I I 
I I 
I I 

i pupil puzzle I 1 

I 

i 1 someone who has a teacher 1 a game or question that is dif- 
I 2 the black spot at the centre of ficult to work out and makes you i 

think a lot I I 

I I 

I 
a 2 to make someone think very i 
I 

hard to find the answer I 
I 
I 

: 1 a kind of doll whose head and a puzzling question I I I 

j limbs can be moved by strings I 

I I 

i and rods PY Ion I 
I 
I 

i 2 a kind of doll with a body like a a metal tower that holds up high i 
electric cables i glove, so that you can move its I 

I 
I 

i head and arms with your fingers I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 

, I 
pyramid I 

i PUPPY 1 a large, stone building made by i 
: a very young dog the ancient Egyptians to hold the i 
I I 
I I 
I I body of a dead king or  queen. I 

Pyramids have sloping sides that ! 
meet in a point at the top. I 

I 
I 

I 

a I 2 the shape of a pyramid (see the j 
list of shapes on p. 208.) I 

I 
I 

: with nothing else mixed with it I 
a 
I 

i pure water python I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
I a very large snake I , puri-puri 

" i sorcery 
I 
I 
I 
I : purpose 
j what someone means to do 
I 
I 

I I : purse quality a a 

i a small bag for holding money 
1 
I 
I , I how good or  bad something is , I 

I I 

! push 
: to use your hands to move 
: something away from you 
I 
I 
I 

i put 
i to move something into place 
j I put everything away yesterday. 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 

quantity 
an amount 

quarrel 
I 
I 
I 

to speak angrily to someone or  i 
fight with him, because he does i 
not agree with you I I 

I 
I 

I I 

L-----,,,,,,,,,,,,,------------------------------ 
Author's note: Addition. Specific to PNG 
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3.2 PNG High School Dictionary (PNGHigh), p. 258 
,---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I I 
I I 

I ; sincere adjective (sincerer, sincerest) 
I 
I truly fclt o r  meant; genuine, sincm good 
I 
I wkhes 
I 
I sincerely adverb, sincerely noun 

s i n e w  noun 
I 
I 1 strong tissue that join a muscle to  a bone. 
I 
I 2 sinews, strength; musles. 
I 
I sinewy adjective 

sinful adjective 
I 
I wicked; very bad. 
I 
I sinfully a d d ,  sinfulness noun 
: s i n g  verb past tense u n g ;  past participle sung; 
I 
I preseni patticiple singing) 
I 
I 1 to  make music with your voice. 

2 to make a humming o r  whistling sound. 
singer noun 

s i n g e  verb (singed, singeing) 
(say sinj) 
to  bum something slightly; to  bum the edge 
of something. 

s ing le  adjective 
1 only one; separate. 2 designed for one 
person. a single bed. 3 not married. 4 for the 
journey to a place but not back again. a single 
ticket. 5 single file, a line of people one 
behind the other. 
singly adverb 

single noun 
1 a single person o r  thing. 2 a single ticket. 3 
a record played at 45 revolutions per minute, 
usually with one tune on each side. 4 singles, 
a game with one player on each side. 

s ingle verb (singled, singling) 
single out, to pick out o r  distinguish from 
other people or  things. 

s ing le t  noun 
a piece of underwear worn on the top half of 
the body. 

s ing-sing noun 
1 any festival where people dance o r  sing. 
They hold a sing-sing at the same time every 
year. 2 a song or  singing. 3 sing-sing ground, 
the place where people traditionally gather to 
dance and sing. 

s ingular  noun 
the € o m  of a word that refers to only one 
person o r  thing. The singular of 'children' is 
'child '. 

singular  adjective 
1 of the singular, referring to only one. 2 
extraordinary. a wotnan of singular courage. 
singularly adverb 

sinister  adjective 
that looks or  seems evil; wicked. 

s ink  noun 
a large basin with taps where you d o  the 
washing-up. 

sinkverbfpasttennsrnkorsunk;pastparticiple i 
sunk; present participle sinking) 1 

1 

1 t o  go under water. The liner has sunk. 2 t o  : 
make something go under water. Thq, sank 
the ship. 3 t o  go o r  fall down. He sank to his ; 
knees. 4 sink in, to  penetrate; t o  become ; 
understood. I 

I 

s i n u s  noun (sinuses) 0 
0 

(say sy-nus) 
I 
I 
I 

a hollow in the bones of the skull, connected ; 
with the nose. My sinuses mc blocked. I 

I 

s i p  verb (sipped. sipping) to  drink a very small I 
amount at  a time. 

I I 

s i r  noun I 

1 a word sometimes used when speaking o r  
writing politely to  a man. Please may I leave 
sir? 2 Sir, the title given to  a knight. 
Sir King4foni Dibela. 

siren noun 
a device that  makes a loud hooting o r  
screaming sound, usually t o  warn people 
about something. 

s i s te r  noun 
1 a woman o r  girl who has the same parents 
as another person. 2 a senior nurse in a 
hospital. 3 a nun. 
sisterly adjective 

s i t  verb (sat, sitting) 
1 to  rest o n  your buttocks, as you d o  when 
you are on  a chair. 2 to  seat; t o  put somebody 
in a sitting position. 3 to  be a candidate for 
an examination, etc. 4 to  be situated; to  stay. 
5 to  act as a baby-sitter. 6 t o  occupy an 
official position. H e  sits on the Finance 
Committee. 

s i t e  noun 
1 the place where something has been built 
o r  will be built, a building site. 2 the place 
where something happens o r  happened. a 
camping site. 

sit-in noun 
a protest in which people stay in a building. 

s i t t ing-room noun 
a room with comfortable chairs for sitting in. 

s i tua ted  adjective 
in a particular place o r  situation. The town is 
situated in a valley. 

si tuat ion noun 
1 a place or position; where something is. 
2 the conditions affecting a person o r  thing. 
3 a job; employment. 

six noun (sixes) 
1 the number 6, one more than five. 2 six to 
six, an all night party. 
sixth adjective and noun 

sixteen noun 
the number 16, one more than fifteen. 
sixteenth adjective and noun 

i ,,,,..,,,__------_------------------------------------------------------..-------------------- i 
Atltllors Notes: 
Addition. Specific to PNG Sense 2 added 

Otiginol: Sir Francis Bacon Deleted entry: siipence 
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3 3  My First Dictionary for Melanesia (FDM), p. 103 

I 
I 

! knob 
I 

I 
I 

kundu ! 
I 

knob (say nob) 
a round handle on a door or a 
drawer 

knock (say nok) 
1 to hit or tap with your hand: 
Please knock on the door before 
you go into the room. 
2 to bump something or some- 
one: Sorry, / didn't mean to 
knock your arm. 

knot (say not) 
the part where something long 
and thin, like a piece of rope or 
string, has been tied or has got 
tangled. 

know (say noh) 
1 to have learned and understood 
something; / know how to say 
some words in Indonesian. 
2 to have met someone before: 
Do you know that boy wearing 
the red shirt? 

Word Building: I knew, I have 
known, I've known, I am knowing, 
I'm knowing [] What you know 
now or you can get to know is 
knowledge (say no/-ij). 

knuckle (say nuk-uhl) 
the place where your finger 
bends or where it meets the rest 
of your hand. 

koala (say koh-ah-luh) 
an Australian animal with grey 
fur, fluffy ears and no tail. The 
female carries her babies in a 
pouch. 

kookaburray (say kook-uh-bu-ruh) 
an Australian bird with a call that 
sounds like someone laughing 

kunal 
1 sword grass 
2 any grass, but most often that 
found in the grass country 

kyndu 
a drum made out of small hal- 
lowed log with a lizard skin 
stretched over one end. You beat 
the skin to produce a sound. 

Author's Notes: 

0 Original: French 

Word use note on etymology deleted 

Addition. Specijic to PNG 
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3.4 My First Thesaurus (FTM), p. 90 

! like 90 8 
8 

1 1 

admire 
respect 

1 admire people who are brave 
enough to be astronauts. 

enjoy 

The film was long and boring 
so we didn't really enjoy it. 

love 
adore 
be  mad  about 
b e  crazy about 
be  fond o f  

I'm going to be a nurse because 
1 know 1 will always love caring 
for people. 

prefer 
want  
w ish  for  
fancy 

Do you prefer plain or flavoured 
ice-cream 7 

value 
appreciate 
treasure 
cherish 

Dad lives in Madang, so 1 really 
value the time 1 spend with him 
when he visits us. 

A~ltllor's Notes: 
bl  Deleted: have a soft spot for on'ginal: yoghurt 

Original: I'm going to be a vet because I know Original: Singapore 
I wiN always love animals. 
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The Polynesian Languages Forum 
Terminology Database 

Richard Benton 

Te Wrihanga Ka~rpapa Miion, 
New Zealand Council for Educational Research 

1. Background 

"Polynesian" languages are a grouping within the Malayo-Polynesian section of the 
Austronesian language family, spoken by the indigenous people in the countries within the 
"Polynesian Triangle" (that section of the Pacific bounded by Hawaii in the north, Easter Islantl 
to the east, and New Zealand to the South, and on a few "outliers" in Melanesia and Micronesia 
to the west of the triangle). The ancestors of the Polynesians reached their present homelands 
(probably from southeast Asia via the western Pacific) over a period of about a thousand years 
from their colonization of Tonga in ' he early centuries of the first millenium A.D. Unlike a Melanesian languages, to which they ie related, many Polynesian languages are spoken over 
extensive geographical areas with only minor dialect differentiation between contiguous regions 
or islands. 

Politically, there are three independent ethnolinguistically Polynesian states (Tonga, Tuvalu 
and Western Samoa), two others in Free Association with New Zealand (the Cook Islands and 
Niue), and five which are (in varying degrees) self-governing dependencies of a metropolitan 
power (American Samoa, French Polynesia, Wallis and Futuna, Easter Island and Tokelau). 
Finally, both New Zealand and the U.S. state of Hawaii were originally settled by Polyncsians, 
and the Maori and Hawaiian languages respectively have official status in these po1itic.s. 
Furthermore, Polynesian languages are increasingly being used in education and the conduct 01 
public business in most of these states and territories, which has resulted in a resumption o f  the 
modernization process, including the creation and adoption of vocabulary for new scientific, 
technical and social concepts. (This process had been disrupted in most of the languages with 
their exclusion from formal education and administration by the end of the nineteenth century.) 

In some of the Polynesian states and territories modernization has proceeded with schools, 
newspapers and government departments coining new expressions as the need arises on an at1 
hoc basis (often simply by adapting English expressions to Polynesian phonology). In New 
Zealand and Tahiti, however, official language guardians have been appointed by the govern- 
ment, and these have given high priority to thc orderly development of vocabulary to meet 
educational, technical and scientific needs. 

The Ncw Zealand body, the Maori Language Commission, called a meeting of reprc- 
sentatives of government and other agencies involved in language planning in Polynesian states 
to a meeting in February, 1991, to set up a Polynesian Languages Forum This body was to 
enable the various agencies to assist each other in their efforts to develop, maintain or  revitalize 
their respective languages. One of the first steps taken by the new Forum was the decision to 
set up a database of new vocabulary which would also contain information about Proto 
Polynesian word roots. The database would thus be a record of actual usage (including coinagcs 
by official bodies like L'AcadCmie Tahitienne and the Maori Language Commission), and also 
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a resource 
vocabulary 
was hoped 
creation of 
Polynesian 

through which the members of the Forum could develop a common approach to 
creation in the future. Through the systematic use of Proto-Polynesian elements, it 
to be able to parallel the adoption of Latin and Ancient Greek elements in the 
new terminology in many Indo-European languages, enabling the madernization of 
languages to become a convergent process within a shared tradition. 

2. The Maori language database. 

The prototype for the Polynesian database was the Maori language database which had 
been set up some years earlier by Te Wfihanga Kaupapa MBori (the "Maori Interests Section") 
of the New Zealand Council for Educational Research. This database draws from all available 
material using or listing new vocabulary in Maori, and can be accessed interactively through a 
computer-based information system, the Te Wahapo electronic bulletin board (established by 
Te Wiihanga Kaupapa Miiori with the assistance of a donation of equipment by IBM [New 
Zealand] Ltd). The Forum also decided to adopt this method of access to the database, and 
designated Te WahapQ as its official communications system. (Te WahapO is itself an exercise 
in applied terminology, as the default language for its menus, prompts, commands and system 
messages is Maori.) 

The Maori database was (and remains) basically a bilingual glossary with an indication of 
the source of the item, and its status with the Maori Language Commission. A section from 
the July 1992 update of the database (Figure 1) illustrates its structure. 

maikuku 23 nails 
pakiwhara 52 naked 

tu' tahanga 52 naked 
whakaingoa 54 naming 

koroki' 11 *narrative 
wha'iti ??? 32 ?narrow 
wheua ihu 60 *nasal bone 

awa hau 60 *nasal passage 
awa ihu 55 *nasal passage 
pu' ihu 60 *nasopharynx 

waiata a te motu 33 *national anthem 
hau ma'ori 35 *natural gas 

kaitohutohu whakatupu 62 natural leader 
tau ki te iwa 32 ?natural number 

tau tatau 68 *natural numbers (maths) 
hau-a'-papa 35 *natural resource 

rawa whenua 68 *natural resource 
nuku 42 'nature 

tauamoana 60 *navy 
wha'to'to' 33 *ne-waze (judo) 

Figure 1: Section of Maori database file (August 1992) 

The database can be browsed either in its "alphabetical" form (currently divided into six 
chunks, together containing about 11,000 separate entries), or through searching for specific 
words. In the latter case, specifying a word like 'anorexia' would probably bring a single-item 
result; a request for 'computer', however, would bring several screens of matching items (see 
Figure 2). 
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- 
hoki whakamuri 60 *backspace (computer) 

taikaha 60 *bold (font: computer) 
whakakore Z cancel (a computer process) 

roro 10 *central computer unit 
PU' 60 *character (computer) 

kaitapa 60 *chooser (computer) 
tohu pu'manawa 60 *code (computer) 

rorohiko 32 *computer 
mo'hiotanga rorohiko 56 computer awareness 

papa pa'to'to' 10 *computer keyboard 
papa rorohiko 35 *computer keyboard 

kaiwhakamahi rorohiko 16 computer operator 
whare rorohiko 35 *computer room 

pouaka whakaata 10 *computer screen (v.d.u.) 
akoranga rorohiko 11 *computer studies 

ara rorohiko 54 computer system 
te'pu pa'to'to' 10 *computer table (typist's desk) 

mati rorohiko 35 *computer terminal 
ta'tua 10 *connecting belt (computer) 

Figure 2: First of 5 screens from a search for 'COMPUTER' 

Work is now being done on  enabling searches to  be  made for categories of word (a 
possibility which exists serendipitously in the case of many computer terms, but not at all for 
most other possibilities), so that, for example, inputting a left hand brace { (the symbol for word 
category) followed by "PLACE" would generate a list of place names (see Figure 3). (We will 
return to the matter of categorizing words presently, as it is one of the major problem areas 
for both the Maori and the Polynesian databases.) . 

File 1J:KEIKM.BBS: 
Pehiamu 65 *Belgium {PLACE 
Koroa'tia 65 *Croatia {PLACE 
Tiorangi 65 *Iceland {PLACE 
Rakapuo' 65 *Luxembourg {PLACE 
Potukara 65 *Portugal {PLACE 
Horowinia 65 *Slovenia {PLACE 
{WENUA 65 *{PLACE 

Figure 3: Partial result of a search for the category 'PLACE' 

3. Scope of the Polynesian database. 

In September 1992 the Polynesian database included terminology obtained from a variety 
of sources in most of the major Polynesian languages: 

New Zealand Maori material collected by Te WGhanga Kaupapa MBori and new 
vocabulary developed or  approved by the Maori Language Commission; 

Tahitian material supplied by L'Acadkmie Tahitienne; 

Samoan, Tongan and Cook Island Maori material supplied by the Centre for Pacific Studics, 
University o f  Auckland and the School of Languages, Auckland Institute of Technology; 
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Hawaiian material supplied by the Hawaiian Vocabulary Committee (a voluntary 
organization associated with the Punana Leo - pre-school "language-nest" - move- 
ment) and staff of the Hawaiian Language sections of the University of Hawaii (Hilo 
and Manoa); 

Material in various Polynesian languages collated by the Centre for Science and 
Mathematics Education Research, University of Waikato; 

Standard dictionaries of the various Polynesian languages. 

As it is set up at present, the database is oriented primarily towards those twelve languages 
which are the main official Polynesian languages in their states or  territories of origin. Data 
on other Polynesian languages, and also from related languages such as Fijian, are  included in 
the notes field. In this way the database can be kept reasonably compact, while at  the same 
time including as much relevant information as possible. In the Proto-Polynesian database, all 
known reflexes of a particular Proto-Polynesian reconstruction are included, together with 
higher-order (e.g. Proto-Austronesian) forms where this information is available. Fiji and 
Rotuma accepted an invitation to attend the second meeting of the Forum in Papeete in May 
1992, and to participate in the Forum's work. These two languages are the closest relatives of 
Polynesian languages within the Austronesian family, although the greater complexity of their 
phonemic and phonotactic systems makes the recognition of cognate forms more difficult for 
the linguistically unsophisticated observer, compared with the much more transparent inter- 
relationships among the Polynesian languages proper. 

4. Structure of the Polynesian Database. 

The Polynesian database, called "Te Le'o o Maui" (the language of Maui) after Maui, the 
Polynesian culture-hero and discoverer of new lands, is organized through the Archivist database 
program (a versatile, powerful, but comparatively inexpensive program, designed explicitly for 
handling text files with fields of varying length). It can be exported from Archivist in a form 
which can be read i n t ~  other database or word-processing programs, including the custom-made 
on-line database program used on Te WahapO. Each entry currently contains 17 fields: 

(a) The headword (with definition) in (1) French, (2) English, and (3) Spanish (as the lan- 
guages of wider communication in Polynesia). 

(b) Entries for the equivalent terpls in the Polynesian languages which are official languages in 
those Forum states and Territories represented directly or by proxy at the first meeting of 
the Forum: (4) Cook Island Maori, (5) Easter Island, (6) Futunan, (7) Hawaiian, (8) New 
Zealand Maori, (9) Niuean, (10) Samoan, (11) Tahitian, (12) Tokelauan, (13) Tongan, 
and (14) Uvean, with an indication of the source for the entry and its derivation. 

(c) The Proto-Polynesian elements (15) contained in the words listed in fields (4) to (14) 
cross-referenced to the modern forms. 

(d) The date of the last revision of this item (16), and (17) supplementary notes about the 
entry (including where relevant equivalents noted in other Polynesian or  Austronesian 
languages, as well as information about Fijian and Rotuman. 

An example is the current entry for "Avion/Aeroplane", reproduced on the next page. 
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Like all entries made so far, this one is incomplete - partly because data are not yet available 
for some languages (Easter Island, Tokelauan and Uvean), and partly because there has not been 
time to fill in some of the blanks (e.g. there is no definition in the entry for the Spanish headword, 
and not all the Proto-Polynesian elements are defined). There is little information about how the 
term was constructed in the various languages (mainly because of the Proto-Polynesian derivation 
of the component morphemes). For most entries, this kind of information is still lacking. 

[Frl - AVlON (n) Appareil de navigation aerienne plus lourd que l'air, muni d'ailes et 
capable de se deplacer au moyen d'un moteur a reaction <Lexis> 

[En] - AEROPLANE / -AIRPLANE (n) Mechanically driven heavier-than-air flying 
machine < COD > 

[Esl - AEROPLANO / -AVION (n) 

(AVIAIION // (AVIACION 

CIM > pa'irere < ZCM.13w > ; pa'i-reva < Savage > [< pa'i = shiplnavire; %lele %rewa] 

EAS > xea 

FU'I > v:~kalele < Rensch > [%waka %lele] 
I 

IIAW > mokulcle < PakuiIElbert > [ < moku = shiplnavire; %lelel 

NZM > waka rererangi < Ryan > [waka; %lele %iangi] 

NIU > vaklt-lele <McEwen> [%waka %lele] 

SAM > va'alele < Milner > [%waka %lele] 

TAN > manureva <ZTH.l3K> [%manu %rewa] 

TOK > xtk 

TON > vakapuna < Churchward > [%waka; puna "fly/voler"] 

U V E >  xuv 

PPN > ,%waka 'canoe, vessel' (FUT, NZM, NIU, SAM, TON); %lcle 'fly' (FlTT, IIAW, NNJ, 
SAM, CIM); %langi 'sky' (NZM); %manu 'chicken, bird' ('I'm); %rewa (CIM, ?'A1 I ) .  

Rev > {901124) (910319) 

[Notes] cf. Kennellese bakagege < %waka + %lele (Elbert, Dictionary) 

Figure 4: Sample Polynesian database entry - June 1992 

Nonetheless, the entry for 'aeroplane' does illustrate both the form of the entries and the 
information which the database should contain. One of the hopes of the members of the Forurn 
is that the database will not only provide information about how various Polynesian languagcs 
have dealt with ncw terminology, but it will also enable a Pan-Polynesian approach to the 
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creation of terminology to develop. It is for the latter reason that the Proto-Polynesian 
elements in the terms (marked with the "percent" symbol (%) in the example above) are to be 
explicitly identified. Information on other Polynesian languages, such as Tuvalu, Marquesan, 
Tuamotuan and Mangarevan, will probably be incorporated in the near future. 

It is also intended to include material illustrative of the actual use of various terms in context 
in the database as the opportunity presents itsel£ This will involve the scanning of suitable texts 
and documents, which may be kept in separate fdes cross-referenced to the terminological lists. 

5. Structure of the Proto-Polynesian database. 

The Proto-Polynesian database consists of some three megabytes of data supplied to the 
project by Emeritus Professor Bruce Biggs of the University of Auckland. As a temporary 
measure, the separate entries in Prof. Biggs' database have been prepared for searching in two 
ways. The first of these (illustrated in Figure 5) is an "index" consisting of three fields: 
Proto-language (e.g. Proto-Polynesian, Proto-Tahitic, etc.), Protoform, and an English gloss. 
The second alternative includes the information in the index, plus all known reflexes of a 
particular Proto-Polynesian reconstruction (in a single field), and notes (see Figure 6). 

@Leo o Maui PPN Database (c) B.Biggs, awKM & PLF, Kupu 34 

{PROTO-NUCLEAR-POLYNESIAN 

ALAALA 
Fish sp. (Carangidae) 

Figure 5: Sample entry in Proto-Polynesian index 

@Leo o Maui PPN Database (c) B.Biggs, TWKM & PLF, Kupu 37 

{PROTO-NUCLEAR-POLYNESIAN 

ALAALA 
Fish sp. (Carangidae) 

%NP% :Fish sp (Carangidae). 
EFU Alaaldmuli. :Small fish sp. (Bgs). 
EUV Alaala. :Fish sp. (Carangoides fulvoguttatus)[Forskal] (Rch). 
KAP Araara. :Sp. of fish (Ebt). 
KAPl Alaala. :Jack (Caranx malampygus) (Lbr). 
MAE Raaradfutu. :Fish sp. (Trachinotus?) (Clk). 
MA0 Araara. :Trevally (usacaranx lutescens. 
MFA Raara. :Small stage of a fish, probably a Caranx sp.. 
NKR Alaala. :Fish sp., jack. 
SIK Alaalahutu. :A fish. 
TAH Araaratvi. :Fish sp., called hiroa when fullgrown. 
TAK Arara. :Fish sp. (Hwd). 
TIK Araaralfutu. :Seafish of Snapper type (Fth). 
WFU Araluru. :A fish. 

< PollexAM.dat 030492 > 
> 

Figure 6: Entry in full Proto-Polynesian database 
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6. Accessing and interrogating the databases. 

Apart from using the Archivist program itself with the indexed data files, the Polynesian 
and Proto-Polynesian databases can be searched interactively through the Te Wahapii facility. 
In the case of the Polynesian database, particularly, this means that the latest information is 
always available to all members of the Forum, provided they have access to a computer and a 
modem. Because the on-line search program we use at present matches strings within complete 
entries (rather than fields), certain items within a field are tagged to facilitate more specific 
searches: category labels are preceded by a left brace, headwords by an underline character, 
protoforms by a percent mark, and so on. A search for the string 'fish' will thus bring up any 
entry with that sequence of characters. In the Proto-Polynesian database this would result in 
a very heavy catch, including, for example, words like *afo (glossed 'fishing line'), as well as 
dozens of undifferentiated fish species. A search for cognates of a known form, for example 
'alaala' will often narrow the search considerably, producing only one or two entries if the 
sequence of characters in the string is sufficiently uncommon. 

As the Polynesian database develops, the need to be able to narrow searches easily will 
also become greater. At present, the search for 'Avion' would bring up a few other entries, 
like that for 'air mail', a search for the category 'Transport' a more substantial collection 
(including words associated with vehicles, such as 'accelerator'), while a search for 'mathematics', 
in any form, would result in several hundred responses, from 'absolute value' to 'hypotenuse' 
and beyond. Fortunately, the results of an on-line search do not have to be read on line: thcy 
are saved in temporary files which may be  downloaded for perusal at the interrogator's leisure. 

It is also possible to find material not yet in the database (or at least provoke a long range 
enquiry for it) by searching a message base within Te Wahapii and, if that does not bring 
enlightemnent, leaving a new message requesting the information. Recently, for example, a 
user of the Maori database asked for the equivalent for 'floptical disks', after searching for it 
in vain. This resulted in an exchange of notes with the petitioner, seeking information about 
the nature of floptical disks, and a request to the Maori Language Commission, together with 
suggestions as to how the aims of the Polynesian Languages Forum might be taken into account 
in the coining of terms for both 'optical' and 'floptical' in this context. (The answer to the 
original question is aGaited.) 

Furthermore, "gaps" in the database are routinely filled through "homework" files, left for 
members of the Forum to pick up and peruse. These list all new headwords added to the 
database since the last major update which do not include a subentry for the language 
concerned. The agency responsible for providing information on that language is asked to check 
for an equivalent form, to supply it if it exists, or to confirm its current absence from the lexicon. 
(Updated data files are also made available for downloading by Forum members as they arc 
prepared.) 

7. Problems, resolved and awaiting resolution. 

It will be quite clear from the foregoing account that there are plenty of problenis, 
theoretical and practical (to say nothing of the financial) yet to be addressed in the form and 
content of the database. Some of these can probably be resolved fairly easily, others are likely 
to prove more intractible. The difficulty is compounded (but the challenge made more 
interesting) by the fact that the database must be structured in such a way that it is accessible 
and useful to a very wide range of people, most of whom are not specialists in terminology, 
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linguistics, o r  computer science. Some of the major problems we have had to  contend with 
relate to the definition of terms, categorization of words, orthography, and, of course, providing 
easy access to the information in the database for all potential users. 

Definition of headwords 

If confusion is to be minimized, it is important that headwords be precisely defined, rather 
than simply glossed in one of the metropolitan languages. In this respect, the approach adopted 
in the Tahitian Academy's "Petit kxique" (which lists 1000 new words coined or approved by the 
Academy) proviaes a good working model. While many "ordinary" words are polysemantic, the 
same can also apply to highly scientific terms. An example of this is the term 'ablation', for which 
there is a Tahitian equivalent in the "Petit Lmique". The word 'ablation' (which I do not remember 
having encountered before I received my copy of the lexique born Papeete) is a purely scientific 
term, in Engish at least, but has at least two meanings in French, and a third in English. The 
Collins/'Robert dictionary defines the French term (somewhat unhelpfully) as: 

(Med) removal, ablation; (Geol) ablation. 

Fortunately, the Concise Oxford Dictionary was more informative: 

(Surg) Removal of any part of body; (Geol.) wasting or erosion of a glacier, 
iceberg or rock by melting or water action; (astronaut) evaporation or melting of 
part of outer surface of spacecraft through heating by friction with atmosphere. 

Because of the clear definition of the Tahitian term in the material supplied by the 
Academy, there was no problem in determining which sense of 'ablation' it referred to. The 
entry in the database is thus categorized "Medicine". Equivalents for the other senses of 
'ablation' may be submitted later; if so, there will be a separate headword for each sense, 
whether or not the Polynesian terms are as polysemantic as the English and French ones. 

We also hope to be able, as far as possible, to maintain within the database a clear 
distinction between equivalents and approximations. Where a word has been submitted as an 
equivalent of a particular term, it has been entered in the database under the appropriate 
headword, often without further comment (apart from the noting of the source). Where it is 
a one-word approximation of the term, the wider meaning of the word concerned is noted in 
the entry. Where there is simply an explanation in the language concerned of what the 
headword means, but no equivalent or even approximate term is offered, the definition is 
enclosed in double quotation marks. (There are quite a number of examples of this already 
among the mathematical terms in the database.) We are very dependent on the quality of the 
information supplied to us in making decisions of this kind, and have asked Forum members to 
help us to establish a network of consultants for the particular languages represented in the 
database who can review the entries for their respective langauges and minimize the amount of 
misinformation they contain. 

Categorization of entries 

Probably the most difficult problem at the moment in structuring both the Maori and the 
Polynesian databases is deciding how best to categorize the various entries. Many users of the 
databases are just as interested in sets of terms as they are in individual entries. It is also 
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important to note that the database is designed for use by a wide range of people, writers and 
teachers at various levels, for example, as well as by language planners and terminology 
specialists. A way thus has to be found to ensure that the classification system is user-friendly, 
but allows for the development of a hierarchy of terms that would be both useful and 
economical. Attention to this matter now, while the Polynesian database at least is very small, 
will help avoid problems as it expands. 

About half the 600-odd items currently included in the Polynesian database have been 
assigned to a category or domain, mostly of a very general kind, like "mathematics" (the most 
numberous), "health" or  "law". This will not be a helpful approach for long, however, as when 
the mathematical data already on hand is entered, a search for "mathematics" will result in 
about 650 entries (or 200 or more pages of computer printout) being presented to the enquirer. 
These potentially unwieldy categories will then need to be cut up into smaller units which can 
be searched for separately. 

This classification must, however, be devised in such a way that it respects the integrity of 
the subject matter, and at the same time which will be comprehensible and acceptable to the 
peple who need to use it. We will certainly have to produce a "road map" showing how thc 
items are categorized, so that those who wish to investigate sets of words will be able to find 
what they are looking for. We will also need consultants with subject-matter expertise in areas 
like mathematics to ensure that our classifications of terms is not misleading from a scientific 
viewpoint. 

Orthography 

There are really only two major orthographic problem areas, and one minor one, affecting 
the database. These are (a) the marking of vowel length, (b) the indication of the phonemic 
glottal stop, and (c) the way the velar nasal is written. 

For vowel length, the general operating principle has been that vowel length should be 
marked consistently in the database, following a single standard orthographic convention for the 
language concerned. In the standard orthographies for most Polynesian languages, the macron 
is the preferred method of indicating phonemic vowel length, and was explicitly accepted as 
standard practice for Polynesia by the Forum at its 1992 meeting. Unfortunately, vowel symbols 
with macrons above them are not standard ASCII characters, 7-bit or  eight, and the circumflex 
accent, which is a passable substitute in emergencies, is invisible on many computer monitors 
(the macron, in packages which do include it, is invisible to even more displays). These 
difficulties have been overcome in the Polynesian and Maori databases by using a tilde following 
the vowel to indicate a macron. So, for example, in the database an o with a macron (6) will 
be written 0'. The tilde is used only in this way in the database, so it is a simple matter when 
material is downloaded or  exported to a file just to replace o' by 00, 6, 6, or  whatever the user 
prefers. In the Proto-Polynesian database, however, vowel length is marked by doubling the 
vowel symbol (i.e. the convention adopted by Professor Biggs has been retained in the data he 
supplied). 

Although the tilde neatly sidesteps the political problem of choosing double vowels over 
macrons (writers of Polynesian languages take orthographic matters no less seriously than the 
French or English literati), it does create a new problem in regard to user-friendliness. No one 
(as far as we know) writes the tilde intuitively, and it can be very frustrating to search for a 
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word and fail to find it simply because one has forgotten to type in a symbol which is never 
used outside a particular virtual reality. For both the Maori and the Polynesian databases, we 
intend including an unmarked version of each key word containing one or  more long vowels, so 
that these can be neglected with impunity by people seeking the entries containing the words 
concerned. 

After some vacilation, we have decided to retain accents in French text (although many of 
the current entries have yet to be revised to reincorporate accents removed earlier when we 
had decided, on the technical grounds mentioned in regard to the macron, to delete them). 
Again, the characters concerned will be invisible on non-IBM equipment, and cannot be sent in 
text files through some major electronic networks. I am not sure whether any of the languages 
as yet unrepresented use the "double vowel" convention in their official orthographies, rather 
than the macron. If they do, then data from them will be entered in double-vowel style. The 
important thing to note is that we will try to be consistent within each language. 

Phonemic glottal stop has been regularized to an opening quotation mark ' , which seems 
to be the standard (as a substitute for the "hamza" character) in most countries concerned 
(although in fact the closing quotation mark ' is frequently used instead, even in official 
publications from these territories). Again, this symbol can be changed (or deleted) when the 
information is downloaded, as the symbol ' is used for no other purpose in the database. We 
do, however, need qualified reviewers for the languages which feature this sound, as it is often 
unmarked by writers. The same is true with vowel length. The Cook Island material in the 
database at present, for example, needs to be checked thoroughly for unmarked glottal stops 
and long vowels. 

As for the velar nasal, it is written .g in some languages, and ng in the others. In the 
Proto-Polynesian database this phoneme is indicated by the symbol 9. Some of the people who 
have consulted that database so far have been initially somewhat taken aback by this convention. 
However, until a decision (as much political as practical) is made on whether ng or g should 
appear as the Proto-Polynesian standard, 9 will reign supreme. 

On-line database program. 

The final challenge (for the moment) is to develop a user-friendly, secure, powerful and 
rapid on-line search facility, which would enable the various databases to be interrogated in a 
variety of ways, expanding and limiting searches, confining a search to one or  more fields, and 
so on. The program would also have to be accessible through a modem, and be written in such 
a way that it could not be used by unauthorized persons to enter new data (or to create new 
databases), nor could a user exit into the computer operating system from the on-line version. 
We have some good models, including the program which is used to search the message bases 
on Te Wahapij at present, but have not yet been able to find or  adapt a program which will 
meet all our needs. 

8. Conclusion. 

In the eyes of the founders of the Polynesian Languages Forum, the database project is 
not simply (or even primarily) a scientific or technical exercise. In his closing'address to the 
inaugural meeeting of the Forum (at Kirikiriroa Marae, Hamilton, New Zealand in February, 
1991), M. Maco Tevane, a Minister in the government of French Polynesia, and Director of 
L'AcadCmie Tahitienne) stated that: 
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In order to fit in and accompany the economic and social development of a 
country, region or territory, a culture must evolve by relying on its past and 
integrating scientific and technological developments. A language should be 
the primary support to such an evolution. The setting up of a database on 
technical terminology cannot but promote a permanent "renaissance" of the 
Polynesian languages. 

H e  went on to say that: 

Polynesian culture must be a factor of identity which strengthens our feeling 
that we belong to a community extending beyond the narrow limits of our 
borders. This cultural development is relying more than ever on initiatives 
such as the project we are associated with today. More than ever, it will be 
necessary to encourage potentials, [and to] promote aspirations to live together 
in this part of the world which is bound to fulfil its role in the third millenium. 

A great many hopes, therefore, rest on this enterprise, as Polynesian peoples prepare their 
languages to cope with overwhelming odds against their survival with the same spirit that their 
ancestors had when they voyaged into unknown seas. It is the use to which the database is put, 
rather than the database itself, which will determine whether or not it will be a force for the 
revitalization and continued viability of Polynesian languages generally. The most enthusiastic 
members of the Forum (currently the Tahitian, New Zealand Maori, Cook Islands and Hawaiian 
organizations and agencies) clearly see the modernization of their languages in harmony with 
their linguistic heritage - that is, modernization with an unmistakably Polynesian flavour - as 
essential to their cultural integrity. 

The cooperation and mutual support fostered by the project may also help to develop and 
strengthen the infrastructure needed to support the long-term maintenance of these languages. 
In the meantime, the database itself is afloat, but there are plenty of leaks to attend to, and a 
sail, or even some extra oars, will need to be found before we can be confident that it will reach 
its objective. 
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1. Introduction 

There is a story about a baseball umpire who was asked, "How do you know which ones 
are balls and which ones are strikes?" He replied thoughtfully, "Well, some balls are clcarly 
strikes, some balls are balls, and some are nothing until I call them." In this paper I address 
similar problems in the categorization of parts-of-speech in the lexicon.' 

What I want to focus on here are some frequently observed discrepancies between 
principles of linguistics and the practice of indicating parts-of-speech in the lexicon.2 Tllc 
discussion is aimed particularly at linguists and lexicographers in the early stages of compiling 
a dictionary.3 While some of the specific issues addressed in this paper have not, to niy 
knowledge, been addressed elsewhere, the general principles of determining parts-of-speech arc 
not new, and are addressed to one degree or another in standard works on grammar o r  
lexicography (Nida 1949, Zgusta 1971, Bartholomew & Schoenhals 1983, Givbn 1984, Schachter 
1985, Wierzbicka 1988). The issues highlighted in this paper are relevant on a broad scale, but 
particularly so for Austronesian languages of Asia and the Pacific. 

I take it as a given that dictionaries are meant to be used and should therefore be 
user-centric (user-friendly) rather than compiler-centric. I also recognize that dictionarics can 
be aimed for diffcrent groups of users, such as international academic audiences or locni 
audiences. The way in which information is packaged in a dictionary must be adapted to the 
specific audience, but such adaptation must not compromise an accurate representation of the 
l ang~age .~  Regardless of which group of users is in focus, the information in a lexical entry on 
parts-of-speech (also referred to as 'word class' or 'form class') should enable the uninitiated 
user of a dictionary to understand - and hopefully to use - the lexeme in its appropriate 
syntactic contexts in conjunction with the description of the grammar. Parts-ofspeech in a lexicon 
is simply a tag that identifies the lexeme as a member of a category that shares a cluster of 
properties in its morphosyntactic network with other members of the same category. The 
parts-of-speech tag is a link between meaning and grammar. 

I am grateful to Adrian Clynes, Barbara Dix Grimes, and Darrell Tryon for their helpful comments on an earlier 
draft of this paper. The views expressed in this paper reflect my own current thinking and are not necessarily shared 
by them. 

The basis for my comments comes from compiling lexicons of the Buru and Tetun languages in eastern Indonesi:~, 
as well as from consulting on a wide variety of dictionaly projects in Asia and the Pacific. The Buru lexicon currently 
has around 5,000 entries. The Tetun lexicon is still in beginning stages (a little over 300 entries), but highlights a 
diffcrent set of complications than those encountered in Buru. 

Major dictionary projects of well-described languages occasionally also fall prey to the problems described here. 

It is often not economically feasible to produce more than one version of a dictionary for different audiences. If only 
one dictionary can be produced, it is my feeling that it is better to add information for a scientific audience to a 
dictionary packaged for local users than the other way around. This is particularly true with languages that have any 
signilicant degree of derivational morphology. 
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The minimal information necessary to enable the dictionary user to make effective use of 
any part-of-speech category varies from language to language. The troublk is, however, very 
often such information is not in a dictionary, or it is misleading, or  it is iqsufficient to be useful. 
We may get an approximation of the meaning, but the information on how the lexeme behaves, 
or how tp use the lexeme is inadequate. 

I 
One could well ask whether we need parts-of-speech information in a dictionary at all, 

especially since such information seems to be of little interest or relevance to proficient 
speakers. We must recognise, however, that a dictionary is very often the first and most frequent 
resource a person (including linguists) consults when learning or studying a new language. It is 
for these 'outsiders' that information on parts-of-speech categories is most useful. 

I also recognise as a secondary consideration the utility of the principle of transferability 
from one terminological system to another. For example, the cluster of properties for what is 
labelled as noun should overlap significantly with the cluster of properties that are generally 
labelled as noun cross-linguistically. For a group of local users, category labels should be adapted 
to the labels used for the national language, where the associations with those categories are 
not in conflict. This facilitates a transfer to and from dictionaries in other languages, such as 
the national language or an international language. 

For bilingual dictionaries, the introduction must clarify categories t~ reflect the source 
language or the target language. This information is often missing. 

2. Common principles behind determining parts-of-speech 

Using traditional parts-of-speech categories, and using the terms commonly accepted in 
the nation or region in which the language is spoken is certainly a place to start, but is something 
that must not be simply assumed or blindly accepted. In determining or refining parts-of-speech 
categories there is a fairly broad acceptance of basic principles. Pinning linguistic labels on bits 
and pieces of a language is justifiable only where the structures of the language itself indicate 
contrastive patterns. A fundamental principle underlying all analysis is determining whether two 
things are considered the same or different within the scope under scrutiny. An operating 
assumption is that it is preferable in a dictionary to associate similar forms that share a common 
thread of meaning. Parts-of- speech categories for a language are generally determined by 
comparing and contrasting the following criteria: 

a) Form: In some cases the structural form of an entire form class distinguishes it from other 
form classes. In Bum, prefixes can be distinguished from proclitics on the basis of form 
- prefixes always take the shape eC-, while proclitics can take any V and are of the shape 
CV (Grimes 1991:60). Also in Bum, certain classes of functors may be monosyllabic, but 
classes using content words (e.g. nouns and verbs) are never monosyllabic. 

b) Function: When we talk about an entire form class, or the behavior of a single lexeme 
in the syntax we usually refer to its 'function', or its range of functions -what it does, 
or how it (and things like it) behaves in different contexts. For example, in many 
languages that have prepositions, the function of the class of prepositions is to relate 
non-core arguments to the verb and to identify the semantic role that argument is 
playing. The function of prepositions contrasts with the function of verbs.5 Schachter 

Except, of course, where there are propositional verbs or serial verbs where a verb functions as a preposition might 
in another language. 
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(19854) observes the preference "that the assignment of parts-of-speech classes is 
based on properties that are grammatical rather than semantic." Thus, defining 
nominals as the head of grammatical arguments in a clause is preferable to defining 
them as words that name persons, places, or things.6 

c) Distribution: The distributional behavior of a lexeme or a form class must also be 
takcn into account. This includes the syntactic slot(s) it fills, as well as combinatory 
possibilities with affutes and with other form classes. In compiling a dictionary the 
wcll-attested phenomenon of complementary distribution is often overlooked in dctcr- 
mining parts-of-speech categories relevant to a given language. 

I refer to the combination of the above criteria as the 'morphosyntactic network' of a 
lexeme or a form class. In many languages assigning parts-of-speech to a lexeme is quilth 
straightforward for the bulk of the lexicon - a noun is clearly a noun, a verb is a verb, ancl :I 
preposition is a preposition. This paper focuses on situations where categorisation is not so 
straightforward. 

3. Common areas of discrepancy between principle and practice 

Problems with assigning parts-of-speech in the lexicon often occur when thcrc all. 
discrepancies between principles and actual practice in lexicography. Such discrepancies a[c  
often encountered in the following areas (which can be seen as a variety of 'temptations' ill 

assigning parts-of-speech that lexicographers experience to one degree or  another, and to whic*l~ 
some succumb): 

1) Lexicographers may assign parts-of:speech on the basis of the gloss in the nation:il ' 

(or international) language, rather than on the syntactic behavior of the form c1:lss i l l  

the language itself. In Buru, for example, we might be tempted to call saa an ':irticlc' 
because it most commonly translates into English with the indefinite article 'a'. 
However, in exploring the whole morphosyntactic network it becomes clear th:lt s;l:l 

is a member of a closed class of what I call 'deictics' that share a variety of formal, 
functional, and distributional properties (Grimes 1991:167ff.). 

2) Lexicographers tend to remain committed to the parts-of-speech labels that thcy first 
assigned to a lexeme in the early analysis of a language (with associated assurnl~tions 
about the behavior of that part-of-speech), even after those labels are shown to he 
inappropriate. Ideas about parts-of-speech categories need to  be  refined and updated 
in the development of a lexicon to reflect developments in the understanding of cl~c 
grammar. 

3) Lexicographers generally assume 'word class' or 'part-of-speech' is inherent to t l l c  

lexicon, and that every lexeme bclongs fundamentally to a singlc part-of spccch 
category. Most lexicographers (and linguists) are not aware of operating on this 
assumption, but freely acknowledge it when it is brought to their attention. Howevcr, 
the empirical and theoretical basis for the assumption is problematic, and I discuss 
later the possibility that parts-of-speech for some parts of the lexicon may need to trc 
defined syntactically, rather than lexically. After all, the whole notion of parts-ol- 
speech is with reference to the syntax of a language. 

This characterisation of a nominal is not tight enough for 1:inguages such as I':ignlog, which can also usr verb\ 
clausal arguments (see Schrichter 19859). 
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4) When a lexeme can function in two or more classes (e.g. both nominally and verbally, or 
as a preposition and a conjunction), lexicographers tend to assume that it must be 
primarily one class, and only secondarily the other, assigning primacy on the basis of 
external (etic, rather than internal, emic) criteria. This is the 'flaw of the excluded middle'. 

5) There is a tendency to assume certain word classes, such as 'adjective', are universal 
to all languages, and must therefore be in the language whose lexicon they are 
compiling. 

6)  Lexicographers often fail to distinguish verbal subcategories that are relevant to the 
language, often assuming the only relevant division for verbs in all languages is limited 
to 'transitive' or 'intransitive'? As described later in this paper, the fundamental 
division for some types of languages is more complex than a simple binary distinction. 

6) Lexicographers often tag multiple pronominal sets with terminology that is not appropriate 
to the type of language, such as using case terms (e.g. nominative-accusative or ergative- 
absolutive) for splits languages or for pragmatically driven systems such as switch-refer- 
ence systems.8 In such languages labelling something as an 'ergative pronoun' or a 
'nominative pronoun' reflects an inappropriate typology for the language. 

4. Specific areas to watch out for 

In the following sections I address various problem areas and suggest some ways in which 
parts-of-speech categories can more accurately reflect the language. 

4.1 Views about the basis for assigning parts-of-speech 

The traditional (and perhaps necessary) nature of a dictionary is as an artificial catalogue 
of the lexicon, presenting a serial list of lexemes isolated from natural speech and organised 
around principles of retrievability of information. That, together with ideas about what com- 
prises a 'lexical entry' encourages linguists and lexicographers to slip into incorrect Aristotelian 
thinking that: 

This lexeme cannot be both A and not A at the same time. 

In other words, the thinking goes, this lexeme cannot be, for example, both a noun and a 
verb; therefore it must be primarily one and only secondarily the other (for example, through 
a zero-derivation)? or they must be two different lexemes. However, the problem arises out of 
the artificial nature of the dictionary in trying to assign parts-of-speech to lexemes in isolation. 
It is not the case in normal speech that a lexeme is functioning as both a noun and a verb at 

At a recent lecture I heard a world-renowned linguist reiterating the notion that "aU languages d i ide  verbs into two 
types: transitive and intransitive." This simplification encourages linguists and lexicographers to be blinded to what 
distinctions languages actually are making where the fundamental divisions are more complex, such as in split-S 
languages, and blinded to notions such as 'ambitransit~e' and 'intradirective'. 

This fallacy was reinforced at another recent lecture by a well- known linguist with the statement "75% of the world's 
languages are nominative-accusative and 25% are ergative- absolutive." This characterisation blinds newcomers to 
welldocumented language types such as split-S, activelnon- active ( stative-active), and Philippine-type languages 
which are numerically significant in the world's languages. 

9 This view often surfaces at linguistic seminars in lively debate over whether lexeme X is primarily category A or 
category B - and the implications for syntactic arguments that follow from that. The linear nature of a dictionary 
forces sense A to precede sense B, and it is part of the conventional culture of dictionary users to assume that the 
sense presented first is more basic - and for other reasons this makes good lexicographic sense. 
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the same time. Where a lexeme is functioning in more than o n e  category, it is either in different 
utterances, o r  in different syntactic slots within the same utterance. I explore below two areas 
in which the conflict commonly arises. 

4.1.1 Are they adpositions o r  conjunctions? 

A problcm often occurs in assigning parts-of-speech to  certain types of functors which 
operate in a variety of syntactic slots. For example, in English: 

(1) IIe went to the store. 
I le  went to take a bath. 

[relates verb to a non-core argument] 
[relates verb to object complement purpose clause] 

These arc commonly handled in English dictionaries as separate lexemes (homonyms), yc.t 
they share the 'meaning' of energy directed toward a goal - one  locative and the other purposch 
(see also Wicrzbicka 1988). They are  relating different types of syntactic units, and witti this 
similarity in meaning they could be analysed as the same lexeme with different functions i l l  

complementary distribution. 

I t  is, in many cases, quite misleading to  characterise functors of this sort  merely as (or 
primarily as) a discourse particle, a clause-level conjunction, o r  an  adposition (i.e. prcposi 
tion o r  postposition). Many can function across a range of syntactic levels, linking constr ui  

tions of varying scopes. The following contexts are from the  Buru language (Grirni.5 
1991:398). 

(2) PARAGRAPHI. Petu PARAGRAPH2 Linking paragraphs in a discourse 
SENTENCEi. Petu SENTENCE2 Linking sentences in a paragraph 
CLAUSEl, petu CLAUSE2 Linking clauses in a sentence (paratactic) 
Subjcct Verb petu CLAUSE2 Subordinating a result clause (hypotactic) 

(3) Tu dii, DISCOURSE 'At that time, ...' Introduces (cataphorically) 
the time setting in a discourse 

SENTENCEI. Tu SENTENCE2 Linking sentences in a paragraph 
CLAUSEi, tu CLAUSE2 Linking clauses in a sentence (paratactic) 
[N tu N]subject, Predicate Coordinating nouns in an NP 
S - V - (0) - tu NP Preposition 

Whilc somc of these types of lexemes function exclusively as adpositions, somc :IS 

conjunctions, ancl somc as discourse particles, in a dictionary it is misleading to  assign one 01 
these classes t o  lcxemes that can relate units of varying scopes. For this latter more flexihlc 
type, I prefer thc broad term relator. This issue of scope should be addressed in the granin~atic;~l 
introduction to a dictionary, but rarely is. 

4.1.2Are they nouns o r  verbs? 

In many languages a portion of the lexicon is inherently and unambiguously nominal, whilc 
another portion is unambiguously verbal. But in many languages there is also a portion o f  111t: 

lexicon that may be either, according t o  its distribution and function in an utterance, sucli as 
the following examples from English.lo 

The flexibility of this ambivalent portion of the lexicon may also vary between dialects of the same longu:~ge. I'LII 
example, Austr;~lian English can verbalise many words that are not able to  be vcrbalised ill Ameriain linglish. SYlc 
is jlorring (= Slrc i.s rtnling a jlaflnpantnrnf). 
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(4) She is going to sail around the world. [verbal] 
He mended the sail. [nominal] 

(5) He went to photocopy the manuscript. [verbal] 
He took the photocopy of the document away. [nominal] 

(6)  It looked like it was going to rain. 
The rain got her wet. 

[verbal] 
[nominal] 

(7) He would like to shower under the tree. [verbal] 
The shower is no longer working. [nominal] 

(8) They found it hard to laugh. 
They had a laugh. 

[verbal] 
[nominal] 

Some lexicographers are tempted to argue etymologically for the primacy of membership 
in one form class over another, but unless there are clear synchronic derivational processes, the 
arguments may be much more difficult to substantiate and tend to appeal to elusive processes 
such as 'zero-derivation', which have no surface marking and which assume the primacy of one 
part-of- speech over another. Where 'zero-derivation' is warranted, there must be surface 
evidence somewhere in the rnorphosyntactic networks of the forms in question. Otherwise the 
claim of 'zero-derivation' is simply linguistic hocus-pocus. 

Like English and other languages, Malay also has a number of lexemes whose function is 
distinguished only by its distribution within an utterance in an informal register,ll such as: 

(9) Orang-nya jalan di jalan situ. 

person-ANAPH walk LOC path DISTALLOC 

'The person went along that path.' 

Such lexemes of ambivalent category membership are handled in different dictionaries 
variously as 1) different lexemes (homonyms), 2) the same lexeme in different distributions, 3) 
a compromise where they are viewed as separate but related lexemes (i.e. partial homonymy), 
or 4) by avoiding addressing the parts- of-speech issue altogether. Any four-year-old speaker of 
Malay knows the two are related, and not just because they sound the same. 

There is extensive discussion in the literature on Austronesian languages of the Philippines 
and Taiwan (Formosan languages) as to whether the verbal construction should be interpreted 
as primarily nominal or verbal (see, for example, the discussion in Starosta, Pawley, and Reid 
1982, and Ross, forthcoming). The following derivations from the Paiwan root kan 'eat' are 
from Ferrell (1982:17,106), adapted from Ross (forthcoming).l2 

l1 Formal Malay would require derivational affixes such as ber-jalan for the verbal predicate use. One could argue on 
the basis of formal Malay that there is simply affix ellipsis for informal Malay. But this leaves at least two difficulties. 
First, what is the status of the unmarked base to which the verbal affvtes (e.g. ber-, meN--kan) attach in the first 
place? Secondly, how can we argue for the ellision of a f f ~ e s  that simply are not used in these contexts in informal 
Malay? 

l2 The symbol [g] here represents schwa for typographical convenience. 
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(10) Paiwan Verbal construction Nominal interpretation 

k < ern > an Actor pivot (neutral) 'eater' or 'someone who eats' 

k a n l n  Undergoer pivot (neutral) 'food' or  'something to be eaten' 

k < in > an Undergoer pivot (perfective) 'consumed food' or  'something eaten' 

kan-an Locative pivot (neutral) 'place where one eats' 

si-kan Instrumental pivot (neutral) 'eating utensil' or  'something to eat with' 

The point is, the interpretation of these constructions as nominal o r  verbal depends largely 
on their distribution in the syntax. 

There continues to be debate on the distinction between nouns and verbs in some Oceanic 
languages, such as Samoan (Mosel 1991, Vonen 1991), Tokelau (Vonen 1992), and Tongan 
(Taumoefolau 1991). One possibility that has entered the debaten is to define nouns and verbs 
syntactically, rather than lexically, where the distinction is at issue. Unfortunately lexicographers 
do not tend to think in syntactically-oriented terms because of the lexically-oriented nature of 
dictionaries. But as Wierzbicka (MS:9) observes about definitions, "words don't have any 
meaning in isolation, but only in sentences." And Halliday (1%1:261) notes, "a class is always 
defined with reference to the structure of the unit next above, and structure with reference to 
classes of the unit next below." In other words, word class - like meaning - is with reference 
to context. 

4.13 Handling as homonymy versus polysemy 

When a single form can function in more than one category without any explicit derivatiort, 
the lexicographer must decide whether to handle them as homonymy (same form but different 
meaning, therefore separate lexemes), or  as polysemy (same form with range of related 
meanings, therefore subentries of the same lexeme).l4 

In one sense it is a moot point whether we should view the problem of lexemes like si~i l  
(n) and sail ( v )  as a zero derivation or as part of the lexicon whose form class membership is 
syntactically defined, if both views result in them being handled the same way in the dictionary 
- as subentries of a single entry. 

However, if there is a distinction in the lexicon between, for example, category A - that 
part of the lexicon that is inherently nominal and must take verbal derivations to function 
verbally, category B - that part of the lexicon that is inherently verbal and must take nomin:il 
derivations to function nominally, and category C - that part of the lexicon that can function 
in either capacity with either no derivation or  with either derivation, then we must indicate this 
latter portion of the lexicon as a different category.15 

- - 

l3 Not without objections. 

l4 Zgusta (1971:80-89) recognises a vague intermediate status which he calls "partial homonymy" and acknowlcdgcs 
some of the complexities of the issue. 

I'm sure there are a variety of solutions for different types of languages and regions of  the world. One possibility, 
as I suggested earlier, is to use a broader term, such as relator, where the membership is more flexible than strictty 
preposition or conjunction. Another possibility is to distinguish something like Headword n (= inherently nominal), 
from IIendword As n (= flexible membership syntactically defined). 
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Figure 1: Homonymy vs. polysemy 

1-1 

1 0 ;  @ 
20 + @ 

..... ...... . . . . . . . 
3 A iiaiii . . . . . . . .,.... ...... 0 

4.1.4 Handling 'precategorials' 

Many Austronesian languages have a number ~f lexical roots (content words) that are 
bound roots which never occur in an utterance without derivational morphology. For some 
bound roots, there is no internal evidence to say that one derived usage is more basic than 
another. Thus, one cannot, except by etic speculation, declare the root to be primarily 'nominal', 
'verbal', or whatever. Such bound roots, with reference to their form class membership are 
sometimes called precategorials.l6 For example in Buru: 

*NOTE: For certain types of audiences (e.g. local audiences), and certain types of 
derivational morphology (such as prefixes), it may be preferable to handle derived forms 
as separate entries with cross references. 

meaning not related 
[distribution irrelevant] 

meaning inherently 
related 

[ A  derived as B ] 

meaning related; 
!a portion of the lexicon 
can function in tither of 
two categories 1 

(11) tea- '(involving the planting of a post?)' 
tea-k 'to jam s.t. postlike into the ground for use' 
tea-n 1) 'a (house)post' 

2) 'point of reference for kin group origins (place of original post?)' 
ep-tea 1) 'to live, stay, dwell (figurative from planting housepost?)' 

2) 'to sit down (extended s e y e  from I?)' 

two entries 

(subentries 
of 

one entry]* 

subentries 
of 

one entry 

(12) mae- '(invoking a rigid object graspable in one hand)' 
mae-t 'a fighting staff also used as a walking stick' 
mae-n 'shaft (e.g. of spear); handle (e.g. of sword)' 
mae-k 'to make a handle (e.g. of spear or sword)' 

l6 Adelaar (1985223) defines precategorials for his study of Proto-Malayic as "roots that do not occur in isolation, that 
is, roots which onty occur in derivations and in compounds." For Buru I expand the definition to include 
reduplication. E.g. pani-n 'wing', p-e-pan1 'HAVE wing (s.t. of which wing is the most salient feature)', but never 
*[pani-] by itself. Some languages have a number of inherently reduplicated roots which never occur in the 
unreduplicated form. These roots could also be considered precategorials. 
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(13) bidu- '(involving a cast-net)' 
bidu-k 'to cast a cast-net' 
bidu-t 'a cast-net' 

In the last example above, one could argue either that 1) the nominal form uses I-tJ to 
derive the instrument that is characteristically used to perform the action of the verb, or 2) the 
verbal Lorm uses I-k/ to derive a verb that is characteristically done using the noun. Both are 
legitimate explanations in the derivational paradigms of the language. 

For an academic audience, precategorials can be handled as bound root lexemes (e.g. mae-, 
tea-, bidu-) with the surface derivations as subentries. But for a local audience this option is 
often not possible, since these roots do not constitute a minimal possible utterance. For such 
an audience, one can work with the community to choose one derivation as the citation form 
with the other forms as minor senses, or else list each surface derivation as a separate lexerne.17 

4.2 Verbal subclasses 

For some languages more information is required than simply tagging verbal lexemes as 
vi (verb-intransitive) or vt (verb- transitive). 

4.2.1 Split-S languages 

One type of language that requires a greater number of basic distinctions are splitS 
languages (Dixon 1979). To describe a split-S language it is helpful to first clarify some terms. 
Subject and object are grammatical roles that must be defined for each language (see Schachtcr 
1976, 1977). I use the terms 'Actor and Undergoer in the sense of the semantic macroroles 
described by Foley & Van Valin (1984) which encompass a variety of case roles, with overlapping 
hierarchies of accessibility. The prototypical Actor is agent; the prototypical Undergoer is putient. 

(14) Subject as Actor (Foley & Van Valin 198430) 
Colin killed the taipan. [agent] 
The rock shattered the mirror. [instrument] 
The lawyer received a telegram. [recipientlgoal] 
The dog sensed the earthquake. [experiencer] 
The sun emits radiation. [source] 

(15) Object as Undergoer (Foley & Van Valin 198430) 
Phil threw the ball to the umpire. [them elfigure] 
The avalanche crushed the cottage. [pati ent] 
The arrow hit the target. [loca tive/goal] 
The mugger robbed Fred of $50.00. [source] 
The announcer presented Mary with the award. [recipientlgoal ] 

The semantic macroroles (Actor and Undergoer) operate independently from the gram- 
matical roles (subject and object), as can be seen in such constructions as the passive. 

(16) Subject as Undergoer (Foley & Van Valin 1984:31) 
The taipan was killed by Colin. 

17The Buru community, at this stage, prefers each of these types of derived forms as a separate entry, with no 
precategorials having an entry by themselves. 
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The mirror was shattered by the rock. 
The ball was thrown to the umpire by Phil. 

Some languages give clues about the role structure interpretation of verbal arguments by 
the types of pronominal systems that collocate with the verbs or by the case marking systems 
on core arguments. Thus, when a language uses one set of pronouns (or a certain case marking 
for NPs) to encode both the subject of a transitive verb and the subject of an intransitive verb, 
but a different set (or case) to encode the object of a transitive verb, the language is 
characterised as nominative-accusative. A different language that encodes both the subject of 
intransitive verbs and the object of transitive verbs with one set of pronouns (or case marking), 
but the subject of transitive verbs with a different set of pronouns is characterised as 
ergative-absolutive. A third pattern may be found in languages in which the semantic Actor is 
encoded one way on both transitive and intransitive verbs and the semantic Undergoer is 
encoded a different way on both transitive and intransitive verbs. This pattern is called split-S 
(Dixon 1979).18 A very different pattern driven by pragmatic factors in discourse, rather than 
by semantics is a switch-reference system. In these systems one uses one set of pronouns if the 
referent is the same as in the preceding clause [SS = same subjecttreferent], and a different 
set if the referent is not a continuation from the one in the preceding clause [DS = different 
subject/referent]. In the figure below, circle. represent a contrast between types of case marking 
in the pronominal systems or  full NPs of a language. 

Figure 2: Some t~pologies for interpreting core argumen& [A = Ac&c U = Undergoer] 

intransitive 

transitive 

intransitive 

transitive 

These typologies can be manifested separately in different subsystems in a language. For 
example, a language which reflecq an ergathe-absolutive orientation in its pronominal systems, 
but a nominative-accusative system in full NPs is called a split-ergative system. The relevant 
subsystems include: 

(17) a) NP marking 
b) NP order (in relation to verb) 
C) Pronominal marking 
d) Pronominal order (in relation to verb) 
e) Verbal morphosyntax 

Nominativtaccusalive 

Qo 
I 

Split-S 

l8 S in Dixon's system is the single argument of intransitive verbs. In a split4 system Actor and Undergoer are encoded 
differently on intransitive verbs - hence the name splitS. Dixon (1979) does not use Actor and Undergoer as 
primitives, but rather S, A, and 0. 

Ergative-absolutivt 

o $  
Switch-reference 
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Following Dixon's (1979) system, A is the subject of a transitive verb; 0 is the object of a 
transitive verb; S is the subject of an intransitive verb. These are grammatical categories and 
are represented in CAPS. Subscript A for A(ctor) and u for U(ndergoer) are semantic 
macroroles. Active verbs'are DO or CAUSE type verbs (e.g. do, make, go, hit, MI, break, return); 
Non-active verbs are BE or BECOME type verbs (e.g. dark, ripe, white, sick, hungry, big, small, 
die, good, bad). If the different typologies are illustrated using the two English pronoun sets, 
they would operate something like the following: 

(18) Nominative-accusative system (S patterns with A) 
he hit him. [Active transitive; A V O ]  
he ran. [Active intransitive; 
he is sick. 

s v  I 
[Non-active intransitive; S V ] 

(19) Ergative-absolutive system (S patterns with 0) 
he hit him. [Active transitive; A V O  

ran him. [Active intransitive; V S 
is sick him. [Non-active intransitive; V S 

him is sick. [ S V 
him ran. S V 

(20) Split-S system (SA patterns with A; S,, patterns with O)19 
he hit him. [Active transitive A V O ]  
he ran. [Active intransitive SA v 1 

is sick him. [Non-active; V S, ] or 
him is sick SU v 1 

(21) Switch-reference (SS = same subject; DS = different subject) 
hedhim,, hit him,,. [Active transitive] 
he,.im,, ran. [Active intransitive] 
hedhim,, is sick. [Non-active] 

Split-S systems are fairly widespread within the Austronesian world; for example in Aceh, 
North Sumatra (Durie 1985), and in many languages in eastern Indonesia (e.g. Buru, Grimes 
1991). Selaru, a language of southern Tanimbar (Coward 1990) represents a classic split-S 
orientation, and is representative of many Austronesian languages in eastern Indonesia. 

Verbal semantics: Active / non-active20 
Active transitive: (A) A-V 0 [actor-indexed] 
Active intransitive: (SA) A-V [actor-indexed] 
Non-active: (Su) V-u [undergoer-indexed] 
Nominal predicate: Predicate-Subject [parallels Undergoer patterns] 

i 

Figure 3: Profile of Selaru 

l9 Relational grammarians call the SA type verbs unergative and the Su type verbs unaccusative. While there is nothing 
wrong with the terms for linguistic purposes, I do not recommend using these labels as parts-of-speech categories 
i n a  published dictionary as they severely limit the audience of effective users. 

20 The Selaru data and primary analysis are from Coward (1990). Some of the terminology and split-S framework reflect 
my adaptation of Coward's material. I avoid the label 'stativeactive' that is more widespread in the general literature 
for these types of languages, because the 'non- active' verbs are typically ambiguous in their internal aspectual 
interpretation as imperfective (process) or perfective (state). The label 'stative' is thus highly misleading (see 
discussion in Grimes 199193-108). 
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Figure 4: Pronominal systems in S e k  

1s 

2.3 

3s 

INAN 

IF 

lpi 

ZP 

3P 

Selaru Actor prefiies are phonologically conditioned by the root or stem to which they 
attach. 

FREE 
PRONOUN 

Yaw 

oa 

ia 

8 

m a w  

ity 

ea 

sira 

I 

1 Figure 5: Selaru Actor p r e f w  

Stem begins wl 

SET 1 -V 

SET 2 -CC 

SET 3 -C 

Abstract form 

(22) Active transitive 

UNDERG. 
ENCLIT. 

Yaw 
* 
-i 

8 

UamY 

i ty 

e 

sir 

Naman-ke y- oban asw-re. [AVO; actor-indexed verb] 
child-ART 3sA-hit dog-PL 
'The child hit the dogs.' 

I 

(23) Sawa-na Y- turi -ke ti naman-desy-kre. 
wife-3sGEN 3sA-transfer machete-ART DAT child-DIST-ART.PL 
'Hk wife gave the machete to those children.' 

ACM)R 
PREFIXES~~ 

kU- 

mu- 
1- 

kI- 

aram1- 

ta- 

m1- 

ra- 

1s 

k- 

ku- 

kcW 

kU- 

(24) Active intransitive 

3sINAN 

b- 
ki- 

kcY 

kI- 

Ama -ku i- &. [SV; actor-indexed verb] 
father-lsGEN 3sA-bathe 
'My father is bathing.' 

GENITIVE 
ENCLITICS 

-kU 

-mU 

-na 

8 

am...-mi 

ity...-t 

-my 

(sir) ...- t 

2s 

m- 

mu- 

mcW 

mu- 

(25) kbwa. mb Wa. d a .  
kU- ba mu- ba I- ba 
IS A-go 2sA-go 3sA-go 
'I'm going. ' You 're going. ' 'She 3 going. ' 

lpi 

t- 

ta- 

t- 

ta- 

3s 

Y- 
i- 

CY 

I- 

21 See following chart for phonological conditioning of these prefmes. 

GENERAL 
POSSESSION 

wasi-kw 

wasi-mw 

wasi 

wasi 

ara wasi-my 

ity mi-t 

h i - m y  
I (sir) wai-t 

EDIBLE 
POSSESSION 

hina-kw 

hina-mw 

hina 

hina 

ara hina-my 

ity hina-t 

hina-my 

(sir) hina-t 

lpe 

aramy- 

arami- 

aramy- 

aramI- 

2~ 

my- 

mi- 

mcY 
mI- 

3~ 

r- 

ra- 

r- 

ra- 
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(26) Aro-ke kb y a de. 
aro-ke kI-ba de  
boat-ART INAN-go PERF 
'The boat is already gone.' 

IIahkye Ian i. [VS; undergoer-indexed verb] 
hahy-ke Ian i 
pig -ART big 3sU 
'The pig is big. ' 

(28) Bat-batak-ke lane . 
RED-chest- ART big INAN 
'The chest is big.' 

(29) Atiat i. Bob atiat i. 
bad 3sU (name)bad 3sU 
'He's bad.' 'Bob is bad.' 

(30) Nominal predicate [parallels Undergoer-oriented constructions] 

Guru yaw. 
teacher[Skt] 1s 
'I ant u teacher.' 

Other languages in the region such as Dobel (Aru Islands - J. Hughes, MS) are very siniil'~l 
to Sclaru in their basic orientation. Buru is split-S in its verbal semantics, but shows an incil)icbi~[ 
switch-reference system in its pronominal typology (Grimes 1991). All sp l i t s  languagcs niirst 
minimally distinguish three types of verbs in the lexicon, not just two, but dictionaries and w o ~  c! 
lists published over the last century for spl i ts  languages in eastern Indonesia have failed to t l o  

so. For Buru I abbreviate the three types as vt (active transitive), vi (active intransitive), arid 1~ 

(non-active verbs). 

An additional verb type shows up in many Austronesian languages in eastern Indonesia 
and out into the Pacific. Active intransitive verbs tend to be vcrbs of motion or posturc, sucll 
as go, return, starztl, sit, in which the person doing the action is also the one undergoing t11(: 
action (their location or position is changed). For example, in I go, I am volitionally doiilg 
something, which results in my location being changed. There is only one semantic rcfercnt, h111 
some languages mark some (or all) active intransitive verbs of this sort as moq)hologii.u/!r, 
transitive. In some literature on Oceanic languages these are referred to as intradirc.c.livc1, ( 1 1  

reflexive verbs (see Pawley 1973), and in other areas of the world as quasi-refixive vcr1)s. 

(31) South Nuaulu (South-central Seram - R. Bolton 1990) 

Ia pina ona-te i- sipu -i, i -eu-i ria manahune. IS A V-, 
3s female big-NOM 3s-descend-3sU 3s-go-3sU inland outside 
'The old woman got down and went outside.' 
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(32) Buru (archaic) 

Kae oli -m beka. [s v-U] 
2sA return-2sU first 
You should go home now. ' 

If these types of verbs contrast in a language with other active intransitive verbs that cannot 
be morphologically transitive, they must be indicated as a separate category in the lexicon. 

4.2.2 Handling morphologically defined subclasses 

It is still not always sufficient to identify a part-of-speech as, for example, vt, vi, or vn. 
Sometimes there are morphologically motivated subclasses within each category. For example 
in Buru, with a non-active verb (vn) we must also know whether it is an em- verb, an eb- verb, 
or a -t verb to know how it behaves in its morphosyntactic network.22 Thus vn-t is minimal 
part-of-speech information for a non-active -t verb. Similarly Buru active transitive verbs must 
distinguish whether they are -k verbs or -h verbs to know how they indicate pronominalised 
singular objects. Thus, vt-h is minimal information for a transitive -h verb in the lexicon. (See 
Grimes 1991:93ff.). 

4.23 Pragmatically motivated variants 

There are some languages which have a clear morphologically motivated distinction 
between transitive and intransitive verbs or usages, such as Fijian (Dixon 1988). There are other 
languages which have a group of verbs that are clearly and exclusively transitive, another group 
that are clearly intransitive, and a portion that may function in either capacity with no 
morphological distinction. For example, the Buru data parallel the English: 

(33) Da ba kaa mangkau. 
3s DUR eat cassava 
'He iT eating cassava.' 

(34) Da ba kaa-h. 
3s DUR eat-it 
'He iT eating it. ' 

(35) Da ba kaa. 
3s DUR eat 
'He k eating.' 

The above pattern of reducing the referential prominence of an argument through 
pronominalisation and omission is a common strategy in discourse for languages that allow it 
(see Giv6n 1990). It is pragmatically motivated. The referential prominence of the object in 
example (35) above is completely reduced through omission. Constructions like example (35) 
occur commonly as predicate-focus constructions (action-prominence) where the referential 
identity of the object is unimportant or irrelevant, as in the situation: Q: What is he doing now? 
A: He is eating [so don't bother him]. But there is no morphological difference between the 

- -  -- ~~ 

22 Numerically indicated subclasses (e.g. Class I, Class II, Class III, etc.) seem to be very frustrating to everybody except 
the linguist who assigned those labels. An alternative such as the actual a f f ~ e s  that distinguish the subclasses in 
defined contexts broadens the audience of potential users (e.g. em- verbs, eb- verbs, etc.). This kind of morphological 
subclass is conventionalised in Spanish dictionaries in the citation form of verbs as -ar, -ir, or -er verbs. 
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transitive use and the intransitive use of kaa 'eat', other than the presence or absence of the 
object. 

Some linguists, perhaps motivated by the view that parts-of-speech is always and exclusively 
inherent to the lexicon, ignore syntactic and pragmatic issues, preferring to  say there are two 
lexemes eatl vt, and eat2 vi. I find this approach of (partial) homonymy highly unsatisfying and 
prefer to say vcrbs like eat are included in that portion of the lexicon that is ambitransitivc 
according to pragmatic issues. The portion of ambitramitive verbs in English is fairly restrictccl, 
but in Buru most verbs that can take a syntactic object without morphological derivation arc 
ambitransitive. 

In languages where a portion of the vocabulary is ambitransitive in contrast with a portiorr 
that is obligatorily transitive, this contrast must be noted in the dictionary as a separate catcgcxy, 

4 3  Adjectives (versus nouns or verbs) 

Some languages clearly have 'adjective' as a distinct part-of-speech, expressing such thiligs 
as dimension, physical property, colour, human propensity, age, value and speed. In S O I ~ I C  

languages attributive modifiers in a noun phrase [NP] pattern closely with nouns, in othcl 
languages with verbs, and in others as a mixture (see Dixon 1982, Schachter 1985, Wierzbicka 
1986 and forthcoming). Buru, like many Austronesian languages, has no canonical (undcrivecf) 
class of 'adjective' - all attributive modifiers in an NP are derived from verb roots (both act ivc 
and non-active).23 For a few Austronesian languages in eastern Indonesia there does seem to 
be a closed class of a handful of underived adjectives (often in the form of inhcrcn~ly 
reduplicated roots), with the bulk of attributive modifiers in NPs being derived from verbs. Wilh 
the exception of these true 'adjectives', there is often no morphological distinction h~tw~i .11  
predicative and attributive uses of verbs. 

(36) Buru 

IIumrr di em- kele. [predicative] 
house DIST STAT-tall 
'That house is high.' 
Da puna huma em- kele. [attributive] 
3s do [house STAT-tall]~p 
'He rltade a pile house.' [Lit. 'a tall house'] 

Where there is a morphological distinction behveen predicative and attributive uscs, i t  is 
clear that the attributive (i.e. adjectival) use is derived from the predicative use, not thc otP1c.n 
way around. 

(37) Da ba haa hede. 
3s DUR big still 
'He is still p w i n g .  ' 

DB puns huma haa-t. 
3s make [house big-NOMINp 
'He is making a big house.' 

[predicativc 1 

(attributivcl 

23 Nouns can also modify other nouns in Buru NPs, but behave quite differently from verb-ticrivcd n~otlific.~~ 111 t l r l  11 

morphosynt:~ctic nctworks (Grimes 1991:178ff.). 
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(38) Kau di beha. [predicative] 
wood DIST heavy 
'That wood is heavy.' 

Da wada lcau beha-t. [attributive] 
3s shoulder.cany [wood heavy-NOMI* 
'He is canying heavy wood (on his shoulder). 

(39) Feten boti mohede. [predica t ive] 
millet white not.yet 
'The millet isn't yet ripe. ' 

Da ego labu -n boti -to [attributive] 
3s get [shirt-GEN white-NOMI* 
'She took the white shirt.' 

To label what translates into an English adjective as 'adjective' for these languages fails to 
recognise the behavior of the lexemes as verbs in the greater morphosyntactic networks of the 
language. 

4.4 Related issues 

Finally, there are a few issues related to handling parts-of-speech which can be handled in 
separate fields in a computerised 'lexicon. 

4.4.1 Checking paradigms 

Some languages have obligatory indexing on the verb for one or more core arguments. For 
many Austronesian languages in the string of islands east of Bali, consonant-initial verb roots 
are not inflected for person and number of the subject, but vowel-initial roots are. In some 
languages, however, the paradigms are not complete for all possible combinations (also noted 
generally by Zgusta 1971:122). For example in Tetun (central and east Timor - Therik and 
Grimes, Ms) some verbs take the complete paradigm and others are only partial - the citation 
form of these verbs is the h-form. The completeness of the paradigm can also vary across 
dialects. 

F i g m  6: Completeness of verb paradigms in Tetun 

PERSON 

1s 

2s 

3s 

I P ~  

1 pi 

2~ 

3~ 

Where there is inconsistency in the completeness of paradigms it is not economical to 
indicate the complete paradigm for every verb, but only for those that deviate from a norm. 

Complete Paradigms 

eat make bring kill 

kaa kalo kodi ko'o 

maa malo modi mo'o 

naa nalo nodi no'o 

haa halo hodi ho'o 

haa halo hodi ho'o 

haa halo hodi ho'o 

raa ralo ' rodi ro'o 

Incomplete Paradigms 

l w k  remain wait ~mby 

karee kela 

maree mela mein mosi 

naree nela nein nosi 

haree hela hein hosi 

haree hela hein hosi 

haree hela hein hosi 

- - 
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4.4.2 Indicating semantic domain 

For some parts of a language, indicating a semantic class may provide more grammatical 
information than simply indicating the part-of-speech.24 For example, in the Buru lexicon certain 
generalisations become available by knowing a verb is a cutting verb: 

(40) \le hete [\le = lexeme] 
\ps vt-k [\ps = part-of-speech] 
\ge cut into sections for use; [\ge = gloss (English)zs) 
\cl Vcut [\cl = semantic class] 

This information tells us (Grimes 1991) that this entry shares with other cutting verbs the 
basic structure: 

Subject:Actor:agent - D0:cut - (0bject:Undergoer:patient) -- (tu intrument) 

What distinguishes one cutting verb from another tends to be differences in manner, typical 
instrument, typical object, and occasionally typical agent. A carrying verb looks something like 
the following: 

(41) \le leba 
\ps vt-h 
\ge carry on the shoulder with a pole 
\cl Vcarry 

It shares with other carrying verbs the following general structure: 

Subject:Actor:agent - D0:cany - (Object:Undergoe~figure)26 - (tu instrument) 
- (fi di locative source) - (gam di locative goal) 

Similarly, identifying the semantic class of certain types of nouns tells us (again from the 
grammar description) how this lexeme should behave in certain constructions, (such as in this 
example, in the vocative). 

(42) \le ama 
\PS n 
\ge father 
\cl Nkin 

5. Summary 

Indicating parts-of-speech in the lexicon has been traditionally useful. The task of doing so 
is often straightforward and uncomplicated, but as this paper has shown there are many 
potential pitfalls. The lexicographer must continually refine notions about parts-of-speech 
categories in a language and update the lexicon as understanding of the grammar increases. 
Parts-of-speech categories should be adequately defined to fit the language and to make the 
dictionary a useful and productive tool. 

24 In computerised databases this also facilitates extracting, cross-referencing, and studying groups of related words. 

25 This is distinguished from \gi (Indonesian) and \ga (Ambonese Malay) in the multilingual database. 

26'~igure' is the object whose location is in question. Foley and Van Valin (1984) use the term 'theme'. With carrying 
verbs only one oblique argument is normally expressed - the one most salient to the discourse. 
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The Standard Forms of the Base Indonesian Words 

Sudarno ~induwiryo' 

Jakarta, Indonesia 

1. Introduction 

The Indonesian language, which is currently used as the official language of the Republic 
of Indonesia, originated from the Malayan language. The Malayan language has been the 'lingua 
franca' for the south-east Asia region since time immemorial. The native speakers of the 
Malayan language were originally the inhabitants of the coastal area of the Malaka Peninsula 
and Sumatra, and the surrounding islands. Due to its strategic location, many ships of different 
nationalities pass by that area, from South Asia heading for East Asia and vice versa. In that 
condition the Malayan language was influenced by many foreign languages, such as Sanskrit, 
Arabic, Persian, Chinese, Portuguese, Dutch, and English, besides by local Indonesian lan- 
guages, such as Javanese, Sundanese, Minangkabau. 

The Malayan or the Indonesian language was firstly written in about the first century. Thc 
character used at that time was that of Palawa, a kind of script originated from South India. 
After the coming of Islam, Indonesian was written in a slightly modified Arabic script known 
as 'Huruf Arab Melayu'. From the beginning of this century the language has been written in 
Roman script. The Indonesian language has so far developed its writing system. Firstly, the 
spelling of Ch. van Ophuysen version, secondly, the spelling of Suwandi version, and finally 
'Ejaan Yang Disempurnakan' or the Revised Spelling System, the system of spelling that is 
currently used. The Indonesian spelling system is to some degree more phonetic than, say, the 
English one. 

Due to its historical development, many words in the Indonesian language have more than 
one form, both in the written and in the spoken forms. The cognate Indonesian words as lubang 
'hole', pihak 'side', ubah 'change', sometimes appear as lobang, fihak, and obah respectively. 
The Indonesian loan words like tentara 'arm forces' (Sanskrit), majelis 'council' (Arabic), 
metode 'method' (Dutch), manajer 'manager' (English), may appear as tentera, majlis, metoda, 
and menejer respectively. Even words of different spelling as khawatir, kuatir, hawatir, and 
kawatir refer to one meaning, namely 'anxious'. 

It is true that some dictionaries do indicate which one among the many forrns is the 
standard form. However, they often differ from one dictionary to another in choosing the 
standard forms of the words. For example, for the words which means 'shark', 'Thursday', and 
'victim', one Indonesian dictionary uses yu, Kemis, and korban respectively, while the other uses 
hiu, Kamis, and kurban. 

I really do not know the reason underlying the choosing of the standard forms. That is 
why, in this paper, an alternative of choosing the standard forms of both cognate and loan words 
of the Indonesian base words is offered. The standard form offered is based on the nature of 
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the cognate Indonesian base words, their phonemes, their syllables, and the arrangement of the 
syllables in forming the base words. 

2. The Indonesian Phonemes, Syllables, and Base Words 

I have a document containing Indonesian base words taken from some Indonesian 
dictionaries. I have separated cognate words from loan words. Indonesian cognate words have 
the following characteristics : 

2.1 The Phonemes 

The Indonesian phonemes consist of vowels and consonants, each followed by an example 
of a word containing the phoneme concerned : 

la/ aku 'I' /c/ cukup 'enough' 
/id itu 'that' /g/ guntur 'thunder' 
/u/ ulang 'repeat' /k/ kulit 'skin' 

/el emas 'gold' /wl sawah 'rice field' 
/el enak 'nice' k a ~ u  'wood' 

/o/ obat 'medicine' /r/ rumah 'house' 

/ail pantai 'coast' N lari 'run' 

tau1 pulau 'island' IS/ sapu 'brooms' 

/b/ batu 'stone' /N leher 'neck' 
/p/ padi 'rice' /m/ makan 'eat' 

/dl daun 'leaf In/ tangan 'hand' 
/t/ tahun 'year' /ny/ nyamuk 'mosquito' 

/j/ jauh 'far' Ing, siang 'noon' 

There are still other phonemes or letters indicated by some Indonesian dictionaries. 
However, the 'phonemes/letters' are found only in loan words, such as : 

diesel 

eufemisme 

apartheid 
bhineka 

adhesi 

adjektif 
faktor 

khusus 

qari 
squash 

shalat 

syarat 

tsunami 

'diese' (Dutch) 

'euphemism' (Dutch) 

'appartheid' (Dutch/English) 

'diversity' (Sanskrit) 

'adhesion' (Dutch) 
'adjective' (Dutch) 
'factor' (Dutch) 

'special' (Arabic) 
'Qur'an reader' (Arabic) 

'squash' (English), 

'prayer' (Arabic) 
'condition' (Arabic) 

'Wave' (Japanese) 
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/v/ revolusi 'revolution' (Dutch) 

/x/ marxisme 'mamism' (Dutch) 

I do not know whether the combination of letters such as tie> or  < e u >  each 
represents a diphthong or  a vowel sequence, and the combination of consonants < dh > or 
<dj > each represents a consonant cluster or two consonants. 

Some loan words containing such phonemes have two forms, for examples : 

Februari - Pebruari 'February' (Dutch) 

khalayak - kalayak 'public' (Arabic) 
masyhur - mashur 'famous' (Arabic) 

November - Nopember 'November' (Dutch). 

Some have one form only, such as : 

faktor 'factor' (Dutch/English) 

khas 'specific' (Arabic) 

syarat 'condition' (Arabic) 

2.2 Tbe Syllables 

Most Indonesian cognate base words consist of two syllables, such as a-ku 'I', a-ir 'water', 
i-kan 'fish', pa-di 'rice', tern-pat 'place'. The syllable consists of one, two, o r  three phonemes. 
The patterns are (v stands for vowel and c stands for consonant) : 

V as i in i-kan 'fish' 

VC as i r  in a-ir 'water' 

CV as ku in a-ku 'I' 
CVC as pan in pan-tai 'coast' 

So there are basically only four Indonesian syllable patterns. In the Indonesian language 
currently used, there are still other patterns which are different from the above mentioned 
patterns. But, such patterns are always found in loan words. For examples : 

VCC as eks in eks-por 'export' (Dutch) 

CVCC as teks in teks 'text' (Dutch) 

CCVCC as pleks in kom-pleks 'complex' (Dutch) 

CCV as pro in pro-sa 'prose' (Dutch) 

CCVC as prak in prak-tek 'practice' (Dutch) 

CCCV as stra in stra-tegi 'strategy' (Dutch) 

CCCVC as struk in struk-tur 'structure' (Dutch) 

Many loan words of such patterns have two forms, namely the forms which still reserve 
the loan patterns while the others have been adjusted to the cognate patterns, such as : 

test, tes 'test' (Dutch) 

klas, kelas 'class' (Dutch) 

ons, on 'ounce' (Dutch) 
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In the cognate syllable patterns there are some rules. Among others are : 

1. In a closed syllables, i.e. that of the patterns VC and CVC, the (second) consonant 
must be Ipl, It/, /k/, Irl, N, Is/, m/, /m/, In/, Inyl, (always symbolised with In/), or 
In@. So words containing other than those consonants at the end of each 
syllable can easily be recognized as loan words. For example: 

se-bab 'cause' (Arabic) 

ad-mi-ni-stra-si 'administration' (Dutch) 

mik-raj 'Prophet Muhammad's journey' (Arabic) 
bi-o-log 'biologist' (Dutch) 

However, such deviation, i.e. syllables ending in voiced stops, is permissible in written 
Indonesian, but not in the oral form. Thus the pronunciation of words as se-bab 
is se-bap etc. 

2. The vowel of a closed syllable can only be a monophthong. For example: 

am- pun 'pardon' 

tam-pak 'seem' 
kerdil 'dwarf 

kandung 'bear' 

Pang-gang 'bake' 

If in such position the vowel is a diphthong, the word containing it must be a loan 
word, such as : 

syaikh 'sheikh' (Arabic) 

haid 'menses' (Arabic) 

A loan word with a diphthong in its closed syllable is usually adjusted to the cognate 
one by replacing the diphthong by a monophthong or by considering the 
diphthong as sequence of vowels. For examples the Arabic word syaikb 'sheikh' 
becomes syekh, haid becomes bed and bait becomes ba-it. 

3. In the CV and CVC patterns the first consonant and vowel cannot be wu or yi. If it 
is, the word must be a loan word. For example: 

nah-wu 'grammar' (Arabic) 

ta-sa-wuf 'Islamic school' (Arabic) 
ma-yit 'corpse' (Arabic) 
ba-yi 'baby' (Javanese) 

Some loan words containing /wu/ and /yi/ have been adjusted to the Indonesian 
rules by omitting the consopant, i.e. Iw/ or /y/. For example (the syllabification 
follows the cognate one, here): 

na-hu instead of nah-wu 

ta-sa-uf instead of ta-sa-wuf 

ma-it instead of ma-yit 

ba-i instead of ba-yi 
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23 The Base Word 

As stated above, an Indonesian base word consists of one or more syllables. If a word 
consists of more than one syllable, the arrangement of the syllables follows certain rules. 

To explain the arrangement of syllables in base words, I will first highlight the probabilities 
of the arrangements of syllables. Since there are four syllable patterns, there will theoretically 
be sixteen probabilities of arrangements. Those are : 

1. V-V 5. CV-V 9. VC-V 13. CVC-V 

2. V-VC 6. CV-VC 10. VC-VC 14. CVC-VC 

3. V-CV 7. CV-CV 11. VC-CV 15. CVC-CV 

4. V-CVC 8. CV-CVC 12. VC-CVC 16. CVC-CVC 

Practically, there are merely twelve kinds of arrangement. Those are (with the base words 
as examples) : 

1. V-V i-i 'helshe' 

2. V-VC a-ir 'water' 

3. V-CV a-ku 'I' 
4. V-CVC i-kan 'fish' 

5. CV-V du-a 'two' 

6. CV-VC bu-ah 'fruit' 

7. CV-CV te-bu 'sugar cane' 

8. CV-CVC pu-tih 'white' 

9. VC-CV un-tai 'set' 

10. VC-CVC em-pat 'four' 

11. CVC-CV tung-gu 'wait' 

12. CVC-CVC tem-pat 'place' 

The other four kinds of arrangements are found only in loan base words, such as : 

13. VC-V (not found) 

14. VC-VC af-al 'deed' (Arabic) 

15. CVC-V mas-a-lah 'problem' (Arabic) 

16. CVC-VC Jum-a t 'Friday' (Arabic) 

However, the last three base words have other forms which do not contradict to the rules 
since they have been adjusted to the cognate arrangement : 

af-al - - a-fa1 

mas-a-lah = ma-sa-lah 

Jum-at - - Ju-mat 
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The cognate arrangements still have other conditions which must be fulfilled. The condi- 
tions are, among others : 

1. In the sequence (C)VC - CV(C) the (last) consonant of the first syllable is only a 
nasal consonant, i.e. either Iml, In/, lnyl, lng/, or  a rolled lrl. If the last 
consonant of the first syllable is nasal, the first consonant of the second syllable 
is only a homogenic plossive consonant or Is/, or  N. If the last consonant of the 
first syllable is /r/, the first consonant of the second syllable will never be h/, /y/, 
or /N. For example: 

turn-buh 'grow' ang-kat 'lift' 
jurn-pa 'meet' lang-sung 'direct' 
un-dang 'call' lung-lai 'weak' 

pan-tai 'coast' ker-bau 'buffalo' 

jen-jang 'rank' ter-ka 'guess' 
pan-cung 'cut' ser-bu 'attract' 

tung-gu 'wait' 

In loan words the last consonant of the first syllable and the first consonant of the 
second syllable are not always in the patterns explained above. For example: 

in-san ' ~ r s o n '  (Arabic) 

tan-pa 'without' (Javanese) 
ab-jad 'plphabet' (Arabic) 

ak-ta 'Act' (Dutch) 

jad-wal 'schedule' (Arabic) 

kar-ya 'work' (Sanskrit) 

mar-hum 'the late ...' (Arabic) 

2. In the sequence (C)V - V(C) the vowels cannot be the same vowels, and in 
pronunciation there is a semivowel as a connector. For example: 

i-a 'helshe' pronounced as iya 

di-am 'stay' pronounced as diyam 

lu-ar 'outside' pronounced as luwar 

tu-a 'old' pronounced as tuwa 

In some loan words the two vowels can be the same vowel and in the pronunciation 
there is no semivowel but rather a glottal stop 191 as a connector. For example: 

sa-at 'time' pronounced as sa9at (Arabic) ' 

ma-af 'pardon' pronounced as mavaf (Arabic) 
fi-il 'deed' pronounced as fi9il (Arqbic) 

Some loan words from Dutch still have semivowels. For example: 

di-it 'diet' pronounced as diyit 

ri-il 'real' pronounced as riyil 
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3. In the sequence (C)V - CV(C) if the vowel of the first syllable is /u/, the first 
consonant of the second syllable is not /w/; if the vowel is /it, the first consonant 
is not /y/. For example: 

ru-mah . 'house' 

ti-ba 'arrive' 

In some loan words though the two vowels are different; there are no semivowels. 
For example: 

sya-ir 'poem' pronounced as sya9ir (Arabic) 

so-a1 'question' pronounced as sogal (Arabic) 

do-a 'prayer' pronounced as do9a (Arabic) 
syi-ar 'preach' pronounced as syi'ar (Arabic) 

Some have two pronunciation, one with semivowel due to the adjustment to the 
cognate rules, while the other without semivowel. For example: 

ta-bi-at 'conduct' pronounced as tabi9at or  tabiyat (Arabic) 
da-e-rah 'region' pronounced as da9erah or  daherah (Arabic) 

Some loan words from Dutch still have semivowels. For example: 

di-it 'diet', pronounced as diyit 

ri-il 'real', pronounced as riyil 

3. In the sequence (C)V - CV(C) if the vowel of the first syllable is /u/, the first 
consonant of the second syllable is not Iw/, and if the vowel is /it, the first 
consonant is not lyl. For example: 

ru-mah 'house' 

ti-ba 'arrive' 

bu-nga 'flower 

si-kat 'brush' 

Some loan words with such a syllable arrangement the vowel /u/ is followed by /w/ 
and the vowel /i/ is followed by /y/. For example: 

mu-wa-fa-kat 'agree' (Arabic) 

u-khu-wah 'brotherhood'(Arabic) 
wi-ya-nga 'gamelan player' (Javanese) 

wi-ya-ta 'lesson' (Javanese) 

3. The Standard Forms 

Some Indonesian dictionaries indicate which one among the many forms of the Indonesian 
base words is the standard form. Three of the dictionaries here are taken as examples. Those 
are : 

1. Sutan Muhammad Zain, Kamus Moderen Bahasa Indonesia, Grafica, Jakarta, (no 
year of publication indicated, but it was about 1964). 
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2. W.J.S.Poerwadarminta, Kamus Umum Bahasa Indonesia, PN.Balai Pustaka, Jakarta, 
1%6. 

3. Anton M. Moeliono et. al., Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia, PN.Balai Pustaka, 
Jakarta, 1988. 

The Kamus Moderen has 12,841 entries, the Kamus Umum has 22,412 entries, while the 
Kamus Besar has 29,937 entries. The first two dictionaries use the old spelling system, while 
the last uses the new spelling system. 

3.1 The Kiunur Moderen 

In the Kamus Moderen, letters < q > , < v > and < x > are not used in its spelling system, 
even in spelling of loan words ( < c > and < y > are not used in consequence of the old spelling 
system). Loan words can be recognized only by the use of the letters <ch>  (in the current 
spelling system it is < kh > ), < f >, < sj > (in the current spelling systems it is < sy > ) and 
< z >. But strange enough, the diacritical marks < " > and < ' > are used in the spelling of loan 
words from Arabic, such as: 

Kuran 'Koran' 

soal 'question' 

do ' a 'prayer' 

fa'al 'deed' 

There are no consonant clusters used in the spelling of a syllable but few, especially in the 
middle of a word. So the loan words from ~ b t c h  such as modern, protes, setrum, sekretaris in 
this dictionary are respectively written moderen, perotes, seterum, and sekertaris. 

Consonant N is never followed by vowel /u/; neither is @/ by ti/. 'So instead of wujud, 
aahwu, bayi, priyayi they are spelled as ujud, nshu, bai, and periari respectively. 

The loan (C)VC - V(C) arrangement of syllables in this dictionary is recognized and an 
umlaut is used to refer the syllable boundary or even a morpheme boundary, such as: 

Jumat 'Friday' pronounced as J u m W  (Arabic) 

Koriin 'Koran' pronounced as Kursan (Arabic) 

3.2 The Kamus Umum 

In the Kamus Umum, letters < q > , < v > and < x > are also not used in its spelling system. 
As in the case of the Kamus Moderen, loan words can be recognized only by the use of the 
letters < ch > , < f > , < sj > and < z > . A stroke is used to spell some of the loan words from 
Arabic, such as: 

Jum'at 'Friday' 

mu' tamar 'conference' 

As it is different from the Kamus Moderen, the spelling of loan words containing consonant 
clusters are found in this dictionary. For example: 

praktek 'practice' (Dutch) 
status 'status' (Dutch) 

strategi 'strategy' (Dutch) 
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But we rarely find consonant clusters at the end of syllables in this dictionary; the case is 
not the same as in the Kamus Besar. 

The loan arrangement of syllable (C)VC - V(C) is found also in this dictionary. But, unlike 
in the Kamus Moderen, it is written with a stroke < ' > such as: 

Jurn'at 'Friday' (Arabic, also Jumaat) 
af 'a1 'Deed' (Arabic) 

33 The Kamus Besar 

The Kamus Besar is the most "modern" dictionary viewed from the Malayan point of view, 
in phoneme, syllable, and the arrangement of syllables of the base words. All letters of the 
Roman alphabet are applied in this dictionary. The letters < q > and <x > which are not used 
in the two other dictionaries, are used in the Kamus Besar to spell loan words. In many letter, 
sequences (including loan words) it is not clear to me, whether the two letters represent one 
phoneme or two - are also found, such as: 

diesel 'diesel' (Dutch) 

eufemisme 'euphemism' (Dutch) 
adhesi 'adhesion' (Dutch) 
tsunami 'tsunami' (Japanese) 

In syllabification, it seems to follow loan patterns, such as (with their respective examples 
in words): 

VCC as in ons 'ounce' (Dutch) 

CVCC as in teks 'text' (Dutch) 

CVCCC as in hertz 'hertz' (Dutch) 
CCV as in pro - tes 'protest' (Dutch) 

CCVC as in prak - tek 'practice' (Dutch) 

CCVCC as in kom - pleks 'complex' (Dutch) 

CCCV as in stra - te - gi 'strategy' (Dutch) 

CCCVC as in struk - tur  'structure' (Dutch) 

Strange enough, in the syllable arrangement, the Kamus Besar almost always follows the 
Malayaq rule. Loan syllable arrangement (C)VC - V(C) is not found in this dictionary. So loan 
words f ~ o m  Arabic such as Jum-at, Qur-an, mas-a-lah for example, are written in the Kamus 
Besar as Jumat, Quran, and masalah respectively. 

Comparing the three dictionaries in dealing with the base Indonesian words, I would like 
to highlight some words which have different standard forms. Those are (among others): 

Kamus Moderen Kamus Umum Kamus Besar 

bai bai bayi 'baby' 

do' a doa doa 'prayer' 

Pebruari Pebruari Februari 'February' 

Jumat Jum'at, Jumaat Jumat 'Friday' 

kwartal kwartal, kuartal kuartal 'quarter' 
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Kamus Moderen Kamus Umum Kamus Bestv 
ruh ruh, roh roh 'soul' 
sala f salap, salep salep 'ointment' 
senteri senteri, santri santri 'disciple' 
ujud ujud wujud 'appearance' 

The different standard forms of the Indonesian base words inevitably causes difficulties for 
Indonesian language teachers. 

4. An alternative proposed 

As it is clear that the standard forms of the Indonesian base words vary from one dictionary 
to another, an alternative is offered below to solve the problem. The arrangement follows the 
above treatment. 

4.1 The Phonemes 

The Indonesian phonemes and/or letters to symbolize them should be (each followed by 
an example of word containing the phoneme concerned) : 

/a/ - aku 

/i/ - i t u  

/u/ - ulang 

/el - emas 

/el - enak 

lo/ - obat 
/ail - pantai 
tau/ - pulau 

/b/ -batu 

/p/ - padi 
/dl - daun 
It/ - tahun 

/j/ - jauh 
/c/ - cukup 

/gl - guntur 

'I' 

'that' 

'repeat' 

'gold' 

'nice' 

'medicine' 
'coast' 

'island' 

'stone' 

'rice' 

'leaf 

'year' 

'far' 

'enough' 
'thunder' 

- kulit 
- sawah 

- kayu 

- rumah 

- lari 

- sapu 
- leher 

- makan 

- tangan 

- nyamuk 

- siang 
- faktor 

- khusus 

- syarat 

- zaman 

'skin' 
'rice field' 

'wood' 
'house' 

'run' 
'broom' 
'neck' 
'eat' 

'hand' 

'mosquito' 
'noon' 
'factor' 

'special' 

'condition' 

'era' 

So any other sequence of letterslphonemes other than those mentioned above, either 
vowels or consonants, must be considered as a sequence of letterslphonemes, not as a diphthong 
or as a consonant cluster. 

4.2 The Syllable 

The syllable patterns of Indonesian base words are : 

V as in i-kan 'fish' 

VC as in a-ir 'water' 

CV as in ta-nah 'land' 
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CVC as in em-pat 'four' 

CCV as in pro-tes 'protest' 

CCVC as in prak-tis 'practical' 

The last two patterns are for loan words only. 

However, there are still some regulations concerning the syllables. Those are : 

1. The consonants concluding the syllable are merely lpl, ltl, /k/, lrl, N, Is/, /N, /m/, 
In/, Inyl (written with c n >), /b/, Id1 and Igl. The last three are for loan words 
only. 

2. The vowel of patterns VC, CVC and CCVC must not be a diphthong. 

3. The second member of consonant clusters are only consonants /k/, Ipl, It/, Iwl, /y/, 
lrl, Ill. If the second member of consonant clusters are /k/, Ipl or  It/, the first 
member must be Is/. 

4 3  The Arrangement of Syllables 

The arrangement of syllables should follow the patterns below : 

1. v-v 2. v-VC 
3. v-(C)CV 4. v-(C)CVC 

5. VC-(C)CV 6. V-(C)CVC 
7. (C)CV-v 8. (C)CV-vc 

9. (C)CV-(C)CV 10. (C)CV-(C)CVC 

1 1. (C)CV-(C)CV 12. (C)CVC-(C)CVC 

The regulations relating to those arrangements are among others : 

1. There should be no diphthong in the middle or initial position of a base word. 

2. There should be no double consonants in a base word. 

Exceptions of the above mentioned conditions should only be for religious and scientific 
terminologies. 
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Verb Citation in the Classical Newari Dictionary 

Tej R. Kansakar 

1. Theoretical Assumptions 

A dictionary entry of any lexical item represents a native speaker's knowledge of the lexical 
organization of that entry. This could be referred to as a "macro-entry" which includes its basic 
form, syntactic coding, various definable senses (and subsenses), collocational properties and 
patterning of examples to illustrate its possible usage(s) in specific contexts. An entry in this 
sense would not only define the ordering of the parts but also make explicit the syntactic-seman- 
tic potentials of the entry. This inter-dependency between syntax and semantics is difficult to 
code in a bilingual dictionary such as that of the Classical Newari (CN) where the attested 
morphological form and the usage label given to a particular entry are necessarily restricted to 
the orthographic representations in the original source materials. Historically, the Classical 
Newari as recorded in the old written documents and manuscripts differs from contemporary 
Newari in syllable structure, morphology and syntax. It is difficult to decide, for instance, on the 
structure of the verb root, what word class(es) a verb belongs to or  what syntactic uses or 
contraints it is subject to. Further, it is often difficult to decide what could be its general or 
specific meaning and what kinds of semantic alternations are possible with this verb. Ideally, we 
would expect our linguistic data to be verifiable in terms of structure and usage, but this is often 
not the case with a purely documented form of the language. In this sense, it may be unreliable 
and arbitrary to deduce the morphological structure of words purely from the script. We notice 
a large number of inconsistent orthographic variants which may not correctly reflect the 
phonological 1 morphological changes in the language. The source materials we have chosen to 
compile from also represent various stages in the evolution of the language. While this may 
throw some light on certain obscure areas of form and meaning, we are bayically handicapped 
by the absence of any in-depth diachronic studies of Newari. Apart from Jorgensen (1936, 1941) 
and Kolvers (1978), there is to date no sound description available of Classical Newari verb 
morphology. The task of editing such a dictionary is indeed formidable and challenging, and 
many hard decisions need to be taken on problems related to the form of the head entry, variant 
forms, grammatical usage, etymology etc. We shall however focus our attention in this paper 
on the criteria for representation of verb roots, citation forms and marginally on organisation 
of subentries, including the derived form of verbs attested in the source materials. 

2. The Corpus and its Problems 

The dictionary phase of the Project is based on a total corpus of some 30,000 attested 
Newari words compiled from 38 different source manuscripts including literary genres such as 
drama, narrative texts, didactic and legal texts, peotry and songs, chronicles and historical diaries, 
covering a period of over 600 years (1115-1770 A.D.). The earlier lexicon phase on Classical 
Newari consisted of some 20,000 recorded Newari words drawn from twelve Bilingual Sanskrit- 
Newari Amarakosas dated between 1381-1900 A.D. From the editorial point of view the lexical 
material as attested in the Amarakosas presents fewer problems in two respects: one, the 
support from Sanskrit equivalence has given the data greater transparency and authenticity 
especially in assigning grammatical code and gloss; and second, the majority of Newari words 
recorded are norninals. In the case of verbs the picture tends to be entirely different because 
the problems one encounters with this material are vexing and puzzling, to say the least. The 
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problem has also been compounded by the initial editorial decision to compile all attested verb 
forms as separate entries without any attempt to relate a verb root to its derivedlinflected forms. 
This has obviously inflated the corpus to several thousand verb forms while we have so far 
identified only 475 verb roots. The glaring gap in our corpus is clearly apparent when we 
consider that contemporary (colloquial) Newari has not more than 457 root verbs (Shres- 
thacarya, 1981). Notwithstanding the size of verb roots in our chosen corpus, we are currently 
faced with three basic problems in representing verb citations with some degree of accuracy and 
elegance: 

1. What form should the head entry take? 
a) verb root only 
b) verb infinitive as the citation form 
c) full verb form, i.e., verb root with inflected forms. 

2. What is the morphological composition of the verb root or  its infinitive form, and 
what developments are evident in Earlier and Later CN verbal morphology? 
a) oral vs nasal root-vowel (kaye / kane) 
b) vowel-final vs. consonant-final root (bi- / bil-) 
c) evolution and assimilation rules of earlier CN infinitives 

( a  > 1 a > - - I n ;  -ca > -ya/-yel-e). 

3. Given a citation form as the head entry, what should be its proper morphemic 
segmentation? 
(yica > yi-talyit-a; sica > si-lelsil-e; jvamja > jvam-jaljvaj-aljvan-e). 

Each of these problems needs to be reviewed and analyzed carefully before we can go on 
to determine the relationship between a head entry and subentries, and which verb entry model 
is appropriate for a historical dictionary of this kind. 

2.1 The Form of the Head Entry 

As stated earlier, the question of what form the head entry should take has posed some 
problems in the editing process of the dictionary. In the first place, all the attested forms of the 
verb have been compiled as head entries (e.g., boya 'to fly', 'exhibit'; boy6 'flew, exhibited'; 
boyakii 'caused to fly', etc.). Secondly, both verb phrases and phrasal verbs have been entered 
besides finite lexical verbs (e.g. mi tuno 'lit a fire, set a fire'; ti cone 'to last long'; likiise biyi 
'was restored' etc.). Thirdly, Newari auxiliary verbs and many verbalizing suffixes can often be 
used as finite lexical verbs with independent meanings (e.g., kiye 'to take', dhandi  kiiaye 'to be 
worried'; puye 'to wear, to blow', ghasa puye 'to embrace'; cone 'to stay, to feel', khinesem cone 
'to become dark', etc.). Fourthly, there is a good deal of uncertainty about the verbal status of 
particular lexical items, i.e., are they pure verbs or  verbal nouns or adjectival in function? (E.g., 
lhonake 'cause to get fat'; hyinakam 'to make red'; ko-kiya 'to take down', tha-kiiya 'to take 
up', kutu-vane 'to drop, fall down'). One would, of course, expect the context to disambiguate 
these problems, but there is often no one-to-one correlation between morphological form, 
grammatical function and meaning of a verb root. For example, dhi-ya can be glossed as 'will 
say', 'may say', 'something to be said', 'to be said', thus carrying future, optative, relative 
participle, verbal participle functions, and it is difficult to establish the syntactic environments 
which signal the change in meaning. 

Faced with these problems, our first task is to decide on the verb root as an identifiable 
morphological unit and consider the merits and disadvantages of taking the root as a head entry. 
On the merit side the following points can be mentioned: 
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a) The dictionay is being compiled and edited on historical principles, showing 
developments in the etymology of words and their derived forms. The root is a 
useful frame of reference for this purpose. 

b) The dicti0nary.i~ intended primarily for scholars and research workers and not for 
the general public. The identification of the root with information on the roots 
in cognate languages would, for this reason, be useful for comparative and 
diachronic studies of T-B languages. 

c) The root is the base to which all the inflectional suffues can be attached. If we 
take the root as the head entry, the morphological distinctions in verb inflections 
would have greater clarity and definition. 

There are however two valid reasons why the root form of a verb is not appropriate for a 
dictionary entry : 

a) A verb root is the head morpheme of a word but is never attested as a single 
lexical unit. A root morpheme by itself is not definable unless it is a part of a 
larger unit. A dictionary of root verbs (if not attested as such) may also be 
difficult to use. 

b) It has been found to be difficult or  at  least arbitrary to extract root verbs from 
ancient records and manuscripts written entirely in Newari or Devanagari 
scripts. The root form of the verb is by no means transparent in the original 
script. 

On the other hand, the infinitive or citation form of the verb is the logical and most 
commonly used as the head entry. It  is, in a way, an underlying form of a word to which the 
inflectional/derivational morphology is affued. An infinitive has very restricted uses colloquially, 
but as a dictionary entry it has the advantage of structural similarity across a class of words 
defined in terms of its basic meaning. One possible disadvantage of using the infinitive form of 
CN verb is that there are alternative forms kamja/kanya 'to tell', hlica/hliya 'to speak', sejalseya 
'to know', and it is difficult to say if these forms were in free variation at a particular point in 
history or when one form evolved into another. 

The third alternative to use the inflected verb forms as head entries can be rules out 
immediately on two grounds: one, the use of all attested verbs as head entries would render the 
dictionary unnecessarily complex, and two, the conjugation of old Newari verbs as a whole may 
not emerge as a consistent system of verbal relationships. We have therefore considered i t  
sensible to organize all the attested inflected forms as subentries under a basic head entry to 
show their specific uses in the original manuscripts. 

2.2 Morphology of the Root Verb 

The question of what constitutes a root in CN is itself a difficult decision. Jorgensen 
(1941:47) refers to the roots as primary verbs or primary roots which "have monosyllabic roots 
with a final consonant, which is most verbs appears in some of the forms only, whereas in the 
others it has been amalgamated with the suffix that follows." H e  divides the primary verbs into 
four classes, the first three having "an unstable consonant, the fourth retaining its consonant 
through all forms" (i.e., kan-n, yi-t, na-1 vs. hil-, hnel-). Jorgensen regards preverbs plus primary 
root (ghas pu-n 'to embrace', lu ma-n 'to remember', lo1 ma-n 'to forget') as verbal phrases, 
and causative derivatives as the fifth class of verbs. His five classes of verb roots and infinitive 
forms can be summarized as follows : 
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A-Form I I1 I11 IV V 

Root ka-n yi-t bi-1 mil- naka-1 

Infinitive -ne . -Ya -Ya -1e -ke 

-nja -ca -ja 

Table I : JorgensenS A-fonn tools and citatSon jonn ojverbs. 

Jorgensen's representation of the roots and citation form of these verbs is largely 
ambiguous for two reasons : one, the morpheme structure of the root is not transparent, and 
two, the status of the final consonants on, -t, -1 and 1- in the five classes is not definitive, i.e., 
whether "the unstable consonants" in Classes I, 11 and III are an integral part of the root or 
belong properly to derived bases. This problem of what constitutes the base for the inflectional 
system is further complicated when he assigns the forms derived from the "verbal roots" to two 
separate bases, a shorter and a longer one, which can be summarized as follows: 

Class ? I1 I11 N V 

Root ka- yi- bi- m51- naka- 

Short base ka-n- yi-t- bi-I- m5l- naka-1- 

Long base kana- ylta- bila- mlla- nakala- 

Table 2 : VerbaL bases (Jorgensen, 1941) 

A comparison of the forms in Table 1 and Table 2 reveals a basic confusion about what 
constitutes a root (ka-, yH-, bi-; or ka-n, yH-t, bi-I). If we take ka-, yH-, bi- as the roots in the 
first three classes, -n-, -t-, and -1- of the short base can be interpreted in two ways: (a) as 
unstable consonants which participate in stem alternations in the same way as modern Newari 
nouns, i.e. 

/lakha/ > la: 'water' - lakha-e 'in the water' 

lakha-am 'bylfrom the water' 

Iphasal > phae 'wind' phasa-e 'in the wind' 

phasa-am 'bylfrom the wind' 

where the final -kba and -sa are historically a part of the stem, or (b) as part of the suffim which 
then turns out to be a highly complex system involving a large number of consonant-initial 
suffures (ka-na, yii-ta, bi-la) that are morphologically unpredictable. The first option here 
appears to be plausible if we assume that verb inflections behave in the same way as noun 
inflections, i.e., the final consonants lost as a historical process are recoverable in certain case 
forms. This alternation may also be seen in the reformulation of Table 2, as proposed by the 
Kolvers (1978:276): 

Class I I1 I11 V 

Short base kan- ylt- bil- nakal- 

Root kam < *kan # y i  < *yat# bi < *bil # naka < *nakal # 

Table 3 : Allemale grouping of 'rod' and 'short base'. 
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This re-statement, among other things, recognizes yiit- of Class I1 and bil- of Class I11 as 
underlying base forms which alternate with yl- and bi- (i.e., yi-ya, yiit-a; bi-ya, bil-a). In line 
with this view, the proper infinitive forms of the four verb classes in old and modem Newari 
can be represented as : 

I kana-ya > kan-ya (Stable -n) 

I1 yiita-ya > y8-ya (Unstable -t) 

I11 bila-ya > bi-ya (Unstable -1) 

IV miila-ya > mil-ya (Stable -1) 

Table 4 : Stable and Unstable root consonants. 

This would, of course, imply that Class I11 and Class IV final -1's are no longer distinct 
since the earlier infinitival forms of these two classes are similar. The only justification for 
retaining the distinction would be that the final -I of Class 111 is unstable while that of Class IV 
is stable in all inflccted forms. 

The verb-stem alternation argument, however, does not hold in the case of the earlier 
infinitival suffixes -da/-ja and -ca/-sa found in the ancient manuscripts. In words such as 
lvlca (modern Ivlye) 'to fight' or  jomja (jone) 'to catch', Ivl- and jom- are  distinct roots, 
and -cat-ja can be interpreted as infinitive suffixes which later developed into -ys/-ye/-e 
(from -ca) and -n-e (from -ja). On the basis of the evidence from data so far available to 
us, we can formulate some tentative rules to show morphophonemic developments in tllc 
first four classes o f  CN verb forms: ' 

Class I Class I1 Class I11 & IV 

phond;~ 'to beg' syiita 'to kill' * -ta 
I 
1 

phom-ja 

I 
phon-ya 

I 
syi-ca 

I 
syi-ya 

bi-ca / si-ca 'to givelwash' 

I 
(bi-sa) 

1 
(bi-ra) 

I 
bi-la 

bila-ya > bi-ya sila-ya > sil-ya 

(Unstable -I) (Stable -1) 

Tuble 5 : Verb morpholugy developments in Classical Newari 

The rulcs which cover Class 111 and Class IV indicate a common historical origin but 
probably a split into two classes at a later stage, although the earlier *-ta postulated here is 
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hypothetical and is not attested in our present corpus. It is, however, evident from Table 5 that 
the development of -ca to -ya/-ye/-e or -sa to -r/-1 is plausible in historical phonology, but that 
of -ca to -la (as in sica > sile) has remained a problem, as the two consonants differ in 
articulatory and voicing features. Obviously there is a gap in our data and we need more 
evidence before we can establish a possible line of development (e.g. - ca > -sa > -ra > -la). 

The ancient infinitival forms seen in this light can be interpreted as having CV- roots which 
later acquired final consonants by a process of rhotacism (cis > r > 1; or to palatal -y) and a 
"samdhi" or assimilation rule (j > 6 > i > n). The evidence of this finds support in the 
collection of CN verb stems (Tamot, 1988), cited in the listing as T-B roots: 

T-B roots Modern Citation forms Meaning 

om (3 wan-e 'to go' 

kam (j) kan-e 'to tell' 

corn (j) cvan-e 'to stay' 

bi (c) kvi-ye 'to dig' 

ghva (c) ghv5-ye 'to push' 

;la (c) nyi-ye 'to bite' 

no (c) 

nya (c) 

si (c) 

sa (c) 

hi (c) 

ho (c) 

nva-ye 

nyi-ye 

sil-e 

sil-e 

hil-e 

hval-e 

cil-e 

nur-e / -le 

'to be red hot' 

'to collide' 

'to wash' 

'to pull' 

'to changelto dry' 

'to scatter' 

'to move aside' 

'to be exhausted' 

Table 6 : T-B verbal roots 

Although the above examples do not cover all classes of verbs we can see clear cases of 
rhotacism and "samdhi" rules referred to above. On examining all the attested forms of -n final 
(in all 733) and -1 final verb stems (116 in total) available in our corpus, we find that they all 
have n and 1 as inflccted morphology. Our perception of what the root is composed of in CN 
or what the citation form (or its segmentation) ought to be for all classes of verbs may therefore 
depend largely on the historical period to which a body of data can be assigned. On this 
assumption we can perhaps propose a dual-class membership of verbs, using the Earlier 
Classical (ECN) and Later Classical Newari (LCN) distinction made by Tamot (1989: 32-36) as 
a tentative framework : 
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Class I I1 111 

ECN LCN ENC LCN ECN LCN 

root hvam- hvan- sy5- syit- bi- bil- 
infinitive hvam-ja hvan-ya syi-ca syi-ya bi-ca bi-ya 

'to unite' 'to kill' 'to give' 

Class N V 

ECN LCN ECN LCN 
root si- sil- naka- nakal- 

infinitive si-ca sil-ya naka-la naka-ya 

'to wash' 'cause to eat' 

Tubk 7 : Earlier and Later Classical Newari Verb Classes. 

The comparative data provided in Table 7 serve to indicate a historical development in the 
form of root verbs and infinitive suffixes. The two periods in question are distinguished by thc 
earlier infinitival suffixes -ja, -ca which later changed to final consonants -n, -1 (stable for Classes 
I and IV) and -t, -1 (unstable for Classes 11, I11 and V). The stable final C's participate in 
inflectional forms : kan-e, kan-a, kan-I, kan-i; or mil-e, mil-a, mil-I, mil-i; while the unstable 
ones occur only in past disjunct forms yIt-a, bil-a. Hargreaves and Tamot (1985) in this 
connection suggest the possibility of a historical development in verb classes itself. They cite 
examples which illustrate an alternation between Class I and Class 111 verbs: 

Class 1 Class I11 I'T-B root 

wan-e 'to go' wa-ye 'to come' *(s-)wa 'to be in motion' 

tan-e 'to add, pile' ta-ye 'to put, place' * ta 'to put, place' 

cin-e 'to compose' ci-ye .'to tie, bind' 

ten-e 'to be going to te-ye 'to be time for' 

do somcthing' 

dan-e 'to stand' da-ye 'to be located' 

Tub& 8 : Alrernutions between Class I & C h s  III verbs, Hurgreuves and Tumot (1985) 

The vcrb-stem alternations in Table 8 suggest an earlier morphological role for some cases 
of final -n, and Hargreaves and Tamot (10) go on to hypothesize that "Class I verbs must now 
be viewed as having developed from at least two distinct sources, a proto-TB final nasal and an 
earlier nasal suffix." Our interpretation of this development would be to trace the final -n not 
to its hypothetical proto-TB root but to earlier infinitival suffixes attested in our corpus. We 
have stated a "samdhi" rule which account for the oral-nasal alternation and nasalization of the 
root vowel. Jorgensen's (1941:13) observation that (final nasals become an "anusvara" (e.g. sviin 
> sviim) also supports this basic tendency in Newari nouns and verbs. We also recognized the 
earlier morphological role of final -t (in Class I1 verbs), final -1 (in Classes I11 & IV verbs) ancl 
final -k (Class V)  which were lost in word-final positions. We saw in Table 3 that y5- can be 
derived from y i t -  , bi- from bil-, and naka- from nakal-. We can, on this basis ,assume that ;I 
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word boundary must have existed between the root and a set of suffixes. In the case of nominals, 
the Kolvers (279) distinguish two types of junctures: 

a)  kalit  + am > kalit-am 'by the wife' 

b) kali-yii < kal l t  + y i  'of the wife' 

Presumably, juncture type (b) showing a loss of the final -t is a later development, resulting 
in the compensatory lengthening of the stem vowel. By the same token we would expect the 
verb form kana-5 to alternate with k a m d  which originally can be traced back to kana-ii < 
kam-ja. Historical changes of this kind may also have implications in the development of verb 
classes, but such correlations are not yet very clear. Jorgensen (1936) for instance has two 
parallel entries hmuya (4 )  and hmoya (-1) with the same gloss 'to dig', indicating a change from 
Class I1 to Class I11 (assuming that -t is earlier than -1). In any case, the system of verb classes 
as formulated by Jorgensen (1941) onward is still problematic in some respects and will remain 
so until all the facts of diachronic phonology and morphology are fully explored. Our proposed 
verb classes (in Table 7) incorporating a diachronic perspective may have some relevance, if 
only to bring some kind of order to the system. 

2.3 Problems of Morphological Segmentation 

The presentation of the verb corpus in the CN dictionary, as we saw, poses several 
problems of morphology. Part of this problem is related to the morphonological segmentation 
of data that span a period of over 600 years. The segmentation problem arises mainly from 
seemingly arbitrary (?) orthographic variations in spelling. These variations, as is well known, 
are not strictly relevant to the facts of Newari phonology. We are also not in a position to make 
any valid judgements on orthographic variants in relation to phonological changes that have 
taken place in the language. The identification of discrete morphemes (root, citation form and 
inflections) in over 30,000 entries in draft files has therefore been a formidable problem, one 
that requires a consistent procedure as a matter of editorial policy. 

In our discussion of CN verbal morphology in 2.2 above we laid stress on the identification 
of the root and proper citation form of each verb. We have, in this connection, encountered 
three basic problems: one, most verbs do not have attested infinitives and we have had to devise 
hypothetical forms; two, several alternate uses of infinitive verbs have been found in the same 
text, e.g. demja 'to cut', cimja 'to compose', along with koliiye 'to bless, to wish well', thyane 'to 
reach' or jwanhiiye 'to capture'; and three, there are several variations in spellings, e.g. 
jonahayljvamnahay 'to bring in captivity', or yiiia/yiiiiaa/y5iaya/yiiiava/yiiiavam 'doing' which 
cause problems in transliteration and correct segmentation. It is not helpful in most cases to 
refer to the original script to resolve these problems. We have obviously to take into account 
the historical changes in morphology to enable us to identify the root in each case and determine 
what its citation form ought to be for a head entry. We assume that Table 7 provides such a 
frame of reference. 

The representation of inflectedlderived forms too has its own problems. Several parallel 
forms representing similar tense and gloss have been found in some of the manuscripts, e.g. 
hyamgva/thyamni/thyananam 'reached'; syikvalsyikvama 'died'; syiicakdsyiicakam 'caused to 
kill' etc. As a rule of thumb, Malla (1985:XX) refers to the verb in the earliest manuscripts such 
as Gopilarciji Vamsivali (1057-1389 A.D.) as having "three simplex allomorphic forms ending 
in low vowel (ii), central vowel (a) or back vowel (o ) mostly used for simple past, and variations 
of the causative form -cake/-take/-sake." He  goes on to note that "the gerundive (svam/syam) 
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and participial (valo) functions are hardly differentiated." A partial conjugation of the verb 
jvanbtiya 'to capture' provided in the glossary has the following forms: jvanhi 'captured', 
jvanandjvamnti 'capturing', jvamniva 'having captured', jvamnahiva 'brought in captivity', etc. 
It might be a sensible idea to summarize the inflectional morphology of CN verbs in conjugation 
tables in the manner of Kolver and Kolver (1978:307-311, Appendix 11) or  Jorgensen (1941:55- 
56) for all classes of verbs. Following Jorgensen (1941) we can divide CN verbs into 3 categories: 
A, B and C forms, with allomorphic verbal suffixes. The conjugation of Class I verbs, for 
example, can be tabulated as follows : 

Class I Verbs 

A-forms from the short base Grammatical function 

Root: kan- 'to tell' 

kam-ja 
kan-ya/-e 

kan-am/-no/-na 
kan-01-wo 
kan-i/-yu/-nayu/-niwo 
kan-ah/-it-kwo 
kan-an/-nd/-md : 

kan-ham/-lam 
kan-syaml-sem 
kan-let-len 
kan-kaml-nam 

Infinitive 

Finite Past 
Imperative 
Future (Stative) 
Relative participle 
Infinitive of purpose 
Adverbial participle 
Adverbial participle 
Conjunctive participle (as, when) 
Conjunctive participle(after, while) 
(Reduplicative) 

B-forms from the longer base 

kana-sri Conditional (if) 
kana. si-nwom/-si-nam/-sim Concessive (even if, even though) 
kana-na-scm Adverbial (when, at the time, at the moment) 
kana-hi-sa / 45-wo Conjunctive participle (when, as since, if only) 
kana-hi-hin Causal (because) 

C-forms : Compound 

kana-hune 1-hiin/-hin Imperative 
nana-sane Polite Imperative 
kana-tole/-tale/-tolent-talent Adverbial (until, as long as, while) 

-tolem/-tolenomt-toleyi 
kana-tunuml-tunam Adverbial (as soon as, immediately after) 
kana-kiie Adverbial (when, if) 
kana-wola/-vala Adverbial (while, as long as) 
kana-tul-tum Intensives 

Tub& 9 : Conjugutwn of Class I A, B, and C verb forms, uufier Jorgensen (1941). 
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3. Verb Entry Model 

The choice of an appropriate verb entry model for a historical dictionary of this kind has 
been a subject of much discussion among the editorial staff. We have assumed that once the 
morphological form, grammatical function and meaning of each inflectional form is determined, 
we will have a firm basis for deciding the best entry model. In the meanwhile, several procedures 
have been suggested and we reproduce here three such models and their principal components 
for comparison and assessment. 

Model 1 
Based on the nestinuembedding principle of verb entry, Malla (1990) proposed a specimen 
verb entry model with the following components: 

a) The verb root KHU- in capital letters with all etymological/ historical notes and 
T-B cognate forms given as part of the root, not the citation form. The cognate 
words should be attested and not be reconstructed forms. 

b) The root and citation form khu-ya with grammatical label, gloss, manuscript 
citations and one illustrative sentence per attested form. 

c) All attested inflected forms of the verb listed as subentries with manuscript 
references, but without grammatical labels, meaning or  illustrative sentences. 

d) The inflectionaVderivationa1 suffies arranged in chronological order with a 
maximum of four different manuscript attestations. 

e)  Malla reasons that "instead of giving grammatical label and gloss for each of the 
so-called 'inflected forms' of the verb root, we can give the inflectional endings 
for each verb class in a table and define the grammatical functions and the 
meaning of each of these in the introduction." This, he claims, will be elegant 
and economical in the organization of the verb corpus. 

Model 2 
Tuladhar (1990) has proposed a more simplified verb entry model with the following 
components: 

a) The verb root in capital letters as the head entry with orthographic variants of the 
root. 

b) The infinitive form of the verb entered as the citation form, even if it is not 
attested in our corpus. Most verbs will require hypothetical citation forms since 
these are not usually attested in old manuscripts. The citation form is given a 
grammatical label, gloss and a maximum of four manuscript references. 

c) All attested inflections entered as subentries in a chronological order without 
grammatical information. 

d) Each subentry is given a gloss and manuscript attestations. 

Model 3 
Tuladhar (1991) proposed another verb entry format with the aim of providing a context 
for each verbal form, without which manuscript references are meaningless. The principles 
of the entry are as follows: 

a) The head entry consists of the verb root with etymological information 
(Sanskritn-B origin), and orthographic variations given in parenthesis. 
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b) The infinitive verb entered as the citation form with manuscript attestations, 
followed by an illustrative sentence and full gloss. 

c) Ail attested forms of a verb are listed as subentries in the following order: First, 
the principal parts of the verb such as tense, aspect, imperative, stative; second, 
derivatives such as causatives, relativizers, nomilalizers; third, adverbial suffixes; 
fourth, negatives; fifth, emphatics and classifiers; and lastly, verbal phrases. 

d) Each subentry is provided with an illustrative phraselsentence and English 
translation so as to give each verbal form an attested use in a specific context. 

Model 1: A Specimen Entry for the Verb Root wiu- 'to steal' 

KHU- (cf. Tibetan rku-ba, Brumese khui, Nung khu, Bahing ku, 
Thakali khu-la, Khaling khu-nyi Sherpa khuy-pici, Chepang ku ? sa, 
Kagate khe-ne, Kachin lequ) 

Khu-ye vt. (-ra/-la) to steal 
N (98a:2), 12b:l); A2 (150a:4) 
khuye padirtha dviitam svamti je. (N98a:2) 
There are three kinds of objects to steal. 

-va 

-ram 

-rdmnisa 

-ramniva 

-ra vane 

-rasano 

-yiyii 

-yisa 

-syam 

-syam yamko N (121b:l) + 
-syam hii N (44a:S) + 

+ These are actually verb phrases, not inflected forms of the verb 
++ khu-ybyi is a genitive form of khu-yi. 

khu-yi-sa is a locative form of khu-yi. 
Both are nominal formations from the -yi  form of the verb. 
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Model 2: Sample Verb Entry for NA / NE . . . 
na-ya vt. 

-e 
-iie 
-ra 
-ram 
-sena 
-ylva 
-yuva 
-yl 
-ku 
-kl  
-kam 
-kakGle 
-kayu 
-karessm 
-lei-lena 
-rariiiva 
-rasim 
-vamha 
-0 / -va 
-ya y i i a  
-ra vaiiiva 
-sya cone 

to eat 

ate 
eating 
having eaten 
will eat 
eaten, has eaten 
to feed 
fed 
feeding 
if fed 
will feed 
even' if feed 
while eating 
when one eats 
even if one eats 
one who eats 
eat ! 
for eating 
going to eat 
to live by eating 

Model 3: Sample Verb Entry for KYAT {Etym. Origin) (o.v. K Y E i i i I K Y A )  
(Incomplete illus. and glosses) 

kyam-fie vt. to show N(44b,5), C(46a,2), M2(c2a,4), R(40b,6) 
yitya belasa, kemiie madu, nisphala 
It is useless if anything is not ready to show 
when needed 

-na H(16a,l) byitgrahana Iihitha thamlhiiiiva kamkana 
kena 
Stretching Forth its paw, the tiger showed the bracelet 

- i a  N(29b,l), H(44a,2), C(Ma,2) . - 
-na T(8b.l), GV(30b,4), NG(40b,5), D(6b,l); 

-no SV(29a,l) nindri yiiCya' pipana keno makhi 
The sin of disrespecting others showed its mark 

C 

- 6 0  R(32a,2) jasa dhana Iiya thana karama kenao 
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-na-ka 

-lie 
-hu-nu 

-na-hi-o 

-ha-tii-va 

-hi-guli 

-ha vane 

-da van-e 

-ne yan-e 

-yan-e 

N(46bS);H(44a,2);hl(14b,S), V(Sa,5) 
suvarnna kamkana kyanlva 
having shown a gold bracelet 

M(9b,6), NG(59b,5) 
aneka ratna kemsem vlsem dhana thvala 
(I) earn money showing and selecting many jewels 

D(5a,4) 
M2(e5a,3) 

T(ba,S) 

L(3a,2) 
N(44a,2) 

NG(47b,2) 

V(22a,l) ji Bikramlditya thava guiay i  prabhlva 
ke ia  vane 
I, Bikramaditya, go to show the effect of my 
qualities/virtues 

N(45b,4) rijatvam kyamda vane milva kha 
(one) had to go to show to the king 

M(45a,4) kene yane nu Let us take to show 

M(45a,3) iiva anaigasena keyine 
Let us go to show Anangasena now 

4. Conclusions 

4.1 Form of the Ifead Entry 

The question of what form the head entry should take has been our primary concern. We 
examined the merits and drawbacks of using the root verb only, the root plus infinitive suffii 
(hypothetesized if not attested) and inflected verb forms. After assessing these various pos- 
sibilities we decided to include the root as the head entry and the infinitive as the citation form 
of the verb, and to enter all the attested inflected forms as subentries. Since most attested verbs 
are inflected, we would need to identify the root in each case and provide the appropriate 
citation form -da, -ca, -ja, -ya, etc. depending on the usage in particular source material. Wc 
have also accepted a possible division of CN data into earlier and later periods (See Table 7) 
to distinguish one set of citation forms from another. 

4.2 Morphology of the Root Verb 

Our basic argument on the morphology of the root verb has followed two lines of 
reasoning: one, the case for and against the recognition of the so-called stem-final consonants 
(-n, -t, -1, -k) of various verb classes, and two, the need to take into account the morphological 
development in verb forms in Earlier and Later CN. On the first point we argued that 
Jorgensen's analysis of the root and verbal bases, although a good starting point, is largely 
ambiguous in morpheme structure and segmentation. We have attempted to show that thc 
stem-final Cs which are stable and unstable have evolved from earlier infinitival suffixes -ca, -ju 
through rhotacization (-ca > (-s) > r/l; -ca > -ya) and assimilation of final nazal -n (-ja > -n 
> 4). These processes have resulted in a set of final Cs, some of which surface only in certairi 
inflected forms (e.g. yiit-a of Class I1 and bil-a of Class 111). We have called the behaviour o f  
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these unstable Cs as verb-stem alternations similar to oblique case formations in Newari nouns 
(manukha 'man' > manu: - manukha-am 'by/from the man'). We have for this reason 
retained both -t and -1 in representing the verbal roots belonging to LCN data. 

On the second point we took the view that ECN and LCN could be useful labels to show 
development in the infinitival form of verbs. The changes that took place in verb forms over 
the six centuries are morphologically significant, involving modifications both in the composition 
of the root and verbal bases. Jorgensen's root ka- for instance had to be re-stated as kan- , yi- 
as yit-, bi- as bil-, and naka- as nakal-. These final Cs have also been the basis for the five 
classes of verbs in later and modem Newari. In our proposed verb classes however we provided 
a comparative morphology of the root and verb infinitive as they would appear in earlier and 
later periods. Table 7 thus can be seen as a summary of our solution to the whole issue of 
stem-final Cs and class membership of verbs. 

4.3 Morphological Segmentation 

The problems of morphological segmentation arise mainly from arbitrary variations in 
orthography and the attestations of several alternate forms of verb root, infinitive and inflected 
verbs. While such problems may be inevitable in a body of data that spans a period of over 600 
years, we attempted to establish a basis for unambiguous interpretation of each class of 
morphemes. We argued that alternate segmentations such as kam-ja / kamj-a, yi-ta / yit-a, 
bi-la / bil-a, na-ke / nak-e, etc. can be resolved by identification of the verb root, its infinitive 
suffn and inflected forms in a historicrl context. Thus if kam-, yiit-, bil-, nakal-, etc. can be 
recognized as authentic CN roots, the svffnes that follow will be either consonant-initial dj-, c-, 
y-) or vowel-initial (e-, a-, am-, etc.). We decided that the subentries should consist of attested 
inflected verbs, and these can be modelled on Jorgensen's Conjugation Table for A,B and C 
verbs (see Table 9) where inflections are represented as allomorphic verbal suffixes. This 
approach has the advantage of relating a morphological form to its grammatical function and 
meaning. 

4.4 Verb Entry Model 

The choice of a verb entry model for a historical dictionary of this kind is by no means an 
easy task. The model we eventually adopt will depend largely on clear decisions about the 
morphological form, grammatical function and meaning of all CN verbal forms. The three 
models that have been proposed are therefore tentative and subject to change in the light of 
further discussions. The decisions that we take will however determine not only the final form 
of the CN dictionary but also set the standard for future lexicographic practice in Nepal. There 
are, after all, many more Nepalese languages which need to be analysed and for which 
dictionaries need to be written. 
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Defining a Filipino Lexicon 

Curtis D. McFarland 
Wmeda University 

I have been bothered for some time by the relationship among Tagalog, Pilipino, and 
Filipino. When I conducted a frequency count of what were, after all, Tagalog materials, I went 
so far as to call it A Frequency Count of Pilipino. I refused to accept the simple use of Filipino 
as a new term meaning exactly the same thing as Tagalog and Pilipino. But in my wife's recently 
completed textbook we are calling the language Filipino. Maybe I'm getting too old to fight. 

Nonetheless I continue to cling, desperately perhaps, to the idea that there is, and should 
be a distinction between Filpino and Tagalog. That Filpino is more than Tagalog plus something. 
That the notion that all of Tagalog, even the most obscure and archaic expressions, are 
automatically part of Filipino, is to be rejected. That the term 'sariling wika' should apply to 
an area larger than the Tagalog homeland. 

You might say we should adopt a laissez faire attitude on the question. After all, Tagalog 
(whatever it's called) is spreading rapidly and eventually all Filipinos will be speaking it anyway. 
True, you can't legislate what language people can speak. No matter what we do, they will 
continue to use Tagalog, English, Taglish, Swardspeak, or  whatever. There is at least one area 
in which we do need to define a Filipino lexicon - that to be taught and used in our schools. 
Just as the pioneering Thorndike-Lorge study sought to recommend vocabulary for use in 
American elementary schools, we can make a similar effort.' 

Mega-Filipino. Let us start by adopting a different viewpoint. Let us consider the term 
Mega-Filipino to refer to all of the linguistic features - words, phonology, grammar - of all 
the citizens of the Philippines. Actually this set of linguistic features is too big to deal with, so 
let's consider a subset of Mega-Filipino - all the linguistic features of the speakers of the nine 
largest languages: Taglog, Sebuano, Ilokano, Hiligaynon, Bikol, Samar-Leyte, Kapampangan, 
Pangasinan, and Maranao, which account for about 90% of the total population. Now let us 
propose a provisional definition of Filipino as the set of linguistic features which are known 
(actively and passively) by the greatest total number of speakers in these nine communities. (Or 
how about a subset consisting of the speakers of TagalogFilipino? Tagalogs comprise about 
one-fourth of the population, but about half of Filipinos claim to be able to speak 
TagalogFilipino. Therefore about half of the speakers of TagalogFilipino are non-Tagalogs). 

We are not yet in a position (though we do have a lot of data) to state definitively what 
features would be included in that set. However we can speculate about it. 

First af all, in A Frequency Count, we constructed a list of the 2000 most frequent Tagalog 
words, based on a corpus of written Tagalog literature. It is my guess that anyone who has 
received a high school education anywhere in the Philippines should be familiar with almost all 
of these 2000 words. In addition, anyone who can enjoy Tagalog movies and Tagalog comics is 
probably familiar with a large number of these high frequency words. Therefore let us propose 
that the top 2000 Tagalog words are and should be included in Filipino. 

- - -  -- 

I Masanao Oue of Osaka University of Foreign Languages and I are now engaged in the compilation 
of a Filipino-Japanese Dictionary. So the question of what words to include has become a very real 
one for us., 
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We point out again that these 2000 words are the most frequent in a body of written 
Tagalog. This list does not include all of the most frequent words in spoken, especially colloquial 
or  slang, Tagalog. However, inasmuch as non-Tagalogs are exposed to Tagalog primarily in its 
written form, they are less likley to be familiar with colloquial usage. 

When we look at the top 2000 list we find about 300 words borrowed from Spanish and 
about 50 from Engiish (see Chart 1). These should also be considered part of Filipino, both 
because they are in the top 2000, and also because, I suspect, they are also used in all or  most 
of the other major languages. I say I suspect because the lexical practice until now-for example, 
in Panganiban's Thesaunrs-has been simply to identify these words as Spanish or  English 
without inquiring into their use in languages other than Tagalog. 

The English words in (and out of) this list present a particular difficulty, largely because 
we are still in a period of massive borrowing from English into Tagalog (Filipino). It is thus 
difficult to distinguis among words which are 1) firmly established in Tagalog; 2) those in the 
process of becoming established; 3) those which are in Filipino English, but not Tagalog; and 
4) those which are just English, thus available only in English or code-switching environments. 

Philippine lexicographers have generally been content to leave these English words in 
limbo; that is, out of their dictionaries. After all, it may seem pointless to have a word like party 
meaning 'party' in a Filipino-English dictionary, since speakers of English would already know 
that party means 'party'. There are several compelling reasons to include these words in our 
Filipino lexicon: 

(1) the fact that, e.g., party is a or the normal word for 'party' in Tagalog (Filipino) 
would not be obvious to the average speaker of English; 

(2) there is frequently a difference in pronunciation; 
(3) there is frequently a shift in meaning (of which Filipinos are frequently unaware); 
(4) finally there are the 'made in the Philippines' English words, expressions, and 

abbreviations. If we can't find these words in a Filipino dictionary, where are we 
to look for 

A final note on spelling: Insofar as English words are acknowledged as being Filipina they 
have to be spelled in accordance with Filipino orthography. 

The top 2000 list also establishes the major syntactic and morphological categories. After 
all, our lexicon should include not only words or roots, but also syntactic and morphological 
information. In Filipino we have primary and derived nouns: 

(0) as0 dog 
(-an> aklhtan library 
@ a 3  kasiima companion 
(ka-an) kabutihan goodness 
etc. 

If the dictionary is Filipino-Japanese or Filipino-something else there is all the more reason to list 
the borrowed English words. 
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affixless and ma- adjectives: 

(s) b6go new 

(ma-) mabilis fast 

a number of verb classes: 

(-urn-) 

(mag-) 
(ma-) 
(-um-/-an [DF]) 
(-um-/-in [OF]) 
(mag-/in [OF]) 
(mag-ti- [OF]) ' 

(maka-/mh- [OF] 
etc. 

verbal drivations: 

tumayb 
maglarb 
matiilog 
tumiilongltuliingan 
bumililbilhin 
magdalaldalhin 
magtGrb/itGr8 
makakitalmhkita 

aptatives makatGlonglmatulGngan 
causatives magpabili/pabilhin/ipabili 
etc. 

stand up 

play 
sleep 
help 

buy 
cany 
point, teach 
see 

can help 
cause to buy 

and the restricted classes: personal and demonstrative pronouns, noun articles, enclitic and 
non-enclitic adverbs, conjunctions, quantifiers, etc. 

For the most part, as far as I know, most of the other Philippine languages have 
grammatical categories corresponding to the Tagalog categories listed above. Non-Tagalogs 
should be able to use these categories without too much difficulty. However Tagalog also has 
a number of other syntactic categories which apply to a limited number of words and are more 
difficult for non-Tagalogs. While I am not proposing the reform of Tagalog/Filipino in this 
regard, I do suggest that .we could be more tolerant of "errors" by non-Tagalogs with these 
categories. 

The Thorndike and subsequent West studies concluded that frequency alone was an 
insufficient criterion for defining a basic lexicon. They presented a number of other factors, 
primary among them, necessity. That is, a particular word may not be very frequent, but it may 
be the only word to express a particular meaning. For example, when we visit a doctor we have 
to use some rather low-frequency words to describe our condition and receive instructions. Some 
words used in the classroom - blackboard, chalk, notebook, etc. - are not very frequent 
elsewhere. Thus our lexicon needs to include the names of animals, plants, fish, foods, tools and 
implements, supernatural beings, etc. - anything that is considered part of the everyday cultural 
environment of the Philippines. 

Again for this extended lexicon we would ask what the ordinary Tagalog words for these 
'things' are; or rather, what word will a Tagalog ordinarily use for this 'thing' when speaking 
Tagalog? Again in many cases the ordinary words are English or Spanish words, especially in 
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terms of office equipment, home appliances, university majors, business terms, etc. These terms 
should be accepted as Filipino for the reasons given earlier. 

Enrichment. The constitutional provision for Filipino as the national language indicates 
that it should be enriched by words from other Philippine langauges. How this enrichment is to 
take place was not specified? However if we return to our concept of mega-Filipino and Filipino 
as the features shared by a large portion of Filipinos the enrichment may actually already be 
in place. 

A quick survey of Lopez 1974 indicates that about 400 of the top 2000 Tagalog words 
correspond to identical or  cognate words in at least one other major Philippine language In 
some cases almost all languages have the same word (except for regular phonlogical changes. 
For example: 

Tagalog 
Sebuano 
Hiligaynon 
Samar-Leyte 
Bikol 
Maranao 
Kapampangan 
Pangasinan 
Ilokano 
English 

buhok 
buhuk 
buhuk 
buhuk 
buhuk 
bok 
bwak 
bwek 
buuk 
hair 

mata 
mata 
mata 
mata 
mata 
mata 
mata 
mata 
mata 

eye 

dil6 
dil6 
dil2 
dill 
dil2 
diI2 
dil2 
dila 
dila 
tongue 

But this means that a large percentage of Tagalog words have no cognates outside Tagalog. 
Sometimes this is because each language has gone its own separate way. For Example: 

Tagalog matandl kapatid mabilis 
Sebuano tigiilang igsiiun 
Hiligaynon tigiilang iitud 
Samar-Leyte lagas bugtO 
Bikol gurang tiigang 
Maranao lokes pagari 

paspas 
diisig 

. malaksi 
k 
' makaskas 

magaan 
Kapampangan 
Pangasinan 
Ilokano 
English 

matwa kapiitul mabilis 
mataken agi masiglat 
lakaybaket kabsat nadaras 
old sibling fast 

In a number of cases this is because Tagalog has innovated while many or  most of the 
other languages have continued the original form. For example, original 1 was lost in many 
Tagalog words making these words different from the Filipino norm. Chart 2 lists words for 
which at least three major langauges share a common form, which is different from the Tagalog 

- -- - 

Personally I've always felt that if all Tagalog students were required to study another major 
Philippine language, they would naturally borrow words from the other languages and thus enrich 
Tagalog/Filipino. 
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(mainly through the loss of 1). Especially to be noted are the areas of agreement among the 
Bisayan languages and Bikol. These language9 together account for nearly half of the total 
population. 

In other cases Tagalog replaced the original word altogether. Chart 3 shows meanings for 
which at least three major langauges share the same word, which is different from the Tagalog 
word. 

These charts were prepared on the basis of a quick survey of Aldave-Yap 1977, Lopea 
1974, Panganiban 1972, and my own Linguistic Geography. The charts include meanings which 
would appear both in the top 2000 and in the extended lexicon. A more intensive study would 
undoubtedly reveal more. 

Now, I am not about to propose that the Tagalog words be replaced by the 'other' words 
as Filipino. I do propose however: 

( 2 )  that the 'other' words should be listed in our Filipino lexocon as variants or  
synonyms of the Tagalog forms; 

(2) that the 'other' words be legitimized in the sense that they are considered proper 
for use in writing Filipino. After all, many of them are familiar to more 
Filipinos than the Tagalog words; 

(3) that at some point Tagalog students be taught these 'other' words. (Even 
Tagalogs should have to learn Filipino.) 

The overall impact of this proposed enrichment would not be great. However it might makc 
more Filipinos feel that even non-Tagalogs can look upon Filipino as 'sariling wika'. 

So, I am proposing that our Filipino lexicon should include 1) the 2000 most frequent 
Tagalog words (including borrowed words); plus 2) an extended list of perhaps 2-3000 Tagalog 
(including borrowed) words which are the most common terms for 'necessary' meanings; plus 
3) any words shared by three or more major Philippine languages which express meanings in 
1) or 2). This would give us a basic lexicon of about 5000 words, which is sufficient to express 
most of the things we would want to say. 

Specifically excluded from this lexicon are Tagalog words not included in 1) or 2). Some 
of these words may be added later through the natural processes of language development, just 
as may additional words from other Philippine or non-Philippine languages. But these Tagalog 
words should enjoy no priority over words from other languages, nor should they be currently 
considered part of Filipino. 
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Chart 1: Borrowed Words From Spanish And English 

Words borrowed from Spanish 

abogiido 
aksidente 
alhhas 
alas- 
alkalde 
almusal 
altar 
Amerika 
AmerikAno 
andar 
anghel 
artista 
asikiso 
asi~kal 
asul 

A ~ Y  a 
awto 
bika 
bakasyon 
bhle 
bandil5 
banko 
banyo 
bangk8 
baril 
baryo 
bBso 
basta 
basha  
bcintc 
benta 
berde 
bkses 
biktima 
bintinh 
birhcn 
bisita 
bisyo 

lawyer 
accident 
jewelry 
o'clock 
mayor 
breakfast 
altar 
America 
American 
move, operate 
angel 
artist, actor 
take care of 
sugar 
blue 
Asia 
automobile 
COW 

vacation 
equal 
flag 
bank 
bathroom 
bench 

gun 
barrio 
water glass 
sufficient 
trash 
twenty 
scll 
green 
time(s) 
victim 
window 
virgin 
visitor 
vice 

biyiihe 
Biyernes 
b61a 
bomba 
b6ses 
bdte 
braso 
bulsa 
dasal 
de-(lata) 
demonyo 
deretso 
desisyon 
diyaryo 
diyes 
Diyos 
doble 
doktor 
Don 
Donya 
dos 
d6se 
drama 
edad 
editoryal 
edukasyon 
entablddo 
eropl6no 
eskuwkla 
eskuwklahan 
Espanya 
estudyante 
giina 
gasta 
gastos 
gerilya 
gobyerno 
grGpo 

trip, travel 
Friday 
ball 
bomb, pornography 
voice 
bottle 
arm 
pocket 
prayer 
or(canned) 
devil 
straight, direct 
decision 
newspaper 
ten 
God 
double 
doctar 
Sir 
Dame 
two 
twelve 
drama 

age 
editorial 
education 
stage 
airplane 
school, pupil 
school 
Spain 
student 
appetite 
expend 
expense 
guerilla 
government 

kF"-P 
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gusto 
guwhpo 
guwardiya 
Hapon 
Hapones 
hardin 
heneral 
higante 
husto 
id6ya 
ih l  
imbita 
impiyerno 
importante 
imposible 
insult0 
interes 
intindi 
Ingles 
ist asyon 
kabhyo 
kahon 
kalsida 
kalye 
kima 
kandidhto 
kandili 
kanta 
kanto 
kape 
kapitan 
karkra 
karnc 
kasal 
kiso 
Kastili 
klise 
kolkhiyo 
kompanya 
kondisyon 
koryente 

want, like 
handsome 
guard 
Japan 
Japanese 
garden 
general 
giant 
sufficient 
idea 
daughter 
invite 
hell 
important 
impossible 
insult 
interest 
understand 
English 
station 
horse 
box 
street 
street 
bed 
candidate 
candle 
song 
corner 
coffee 
captain 
careet, race 
meat 
wedding 
case 
Spanish 
class 
college 
company 
condition 
electricity 
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kosturner 
kotse 
krus 
kumhre 
kumbento 
kumpire 
kumpisal 
kumusta 
kusini 
kutshra 
kuwarta 
kuwarto 
kuwatro 
kuwenta 
kuwento 
laba 
li ta 
libre 
libro 
linggo 
listihan 
lbko 
161a 
1610 
lug ar 
Liines 
madre 
maestro 
mikina 
MBma 
manCho 
mhno 
mas 
maski 
rnasyhdo 
MByo 
med y a 
medyo 
meryenda 
mQa 
milyo 

customer 
automobile 
cross 
comadre 
convent 
compadre 
confession - 
How are (you)? 
kitchen 
spoon 
money 
room 
four 
account 
story 
wash clothes 
(tin) can 
free 
book 
week, Sunday 
list 
crazy, fool around 
grandmother 
grandfather 
place 
Monday 
nun 
teacher 
machine 
Mama 
drive (car) 
kiss hand 
more 
even if 
too 

May 
:30 
somewhat 
afternoon coffee 
table 
million 
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minGto 
misa 
mismo 
modelo 
mGna 
mundo 
natural 
negosyo 
nerbiyos 
ni 
ninong 
nobkla 
nobya 
Nobyembre 
nobyo 
nfimero 
0 

Oktubre 
opisina 
opisyal 
bras 
ospital 
otel 
otso 
paborito 
pader 
padre 
pamilya 
pantalon 
PBpa 

papel 
papkles 
paraiso 
pire  
parkha 
pareho 
paris 
parte 
pasa 
pasahkro 
pasensiya 
Pasko 

minute 
mass 
same, -self 
model, modern 
first 
world 
natural 
business 
nervous 
(not) even 
godfather 
novel 
finacee 
November 
fiance 
number 
or 
October 
office 
official 
hour 
hospital 
hotel 
eight 
favorite 
wall 
priest 
family 
trousers 
Papa 

Paper 
document 
paradise 
cornpadre 
partner 
same 
pair 
part 
pass 
passenger 
patience, forgive 
Christmas 

pasyal 
pasyente 
pelikula 
pCro 
personal 
pery6diko 
pcsos 
Pilipina 
Pilipinas 
Pilipino 
pinta 
pirhso 
pirma 
pirmi 
piso 
pista 
plino 
pliisa 
pormal 
posible 
presidente 
presyo 
prinsipe 
prito 
probinsiya 

' problCma 
propesor 
publiko 
pulis 
pulitika 
pulGbi 
punta 
pusta 
puwkde 
puwersa 
puwesto 
radyo 
rebolusyon 
regiilo 
reklimo 
relasyon 
relo 

stroll, go visiting 
patient 
movie 
but 
personal 
newpaper 
peso 
Philippine woman 
Philippines 
Filipino 
paint 
piece 
sign 
always 
peso 
fiesta 
plan 
plaza 
formal 
possible 
president 
price 
prince 

f r>l 
province 
problem 
professor 
public 
police 
politics 
beggar 
go to 
bet 
can 
force 
post, assignment 
radio 
revolution 
gift 
complaint 
relation 
clock 
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restawran 
retrhto 
reyna 
r6sas 
S6bado 
shbi 
sais 
shla 
shlas 
santo 
sapiitos 
Sara 
sarhdo 
sarhento 
sClos 
sery6so 
sigarilyo 
sige 
sigurhdo 
sigiiro 
silya 
simple 
sine 
singko 

restaurant 
photograph 
queen 
rose 
Saturday 

say 
six 
living room 
living room 
saint 
shoe 
close 
closed 
sergeant 
jealous 
serious 
cigarette 
okay 
sure 
maybe 
chair 
simple 
movie 
five 

Words Borrowed from English 

apartment 
attorney 
baby 

bag 
bar 
baske tbol 
beer 
birthday 
boss 

boy 
bus 
bisiness 

class 
club 
college 
Daddy 
date 

dyip 
haiskul 
isyu 
lider 
ma'am 
magasin 
misis 

singkuwenta 
siyempre 
s o h a  
s6pa 
sundhlo 
suweldo 
suwerte 
tabla 
t h a  
telebisyon 
telCpono 
tenyente 
tinda 
tindhhan 
tindCra 
tiya 
tiyo 
trabiiho 
tres 
tsismis 
tsuper 
tutal 
iina 
iiso 

miss 
mister 
Mommy 
Mother 
nars 
okey 
order 

Party 
rekord 
report 
room 
school 

fifty 
of course 
excessive 
sofa 
soldier 
salary 
luck 
even 

CUP 
television 
telephone 
lieutenan 
sell 
store 
salesgirl 
aunt 
uncle 
work, job 
three 
gossip 
driver 
total, after all 
first 
in fashion 

sir 
sorry 
States 
taksi 
tiket 
tin-edyer 
titser 
trak 
TV 
weyter 
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A ~es ted  Scheme for Creating the Filipino 
Science Vocabulary 

Bienvenido T. Miranda 

~ a t i o d  m i r  ~ l u t c i ~  of the p~fippines ' 
1. Introduction 

'Ihe Commission headed by Director Ponciano B. P. Pineda describes Filipino in terms 
of what it is at present, which is essentially a current version of what, in 1937, was promulgated 
in an Executive Order by then President Manuel L Quezon, on the authority of the 1935 
Constitution. 

The infusion of new words into the core language, Tagalog, has been left largely to 
circumstances, hence extremely slow. If scientific discourse in Filipino is to flourish in a 
semantically respectable way, a functional wordlist must be drawn up via a deliberate search for 
science terms, This was the idea behind the scheme within which a scientific vocabulary of nearly 
8,000 entries has been gathered. They have been published in two volumes, one in 1980 and the 
second in 1992. 

In keeping with the spirit of the word "national" in the term National Language, I have 
abided by the self-imposed mandate that the Vocabulary be unmistakably Philippine in 
character. And so it is, but without being semantically parochial. 

2. The Search 

The search starts with English scientific terms culled from assorted sources. For the 
Filipino equivalents, first priority goes to eiisting words in Philippine languages, principally 
Tagalog. To fill up gaps in the Vocabulary, words are wined by combining Philippine words or 
parts thereof. In both approaches, the guiding principle is meaning-orientedness. The sense of 
the English original must be reflected in the Filipino equivalent. If the English word has two 
disparate meanings two Filipino versions are sought to distinguish them. 

Other important considerations in the choice of terms are brevity, euphony, 
suggestiveness of meaning, amenability to grammatical derivation, established usage, and 
self-consistency. 

The author is well aware that, notwithstanding nationalistic motives, scientific terminology 
can not be totally Philippine. Foreign words make up a sizable part of the Vocabulary. The 
proportion is actually higher than what the two-volume list shows, considering that many English 
words, for example names of chemical compounds, which are adopted as Filipino are not listed 
because there are millions of them. However, it is safely estimated that a scientific discourse, 
even on chemistry, will contain at most 25% foreign terms whose inclusion are only for sound 
reasons. 

' The National Research Council of the Philippines was established by Law in 1933. Its Headquarters in is Bicutan, 
Metro Manila. 
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3. Elements of the Scheme-Illustrative Examples 

3.1 Ready-made Philippine Words 

a) Tagalog: 

i) These are words in common use, or found in published dictionaries, e.g., those of 
the former Surian ng Wikang Pambansa (Institute of National Language), of Dr. 
Jose Villa Panganiban, Father Leo James English, and Mr. Vito C. Santos. 
Limited use is made 19th century lexicons by Pedro Serrano Laktaw and by Juan 
de Noceda. 

Examples: puso 'heart', hangin 'air', agham 'knowledge'. 

ii) Colloquial, archaic, slang and other words generally shunned in genteel society are 
pressed into service. 

Examples: ulop 'fog', dagitab 'electricity', bakla 'hybrid', asar 'repellent'. 

b) Non-Tagalog-Considerations for Their Inclusion: 

i) Terms not found in Tagalog. 

Example: Bana 'husband' is Visayan. 

ii) Alternative to disparate meanings of a Tagalog word. 

Examples: Araw is Tagalog for 'sun' as well as for 'day'. To distinguish them, the 
Vocabulary lists araw for 'day', but adlaw (Visayan) for 'sun'. Accordingly, the 
astronomical term 'solar day' is adlawing araw (the suffii -ing is explained 
further on). Lamin is Tagalog for 'muscle' as well as for 'contents'. To 
distinguish them, lasag (Ilokano) is listed for 'muscle'. 

3.2 Ready-made Foreign Words-Considerations for Their Inclusion 

a) Latin: 

i) Names of ten chemical elements, to fit the internationally-used symbols. 

Examples: natrium (symbol Na) for the English 'sodium' (Na also); aurum (Au ) 
for 'gold'. The Tagalog ginto is used in non-chemical contexts; e.g., mina ng 
ginto 'gold mine'. The other eight elements are kalium (K), ferrum (Fe), 
cuprum (Cu), argentum (Ag), stannum (Sn), stibium (Sb), plumbum (Pb), 
and hydrargyrym (Hg). 

ii) International names of plants and animals. 

Examples: chanos chanos for 'milkfish'. The Tagalog bangus is used when the 
scientific name is not necessary. Cocos nucifera is used for 'coconut', when 
necessary. 

b) English: 

i) Names of the remaining (about 96) chemical elements, in the original spelling, if 
similar enough to the international symbols. 

Examples: oxygen (0) instead of the Latin oxygenurn; wolfram (W) instead of 
wolframium or tungsten. 
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ii) Names of chemical compounds, in the original spelling, except where the element in 
the compound has to be in Latin, as explained in 3.2,a),i) above. 

Examples: aluminum phosphate (AIP04); natrium chloride (NaCl). 

iii) Terms for which there are no known equivalents in Philippine languages, and when 
there is no conceivable advantage of coining any. 

Examples: anti-mutagenic, plasma 

c) Spanish: 

Terms in common use, with optional orthographic modification. 

Examples: teoria antomica / teorya atomika for 'atomic theory'; hasoge (Hg) for 
the element 'mercury'. This is an adaptation of the Spanish azogue 'mercury'. 
The Latin hydragyrum, cited above, is difficult to pronounce. 

d) Other Foreign languages: 

Other foreign terms are included in the Vocabulary, with or without change in spell- 
ing, if there are good reasons for doing so. 

Examples: Buram 'opaque' is Indonesian; lahar 'mudflow' is Indonesian; tsunami 
'tectonic wave' is Japanese; wolfram, cited above, is German for 'tungsten'. 
Kemi 'chemistry' is an adaptation of the German chemie (pronounced 
"kemi"). It is explained below. 

3.3 Coined Philippine Words 

33.1 Rationale 

This aspect of the scheme is controversial; some people oppose it. Whatever their 
reasons, I continue coining because it is a productive way of creating terms that are 
what I want them to be, namely, unmistakably Philippine, self-explanatory, short, 
euphonius, and amenable to grammatical transformation. Moreover, many of the 
English terms are themselves coined, such as radar, laser, and smog. Ichthyofauna 
and fissiparous are from Latin and Greek sources. I coin only from local words. 

3.3.2 Tagalog Affixes a s  Instrument of Coining 

Coining is helped by the use of standard affies. Those included in this paper are the 
suffix -in which transforms a noun to an adjective. Thus, adlaw 'sun' becomes adlawin 
'solar'. The suffix -ing is used when the adjective stands directly before a noun; thus, 
Alawing araw 'solar day'. The suffix -an inflecting a word produces another that con- 
notes location of an object, and site or mode of an action. Thus, bigas 'rice' becomes 
bigasan 'rice bin'. Di is a contraction of hindi 'no / not', and is used as a negating 
prefix. The prefix ka- has myriad uses, and is found in the noun forms of many verbs. 

3.3.3 Method by Joining 

a) Joining two full words. The limit to two is desirable, not mandatory. 

Examples: aral-ibon 'bird study' is ornithology. 
aral-isda 'fish study' is ichthylogy. 

ayaw-hamog 'dislikes moisture' is efflorescent. 
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b) Joining one full word and a syllable from another. 

Example: Dag-balani is 'electromagnet'. Dag is from dagitab 'electricity'; it is used 
as combining form for scores of words to provide the sense of 'electric', 
'electro', and 'electrical'. 

Example: Dag-asaran is 'electric repulsion'. Note that asar 'repellent' is 
transformed by the suffix -an (see 3.3.2). Mun-akit is 'earth's gravity'; mun is 
from mundo 'earth'; akit is 'attraction'. 

c )  Joining one syllable from each of two, or more, words. 

Example: Sunlad is 'evolution'. Sun and lad are syllables from the phrase 
sunod-sunod na pagunlad meaning 'successive developments'. The meaning of 
the coined word is not immediately obvious, hence this method is rarely 
used-usually as a concession to personal whim. 

Example: Paslab is 'driveway'. Pas and lab are from the phrase pasukan at 
labasan 'entry and exit'. It was inspired by the existing word taklab 'farmer's 
hut'. If for nothing else, such words are not as outlandish as the 
anonymously-coined tap-si-log 'native breakfast fare', or ti-may-ul-s-git 
'sandwich' which have become popular. 

3.3.4 Method by Shifting Accent Mark 

Examples: The Tagalog lusiiw means 'molten'. A variant, liisaw, is set to mean 
'liquid' (noun), i.e. 'matter in the molten state'. The shifting of accent marks 
to produce a different, usually related, meaning is standard in Tagalog. Thus, 
siikat 'measurement' becomes sukiit 'measured'; d8ing 'jerked fish' becomes 
daing 'lamentation'. 

3.3.5 Method by Extraction from Existing Words, Plus Re-accenting 

Example: The Tagalog kaliitasan means 'solution of a problem'. Liitas is 
extracted and set to mean 'solution of a mathematical equation', e.g., the 
numerical value of X in x2 = 10. This distinguishes it from the existing words 
luths 'solved'. (The Tagalog tuniiw means 'dissolved'. The variant tbnaw is set 
to mean 'chemical solution', distinct from liitas meaning 'mathematical 
solution'. Two disparate meanings for the same word is avoided.) 

Example: The Tagalog buhaghag means 'loosely aggregated'. Bbhag is extracted 
and set to mean 'gas - that state of matter wherein the component 
molecules/atoms are separated from each other'. (Gas itself can not be 
adopted because it already means 'kerosene' in Tagalog.) Biihagin is gaseous 
(see 3.3.2). 

3.4 Other Considerations 

3.4.1 Honorific Intent 

Many English terms include a person's name by way of honoring h idher .  The 
Filipino equivalent retains that intent. 

Examples: Sunogang Bunsen 'Bunsen burner', in honor of R.W. Bunsen. Sunog 
'to burn' is converted to 'burner' by -ang. Tagasang Fallopius 'Fallopian duct', 
in honor of G.Fallopius. Tagas 'to leak/flow' is converted by -ang. 
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3.4.2 Mathematical Symbolism 

In technical literature, standard mathematical symbols for scientific concepts are time- 
honored. For example, the symbol is S for 'entropy'. Whenever possible, the Filipino 
equivalent chosen begins with that letter. Thus, 'entropy' is salimuot which means 
'chaos or  complexity'. Those literal meanings happen to be physical versions of the 
mathematical concept called 'entropy'. 

My field being chemistry, I would like to devote a paragraph to why I chose kemi rather 
t han  t h e  widely used Spanish quimica/kimika. Kemi is amenable t o  grammatical 
transformations. Thus, kemiin is the adjective 'chemical'. Di-kemiin is 'non-chemical'. The 
German chemists are world-class, whose terminology is worth adapting. Kimiko is 'chemist'. 
(Kimika can be 'woman-chemist, if the ladies want to be singled out'.) 

This brings me to "sex". I did not adopt that popular word because we have our very own 
sari. It can be smoothly transformed to sariin 'sexual', and di-sariin 'asexual'. Other euphonius 
derivatives are aral-sari 'sexology', sarian 'sexual relations', kasarian 'gender', sang-sari 
'unisex', and makasari 'sexist'. Long before "hermaphrodite" became a byword in this country 
last June (1992), my Vocabulary already had a word for it, viz., dal-sari, from dalawa ang sari 
(two sexes). The poor radio announcer then was fruitlessly groping for a Tagalog equivalent but 
I could not help him because I had no telephone. 

4. Conclusion 

I would express my fear that the widespread use of Filipino in scientific discourse is still 
remote, although I sincerely hope the trend will be evident in my lifetime. In any case, .I want 
to be ready not only with a scheme, not only with a Vocabulary, but also with some full-length 
works. Two of them are worth mentioning: 1) Pangkabataang Ensayclopeida sa Agham at 
Techonolohiya (Junior Encyclopedia for Science and Technology) of which I am a contributor, 
translator, and editor, and the Kemi Para sa Mataas nu Paaralan (High School Chemistry) which 
I am currently writing. Both are scheduled for completion in 1993. 

I would add, further, that even as I am propagating Filipino, I do not want our use of 
English to decline one whit. That is why I am vehemently opposed to respelling of English words 
to suit the peculiarties of our speech. I consider it an unconscionable exercise of option to 
include as Filipino such words as bayolodyi 'biology', pisiks 'physics', sayans 'science', arkayb 
'archive', barayti 'variety', and many more of the kind. I submit that every English word has 
audio and video character which must both be respected by the communicator. If English is to 
remain our window to the world, we must never confuse its standard orthography. It  is bad 
enough that we mispronounce some English words; it is worse if we misspell them as well for 
the sake of convenience. Such practices will open the floodgates of disfigured English words 
into Filipino. How then can the latter be the Philippine National Language? 

By way of adding a bit more body to this sketch, there are appended a translation of "The 
Incredible Universe" by KF. Weaver (see Appendix 1) and some detail on 'etymology', a 
60-word sampling of the Vocabulary (see Appendix 2). 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: ANG KAGILAGILALAS NA SANSINUKOB 
Salin ng 'The Incredible Universe" 

K. F. Weaver 
Sa mula't mula pa ang tao ay humanga na sa Sa napakaraming bituin na 'tila isinabog na 

kalangitan (heavens).  Ngunit gaano mang dakot-dakot na buhangin' ay may nakalitaw na 
pagtatanong niya ng 'Ano Ang sansinukob mumunt ing  kung-ano na  walang  hugis  a t  
(universe) at ano ang nagpapaandar dito?' wala paikot-ikot (tiny spiral and irregular blobs). Tila ba 
siyang natarol ukol sa katutuan (nature) ng rnga walang kaugnayan ang rnga malabong bahid na 
bituin. Sinikap na lamang niya na maitala ang iyon! Ngunit ang pagkatuklas sa kanilang pagiging 
naaabot ng kanyang payak na paningin (naked eye) rnga galaxy ay nagbigay ng di-masukat na lawak sa 
na rnga 6,000 bituin. Hindi niya alam na ang adlaw ating dalumat (concept) hinggil sa sansinukob, at 
(sun) ay isang bituin na naglalagablab sa matinding tuluyang sumira sa natatanging katatayuan ng 
raniag (radiation) dahil sa silabang atomika adlaw at ng daigdig na tao sa sansinukob na iyon. 
(atomic furnace) sa kailaliman nito. Hindi rin niya Ngayon, alarn natin na ang mga galaxy ay 
tanto na ang rnga planeta, sa kabila ng kanilang karaniwang tulad ng dam0 sa parang. Ang 
kaliwanagan, ay hindi bituin kundi maliit at kanilang* ay umaabot sa isang daang bilyon. Ang 
madilim na bagay na kumikislap lamang sa napakalak ing  200-pulgadang pakinang na 
pagpatalbog ng liwanag bituin. teleskopyong Hale (reflecting telescope) sa Palomar 

Sa kanyang kawalang-malay, inilagay ng tao Mountain, ang pinakamalaking teleskopyo na 
ang kanyang sarilj at tanging planeta sa gitna ng panliwang (optical) ay nakakakita ng aabot sa isang 
mabituing sansinukob. Si Copernicus ay nangahas milyong galaxy sa lumbo (dipper) ng Big Dipper. 
na humamon sa aral na ito na aprobado ng Paanong mauunawaan ang di-mapaniwalaang 
Simbahan. Ang mundo ay lumiligd sa adlaw, ang laki ng sansinukob na pun0 ng rnga galaxy? Ang 
sabi niya, hindi kabaligtaran. kagilagilalas na mga agwat sa sansinukob ay 

Ang simulaing iyon ay malalim at nakaba- nalilimi ng rnga astronomo na sanib sa takna 
bahala; hindi lamang isang tao ang sinunog dahil sa (incorporated with time interval), at ginagamit nila 
paniwala doon. Ngunit iyon man ay malayo pa rin ang teleskopyo bilang isang kasangkapan na 
sa katutohanan pagka't inilagay ang adlaw sa gitna pantakna (time machine). Sinusukat nila ang 
ng bagay-bagay (things). Ang maling akala na iyan alangaang (outer space) s a  hambing (unit) 
ay nanatili sa isipan ng tao hanggang pagdating ng tinatawag na liwanon (lightyear). Ito ay agwat na 
kalarawan (photography) at malalaking teleskopyo natatahak ng liwanag sa isang taon, sa bilis na 
nuong ika-20 daantaon (20th century). 186,282 milya bawa't saglit (second)-umaabot sa 

Kalahating daantaon-lipas lamang, ang anim na trilyong milya. 
astronomong Amerikano, si Edwin Hubble, ay 
nagpatu too  na  ang  i lang kalabuan (fuzzy *...kanilang bilang.... 

nebulosities) sa kanyang kalaraw (photograph) ay Notes on terms used: 
hindi rnga malapit na ulap ng buhag (clouds of gas) 
gaya ng palagay ng nakararaming astronomo. Sa 
halip nito, sila ay rnga galaxy - rnga napakalawak at 
marahang umiinong na katipunan ng rnga bituin 
(congregation of stars) na hawig sa ating sarili na 
galaxing Milky Way. Ang kagulatgulat (stupendous) 
na rnga 'pulo ng sansinukob' (island universes) ay 
malayong di-hamak sa hangganan ng ating sarili na 
katipiunan ng bituin. 

Naaa laa la  kong maliwanag ang aking 
pangingilig (thrill) nuong ang dating magaaral at 
katulong si Hubble, si Dr. Allan Sandage, ay 
magsama sa akin doon sa taguan ng rnga plato 
(plates[photographic]) sa observatorio Hale sa 
Pasadena, California, at magpakita sa akin ng 
rnakasaysayang kalaraw na ginawa ni Hubble sa 
100-pulgadang teleskopyo sa Mount Wilson, ilang 
milya palayo. 

katutuan 'Nature (of something)' distinct from 
Kalikasan 'Mother Nature'. Tutu is Kapam- 
pangan for 'true'. Ka- and -an are affixes. 

raniag 'Electromagnetic radiation in general.' It 
is Ilokano 'light'. 

kalaraw 'photograph' (from karnera and 
larawan 'likeness'. 

takna 'Time interval' (19th century dictionary of 
Juan de Noceda). 

silaban 'furnace' (from silab = to burn fiercely, 
distinct from huno = oven - temp. 300-400 
C) .  

lumbo 'dipper' (common usage in Laguna 
Province). 

pakinang 'reflector', or 'by relection'. It is 
specific for visible light, and a special case 
of talbog = To bounce (in general). 
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Appendix 2: A Random Sampling from the \ 

ABSOLUTE/IEMPERATLJRE (KELVIN) - 
Temperaturang Kelvin (in honor of 
Lord Kelvin). 

ACUTE ANGLE - Sihang makitid (siha = space 
between fingers - Panganiban dict.). 

AMPHIBIAN - Pang kati-tubig (kati = land; 
tubig = water body). 

ANHYDROUS - T i a m  (very dry). 
AMPLITUDE - Abot-alon (abot = reach) 
ARC - Balantok (from the 19th century 

dictionary of Pedro Serrano Laktaw). 
AREA - Awak (from lawak = expanse; 

mathematical symbol A). 
ATOMIC MASS - Migat-atomika (migat from 

namimigat = heavy feeling; symbol M). 
AUTOCLAVE - Pilit-singawan (pilit = pressure; 

singaw = vapor; suffur -an used). 
BACKBONE - Gulugod (ordinary usage). 
BACKGROUND - Duyo (INL dictionary). 
BETA PARTICLE - Tipik beta (tipik = minute 

particle, JVP dictionary-thesaurus). 
BILATERAL - May dalawang gilid (with two 

sides). 
BIOLOGY - Aral-buhay. 
BIOCIIEMICAL SUPPLEMENT - Buhay-kemiing 

pantulong (buhay = life; tulong = 
help). 

CANCELLATION (mathematics) - Hati-uli 
(divide again by the same number). 

CATALYST, POSITIVE - Pampabilis (bilis = 
speed) Negative = Pampaliwag). 

CELL, BIOLOGICAL - Selday (selda from Span. 
celda = cell; -y from buhay = life). 

CENTURY - Daantaon (daan = hundred; taon 
= year). 

CHAIN REACTION - lbahang kabit-kabit (iba = 
different, suggestive of new matter). 

CHEMICAL EQUILIBKIUM (two reaction rates 
are equal) - Kemiing simbilisan. 

CIRCLES, CONCENTRIC - Mga bilog na 
isa-lundoy (isa = one; lundoy = 
center). 

DECOMPOSITION - Bungkagan (from bungkagin 
= break into pieces; suffur -an used). 

DELIQUESCENT - Takaw-hamog (takaw = 
greed; hamog = moisture). 

DIRECT PROPORTIONALITY - Bagayang tuwid. 
DISPLACEMENT - Pagisod (isod = move aside). 
DISSECTING NEEDLE - Karayom na panlapa 

(lapa = to cut up; prefur pan-). 
DRAWING, LINE - Cularaw (gu- from guhit = 

line; laraw from larawan = figure). 

ECOSYSTEM - Likas na  asahan (likas = 
natural; asahan = interdependence). 

ELECTRIC CHARGE - Dagkarga (dag from 
dagitab = electricity). 

ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTION - Ibahang 
dagkemiin (iba - see CHAIN 
REACTION above). 

ELECTROLYTE - (Matter consisting of 
electrified particles) dagbanag (banag 
= matter, Ilk.). 

FACTOR (mathematics) - Karami (from 
kasamang nagpaparami). 

FACTORS (co-effectors) - Kabisa (bisa = effect; 
prefur ka- implies collaboration). 

FERTILE (People & animals) - Anakin (anak = 

offspring; suffur -in used). 
FLUID - Luhag (from lusaw - liquid; buhag = 

gas; that is, flowing matter). 
FLOURESCENSE - Dugtong na  liwanag (dugtong 

= continuation; liwanag = light). 
FOCUS - Tutok (common usage). 
FOCAL LENGTH - Haba ng tutok. 
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY - Batayaning 

dalas; (batayan = basis; suffix -ing 
used). 

GLASS ROD - Liwas na bubog. 
GLASS SLIDE - Lapatang bubog (lapat = 

pressed). 
GRADUATED CYLINDER - Sukatang bumbong 

(sukat - to measure; suffur -ang). 
GRAPH (figure display of quantity) - Suklaraw 

(suk from sukat = to measure). 
GRAWATION (universal gravity) - Sanakit 

(san from sansinukob = universe). 
HEAT SUMMATION, LAW OF - Batas ng 

dagdaging init (dagdag = additional). 
HEMISPHERE - Hatingbulog (hati = half; bulog 

= sphere, from buo + bilog). 
HIGHER ORGANISM - Nangungunang 

may-buhay (not a transliteration; una 
= first). 

HORIZON - Abot tanaw. 
HORIZONTAL - Higa. 
HORIZONTAL ROW - Hanay-higa. 
HUNDREDTH (0.01) - Hatingdaan (divided by 

100). 
HUNDRETH (1OUTH) Ika-isangdaan. 
HYDRATED - Madanum (danum = water, 

Ilokano). I 

HYBRID (biological) - Tisoy (slang). 
ILLUSION, OPTICAL - Linlang-tingin (from 

linlangin = to fool; tingin = to look). 
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IMPROPER FRACTION - Tiwaling bahagian 
(bahagi = portion; suffix -an used). 

IMPURITY (foreign material) - Yagit. 
INCANDESCENT - Nagbabaga (glowing). 
INCIDENCE, ANGLE OF - Siha ng dating 

(dating = arrival; siha, see ANGLE 
above). 

I A W  OF INERTIA - Batas ng kagawian (gawi = 
behavior; prefix ka-, suffix -an). 

LEAST COMMQN DENOMINATOR - Isa-huling 
pangilalim (huli = last; ilalim = 
under). 

LlTHOSPHERE - Baong bat0 (bao = shell; bat0 
= rock) ('Sphere' refers to layer). 

MAGNITUDE (brightness of heavenly body) - 
Ningning (As Dimension - sukat). 

MECHANICAL ENERGY - Malamakinang 
siglatenerhiya (malamakina = 

machine-like). 

MICROORGANISM - Mikbuhay (mik from 
mikmik = extremely small; buhay = 
life). 

NUCLEUS - Ubod. 
NUCLEAR - Sa-ubod. 
NEUTRAL - Gitnain (gitna = middle). 
NIMBUS CLOUD - Dagim (colloquial). 
NOBLE GAS - Maharlikang buhag. 
NORTH GEOGRAPHIC POLE - Hilagang tuktok 

(hilaga - north; tuktok = top). 
NORTH MAGNETIC POLE - Hilagang 

tuktok-balani (balani = magnet). 
NUCLEAR FISSION - Sa-ubod na  pagbaak. 
NUCLEAR FUSION - Sa-ubod na pag-isa. 
OPTICAL POLARIZATION - Piliwanang (pili = 

chosen, referring to vibrational mode). 
ORBlT (of heavenly body) - Ligiran (from ligid 

= to go around; suffix -ran). 
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Lexicography in Vietnam - Its Appearance 
and Development 

Nguyen Trong Bau 

National Center for Social Science of Vwtnam 

1. Vietnamese Lexicography: Theory and Practice 

1.1 Many shortcomings will be inevitable while discussing the issue of Vietnamese lexicography 
on a wide scale because of the great lack of documents and their unorganized and non- 
systematic condition. 

Looking at the primary documents on the history of Vietnamese lexicography, we have 
tried to systematize and describe the history of dictionary compilations in Vietnam, pointing out 
their characteristics. 

Dictionaries are the oldest type of linguistic products. Those that are considered actual 
dictionaries did not appear formerly. The GLOSSARIES eventually began to take on the 
character of a dictionary. In glossaries, historically they generally described or  explained not 
only the usual words but also the unusual words or  those that were rarely used, including 
scientific and professional terms. In general, the explanation in GLOSSARIES brought out the 
conceptual and encyclopedic charactefistics. 

Those characteristics were well recognised by Asian lexicologists in the glossaries of the 
Veda, Bibles of Ancient India, and particularly in the glossaries of Ancient China, as, for 
example, The Book of Poems (Kinh Thi), The Book of History (Kinh Thu), The Book of Rites 
and The Spring and Autumn Annals (Kinh Xuan Thu), etc., appearing from the eleventh to the 
sixth century B.C. One of the glossaries of Vietnam, written in the Vietnamese ideographical 
characters, called Nom, was the Chi nam ngoc am. It remains until the present. It was translated 
and annotated into the national language (with the roman alphabet used as the official writing 
system in Vietnam today). 

This dictionary appeared about the end of the sixteenth century and the beginning of the 
seventeeth century, and was written in the form of poetry. The Chi nam ngoc am contained 
3,394 entries in which more than 1,060 entries were scientific and professional terms. The 
glossaries and dictionaries which appeared quite early in Vietnam have shown that Vietnamese 
lexicography was born quite a long time ago but it is a strange thing that the Vietnamese 
theoretical lexicography only appeared during the last years of this present century. Dictionaries 
of all kinds have been made in spite of the absence of a theory of lexicography. 

To be precise, in some of the dictionaries published at the end of the seventeenth century 
and the beginning of the eighteenth century, there were a few pages reserved for a short 
lexicological summary, as described in the Words and lexicological inventory of the modem 
Vietnamese language by Prof. Nguyen Van Tu, published in 1976. 

A few articles about lexicography appeared in some linguistic magazines in the form of 
short book reviews about a certain newly published dictionary. In 1982, Dr. Nguyen Trong Bau 
reserved a whole chapter (the 5th chapter of an anthology) discussing the classification and 
types of dictionaries. 
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From 1984 through 1986, the magazine Encyclopedic Knowledge was edited by the National 
Center for Encylcopedic Dictionaries of Vietnam. It has published some articles concerning the 
editing of Encyclopedias, pointing out the problems of theoretical lexicography. But unfortunate- 
ly the magazine ceased its publishing in 1987. Theoretical lexicography is still an actual necessity 
to be encouraged and it should go hand in hand and side by side with practical lexicography in 
order to be a complete scientific branch of Vietnamese linguistics. 

1.2 The Writing System of the Vietnamese Language 

Dictionaries only appeared when there was a writing system that was generally used as the 
national language. This was quite a delicate problem in Vietnam in its historical situation. Some 
Vietnamese lexicographers believe that the Vietnamese Norn characters were invented by 
Vietnamese as early as the tenth century. Norn was the pictorgraphic writing to record ideas of 
the Vietnamese language as well as the pronunciation. Many of the grand writers and poets of 
Vietnam had written using the Norn characters for their greatest and their best works in the 
Vietnamese literature. 

Despite their real existence, the Vietnamese pictograms have never yet been recognized 
as national Vietnamese writing even until today. The national writing then continued to be only 
Chinese characters in all official texts of the State, in education, and in examinations and 
publishing of all written works. Under the Chinese domination, the ruling class obligated the 
Vietnamese to use the system of Chinese characters and later this system became the 
Vietnamese national writing until during the twenties of this present century. 

The Norn characters have existed parallel with the Chinese characters, but they were only 
used by some intellectuals. That is why it was nothing extraordinary that even in the beginning, 
as in the time following, dictionaries have been only bilingual ones, the foreign and the 
Vietnamese language, e.g. Chinese-Vietnamese (Norn), or Vietnamese (Nom)-Chinese. 

The second period of systematizing the Vietnamese written language was marked by the 
edition of the Dictionarium annamiticum, luritanum et Iatinum in 1651 by the Christian 
missionary Alexandre De Rhodes. It was a polilingual dictionary comparing the Vietnamese 
language with other foreign ones. The Vietnamese writing here used the roman alphabet and 
followed phonetic principles. This Vietnamese writing was invented by some of the European 
missionaires with the cooperation of some Vietnamese priests. At the time of the publishing of 
this dictionary, this new system of Vietnamese writing was largely used by the foreign 
missionaires to preach and to translate the Bible into the Vietnamese language, but only a very 
few of the Vietnamese priests and the Catholics learned it. Most of the Vietnamese people did 
not know about the existence of the romanized writing, nor did their contemporary authorities. 

And so at that time, there were in Vietnam three systems of writing Vietnamese: the 
Chinese characters for official papers of the State, the Vietnamese Norn script used by the 
people and the romanized Vietnamese writing for priests and Catholics. It was only in our 
present century that the roman system of writing has been able to become the national writing 
system for the Vietnamese language. Step by step, this system has driven the Chinese characters 
(while being official writing) into being a foreign langauge. This also explains why for so long 
there were only Vietnamese and foreign language bilingual dictionaries in Vietnam. 
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1 3  History of Dictionary Compilation in Vietnam 

We can divide the history of Vietnamese dictionary compilation into three periods with 
their clear characteristics. 

1) The first period began with the edition of the Chi nam ngoc am during the end 
of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth centuries. It was a 
dictionary written in poetry, with encyclopedic type explanations, and it was 
bilingual, comparing Chinese characters and Vietnamese Nom script. This 
period was ended with the edition of the The Vietnamese Language Dictionary, 
in two volumes in 1895-18% by Huynh Tinh Paulus Cua (Vietnamese). It was 
a linguistic dicitonary explaining the Vietnamese language written with the 
National writing (modem Vietnamese writing). 

This first period which lasted for 400 years was characterized by the appearance of 
some ten great dictionaries, mainly written bilingually: Vietnamese with the 
foreign language or vice-versa, in which the Vietnamese was written in both 
Nom characters and modern latinized alphabets. It was the period of bilingual 
and polilingual comparative dicitonaries. Another important characteristic was 
that all the authors of the Vietnamese-foreign language dictionaries were 
foreign Catholic missionaries. 

2) The second period lasted from 1895 until 1945, before the August revolution of 
1945, the year of .the foundation of the Democaratic Republic of Vietnam. 

This period opened with the Vietnamese, two volume, monolingual dictionary, 
written in national writing and by Vietnamese. Later on several monolingual 
Vietnamese dictionaries appeared. There were Vietnamese-French, 
Vietnamese-Chinese bilingual dictionaries and others, all edited by the 
Vietnamese themselves. The Vietnamese language and the national writing, 
although considered national languages, were generally treated with contempt 
and the French language was still officially used for teaching and examinations 
for even an elementary degree. In this period, Vietnamese authors were the 
main ones who wrote dictionaries. Here appeared, for the first time, scientific 
and terminological dictionaries. 

3) The third period, from 1945 until today. 

The Vietnamese language and the national writing have been used as the official 
national language since 1945. The State of the Democratic Republic attached a 
great deal of importance to this and encouraged and created favorable 
conditions for the development of the Vietnamese language. It was the 
blooming time for the Vietnamese language. Despite the hardships and 
difficulties of two long-lasting wards, hundreds of technical dictionaries of all 
branches of science were published. Many of these were specialized 
encyclopedias and were written at the same time as the complete Vietnamese 
encyclopedia. They were printed in first edition. The complete encyclopedia is 
still in process. 

However, the theory of Vietnamese lexicography is still not given enough importance for 
guiding the rapid development of Vietnamese lexicography. 
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2. The New Developments of Vietnamese Lexicography 

2.1 The formation of terminological systems and terminological dictionaries. 

In developing countries, linguistics is also rapidly developing in the area of specialized 
vocabulary and scientific terminology. That is the norm. Unsatisfied with its original or  borrowed 
vocabulary inventory, each scientific branch has to form its own terminological system to answer 
the new social development. It is the same in all the various branches of science, technology 
and other specialties. According to an incomplete statistical study, nearly 90% of new words are 
tehnical terms. All kinds of techinical dictionaries have been edited and almost all of them were 
bilingual, comparing Vietnahese and a foreign language or vice-versa. They included English- 
Vietnamese, French-Vietnamese, Vietnamese-Japanese, Indonesian-Vietnamese, Thai-Viet- 
namese, Lao-Vietnamese, Khmer-Vietnamese and Russian-Vietnamese. Only after that have 
monolingual Vietnamese technical dictionaries and special encyclopedias been published. 

Monolingual Vietnamese linguistic dicitonaries of all kinds have been published more and 
more. 

2.2 The twenty-first century: types of new dictionaries 

While making the encyclopedias, their authors have found that the quantity of entries for 
the natural sciences are more and more numerous than those of social sciences. Going along 
with the magnificent development of science and technology is the explosion of information 
about its modern technology. 

With the coming of the twenty-first century, the practical significance of documents 
providing information and reference materials, such as dictionaries, will increase in significance 
throughout the century. 

The dictionary will have to become a kind of synthetical reference book for receiving 
information quickly, for having exact knowledge, and for searching for new information. At the 
same time it will play the role of lingusitic and cultural education for readers (the philological 
character of the dictionary). 

The generalized characteristics of the encyclopedia and its description of concepts and 
things with a super-language will be very necessary in the linking of information. The explanation 
of word meanings in the linguistic dictionary will be of great help. Various definitions of word 
meanings (explanations of entries) will be shorter, their information more compressed and more 
complete, and naturally it will demand the help of the newly invented technology of the country. 

Therefore, a new type of dictionary is needed: that is, the encylopedic-synthetic-explaining 
dictionary. The reason is that before the beginning of the twenty-first century in Vietnam there 
will actually be a series of specialized explaining dictionaries (even for narrow specialties) as 
well as a National Complete Encyclopedia, so that the explanation or  the description of the 
entries of future dictionaries of the next century will need to be very meticulous and complete, 
as well as to have certain specialized entries. 
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Susan ~ut ler '  
Macquarie Universiry, AustruAustralia 

Tile dictionary project began-and I began dictionary work with it-in 1970. At that stage 
we worked on 6" x 4" filing cards-roughly 150,000 of them in the main file, with subsidiary 
files of specialist collections and work in progress. We now work on a Unix based system called 
Titan-and the change is profound. Processes which took person-years on filing cards, take a 
fraction of that time on computer. 

In the old days any sense that you were writing the dictionary was diluted by the sheer 
number of hours you had to labour to effect any change in it, and then later by the fact that 
the computer in which the dictionary was housed was owned by the typesetter, so editing was 
a remote control operation. Now we are face-to-face with the dictionary, and the processes for 
editing are under our control. 

The other wonderful thing about this system is that I can switch from dictionary to corpus 
for backgground to a dictionary entry. When the dictionary first appeared in 1981 our citation 
collecting was minimal-more notes to remind ourselves of things that should be in the 
dictionary than a complete set of citations. We now have a fifteen million word corpus 
supplemented by accessing the various newspaper corpuses around Australia which have been 
steadily growing since the mid '80s. Our focus in our own corpus has been on Australian 
books-fiction and non-fiction-and now that that is more or less accomplished, on special areas 
of language not covered by the available corpuses. 

For example, we are interested in amassing self-edited texts-texts which are correct in 
the eyes of the writer but which have not passed under the eye of editorial gatekeepers, machine 
or human. We are scanning a number of student essays sent in each year for a competition run 
by a newspaper. From this we hope to find what Australians really think on matters of style 
and usage, as opposed to what editors think they ought to think. 'Color' and 'colour' are both 
observable spellings in Australian texts, but which one would Australians, left to their own 
devices, offer. 

So, the corpus has been and is continuing to be of great benefit to us. Moreover, these 
days a corpus can be put together with remarkable ease. Once a month we access the 
newspapers and siphon off a sample. Books can be fed in via the scanner at the rate of one a 
day, provided they present no particular difficulties in terms of reproduced type or difficult 
typeface. When I remember the difficulty with which we compiled our citation cards in 1970, it 
all seems quite miraculously simple. 

By using the Macquarie Spellchecker (or a modified version of it) we can produce lists of 
items which are not already covered by the dictionary. These were something of a surprise at 
first. It is remarkable how many lexical items we use in our written texts which do not fit tidily 
into the lexicon. Some are adventurous words, some are adventurous spellings, some are efforts 
to capture speech in writing. 

' Susan Butler's background is in commercial lexicography. She is an editor of the Macqumie Dictionary pf Australicin , 

English. . 
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Some are perfectly regular but one-off formations for existing words, for example: 

Items Not Found By Spellchecker In A Corpus Sample 

Anglo-Australian 

Edna Mays 

Golden Joeys 

Jappy Dicks 

Hawksian 

Mozambique Rose 

Proustian 

U P  

Wilderian 

Woolloomooloo spit 

Yellow Boys 

Zapata moustache 

abdominals 

addition 

rhyming slang 

rhymin slang 

rhymin f slang 

one-off 

? 

addition 

marginal 

Marginal 

obscure 

obscure 

dictionary entry? 

addition 

abear obscure 

aberrate 

abouts 

obscure 

one-off 

absooty speech 

acacian 

accessive 

one-off 

one-off 

acne-ed addition 

agamemnonian 

Air fur 

airlet ters 

airmiles 

alevena 

alldied 

one-off 

trademark 

solid 

solid 

one-off 

spelling 

allie odd spelling 

But from all of these the key dictionary items emerge. 

Our interest in English has extended from Australian English to the English that is spoken 
in neighbouring countries, particularly in South East Asia. I spent three months of last year in 
Singapore as a Visiting Fellow at the University of Singapore. I experienced an odd sense of 
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deja vu-that the issues in English in Singapore were ones that exercised Australians twenty 
years ago. What was standard English? Was there more than the then allowable two? Who was 
to set the standard? Were levels of formality and informality, allowability and non-allowability 
to be decided by the people who lived there, or others. These issues are more-or-less resolved 
in Australia although there would still be a conservative element in the community that regarded 
British English as the only 'real' correct English, and Oxford as the only possible dictionary. The 
rest of us are grappling with the problems of standard English, particularly with the fact that 
standard English is an ever-shifting quantity. We are writing our own dictionary, our own style 
manuals, conducting our own style conferences on contemporary Australian English. 

In Singapore we held a lexicography workshop which started out tentatively asking was 
there any such thing as Singapore Standard English, and moved ever more confidently and 
agreeably to asking how Singapore English in all its aspects, Standard Singapore English, 
colloquial Singapore English, Singlish, pidgin English, might be recorded and mapped. I think 
that shortly there will be a boom of Singaporean books focused on language--just as twenty 
years ago there was a book of similarly motivated Australian books on Australian English. 

There are some collections of Singaporean English already-which I think are all ex- 
emplified by the one published by RELC. They are one-person collections and there is always 
a limit to what one person can do in this field. For the lexicographer they present a problem 
because they tend to mix up standard items of high frequency indiscriminately with non-standard 
items of great colour but low frequency. 

Examples: 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 
source 

hw d 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

aquafarm 1 

Another big flaw in the law is classifying poultry and livestock raising as 
well as aquafarms, fishponds and prawn raising, within the scope of the 
CARP when these are entirely different enterprises. 
Manila Bulletin 

atin-atin 
Most of the diners are charmed by the homey atin-atin entertainment ... 
Daily Inquirer 

balagtasan 
Give strategically-located stores radio and TV sets and start a rural 
distance education literacy program on the air. Folk wisdom, balagtasan, 
soap opera, basketball games, can all be repackaged ... 
Business Star 

bangketa 
Diarrhea and parasitism, for instance, are not always caused by the failure 
to eat the right kind of food or food bought less expensive from sidewalk 
vendors or in bangketas. 
Daily Inquirer 

barangay 
A seminar-workshop for barangay development councils in Tondo on the 
composition, role, functions, and responsibilities of the council under the 
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Local Government Code will be conducted by the Cabangis-Genaro 
Youth Club (CYGC) on Sundajr, Aug. 9, at the Tondo Sports Complex 

source Manila Bulletin 

hwd barangay 
cite Four army troopers were killed and others were seriously wounded when 

the service jeepney they were riding was ambushed by the New People's 
Army (NPA) at barangay San Roque, Camaraines Sur yesterday 
afternoon. 

source Manila Bulletin 

hwd barrio 
cite Dr Flavier, our new Secretary of Health and coined a Tagalog phrase for 

family planning that made him world famous; "pagpigi sa panggiggil" 
when he pioneered family planning in the barrio. It means "to control 
your lust". 

source Manila Bulletin 

hwd calamansi 
cite This fiery liquid concoction is a combination of tropical fruit juices such as 

pineapple, calamansi and orange that's loaded with Vitamin C (to help 
guard against the showers of the season!), while the dash of rum 
provides the tasty fire to flavor. 

source Business Star 

hwd churrascarias 
cite Many churrascarias (steak or barbecue houses) have adopted the rodizio 

system under which all of these delicious meats are brought to your table 
on skewers, directly from the grill ... 

source Daily Inquirer 

hwd churrasco 
cite Another typical dish that both Eli and Aurora like to serve is churrasco, 

or barbecue, which consists of various types of meat grilled over an open 
flame and served in large, succulent pieces. 

source Daily Inquirer 

hwd cocolumber 
cite It was explained that the decline in wood production has put much more 

pressure on coconut trees as "coco1umber"-now widely used as 
scaffolds for building construction-has gained popularity. 

source Business Star 

hwd demonstration sport 
cite The Philippines, reeling from two bitter losses in boxing quaterfinals, 

consoled itself with a bronze medal in the demonstration sport of 
takewondo when Stephen Fernandez reached the semifinals of the 
bantamweight division in the 25th Olympics here. 

source Manila Bulletin 
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hwd 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hw d 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hw d 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hw d 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

doy pack 
There will include paper pouches, plastic laminates, aluminum foil 
pouches, sachets, doy packs, and tetra brik cartons. 
Business Star 

ecotourism 
H e  also reported that the Department of Environment and Natural 
Resources (DENR) agreed to support proposals from the DOT and the 
Baguio community to package the camp into an "ecotourism" area by 
preserving the 284 reservation area which was under the DENR's 
management. 
Business Star 

flying voter 
Comelec will field policemen, soldiers and ROTC cadets to watch out for 
flying voters. 
Daily Inquirer 

jeepney 
Senior Police Officer Casimiro Soriano of the Muntinlupa police said that 
the victims on board Gloria's jeepney with license plate number DHV 
868, were cruising along the National Highway in barangay Bayanan at 
past 10 p.m. when the incident occurred. 
Manila Bulletin 

jueteng 
Sari-sari stores are jueteng and gambling joints for PBA games and 
pintakasis as well as sweepstakes selling centers. 
Business Star 

kraft board 
While any ordinary kraft board would have done the same job, she said, 
Japanese buyers prefer white over brown because it looks cleaner. 
Business Star 

kundiman 
At periodic intervals, they take a break from attending to the restaurant 
patrons and converge around the piano at the center of the dining room 
t o  sing kundiman, art songs, arias. 
Daily Inquirer 

midnight decree 
Harbor pilots groups are currently engaged in a legal war with the port 
agency over the validity of Executive Order (EO) 1088, which was issued 
in the mid-80s by then President Marcos as a midnight decree raising 
pilotage rates by as much as 5,000% 
Business Star 

mini-mini store 
Train owner, wife, children, kins in the basics of entrepreneurship- 
costing, bookkeeping, mini-mini store management ... 
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source Business Star 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hw d 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

miting de avance 
Debating clubs and pros-cons are spawned here to parallel mitings de 
avance, to get a pulse of voters' preferences, and to check out political 
balimbings and loyalists. 
Business Star 

ozeki 
Another Hawaiian, Akebono, or Chad Rowan, won the tournament with a 
133-2 record and looked set to join Konishiki at summo's second-highest 
rank--ozeki (champion). 
Business Star 

PBA game 
Sari-sari stores are jueteng and gambling joints for PBA games and 
pintakasis as well as sweepstakes selling centers. 
Business Star 

pintakasis 
Sari-sari stores are jueteng and gambling joints for PBA games and 
pintakasis as well as sweepstakes selling centers. 
Business Star 

prawn raising 
Another big flaw in the law is classifying poultry and livestock raising as 
well as aquafarms, fishponds and prawn raising, within the scope of the 
CARP when there are entirely different enterprises. 
Manila Bulletin 

pros-cons 
Debating clubs and pros-cons are spawned here to parallel mitings de  
avance, to get a pulse of voters' preferences, and to check out political 
balimings and loyalists. 
Business Star 

Pugutan 
The Lenten tradition highlighted by the "Pugutan", a depiction of the 
miracle to Longinus, the one-eyed centurion who was made to see the 
blood that trickled when he lanced Christ's side ... 
Daily Inquirer 

quedan 
The Department of Agriculture (DA) in a bid to pump prime agricultural 
credit through the quedan guarantee system, has signed up as the biggest 
single government investor in the newly expanded Quedan and Rural 
Credit Guarantee Corporatio (Quedancor). 
Business Star 
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hwd 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 
source 

hwd 
cite 

source 

hw d 
cite 

source 

hwd 
cite 

hw 
cite 

source 

shwd 
cite 

source 

hw d 
cite 

source 

sari-sari store 
The sari-sari store. There is absolutely no equivalent in the sprawling 
Indian subcontinent and the South Asian societies. Nor in East and the 
Southeast Asian nations, although variations of the sari-sari store can be 
found in Thailand and Indonesia. 
Business Star 

solon 
One solon we had discussed with on the matter had the impression that 
one-and-a-half hectares would be enough for certain crops. 
Manila Bulletin 

solon 
3 solons join NPC 
Manila Bulletin 

stand-by 
The sari-sari store is the neighborhood socio-politico center ... It is the 
stand-by center for children and adults, for bullies and good neighbors. 
Business Star 

talipapa 
They (Sari-sari stores) represent unharnessed power equivalent to the 
neighborhood church and its pulpit, and the neighborhood talipapa. 
Business Star 

tetra brik 
There will include paper pouches, plastic laminates, aluminum 'foil 
pouches, sachets, doy packs, and tetra brik cartons. 
Business Star 

thrift bank 
Presently, DBP has accredited a total of 60 commerical banks, private 
development banks, thrift banks, savings and loan associations, leasing 
and finance companies and investment houses under its wholesale 
lending program. 
Business Star 

tokwa 
When before all veggie food had to be drab, boring, tasteless and had 
tokwa coming out of your ears, there is now a certain sophistication that 
it offers ... 
Malaya 

YaYa 
A less amusing sight: there's this lovely celebrity who's here with her 
husband, their little daughter, and the girl's ya-ya. 
Daily Inquirer 
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hwd yokozuna 
cite Konishiki ... denied newspaper reports that he blamed racism for gaining 

promotion to yokozuna or grand champion. 

I did a little reading myself of Philippine newspapers just to get a feel for English here. I 
picked up a number of items which are not in the Minidictionary but which seem in context to 
be comfortable and familiar items. Of course, on a few newspapers I have no hope of assessing 
currency. Bangketa and bamo, doypack and jueteng seem established. But is a flying voter a real 
entry? How well-known are kundiman? Are there lots of mini-mini stores? Is pros-cons a real 
word? 

Usage matters are even more difficult to assess. 

Usage 

hwd chic 
cite If there is no sign to be found in a "chic" hotel, for example, to advise 

the uninitiated diners which, if any, of its eateries has a dress code. 
source Manila Bulletin 
year 1992 
date 5 Aug 7 
cmnt 
type usage usu. applied to a person or an article of clothing 

hw d discuss with 
cite One solon we had discussed with on the matter has the impression that 

ope-and-a-half hectares would be enough for certain crops. 
source Manila Bulletin 
year 1992 
date 7 Aug 6 
cmnt 
type usage 

hwd fisherfolk 
cite ... 40% is allotted to small farmers, fisherfolk, cooperatives and other 

private investors. 
source Business Star 
year 1992 
date 20 July 2 
cmnt seems quaint, archaic 
type usage 

hwd jibe with 
cite If it does not jibe with the teaching of the chu 
source Business Star 
year 1992 
date 20 July 4 
cmnt in Random House US English 
type usage international 
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hwd public transports 
cite ...; where they blow cigarette fumes in every face, whether in public 

transports, elevators, movie theaters, or  restaurants.,. 
source Manila Bulletin 
year 1992 
date 5 Aug 7 
cmnt plural form 
fYPe usage 

hwd request lor 
cite This refers to your letter ... requesting for a clarification as to whether you 

shall refund the withheld and remitted in the 1991 Personnel Economic 
Relief Allowance (PERA) of your personnel ... 

source Business Star 
year 1992 
date 20 July 4 
cmnt 
type usage 

hwd said 
cite Villahermosa expects said packages to become even more popular as the 

number of single households increases 
source Business Star 
year 1992 
date 20 July 5 
cmnt use of said occurs a number of times 
tY Pe usage 

Dkcuss with is odd to me but seems natural here. Request for likewise. This turns up in the 
small Singapore corpus too. 

Fisherfolk seems quaint to me-is it standard here? 

Likewise said-and in the letter I received--the undersigned. 

What I as a commercial lexicographer am looking for is a collection of standard lexical 
items of high frequency in each of the varieties of English in South East Asia. I am leaving 
South Asia out of it for the moment--one thing at a time. 

To do this I wish to amass a corpus of English in each variety. For example, for Singapore 
English we have begun with a representative sampling of Singapore fiction and non-fiction to 
be scanned into the computer. In addition to this I hope to persuade Straits Times to hand over 
samples of machine-readable text. It is possible to amass reasonably quickly a corpus that will 
not tell everything there is to be known about Singapore English in all its aspects, but which 
will produce the lexical items which are thoroughly accepted or culturally significant. In two 
books kiasuism has emerged a number of times, for example. 

This is the list of items which has emerged from an analysis of two books. 
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Figure 1: Words in Asiacorp not in Spellchecker 

Group 1 September 1992 

airwell kiddiepix sarabat 

aiya koay sayang 

allamah kueh seashells 

amokry lalang seelo 

ang pows meaningfully singaporeans 

angsana nanyang starfruit 

bathmats nonya sunkist 

bearingscraper oi supervisee 

boringly phonegossippy susah 

breadman phui taximen 

chandeliered plotless troup 

clippedly quiveringly uncompleted 

gen teely ratlan unfilial 

glasspanes realer unlegislated 

hati rernisier vroorn 

kebaya sarnfoo vroomed 

kebun samfoos 

Words in Asiacorp not in Spellchecker 

Group 2 September 1992 

above the back collar 

asianness 

beehoon 

bonzo 

busstops 

cagful 

calibans 

centrestage 

ceray 

clusterings 

coopulate 

detac 

ditmov 

eat all you can 

eeee 

everything 

filipina 

finecornbed 

fishhead 

fishseller 

girlchilp 

goodnesses 

grandmudder 

granduncle 

greatgrandfather 

hokkien 

hometown 

hurnsub 

humsubism 

humsubs 
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kiasiusm pinyin shophouse 

kiasuer 

kiasuism 

Iatenight 

lomaniic 

meet your member of 
parliamen t 

melonseed 

mrt 

mudder 

multicolours 

multiracial 

plentitude 

plepare 

preelection 

profusive 

relevant 

reruns 

revitalisat ion 

ricesacks 

rojak 

roughnesses 

sociocultural 

sociohistoricocultural 

suay 

surefire 

talcumed 

tightnesses 

twochild 

ultraviolated 

urmt 

vermincaused 

nononsense sarongclad viceconsul 

patriach schoolgoing whateveritis 

pileup shaveless wordplays 

The iml)ortance to us of the corpus is that it can claim to be representative of st:rndard 
English in each ol' the targeted countries so that we can with some confidence produce a set 01 
corpus-based dictionaries for South-East Asia which cover the key lexical items of contemporary 
standard English in the region in a systematic way. 

For this project I need from each country quantities of text-machine-readable or 
scannable, and a lexicography consultant. In Singapore we have established a working rclation- 
ship with the Department of English Language and Literature which involves transferring our 
dictionary and Australian corpus to them for research purposes. 'They are interested in the 
totality of Singaporean English for which a corpus-backed dictionary of another variety is a 
useful reference point. There is no reason why the Asian corpus should not develop on u 
cooperative rcsearch basis. It is in our interests to promote greater research into the intlividual 
varieties of English which will lead to a broader range of information to use as a basis for a 
general market dictionary in South-East Asia. 

I can imagine that some comparative studies on the differences and similarities bctwecn 
the various Englishes of the region would be of interest. This kind of information would lead 
to more informed discussions of what standard English is in each community of English speakers 
and would have significance in formulating educational policies. 
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Translated by WU Zhu 
The Central University for Nationalities 

ABSTRACI' 

A Jinghpo-Chinese Dictionary (1983) is the first one of its kind published in China. Since i t  
is intended for general use, its entries are not confined to any particular field. The writing o f  
this dictionary recognized the need to reflect the social and linguistic characteristics of the 
Jinghpo people systematically and comprehensively. In order to accomplish this, compilation 
was based on two principles: the ethnological principle, and the linguistic principle. This papcr 
describes how those principles were upheld in selecting entries, deciding upon a general schema 
for all entries, providing a pronunciation guide, and precise glossing in Chinese. Using many 
citations from the dictionary as examples, this paper also demonstrates how some compilatory 
problems were solved. 

0. Introduction 

The Jinghpo (=Jinghpaw=Kachin) ethnic minority in China, with a relatively small 
population of 119,209 (in 1990), inhabits the southwestern border area adjacent to Burma. Thc 
writing system of the Jinghpo language has a short history; its alphabet was only created at the 
end of the 19th century. Published in December 1983, A Jinghpo-Chinese Dictionary (JCD) is the 
first dictionary in China explaining Jinghpo words and phrases in Chinese. Not only has i t  
become an important reference for research on the Jinghpo language and culture, it has also 
contributed to the development of language standardization, bilingualism, and education among 
Jinghpo people. 

This dictionary is successful in that it is useful to the general public and it is based on 
scientific research and sound principles. Specifically, the compilers followed what the author 
refers to as "the ethnological principle" and "the linguistic principle". 

1. The ethnological principle 

A language dictionary should comprehensively reflect the distinct characteristics of the 
ethnic group who speak the language. This is the "the ethnological principle". To achieve this 
end, the lexicographer needs to decide what words to include and how those words should bc 
glossed. 

1.1 Dictionary compilers should properly decide upon several ratios between different groups 
of lexical items: 
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a. The ratio between common and uncommon words 

A dictionary for general use should include as many common words as possible. 
Common words include those words frequently used by the whole speech community, 
as well as those words used by a particular profession, social class, and/or region. For 
example, although older Jinghpo people may not use ink, it is indispensable to students 
and the educated, so the Jinghpo word for ink, laika tsi, is included. 

On the other hand, the dictionary should also include a certain amount of 
uncommon words which are of high cultural value. They are useful for studying Jinghpo 
art, social history, religious beliefs, philosophy, etc. For example: 

manau [m531nau31] < n. > the manau festival (a traditional Jinghpo 
festival, including activities such as worshipping the Gods of Sun and 
Heaven, singing epics about the origin of man and of the Jinghpo 
people, and communal dancing) 

{A breve as in [m5] denotes a weakened syllable.) 
njang [n33tSarj33] <n. > a mourning stand or table (placed next to the 

worshipping hall near the back door of a house, for putting things 
formerly used by the deceased and food used in worshipping) 

nkon du [n31k~n31 tu33) <n. > a hereditary bum du for collecting taxes 
{Bum du is a the leader in a stockaded village.) 
{An underlined vowel is a tense Vowel.) 

chye ningchyapg [tJe33 nig3ltSag311 < n. > God of Wisdom 

b. The ratio between obsolete words and words that are still in use 

Examples should be given in glosses to further illustrate the meaning of obsolete 
words. In addition to words that are still in use, JCD also includes some obsolete words 
(or morphemes), most of which are preserved in literary language. For example: 

lang [larj3*] <n., literary> mount: Bum go bum mada, - go lang chya. 
'A hill pairs off with another hill, so does a mount with another' 
(referring to families or a couple well-rnatched in social and economic 
status). 

ba [ba731] < v., Literary > return to, revisit: Sumhtang mabai - , ahkang 
zinya hta. 'Returning to a once familiar place; setting foot on familiar 
ground.' 

Obsolete words (or morphemes) that are chosen should have a high cultural value 
and/or the possibility of entering into the modern lexical system through new words or 
phrases. 

c. The ratio between native and loan words 

Native words should naturally form the bulk of a Jinghpo dictionary, but loan- 
words should also be listed. We have selected loanwords that have been borrowed for 
a relatively long time and are extensively used. Some loanwords in JCD are as follows: 
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From Chinese: 
son [son331 <v. > calculate 
sonhpan [son33phan31] < n. > abacus 
hpun [phun3*] <measure word > a unit of weight [about 

0.5 kg.--Translator] 
{[ph] in transcription = an aspirated IPA [p]) 

From the Dai language: 
makchyok hpun [mak3ltJ~k31 phun55]< n. > tangerine tree 
joi [tJoi33] < n. > steelyard 

From Burmese: 
da t [tats5] < n. > electricity 
nayi [na33ji33] <n .>  (1) clock; (2) watch 

We have, however, been cautious about new words. In general, only new words 
that are consistently used in colloquial speech were chosen. For example: 

tsa shaning [ t ~ a ~ ~  ~ i i ~ ~ n i r j ~ ~ ]  <n. > century 
go maden [ko33 mii31ten311 < v. > build, establish 
nachynm [na31t~am55] <n. > experimental plot or field 

Very recent loans that do not have a fued form or  are only used by a small 
number of people should be chosen only after careful consideration. 

1.2 JCD also supplies information about the Jinghpo people's ethno-characteristics in its gloss. 
For example, kinship terms in the language reflect the existence of consanguineous 
marriages in the past. The Chinese explanation of these terms reflects this fact: 

nu [nu511 < n. > (1) mother (including mother's sisters, wives of father's 
brothers, and wives of males of father's generation having the same 
surname as the father or the mother's sisters' husbands); (2) a 
respectful term of address for old women. (In both meanings, the 
word is used when talking to the addressee directly.) 

la [la331 <n.  > (1) man; (2) male: - gasha "male child"; (3) husband 

Detailed explanations are also provided to explain words that deal with Jinghpo 
production and livelihood. For example: 

duhpreng [tu31ph3e331] <n.  > a way to build a grass hut ( is .  cogon grass 
is first laid flatly and then pressed down by bamboo strips) 

The Jinghpo language has many idioms and proverbs that are characteristic o f  the 
Jinghpo culture. JCD has recorded as many of them as possible. For example: 

da-ma [ta31ma?33] <n.  > son-in-law or the family of his parents: @rovert~) 
- yon yang go mayu laka tso, mayu yon yang go ja hte galo. 'If the 
father-in-law is offended, apologies can be given to him; but if the 
son-in-law is offended, it can only result in his not setting foot in the 
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father-in-law's home' (No apologies can be offered to the son-in-law, a 
member of the younger generation). 

gola [ko?3lla31] < n. > a male hornbill: (proverb) - malai go n nga ai, 
goyi malai she nga ai. 'The male hornbill [i.e. the husband] cannot be 
replaced, but the female [i.e. the wife] can' (a reflection of former 
marriage institution). 

2. The linguistic principle 

By 'the linguistic principle', we mean that a language dictionary should reflect the linguistic 
characteristics of a language. Based on this principle, several glossing conventions were used in 
JCD. 'They are as follows: 

2.1 IPA transcription. The Jinghpo alphabet has two limitations; it does not show the tone of 
a morpheme or the tenseness of the vowel after initial nasals, laterals, or  fricatives. Each 
entry in the clictionary is therefore immediately followed by a transcription in the 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) so that readers can learn the pronunciation of the 
headword. For example: 

mang [mag331 c n. > corpse 
mang [mail 331 c n. > purple 
rong [3og55] < n. > lock or pen in 
rong [3~g55] < adv. > somewhat tall and thin 

In addition, there is an appendix describing the phonological system and the cor- 
respondence between the (combinations of) letters and Jinghpo phonemes. 

2.2 Variant forms of a lexical item. Many Jinghpo morphemes have more than one phonetic 
and/or graphemic form.  or example: 

num - m5: 
numnang [nurn31nag33] (same as manang) < n. > companion, partner 
numga [num31ka55] (same as maga) en. > side, direction: 

dingda - 'the south' 

num - n: 
numhpu [num55phu51] (same as nhpu) cn. > dust and dirt 
numya [num33ja33] (same as n-ya) c n. > Mars 

nig - n: 
ningwa [nig3*wa33] (same as nwa) < n. > axe 
ninghtu [nig31thu33] (same as nhtu) ' <n. > knife 

Words having two pronunciations with a different tone: 

wai [waiss, wai311 < v. > (the time for flowers to blossom and 
fruit-bearing, or the period of puberty) to have passed 

gahtet [k53*thet31, k@lthet55] cadj. > hot 

Variation between lax and tense vowels: 
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zunbo [tsun31po33] (same as tsunbo) <n.  > a bamboo fence for fishing a t  
where a river branches out 

chyok [tJ~k31] (same as jok) <measure word > lump, heap 
{tsunbo [tsun33po33]; jok [tJok31]) 

Variant forms mark a transitional period in diachronic change. They may provide 
clues to  the ancient forms of some morphemes, o r  they may be  related to some social 
factors. The recording of these variant forms facilitates the standardization of the Jinghpo 
language, and helps the users of the dictionary. 

In order to  give a concise Chinese gloss to Jinghpo lexical items, the semantic systems of the 
two languages were carefully considered. Many Jinghpo words have no counterparts in 
Chinese, or  the corresponding words or  phrases in Chinese and Jinghpo do not have exactly 
the same meaning(s). The following solutions were adopted for this problem: 

a. If there is no equivalent Chinese word o r  phrase for a Jinghpo entry, then a full cx- 
planation is provided. For example: 

ba-ja [pa33tJa33] <n.  > a type of sheng (consisting of three vertical 
wooden tubes and a leather bag at the bottom) 
{The sheng is the Chinese name for a reed pipe wind instrument.) 

banhkung [pan3lkhur~31] <n. > the name of a flower (which is white in 
color, with leaves the size of a palm, and having a fragrant smell and 
a root similar to that of ginger) 

nngai [n31gai33] <sentence-final particle > used in declarative sentences, 
when the subject is first person singular and the verb is in the existent 
mode 
{the existent mode = the unmarked mode) 

b. If an equivalent word exists in the local variety of Chinese, but not in putonghltu, thc 
national variety, then that word is used, with further details added in parenthesis. 

ba-hkyi [pa31khjiS5] shaqiu (a type of small fish that lives in stream sands 
and looks like loaches) 
{shaqiu is the putonghua pronunciation for two Chinese characters 
meaning SAND and LOACH respectively.) 

sha-ji [SaSStji55] <n.  > a sort of food for chewing, made up of sha-ji 
fruit, tobacco, lime, etc.) 

bunhteng [pan3ltheg31] <n.  > unploughed paddy fields after harvest 

c. IS a Jinghpo word has a special usage, then it is mentionccl: 

ba [pa311 <n.  > elder brother (direct address) 
numlap namlo[nam3llap31 nam311o331 <n.  > leaves (referring t o  Icavcs 

collectively) 

d. If the corresponding words in Chinese and Jinghpo are  not co-extensive in thcir 
meaning, then qualifying phrases are added to the Chincsc gloss: 

amum [a31mam55] < v.  > (of the eyes) to become dim 
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amop [a31mop31] < v. > (of people without teeth) to chew 
ba-byep [pav31pjep55] <adj. > [of a roofj slightly slanting 
daudau [tau"taf 3) < adv. > (of lips) thick 
hpu [phu51] <n. > elder brothers (including male cousins, wife's elder 

sisters' husbands, and elder males of the same family name and 
generation; direct address) 

e. Many Jinghpo words have features different from their Chinese counterparts. 
These features are noted: 

chying ba-ja bpung [tjj33 pa33tJ~33 p h ~ r j ~ ~ ]  <n. > a band (of drums and 
sheng's) 

da [tav31] < v. > (using big leaves) to wrap (cooked rice, or  meat and 
vegetables) 

2.4 Some glosses include grammatical features of the headwords. For example, if it is possible 
to reduplicate part of a noun serving as the subject to form a subject f verb phrase, an 
example is given in the gloss: 

nbung [n31 ~ 1 ~ 3 3 1  <n. > wind: - bung 'the wind is blowing or  starts to 
blow' I' 

The semantic difference between a single morpheme and its reduplication is also 
noted: 

hpuhpu [phu55phu55] <adv. > be stuck with (something) all over (to a 
greater extent than hpu alone) 

chyokchyok [tJok3*tJok31] <adv. > in a repeatedly poking or stabbing hard 
manner 

The dictionary also includes many adverbial phrases, which form a class of 
expressions unique to the Jinghpo language. For example: 

ahpu ahpre [a31phu31 a31ph3e311 <adv. > in an extremely awkward 
manner: Hpyen ni - rai hprong mat wa masai. 'The enemy has fled 
helter-skelter.' 

ahpu ahpa [a31phu31 a31pha311 <adv. > in a shaking or  jerking manner 

Other grammatical features are also mentioned: 

chyon [tlon33] < adj. > diligent, hardworking (usually used in negative 
sentences) 

2.5 JCD also lists some very productive bound morphemes. Some of them are grammatical 
morphemes, others are lexical. For example; 

bu- [pu31] trousers or dress: bugot 'short trousers' 

do- [to'31] pillar: dohpum 'large pillar' 

go- [ k ~ ~ ~ ]  foot: gosen 'little feet [i.e. bound feet]' 
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a- (ass] prefixed to a verb to show that the action is very frequent 

These entries will give the dictionary users a better understanding of the meaning 
of morphemes in a word. In addition, phrases with special internal structure are given 
as examples in the gloss: 

ehyu [tJu755] en. > (1) the breast; (2) milk 
< v. > to give milk to a baby: 

chyu chyu 'to breast-feed' 
(literally BREAST + BREAST-FEED) 

The translator would like to thank Ms. Ellen Bartee for going through the English 
translation to improve its quality. 
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The Ethnic Nature in the Linguistic Expression 

Social Sciences ZMonnation Zns.titule, Hanoi 
Tai Studies Program, Hanoi University 

Vietnam 

1. There still remains much work to be done in the area of linguistics, for the advancement 
of the knowledge of everyone: the lexicographer can collect and clearly define new words or 
redefine old words when necessary. The updating, completing, and replacement of words oftcn 
demands constant effort to modernize the information contained in each entry of monolingu:al 
as well as multilingual dictionaries. 

But, in this paper, we would like to deal with another question, namely, the definition, or 
more specifically, the illustrations of the most common words in linguistic dictionaries. Bceausc 
of documentation limitations, this present analysis is only based on some monolingual ant! 
bilingual dictionaries recently published in ~ i e tnam.*  In the following, I will examine expecially 
the linguistic expressions of my mother tongue (the Thy-Nirng language) in comparison wilh 
Vietnamese. 

2. We are living in a time when all ethnic groups want to  preserve their own cultur:rl 
character. This character is expressed and preserved in their vernacular. It is the comprehcal. 
sion of all the subtle uses of linguistic expressions in a given language that allows one t o  get ;I 
feeling for the ethnic identity of that language group. We can easily identify the linguistic l i l t :  
of the most uscful words, for example those concerning one's daily food. 

Because rice is the most important food of the whole area, everyone needs help froni th(: 
lexicographer for comprehension of the diverse cultivating, harvesting, preserving and processing 
habits of the various language groups. Even just glancing at the lexical non-correspondenccs 
between the vernacular vocabularies in the area, we notice that each language is full of words 
and expressions specifically related to the habits of its speakers. 

In Vietnam, we can use a rich imagination when we compare two languages, for example, 
Vietnamese (the national language) and Thy-Nhng (a minority language). 

Vietnamese distinguishes contrastive rice forms by four words. The difference bctwecn 
these four nouns can be identified by means of the subject of the sentence. Compare: 

V: Triu lin lira E: 'The buffalo eats rice' (plants) 
Chim iin th6c 'The bird eats rice' (unhusked grain) 
Gh iin g+o 'The chicken eats rice' (uncooked grains) 
~ g d h i  Hn cclm 'The man eats rice' (cooked) 

*for example: 
1. NGUYEN 1-UC', L . U ' ~ N G  VAN DANG, Vietnamese Lociitiom, Hanoi, Social Sciences Editions, 1978. 
2. Ilb Tell Legends on Lociitions and Proverbs, Hanoi, Social Sciences Editions, Vols. 1 and 2, 1988, Vol. 3 ,  1991 
3. LUC VAN I'AO. 1,ociitions in 72y-Ning Language (explained in Vietnamese), IIanoi, Social Scicnccs, 1991. 
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In contrast, the Thy and the Niing peoples have only one word in their languages: khdu. 
When necessary, they differentiate khdu chc lcobc 'unhusked rice'; khdu slan 'husked, 
uncooked rice'; and khdu sliic 'plain cooked rice'. 

This word is also found in idiomatic expressions: ~ $ n  c6n pin khdu co6c nh$ng thd. 'In 
days gone by, there was rice at hand' = 'before, he was very rich.' Ciiy t6c b6m khdu slan. 
'Chicken falls down into food tray' ='he has good luck.' 

The Vietnamese expression clldp cdrn chim (lit. 'steal bird's food') means 'make a profit 
out of the poor' or  'take food out of someone's mouth' which is the equivalent of xo mii nijc 
d6c mii nu (lit. 'ask mother bird mother rat') in the Thy-Niing language. 

It is also possible to combine two Vietnamese words into a composite noun: 

th6c + gao -- > t h k  gao 'rice' (in general) 
th6c + liia -- > t h k  lga 'cereals' 

These two Vietnamese composite nouns are equivalent to the composite noun, khdu nijm 
of the Thy-Nhng language (lit. 'rice and water'): khdu n$m dii dang khen (lit: 'rice and water 
is in shirt'), 'one has everything one needs', but in Vietnamese, cdrn ndbc (xong) (lit. 'rice water 
finished') means 'after dinner.' 

In Vietnamese, the contrast between cdrn 'cooked rice' and gao 'raw rice' can be shown in 
the following expressions: 

cdm 60 gao tiin (lit. 'cooked rice shirt, raw rice money') 
'daily necessities' 

cdm chda iin gao c6n dgy (lit. 'cooked rice not yet eaten, raw rice still there') 
'reserved part' 

hdn cdm d gao (lit. 'more cooked rice, cheap raw rice') 
'easy material life', 'cheap goods' 

The contrast between th6c and gao are also indicated in the following expressions: 

gqo bb th6c d6ng (lit. 'raw rice in storing basket, unhusked rice in mounds') 
'rich, wealthy' 

d9m bi th6c choc bi gao (lit. 'pierce unhusked rice basket, pierce raw rice basket') 
'incite to do wicked things' 

In Vietnamese expressions, 1Ga can occasionally replace th6c: liia cao gao k6m (lit. 'rice 
plant tall, raw rice poor') or th6c cao gao kiim (lit. 'unhusked rice tall, raw rice poor') 'hard times'. 

The differences between th6c, gao and cdrn are also marked by means of the comparative 
predicates which contain those nouns. 

cBml(im or nin) nhd th6c (lit. 'dumb [silence] like unhusked rice') 
'suffer in silence' 

chuyen n6' nhd gao rang (lit. 'talk blown-up like puffed raw rice.') 
'happy, lively, loud conversations with laughter' 
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nhd cdm b3a (lit. 'like cooked rice meal') 
'often', 'frequently' 

The literal translation in English as well as in the Thy-Nhng language of these expressions 
is not simple because these languages do not have four respective equivalents. In our 
preliminary collection, we found thirty expressions containing khdu 'rice' in Thy-Nhng. In 
Vietnrr~ese,  three expressions contain 1Ga 'rice plants', ten contain th6c 'unhusked rice', eleven 
have gqo 'uncooked rice grains', and forty-six have cdm 'cooked rice'. 

Upon examining the verb usage in these two languages we also find a contrast. For 
example, the word kin in Thy-Nhng has four equivalents in Vietnamese: 

kin kh iu  = 3n cdm 'to eat rice' 
kin n$m = udng nd6c 'to drink water' 
kin din = hbt thu6c 'to smoke a cigarette 
kin nbm = bb 'to nurse' or 'to drink milk' 

On the other hand, many phenomena point in the other direction. A common Vietnamcsc 
word may have several equivalents in Thy-Nirng. For example, the Vietnamese word, chubng 
is equivalent to: 

IAng (viri) 'buffalo stable' 
cooc (mu) 'pigsty' 
l$u (pdt, c6y) 'chicken coop' 
thu (ma) 'horse stable' 

It is noteworthy that in Vietnamese, chubng ngy'a 'horse stable' is also called tiiu (ngy':~), 
as preserved only in the expression: met con ngy'a dau ch tiiu b6 c6 (lit. 'one animal horse sick, 
whole stable throws out grass') 'If one horse is ill, the whole stable refuses to eat.' 

We can also find such contrasts in the verbs. The common words xem and nhin 'look, 
watch' in Vietnamese correspond with four TQy-Nhng words, namely: d6m 'to see', 16 'to see, 
to look'; ng6i 'to watch something'; chi& 'to reflect upon something'. 

It is remarkable that for most of these expressions there is no lexico-semantic correspon- 
dence between these two languages in Vietnam. In other words, the use of the vocabulary is 
specific to the culture and the thinking of a language community, and this needs to be identilied 
and demonstrated by the lexicographer. 

We do not yet have linguistic dictionaries that provide a differentiated and complete 
comprehension of these typical uses. We would therefore like to profit from the occasion of 
this conference to discuss possibilities of cooperation between myself and other linguists for the 
compilation of the necessary linguistic materials from other languages in our region. This would 
then enable us to elaborate a multilingual dictionary of the common words and their uses. If 
we pay more attention to language-specific distinctions, the lexicographers may have a part in 
contributing, not only to better mutual understanding among the different ethnic groups, but 
also in the promotion of a common advance into the twenty-first century. 
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Morphophonemics and their 
Representation in the Dictionary 

(The Roles of Lexicographer, Linguist and Layman) 

R. David Zorc 

MRM Inc. 

Dictionary making is a partnership. The  lexicographer supplies the framework o r  structure, 
the linguist the grammatical analyses, and the layman (while all too often a silent partner) the 
purpose o r  goal resulting in a user-friendly and helpful product. Like any other partnership the 
task involves compromise, conflict and cooperation. In  the real world of Philippine scholarshil), 
all too often a single scholar must assume the three personae. 

I a m  a tirm believer that grammar (especially of word ranges o r  families within the 
language and grammatical morphemes) must be  covered both implicitly and explicitly in i i  

dictionary. This is the linguist's role. An excellent example of the result of this effort is tlie most 
recent edition of the American Heritage Dictionary (1992). 

How an entry should be  structured deserves the lexicographer's attention from the outscr, 
A principle involving FULL, SHORT and NULL entries needs to be developed. A full entry is 
replete with detail and cross-references to inflected and derived forms. A short o r  partial entry 
gives only the briefest definition and a cross-reference to  some fuller citation. A null entry is a 
word or  form excluded from the dictionary, but for reasons outlined with the utmost of clarity 
in the introduction, e.g., a member of a conjugation set (e.g., Tag kumakain 'is eating', Akl 
ginabnliga' 'is being sold') o r  a form with predictable meaning due to its makcup (7iig 
patulugin 'put to bed, make S.O. sleep'), etc. 

Philippine languages have from four to ten morphophonemic changes operative in tlic 
inflection and derivation of stems which cause the lexicographer no end of problems in how to 
represent these in the dictionary because (s)he must consider how and where the user can find 
them. Most of these changes will be discussed and exemplified in the following sections. The 
question immediately arises of how much of a linguist do we expect the layman to bc. ?I(: 
answer results in the incorporation in, and layout of, the final product. In the case ot 
morphophoncmics it is best to assume little to nil understanding on the part of a layman, arid 
then spell out o r  outline all such changes operative in the language in the introduction, ant1 to 
include citation forms illustrating such changes at their respective alphabetical position as shorl 
entries cross-rcf'crcnced to the main headword, where all unpredictable forms are  cited (if not 
glossed). 

In some languages there are  roots that may be charactirized as "soft roots", i.e., the root 
word is not found as such because it is always inflected and morphophonemic changes affect 
either end of it. Sarnbal exemplifies this phenomenon, e.g., Bolinaw nalbet 'get wet', lebten 'be 
moistened' < *lebet 'wet'. When a user encounters such forms, he expects to be able t o  fin11 
them. 

The following are the major forms of morphophonemic change found among Ph i l i ly~ i~~c  
languages. 
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1. Regressive Assimilation 

m b  Tag 
Tag 
Tag 
Akl 
Bik 

m/p Tag 
Tag 
Hi1 

nld Tag 
Tag 
Tag 
Bik 
Tag 

nls Tag 

pang- + bans6 'nation' > pambansh 'national, for the nation' 
pang- + bhta' 'child' > pambslta' 'for children' 
sing- + bilis > simbilis 'as fast as, equally quick' 
sang- 'one' + bhto 'piece' > sambslto 'one (unit of s.t.)' 
pang- + bhto' > pambhto' 'best bet - entry' 
pang- + pa- + s6bog 'scatter' > p a m p a s h g  'explosives' 
pang- + politika > pampolitika 'political' 
pang- + publiko > pampiibliko 'for the public' 
sang- + dali' > sandali' 'one moment, a while' 
pang- + CV- + dhya' > pandadya' 'cheating, swindling' 
pang- + da'igdig > pandagigdig 'world-wide, international' 
pang- + CV- + dak6p > pandadak6p 'consecutive arrests' 
pang- + lab& 'go out' > panlabsls 'foreign, external' 
pang- + samantiila > pansamantiila 'temporary' 

2. Nasal Substitution or  Replacement 

m/b Tag paN--an + bahhla' 'be responsible' > phmahala'hn 'government' 
Tag miNVN- + bhyan 'country' > mhmamayhn 'citizens' 
Tag maNVN- + bili > mamimili 'buyer, purchaser' 
Akl paN- + baUE > pamak$E 'big purchase' 
Akl paN- + bhhaw 'cold food' > pamslhaw 'eat breakfast' 
Bik naNVN--an + banwa > namamanwa'an 'citizens' 
Ceb ka-hiN- + butsng 'put' > kahimtang 'situation, predicament' [+ VL] 
Hi1 hiN- + bhnwa 'town, country' > himhnwa 'civic-mindedness' 
Hi1 paniN- + baliy 'house' > panimalhy 'family' 

Qm meN- + balCn > memalen 'townsmen, 'citizens' 
m/p Tag paNVN- + pahingh > pamamahingh 'period of rest' 

Akl maN- + piso > mamiso 'one peso apiece' 
Akl paN- + pisiik 'wink' > pamisiik 'blink' 
Bik paN- + pay6 'head' > pamay6 'leadership' 
Ceb naN- + pingut > namingut 'provoked, irritated' 
Hil paN- + pa- + flgi 'go by - past' > pama'hgi 'way, means' 
Hi1 paN- + pihog > pamhhog 'threaten, scare off 
Ilk paNN- + pa-dhyaw > pammadhyaw 'distinction' 
Ilk paNN- + phti > pammiiti 'beliefs' 

n/d Tag maN- + da'ig > mana'ig 'prevail, triumph' 
Ceb hiN- + diimdum + -i > hinumdumi 'remember, keep s.t. in mind' 
Kpm paN- + damdhm > panamd6m 'feelings, sentiment' 

n/s Tag paNVN- + salith' > pananalith' 'words, speech' 

Tag ma- + paN- + sirh' 'ruin' > mapanirh' 'destructive' 
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Tag naNVN- + silbi 'serve' > naninilbi 'is doing menial work for s.o.' 
Akl paN- + simbah > panimbah 'worship, go to church' 
Bik hiNVN- + sakit > hinanakit 'grudges' 
Bik paNVN- + sumph' > panunrmpi'  'oath-taking' 
Ceb maN- + sakjy > manakjy 'ride ( a vehicle)' 
Ceb paN- + salapi' > Panalapi' 'Department of Finance' 
Hi1 paN- + silag > panilag 'observe, watch' 
Hi1 paN--on + siimbong > panumbiingon 'accusation' 
Ilk maN- + sipud 'start, commence' > manipud 'ever since, from' 
Ilk paNN- + CVC- + sGro 'teach, instruct' > pannursGro 'teachings' 

e m  meN--an + sibat > menibatan 'came from (a place)' 
ii/s I@m peN- + saksiik > penyaksiik 'stabbed' 

Kpm paN- + siilung 'move forward' > panyiilung 'progress' 
n/t Tag paNVN- + tagumpiy > pananagumphy 'success, triumph' 

Tag paN- + thlo 'defeated' > pan810 'victory, triumph' 

Tag paN- + tiwhla' 'trust, faith' > paniwila' 'believe' 
Bik paNVN- + tagi '  > pananagi' 'hacking (away)' 
Bik paNVN--an + tind6g 'stand' > paninind6gan 'principles' 
Ceb pag- + hiN- + tAbang 'help' > paghinibang 'take sides with, support' 
Hi1 paN--an + tindog > panindiigan 'stand, position' 
Ilk paN- + taw6n 'year' > panawkn 'time, season' 

Kpm meN- + tangghl > menanggiil 'removed S.O. from office' 
ng/k Tag naNVN- + kahulugin 'meaning' > nangangahulugin 'means' 

Tag maN- + ka'ilhngan necessary > manga'ilhngan 'need' 
Tag paN- + k6ntra > pang6ntra 'preventative, s.t. used against s.t. else' 
Akl maN- + kjhoy > mangahby 'gather wood' [with accent shift] 
Ceb hiN- + kushg > hingushg 'exert effort' 
Ceb maN- + katGl > mangathl 'feel itchy' 
Ilk paNN- + keddkng > pangngeddkng 'decision' 

Kpm maN- + kabit > mangabit 'install' 
Kpm maN- + khput > manghpit 'extort, steal' 

3. Vowel Loss 

Tag 
Tag 
Tag 
Akl 
Akl 
Akl 
Ceb 
Ceb 
Ceb 

bighy + -an > bigyhn 'be given' 
bukhs + -an > bukshn 'be opened' 
sun6d + -an > sundhn 'be followed' 
bhyad + -an > biyran 'be paid for' [with d > r change] 
sakhy + -an > sikyan 'be ridden' 
sakit + na--an > nashktan 'was hurt - injured' 
anhd + na--an > na'hndan 'accustomed to' 
dak i '  + ka--un > kadiik'un 'size' 
hupi t  + -an > hiiptan 'be had - possessed' 
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Hi1 dak6p + ma--an > madlkpan 'can be caught' 
Hil limot + pagka--an > pagkalimtan 'be forgotten' 
Ilk amlk + -en > amkitn 'be afraid o f  
Ilk bukitl + -en > buklitn 'composed of, formed' 
Ilk itCd + -en > itditn 'will be given' 

E@m dakiip + -an > dakpln 'be caught' 
K@m gawP' + -an > gawPn 'be made' 

4. Metathesis is a feature of the Bisayan subgroup and usually occurs after vowel loss 
brings two phonotactically prohibited consonants together: 

Bis iniim + -a > imna 'drink it!' 
Bb kh'un + -un > khn'un 'be eaten' 
Akl puths + -a > phsta 'wrap (it) up!' 
Akl tu'iin + -in--an > tiniin'an 'study (what one has studied)' 
Ceb bhta' + -nun > bathn'un 'youth, young people' 
Ceb tu'iin + ka--an > kathn'an 'study' 
Hi1 gahhm + ka--anan > kagamhlnan 'powers' 

5. Consonant Loss 
Loss of geminate consonant in: 

Ilk belll'ak + ipa- > ibablh'ak 'will be published' 
Ilk betthk + -um- > bumthk 'exploded' 
Ilk pekkitl + na--an > napeklPn 'known, reputed (for)' 
Ilk reggCs + -en > regsitn 'be cut into slices' 

' Tag simula' + -an > sumulPn 'be started' 
Bik haray6' + na > haray6ng 'far, distant' 
Ceb Pku' + -ng > Pkung 'my X' 

d Ceb gayiid + -ng > gayiing 'a lot, very much so' 

n Ceb dPghan + -ng > dhghang 'many, lots (of)' 
Ceb gihhpun + -y > gihPpuy 'still (is)' 

6. Consonant Change 
Allophony of d and r: 

Tag din - rin 'also, too' 
Tag damdPm + naka- > nakaramdhm 'heard' 

Tag diinong + ma- > mahnong 'wise, knowledgable' 
Akl mayPd 'good' + ka-VE--an > kamaEPpn  'improvement, welfare' 
Akl bPyad 'pay' + -VE--an > baElyran 'payment' [with VL] 
Ceb anad + pa--un > pa'anhrun 'familiarize S.O. with s.t.' 
Ceb da'an + ka- > karP'an 'old' 
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Ceb siimad + ku--an > kasurnfimn 'anniversary' 
Hi1 biyad + -an > bayirtln 'be paid' 
Hi1 idid 'age' + paN--on > pangidarhn 'be of a certain age' 
I@m dagiil 'big' + CV- > daragll  'getting bigger' 
Kpm dakiil 'many' + ke--an > keraklin 'most, the majority' 
ern dakiip 'capture' + ma- > maraluip 'will be  caught' 

Kpm dinan 'give' + CV- > dirinan 'be given to  - added to' 

Allophony of 1 and d: 
Akl waE6' 'lose' + na--an > nawid'an 'suffered the loss of s.t.' 
Ceb laliim 'deep' + kina--an + hi- > kinahilhdman 'depths' 

Progressive assimilation: 
Ceb haliik 'kiss' + -an > higkan 'be kissed' [with VL and 1 > d > g] 

Tag kinig 'hear' + pa--an > pukingghn 'be listened to' [with VLJ 

Allophony of r and h (on Spanish loan verbs): 
Akl imbestigir + -an > imbestigahhn 'be investigated' 
Ceb tokiir + pa--un > patukahiin 'be played (of music)' 
Hi1 preparhr + -on > preparahbn 'be prepared' 
Hi1 probir + -an > probahin 'be tried out' 

7. Semivowel Reduction 

General Phil dihrio - dyiryo 'newspaper' 
Generul Wlil gobierno - gobyerno 'government' 
Ilk anili - any8 'what?' 
Ilk kanihk - kanyik 'to me, mine' 
Ilk su'ii + -en > saw6n 'be said' 
Kpnt luko + -an > l a b i n  'be left behind' 
Kprn sabi + -an > sabyin 'be said' 
Kprn suli + -an > salwin 'be bought' 
Kprn thko + -an > tak6wan 'be stolen' 

8. Consonant Addition 

Akl ushwu 'spouse' + paN--un > pangtlsaw'un 'marry s.0.' [with VLJ 
Ceb bul.'rk:r + gi-b--an > gikubalak'un 'be anxious about' [with VL] 
Hi1 buliiku + ma-in--un > mabinalik'un 'concerned, solicitous' [with V1.J 

h Akl sarh + -an > sirhan 'be closed' [with VL] 
Ceb ilh + paga--un > paga'ilhun 'it is known (that)' [with VL] 
Hi1 Amerika + -non > Ameriluinhon 'American' [with MET] 
Hi1 dalli + -an > dhlhon 'be brought' [with VL] 
T(1g I~ili + -in > bilhin 'be bought' [with VL] 
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Tag dal i  + -in > dalhin 'be brought' [with VL] 

n Tag kiiha + -in > khnin 'be taken' 
Tag thwa f -an > tawfinan 'be laughed at' 

y Kprn ibak + ka--an > kayabBkan 'in the morning' 
Kprn i be  + maka- > makayibe 'included' 
K p m  alili + ka- > kayalili 'replacement' 

e m  Bus + ma- > mayBus 'will be called' 

In still other cases, there is a 'soft glottal' resulting in the diphthongalization of i > y, 
e.g., Ilk yBwat 'be delivered, handed over' c i- + 'iwat; yebkhs 'be stated '- declared' < i- 
+ 'ebkhs; Kprn iya t rb  'will be retracted' c i + atriis. 

9. Compensatory Lengthening 

Tag kii'in + -in > kiinin 'be eaten' 
Tag sirB' + na > sir&na 'broken now' 
Tag walB' + pa > walapa 'not yet, still none' 
Kprn alfi' + na > al6:na 'no more' 
e m  ali' + pa > a1i:pa 'not yet' 

10. Fusion 

Akl kang 'the X of mine' = ku 'object marker' + ikon 'my' + nga 'linker' 
Akl ring 'the X of yorrs' = ro 'topic marker' + imo 'your' + nga 'linker' 

Ceb adtu + sa > adtus 'go to X' 

Ceb lang + -y > lay 'only is, (it) is just' 
Ceb man + -y > may '(it) is also' [Contrast: may existential marker] 

Ilk -an + -ko > -ak 
Ilk -an + -mo > -am 
Ilk -en + -ko > -ek 
Ilk -en + -mo > -em 

Kprn portmanteaus like 
de 'they ... him' < da 'they' + qa 'him' 
do 'they ... them' < da 'they' + la 'them' 
ke 'I ... him' < ku 'I' + ya 'him' 
me 'you ... him' < mu 'you' + ya 'him' 
mo 'you ... them' c mu 'you' + la 'them' 
ne 'helshe ... him/her' c na 'helshe' + ya 'himher' 
no 'helshe ... them' < na 'helshe' + la 'them' 
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11. Accent Shift 

Tag babasiihin [v] 'will be read' [regularly derived from the verb] 
Tag babusahin [n] 'reading matter' 

Tag kaka'inin [v] 'can be eaten' [regularly derived from the verb] 
Tag kaka'inin [n] 'snack, tidbit, set. to eat' 

Some Solutions Applied by Lexicographers 

What we expect of the user should lead to a user-friendly reference work. McKaughan and 
Macaraya offered such an excellent and appropriate initial survey of Maranao in 1967. However, 
since then, a tradition of bilingual dictionaries organized almost exclusively by root words has 
developed in the Philippines. For regularly derived words like ka- [abstract noun], ka--an 
[collective noun], ma- [adjective], and mag- or  -um- [infinitive], na- [stative] this solution proves 
the most economical, and reduces the size of the resulting volume by hundreds of pages. But 
when complex morphophonemics or other derivations come to bear, the poor layman (be he 
English or  other-Philippine-language speaking) is left to sink or  swim. I was a prime offender 
in exhibiting this linguistically aristocratic attitude in Zorc & Reyes (1969) for Aklanon. But by 
no means did I act without precedent or wind up alone. Witness also Vanoverbergh (1956) for 
Ilokano, Panganiban (1972) for Tagalog, Wolff (1972) for Cebuano, Hassan, Halud & Ashley 
(1975) for Tausug, Vanoverbergh (1972) for Isneg, Reid (1976) for Bontok. 

One magnificent exception is the monolingual dictionary of Filipino produced by the 
Linangan (1989). Therein all major derivations are covered in their respective alphabetical 
order, with an indication of the root, e.g. bnbasahin [basa], mabang6 [bango]. Inflections, on 
the other hand, are given at the root word, e.g., basa [bumasa]. 

Santos (1983) took an appropriate step in this direction for Tagalog, but perhaps went too 
far. While I was initially critical of his approach of listing derivations and primary inflections 
alphabetically separate, time and time again my Tagalog students have preferred his method to 
that of Panganiban. It seems that a happy medium can and must he reached. 

Suggestions fur Future Such Works 

In developing newspaper readers for the MRM Language Research Center and Dunwoody 
Press (Zorc 1987, 1988, 1990, 1992a,b,c,) I was confronted with the needs of students who 
approach the world of the media after an intensive spoken-language orientation. They were by 
no means expert linguists after their encounters, so we listed each full word encountered in a 
text (including its root and a f f ~ e s )  on its first occurence. Even if later a new word encountered 
included both a root and an affur met before, it was glossed again since this was still a first 
occurence in this combination. The students who remembered both root and a f f ~  could bypass 
the gloss, those that didn't had the information available. This procedure, with which I was not 
initially content, proved to satisfy learners and users, and the experience shaped my thinking 
about how a dictionary might gain from the overall impact of the glossaries at the end of our 
books. 

For this reason I strongly favor the inclusion of a derivation in its respective alphabetical 
order, glossed and cross-referenced to the root; and of a root cross-referenced to all of its 
derivations (certainly all those listed in the dictionary) and to its major inflectional affiur systeni 
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(e.g., -um- vs mag-, i- vs -an vs -en, maN-, etc.). I offer the following illustration from a 
forthcoming Kapampangan dictionary (Forman & Zorc, in progress) as a model I believe we 
linguists and lexicographers should emulate. 

Kapampangan Dictionary Sample 

Roots and word families: dakal, dakap, kan, laso, lugud, punta 

cha- adv each, apiece; in lots - groups of Ex: cha-rakhl 'in large lots'; cha-limh 'in lots 
of five'; cha-magkhnu 'how many each?' tia-, tya- 

dakal v-inch [dakhl] become many, get numerous [darakal; Cf: marakal] 
dakal a bunga adj heavy with fruits, plenty of fruit 
dakap v [dakhp] catch, seize, take by force [arakap, marakap; Cf: manyakap] 
kalugudlugud adj decorous, decent, befitting, dainty [rw: lugud] 
kaluguranl n [kalugGran] friend [kakaluguran; rw: lugud] 
kaluguran2 n [khluguran] sweetheart, beloved [rw: lugud] 
kan n food [kakanan; Cf: pengan; See: mangan] 
karakal n [karakhl] quantity [rw: dakal] 
keraklan n [keraklhn] most, the majority [rw: dakal] 
lasawan v [lasawhn] digest s.t. [See: la61 
laso v [las6] melt; digest [Cf: lasawan, malaso] 
lugud' n [lugGd] love; grace [Cf: kaluguran, malugud] 
lugud2 v [lugdd] love S.O. [makilaluguran, mikaluguran; Cf: kaluguran] 
malaso1 adj [malash] edible [CX laso] 
malaso2 v-st [malasb] melting; being digested [Cf: laso] 
malugud adj [malugGd] loveable, dear, beloved [pekamalugud; Cf: lugud] 
mangan v [manghn] eat [mamangan, mengan; Cf: pangan] 
manyakap n [manayakhp] robber [rw: dakap] 
marakal adj [marakhl] many, numerous [rw: dakal] 
minta v-past [mint61 went [Past tense of punta] Ex Minthka 'Did you go?' 
munta v [munth] go [Cf: minta, pamunta, punta] 
namu dp [nhmu'] just, only ... still, already Ex: Aku nhmu ing alhng hrakap a tughk. 'I'm 

still the only one who couldn't catch a frog.' 
pamangan n [p6mangAn] food, s.t, to eat [Cfi kan, mangan, pangan] 
pamunta vn [pamunth] act of going [rw: punta] 
pangan v [panghn] eat [Cf: mangan, pengan] 
penganl v [penghn] ate s.t. [See: mangan] 
pengan2 n [penghn] thing eaten [See: kan] 
pintalan v [pintalhn] place gone to [See: punta, munta] 
punta v [punts] go [mipunta, papuntalan, pupunta, pinta, puntan; Cf: minta, munta, 

pamunta, pintalan] 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

adj 
adv 
Akl 
Bik 
Bis 
Ceb 
dp 
Hi1 
Ilk 
K P ~  
n 
rw: 
S.O. 
s.t. 
Tag 
v-inch 
vn 
v-st 

or 
adjective 
adverb or adverbial expression 
Aklanon 
Bikol 
Bisayan 
Cebuano 
discourse particle 
Hiligaynon 
Ilokano 
Kapampangan 
noun 
root word 
someone 
something 
Tagalog 
inchoative verb 
verbal noun 
stative verb 
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A Practical Multi-language Database 
Program for Lexicography 

John M. Durdin 
The Summer Instirule of Linguistics 

Thailand 

0. Abstract 

The preparation of mulitilingual dictionaries involving more than two dissimilar scripts 
presents particular problems for the lexicographer. While commercially available database 
programs have often been extended to cope with the various European alphabets, very few have 
been adapted for the Indic languages of Southeast Asia. Even those programs which have been 
adapted for the Thai language cannot easily be extended to allow a further non-roman script. 

An alternative approach, which has been taken by many SIL researchers in the past, has 
been to compile all dictionary data using a multilingual text editor. Although great flexibility is 
possible with this method, it is impossible to guarantee the integrity of a large database and its 
record structures when the whole or parts are edited with a text editor. This is particularly so 
when informants with only limited technical background are being trained to add data to :I 

dictionary database. 

This paper describes the development of a multi-language, multi-script, (noncommercial) 
database program designed particularly (but not exclusively) with lexicography in mind. Data 
files use plain text format but are coded to represent up to fifteen user-specified languages in 
each record. Keyboard layouts and character sets are switched automatically according to thc 
language of each data field being edited. Any or  all data fields of each record may be displayed 
as configured by the user, and records to be edited can be selected according to a variety of  
filtering conditions. Editing maintains the ordering of fields required according to previously 
defined record structures. On-line, context-sensitive help can be either in English or  in a 
selected second language. Use of the program will be illustrated by its application to a Kmhmu' 
minority-language dictionary having Lao script, romanized script and phonetic main entries, and 
definitions in Lao, French and English languages. 

1. Introduction 

The project, which this paper is reporting, arose following the author's experience ill 

processing Thai, Lao and minority language texts, using computer techniques for the purposes 
of linguistic analysis. A number of commercial and non-commercial word-processing programs 
were already available two years ago for use with Thai and Lao scripts on M S - D O S ' C O ~ ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
However, while such programs provided an adequate means to produce letters and reports in 
those languages, they generally lacked more powerful text-processing capabilities such as syllablc 
and word recognition and sorting. In addtion, only one of the editor programs available2 allowed 
the use of more than one non-roman script within a single document. 

' MS-DOS is a rcgistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

SIL's Direct Translator Support (DTS) Editor (ED) provides for up to four languages with distinct scripts simul- 
taneously, but is a text editor rather than a true word processor. 
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Apple ~ a c i n t a s h ~  computers provide more flexible script-handling capabilities than those 
using MS-DOS but are not as widely available or well supported in Thailand or Laos as are 
MS-DOS machines. Consequently, few field linguists have access to them. 

At the start of 1992, the author was assigned to assist in the preparation of a multilingual 
dictionary for Kmhmu', one of the Mon-Khmer minority languages of Laos. For this dictionary, 
each entry included romanized, phonetic, and Lao-script Kmhmu', and meanings in English, 
French and Lao. Use of a text editor to enter a ~ d  correct a dictionary database is increasingly 
difficult as the size of the database increases,' and accidental, unwanted changes become 
increasingly likely: it is the kind of application that database programs were created for. 
However, there were (and, as far as I am aware, still are) no available database programs that 
could handle the multiple-language, indefinite length dictionary data in any useful manner! 
Even those (commercial) database programs that are available for English language materials 
have difficulty in handling the somewhat loosely-structured data of a real dictionary, which may 
have nested subentries and semantic varients within each main entry record. 

For these reasons, the author was encouraged to produce, specifically for linguistic 
applications, a new text-database program, which has become known as Polyglot. 

2. Program Objectives 

The Polyglot program has the followiqg main design objectives: 

(a) to provide multiple-language, multiple-script capability, both on the screen and 
in printed output; 

(b) to have adequate control of record structures with sufficient flexibility to enable 
the safe input and editing of a large text-database; 

(c) to efficiently allow for variable record sizes in a plain ASCII text-database; 

(d) to be user-friendly enough for it to be usable by our national colleagues and 
language helpers, many of whom are neither highly trained nor particularly 
fluent in English; and 

(e) to be user-configurable. 

Each of these will be discussed in more detail in the following section. 

2.1 Multiple Language Capability 

When entering text data in multiple languages, it is important to keep track of the codes 
being used for each language and script. Polyglot does this by associating each field type in a 
record with a particular language, so that whenever that field is viewed, edited, or printed, the 
correct font (and keyboard layout) will automatically be used. Up to fifteen distinct languages 
and/or scripts can be accommodated by the program. 

Simple screen and printer fonts have been developed for a number of languages, and others 
may be created relatively easily. Polyglot uses graphics mode display according to the capability 

Apple and ~acintosh' are registered trademarks of Apple Computers Inc. 

SIL's Shoebox text database program is a highly practical tool for initial dictionary development, but it cannot at 
present handle multiple scripts simultaneously, and it also suffers from a lack of integrity checks. 
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of the particular computer (CGA, Hercules, EGA, VGA, etc.) but does not depend on ~ i n d o w s ~  
or other specialized operating environments. Similarly, in the initial version, printed reports 
may be generated on 24-pin dot-matrix printers, using graphics mode rather than text o r  
downloaded characters. support for other printer types will be developed shortly. 

2.2 File Coding: Plain ASCII Text, Indefinite Record Sizes 

Data files are coded in a variety of different ways, often specific to particular programs, 
and it is frequently difficult to convert data for use with different programs. However, if certain 
rules are followed, the exchange of data between different programs is greatly simplified. In 
parcticular, if the use of certain control characters is avoided, text data files can generally be 
manipulated by different programs without much difficulty, regardless of what the characters 
used actually represent. 

The convention most often followed for a particular language is to represent characters 
unique to that language by the upper ASCII codes (values 128-255), leaving the lower ASCII 
codes *(values 32-127) to represent English (and punctuation) characters as usual. Polyglot 
wherever possible maintains the established conventions for each language, with the significance 
of each upper ASCII character being determined by the field in which it is found. In this way, 
the transfer of text files between Polyglot and other programs creates no difficulties, although 
the processing of Polyglot database files by other programs can compromise the structural 
integrity that Polyglot is designed to maintain (see below). 

2.3 Record Structure Control 

The necessity for record structure control is best illustrated by means of an example. In 
the following typical entry from the Kmhmu' dictionary, the data has been simplified for thc 
purposes of this paper by the removal of Lao script and phonetic entries. 

Kmhmu: 
French: 
English: 
French: 
English: 
Example: 
Meaning in French: 
Meaning in English: 
Sub-entry: 
Synonym: 
Variant: 
French: 
Note in French: 
English: 
Note in English: 
Variant: 
French: 

English: 

du' 
partir 
to leave 
fuir 
to flee 
du' da' h8' 
vas 18-bas 
go over there 
du' ! 
pdu' 
1 
vas-t'en! 
pour enfants 
go away! 
for children 
2 
appel pour chasser des animaux 
dans un chemin ktroit. 

call for chasing animals 
on a narrow path. 

Windows is a rcgistcrcd trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
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In most databases, the position of each field within a record is not important, and usually 
only one field of each type is allowed. However, in data such as this, it is evident that multiple 
fields of a given type may occur, and the order of fields carries additional information. A 
semantic variant, or a synonym, may be associated with the main entry, or, as here, with a 
subentry, as ipdicated by the order of the fields. If the order of associated fields is allowed to 
change, infohation will be lost. Similarly, some fields can only be included if they follow 
another specific field (e.g., the explanatory note fields above). If such conditions are not 
observed, printed output generated from such data may be badly garbled. Obviously, the same 
is alsa true if incorrect field markers are used. 

In a large database, it is very difficult for a user to keep track of the many field markers 
to be used and their ordering restrictions. The Polyglot program has been designed to assist in 
this task by requiring each record to have a defined, although highly flexible, structure to 
associate related fields and maintain ordering information. 

2.4 Ease of Use 

While there are no standards that define the "best" way to interact with a computer 
program, Polyglot has adopted the following common design features to simplify program use: 

(a) Pull-down menus: Program operations may be selected from menus by moving a 
highlighted cursor ar, pressing a menu letter, or pointing with a mouse. As 
the cursor is move 1 around the menus, a brief description of each menu 
function is provided, either in English or in a specifiec second language, as 
selected. More extensive context-sensitive help is also available, again in two 
languages. 

(b) Dialog-style interaction: Dialog boxes, familiar to users of Windows and other 
graphic enviroments, are a means of providing the user with a guided, limited 
choice of responses for any information the computer requires. 

2.5 User Configurability 

Since each user, and each application, will have different operating requirements, Polyglot 
is configurable at various levels, as follows: 

(a) During installation the user must specify which languages are to be used, and 
the type of equipment he is using. 

(b) For each new data file being created, record and field characteristics must be 
specified. 

(c) Default screen and report formats are provided, but program use is greatly 
enhanced by creating user-designed screen layouts and reports according to 
the particular application. The program provides the means for creating such 
screen layouts and reports, and associates them with the particular database 
file for which they are designed. 

(d) A variety of filter conditions may also be specified for each database, to enable 
the selection of particular subsets of records. 
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(e) At  a lower level, character fonts and keyboard layouts rnay b e  modified o r  
complctcly new fonts prepared, using, for example, SIL's DTS Font  System 
software, and conversion programs. 

3. Examples 

A user-defined screen layout showing (part of) the record uscd as an  earlier illustration is 
shown in Figure 1, below. Each field's window may b e  edited indepcndcnlly and scrolls irs 
required to show longer data. 

I F i  le management opt lons :Sample1 : I 

Figure 1: A Single Record View 

A n  altcrnarivc format, chosen to display selected fields of a rlumbcr of rcccll-cis, is show11 
in Figurc 2, bclow. Such n~ult iplc  rccord vicws a r c  not thcmse1vc.s edital~lc: hut will switch to 
a n  editable view if cditing is attemptcd. T h e  dcf:tult view of any rccord simply shows tllc. fields 
in sequence, each I'icld t o  a line, as  in the t;ibulatcd entry il1ustratc.d abovc. 
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I Fi le  management options : sample2 : I 

Figure 2: Multiple record 'browse' view 

Printed reports may be generated similarly for oqe o r  several records, with a variety of 
formatting options to  control field layout and spacing, and record spacing. 

4. Conclusion 

It is hoped that the program described will make a useful contribution to the work of 
lexicography in Asia. A prototype version of the program is currently available to researchers, 
although considerable further development is planned, including, particularly, the use of multiple 
indexes with language-dependent sorting. 
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Lexical Analysis, Semantic Sets and 
Computer Automated Semantic Classification 

Les Bruce and Peter Wang 

Summer In~tifute uf Linguisfics 
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Dulhv, Texas 

1. Introduction 

This papcr introduces a demonstration of a simulated computer program tool for Icxic:il 
analysis. Thc program leads the lexicographer through appropriate steps in his analysis anit 
data entry. Thc basic theoretical principle underlying the tool is that an adequate scmanric. 
analysis and dacription rcquires that a given lexeme be  contrastcd with semantically similar 
lcxcmes in its own language systcm. The  second principle applies to  bilingual work; it sta1c.s 
that a gloss must bc distinguished from a definition. Due to differences between langu;lgcs, :i 

gloss in a second language usually cannot adequately express the meaning of a Iexcmc, cv1.n 
though such a gloss may serve as a translation equivalent in the right contcxts. 

W e  a re  assuming the situation in which the semantics field worker is attempting to tlc*scril)i* 
the semantics of lexemes by means of a second language. A lexicographer working on ;I 

bilingual dictionary may well find himself engaged in this type of description. Zgusta (1971:21.3) 
commcnts that descriptive work often charactcrizcs a bilingual dictionary whcn the compilntior~ 
of a monolingual dictionary is not anticipated soon by the lexicographer. 

A field worker doing original analytical and descriptive work on a languagc which is no\ 
his mother tongue, typically goes through stages of refinement of his own understanding ;iritl 

cxl)rcssiion of his analysis. Wierzbicka (19855) cmphasizcs the need for careful, thoroirgti 
analysis and scniantic descriptions in this type of situation bccausc the "intuitive link bctwccn 
a word and a concept is missing" whcn concepts arc defined in a forcign language. The  languagc 
of description can interfere in the analyst's goal if he  uncritically uses one-word glosscs in his 
mother tonguc to tlcfinc lcxcmes in another language. 

2. Contrastive an;llysis 

It is csscntial that a lcxcme bc contrasted with all of the memhcrs of its set in a closcd slat 
of tcrms, or  ct,ntrilst~d with many related tcrms in an open set. For example, to unrlcrstalltl 
the numbcr rcl'crcncc of pronouns in a language, one must know how many there arc in tlic. 
set. l'hey refers lo 'two o r  morc' pcrsons in English, but nom rcfcr.s to 'three o r  morc pcrsons' 
in Alamblak o f  P:ll111;1 Ncw Guinca because its pronoun system includes singular, dual and plur;il 
values of its piir:irnctcr of number. Similarly, tomorrow means sorncthing likc 'the day following 
the prcscnt time' in English. Y + hop (Alamblak) must be contras1c.d with yl~ananii and  o t h c * ~  
tcrms t o  dctcrminc irs meaning, as described below. 

A translation is based on maintaining the same reference in a 1):lrticular context, but due Lo 
language divc~sily i t  i~sually will not scrvc to cxjjrcss the meaning of the term being translarcd. 111 

diffcrcnt contcxts y + hop can bc translated 'tomorrow' and 'yestcrcl:iy', but the mcaning 01' the 
Alamblak term must be cxprcsscd as somcthing likc 'one day removed from the present'. l'iic 
analyst is able to determine its meaning by contrasting y+hop  with ynananij and other rcl:llc-il 
expressions which hclps dclinc the term's range of rcfcrencc (cf. Brucc 1984:S6). A diagr : l l~~r~~:~r  lc. 
relationship amon2 three Alamblak time words arc presented in concentric circles: 
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h + ref 

yuananii 

The computer program described here aids semantic analysis by providing more than 660 
semantic domains with which the lexicographer can classify each lexeme. T h e  semantic 
classification forms links with each entryiclassed the same way. The  program then provides the 
lexicographer with these sets of related lexemes with which the analyst can contrast new lexical 
cntries and revise his definitions of existing entries. 

3. Semantic Domains f 

The  set of domains is taken from a Greek-English Lexicon produced by Dr. Eugene Nida, 
Johannes Louw and their editorial staff. The  set is comprehensive, covering five thousand 
words, incldding twenty-five thousand senses for the ancient, Koine Greek dialect. Since it is a 
comprehensive set it provides a good starting point for a field worker to  begin classifying the 
lcxemes of a dictionary. It should provide a category for most of the concepts h e  will work on. 
The program enhances consistent classification by prompting'the lexicographer with one o r  
more semantic classes for each lexical entry based on the definition the lexicographer uses for 
the entry. Cross classification is encouraged. 

The  domains are  included in the following general areas: 

I. UNIQUE REFERENTS (names of persons and places) 

11. CLASS REFERENTS 

A. OBJECTS or  ENTITIES 
B. EVENTS 
C. ABSTRACTS (including relationals) 

111. MARKERS 

IV. DISCOURSE REFERENTIALS (including pronominal and deictic expressions 
which refer to objects, events and abstracts,). 

Louw and Nida have organized their domains in a two-level hierarchy. Only those domains 
in which Louw and Nida listed Greek terms have been used in this project. A sample of the 
93 m:ijor domains and 663 subdomains is shown below. The  single quote marks beside some of 
t h e  capital letters in the outline are used as prime marks to distinguish repeated letters. 

32. UNDERSTAND 

A. Understand C. Ease or  difficulty in understanding 
D. Capacity for understanding 

B. Come to understand 
E. Lack of capacity for 

understanding 
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33. COMMUNICATION 

A. Language 
D'. Invite' 

B. Word, passage 
E'. Insist 

C. Discourse types 
F'. Command, order 

D. Language levels 
G'. Law, regulation, ordinance 

E. Written language 
1-1'. Recommend, propose 

F. Speak, talk 
1'. Intercede 

G. Sing, lament 
J'. Thanks 

I I. Keep silent 
K'. Praise 

I. Name 
L'. Flattcr 

J. Interpret, mean, explain 
M'. Boast 

K. Converse, discuss 
N'. Foolish talk 

I... Ask for, request 
0'. Complain 

M. Pray 
I .  Insult, slander 

N. Question, answcr 
Q'. Gossip 

0. Inform, announce 
R'. Mock, ridicule 

P. Assert, declare 
S'. Criticize 

Q. Teach 
T'. Rebuke 

R. Speak truth, speak falsehood 
U'. .Warn 

S. Preach, proclaim 
V'. Accuse, blame 

T. Witness, testify 
W'. Defend, excuse 

U. Profess allegiance 
X'. Dispute, debate 

V. Admit, confess, deny 
Y'. Argue, quarrel 

W. Agree 
Z'. Oppose, contradict 

X. Foretell, tell fortunes 
A". Prophesy 

Y. Promise 
B". Swear, put under oath, vow 

Z. Threaten 
C". Bless, curse 

A'. Advise 
D". Non-verbal communication 

B'. Urge, pcrsuade 

C'. Call 
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34. ASSOCIATION 

A. Associate 
F. Visit 

D. Limit o r  avoid association 
I. Kiss, embrace 

B. Join, begin to associate E. Establish o r  confirm a relation 
G. Welcome, receive J. Marriage, divorce 

C. Belong to, be included in the 
membership of, be excluded from 

H. Show hospitality 

This project does not assume or claim that the semantic domains are  theoretical constructs 
of the semantic structure of a particular language or  of the cognitive structure of the human mind. 
They are certainly not a universal set that can be expected to be applied equally well to all 
languages. In some places the set seems too finely grained, such as where Louw and Nida 
differentiate 

A. Learn 
B. Learn the location of something 
C. Learn something against someone 
D. Try to learn 
E. Be willing to learn 
F. Be ready to learn, pay attention 

G.; Recognize within the generic category LEARN. In other cases some categories 
seem to be too broad. Concepts of metaphysical locations, for example, a re  
included in the two domains: Regions above the earth; Regions below the 
surface of the earth. 

These domains have been used by one of the authors for lexical classification in preliminary 
tests. Comprehensive testing with non-Indo-European languages is awaiting the completion of 
an English Thesaurus based on those domains which will enable the automation of the 
classification process. Despite these disclaimers, however, as stated earlier, it should provide a 
good starting point for a field worker to classify most of the lexemes of a dictionary. 

4. The Computer Program 

This lexicon processor tool will provide a semi-automated classification of each lexical 
entry. This develapment will include the following steps: the production of an English thesaurus 
based on the semantic domains; production of a computer program to match the definitions of 
lcxical entries with one o r  more of the semantic domains; comprehensive testing on non-Indo- 
European bilingual dictionaries at varying stages of completion; translation of the thesaurus into 
other languages of wider communication; completion of the development of an object-oriented 
program environment within which the tool will run. 

The work on just the thesaurus based on semantic domains is currently seventy-five percent 
completed. 

Results of two preliminary tests conducted on 200 words from the Gurung language of Nepal 
(Glover, W.W., J.R. Glover and D.B. Gurung. 1977) is promising. The first test with the thesaurus 
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half completed is compared in the table below with a second test following further enrichment of 
the thesaurus and stripping of entries to reduce overlap of content between the domains. The  
tests comprised computerized searches throughout the thesaurus for the words in the definitions 
of 200 Gurung entries. Percentages of test one occur first followed by percentages of test two: 

A comprehensive test will be done upon the completion of the thesaurus. 

Work has not yet begun on the program to be used for linking lexical entries with semantic 
domains. It is planned to develop a routine for matching key words of a definition with wortls 
in each domain of the thesaurus. The  program will allow for multiple matching to  enable thc 
classification of entries in more than one domain. One  of the goals for the program is to put 
no restrictions on the lexicographer as he  formulates analytical definitions for the dictionilry 
entries. This type of matching can be done by hand using a straight forward search of words 
in a database organized by records corresponding to the semantic domains. Such a routine must 
allow for a random order of words. This type of searching was used for the preliminary testing 
that has been done to date. 

This program is bcing dcvelopcd in an objcct oriented program environment. This typc 
of environment was choscn to make thc tool as interactive as possible. That is, the linguist will 
be  able lo tag data once with the rclcvant features h e  selects; the program environment then 
makes it possible t o  use that data and sections of data in a variety of ways, organizing the data 
in a variety of views for the linguist according to the tasks he  wants to  perform. The  whole 
package should be rcady for initial field testing within eighteen months. Suggestions for making 
it into a practical Icxicographcr's tool will be happily reccived by the authors in the meantime. 
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Computer Processing of Texts for Lexical Analysis 

Leonard Newel1 

Summer Institute of Linguistics 
Philippines Branch 

1. Introduction 

The use of computers for processing texts for lexicographic descriptions is not new. 
However, until recently, computers and software programs with specifications necessary to 
process texts large enough to be useful were accessible only to large projects which could afford 
mainframe computers. With the rapid development of computer technology, however, desktop 
and even laptop computers are now becoming available with the capacity for processing 
multimillion-word texts. 

Working from texts with a computer has many advantages, providing the database is 
sufficiently large to generate a true sample of the lexicon. Dictionary projects, other than those 
which aim to compile a more or less complete lexical description (i.e., an unabridged dictionary), 
must be selective in the vocabulary chosen for inclusion. A good dictionary project will adopt 
carefully prepared guidelines for selecting the lexicon rather than making random choices. Onc 
of these involves the frequency of occurrence of lexical formsl. A frequency list, based on a 
sufficiently large and representative text base, arranged according to frequency of occurrence, 
allows the compiler to choose those items that most commonly occur within the language. 

Concordanccs for lexical forms within sentence contexts, generated by computer from a 
multi-word corpus, provide valuable data for lexicographic analysis. The advantages of using 
natural sentences thus prepared, rather than texts fabricated specifically for lexical analysis, arc 
obvious. A concordance provides the grammatical context of any given lexical form, aiding in 
establishing such features as parts of speech, grammatical restrictions, etc. It is also a major 
source for identifying semantic features such as senses of given lexical forms, range of meaning, 
homonymy, idioms, set phrases and collocation, all of which will be included in a good dictionary. 

Lexicographic projects are presently in progress on several Philippine languages of small 
ethnic communities2. A primary aim of most of these small projects is to prepare learners' 
dictionaries to be used for cross-cultural communication between these ethnic communities and 
speakers of Filipino and/or English. This presentation describes some features of this Icxi- 
cographic work and demonstrates how computers are being used to assist in accomplishir~g i t ,  
Example language materials are from the Romblomanon Visayan project3. 

2. Corpus development 

A dictionary is primarily a description of the meaning of lexenics4 within texts. The analysl 
typically follows one of two procedures in analysing texts - he either bases the analysis mainly 

In agglutinative languages, a lexical form (i.e., the form of a lexeme) is commonly identical to that of a bound 
morpheme, see Sec. 3. 

Researchers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics are presently engaged in lexicographic work on some forty 
minority 1angu:tges of the Philippines. 

My wife, Johanna, and I are presently conducting lexicographic research on the I<omblomanon language. 

The term 'Icxeme', as used in this paper, is a semantic unit composed of a unique bundle of distinctive semantic 
features necessary and sufficient to allow it to denote when it occurs in various lrxical and situational contexts. 
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on artificial texts or on natural texts drawn from the language in use. The Romblomanon project 
follows the second procedure. 

2.1 Why develop a Corpus? 

There is a significant contrast between a dictionary based on a corpus of the living language 
such as the Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary, and one that is not. Entry descriptions 
of lexical meaning, based on a good corpus, strike a native speaker as obviously correct, but not 
necessarily how a native speaker might describe it through introspection. This is because such 
descriptions are based on how the language actually functions rather than on how the analyst 
or a language informant might think it does. There is an inevitable degree of artificiality in the 
semantic description of lexemes occurring in made-up sentences (Sinclair 1984). In addition, it 
is virtually impossible for a native speaker, through introspection, to consistently recall the major 
functions of most lexical forms. 

Dictionaries of lesser-known languages often include a helpful grammar sketch to accom- 
pany and support the lexical description. There is a major compatibility advantage in basing the 
grammatical description on the same text base as is used for the lexical description. 

2.2 Spoken or Written Texts 

A large project of a major language usually has access to a sizeable amount of written 
material either in electronic form or convertible to that form by an optical character reader 
(scanner). A typical large project might develop a corpus of up to 90% written texts and 10% 
oral texts. 

A small project, however, and especially one which studies a language of a preliterate 
society or one in the initial stages of developing a literature, does not have written materials 
available to use in developing a corpus. This, then, requires developing a corpus primarily by 
recording and keyboarding oral texts. Although there are problems involved in this, they can be 
at least partially overcome as discussed in Sections 2.6 and 3. 

2.3 A Corpus Restricted to a Single Dialect 

For the Romblomanon project, it was decided that the corpus, and eventually the 
dictionary, should represent a single dialect. A learners' dictionary should, presumably, aid a 
learner in acquiring a facility in a single dialect rather than a "blend" of multiple dialects which 
no one speaks naturally. The Romblomanon dialect chosen for lexicographic research and 
description is spoken by people living in the geographic center of both the government and 
dominant religion (the Roman Catholic religion), in and around the town of Romblon. This is 
a prestige dialect, presumably acceptable to most speakers of other closely-related dialects and 
sub-dialects. 

2.4 People Chosen to Contribute Texts 

Contributors in the age range of about 21 to 65 are chosen. Very few are either younger 
or older than this. Care is taken to select those who have lived in the dialect area most of their 
lives. No immigrants from other languages, and no recent immigrants from other Romblomanon 
dialects are chosen. An attempt is made to select contributors from varied social, economic and 
educational sub-groups. 

Included with each text is a record of information indicated above about each contributor. 
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2.5 Size of the Corpus 

The larger the corpus, the more chance there is to assure a representative sample of the 
language, and thus more reliable lexicographic statements about it. The Cobuild project, for 
example, based its dictionary on a corpus of over 20 million words. This, however, is a goal 
beyond the reach of a modest project. Resource and time constraints on small projects dictate 
a severe limitation on size. 

Experience to date indicates that it requires about 4000 man-hours to collect and keyboard 
about a million words of text. This is equivalent to one person working 8 hours a day, 5 days a 
week for about two years. The project has employed six people to collect text, each spending 
an average of about 4 months over a period of two years. The result to date is somewhat more 
than one million words of text. - 

Based on the experience of this project, a corpus yielding about three million morphemes 
is considered both atttainable and adequate to meet the needs of a modest lexicographic project 
on a language such as Romblomanon. (See also Sec. 3.2.) 

2.6 The Nature of the Corpus 

Since it is practical for a small project to collect a corpus of only about two to three million 
words (Sec.2.5), it was necessary to carefully set priorities and guidelines for text selection. 

A major consideration is to gather texts from a wide range of representative speakers, and 
to cover all major genres and cultural areas represented by the language of the speakers. This 
will assure a representation of the lexicon in as broad a cultural range as possible. 

Also, by careful text selection, the aim is to cover major lexical areas with a smaller corpus 
than would be necessary if corpus development depended primarily on whatever printed or  
electronically prepared materials were available, as is the case with some large projects. 

2.6.1 A Wide Range of Common Subjects 

In general, texts represent a broad spectrum of usage of subjects about which people most 
commonly communicate. This is considered especially important for a learners' dictionary. 
Cultural areas in which a learner might be involved or  about which a learner might want to 
communicate are selected. Texts are collected about specialized subjects such as the marble 
industry of Romblon; however, an overbalance in specialized areas is avoided. In addition, most 
texts on specialized subjects are contributed by lay people, rather than by specialists, to avoid 
highly technical vocabulary. 

2.6.2 Cultural Consideratiuns 

Cultural classifications based on George Murdock's Outline of Cultural Materials (1982) 
are  used as an etic starting point. These are being revised to meet requirements of 
Romblomanon culture. Numbering of major categories and subcategories follow Murdock. (See 
also Sec. 2.7.) Of Murdock's 79 categories, the Romblomanon project presently has 58, with 
176 sub-categories out of a potential 637 (see Appendix). The text database will continue to 
grow for the length of the project. 

2.63 Complete Texts 

Collected texts are not edited except to eliminate such features as stumbles and false starts 
where these are obvious. Excerpts from larger texts and text fragments are avoided. Since some 
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lexical forms tend to occur most frequently or  exclusively at paragraph boundaries or  at  the 
beginning or end of discourse units, it is considered necessary to include whole discourse units 
in order to get a propqr representation of such features. 

2.6.4 Natural Texts 

Many texts are recordings of naturally occumng events such as weddings, litigation sessions, 
political meetings and the like. Others are discussions of cultural features suggested by the one 
making thy recording. However, guidance of the communication event is avoided as much as 
possible. Texts do not include poetry, riddles, dramatized events, songs, chants or proverbs. 

2.7 Text Input 

Each text is assigned a file name consisting of two letters representing the language, 
followed by five numbers. 

Table 1 Sample Romblomanon T a t  

R022609.it8 255K --I-- 

'Ang Nagapahubas Sa Digat. 
Kung 'ang t i 'ub hay kadaku' 'ang manga t iwu nga 'igway rnanga 
pikut nga 'iyugpahibas kung 'ang t i 'ub hay lantung na 'imaw 
'ang pagtaktak nang pQkut pira 'ang 'isda' hay rnasarhan 'indi' na 
sinda kapalawud. 'ang nagapahubas hay kung 'ang kadaku' kag 
tirnprinu pa nagahunas kadirnu' nga rnanga binanMa nang pGkut 
'ang ginasugdungsugdung pira malangkuban 'ang masigkapiliw 

Table 1 illustrates a text portion. The file name in the top left corner gives the following 
information: RO signals Romblomanon as the language; 22 indicates a main classification "food 
quest"; the number 6, a subclassification "fishing" and 09, the ninth text on this subject (see 
Appendix). 

F1 Help 

F2 RO Lex 
F3 RO Affix 
F4 RO GRAM 
F5 Box D 
F6 RO Parse 
F7 Box F 

. F8 Box G 

. F9 Text 
I FO Quit 

Keyboarding follows a simple and unvaried format. The text consists of strings of words using 
a single typeface, separated by spaces. Each sentence begins with a capital and ends with a period. 

kay kung matag'ud lang 'ang pQkut nga 'ipahubas waya' da 'adtu 
puyus kay malipus da gihipun sa punta nga wayay pikut. 
Ginataktak 'ang pikut hasta sa piliw kay 'ang 'isda' kung 
makakita' ning IapQsan didtu na sinda tanan malipus gini' 
dipat gid nga IangkQyan 'ang pagtaktak. Ginabutangan ning 
'Qsuk 'ang pikut pira 'indi' maglagmak sa hunisan kag kung may 
nasikup nga bayinak 'indi' kalurnpat kay mati'as 'ang pikut. 'ang 
bayinak lang da nga 'isda' 'ang ma'iyu nga lurnuksu sapikut. 
Kung nakakita' sinday pQkut nga sagang mintras nagapahigkat 
'ang d5gat 'indi' pa pwidi nga turagun 'ang pahubas. Mahuyat ka 
gid nga ma'isut na 'ang digat. Kung tagabati'is na lang 'ang 
t ib i '  ginaturag na 'ina' nang manga t iwu pira manglabu' ning 'isa 

F9-File Editor 

For ease in computational operations, the orthographic transcription of texts from 
recorded voice and written materials is strictly phonemic. This eliminates variation of forms due 
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to orthographic conventions which would cause problems in such operations as spell checking, 
frequency counts and concordance operations. All phonemes, including length and glottal stop 
are  symbolized. These latter are especially necessary since in Romblomanon, as in many 
languages, these phonemes contrast pairs of forms that would otherwise be identical and which 
also figure in morphophonemic variation of forms. 

Each sentence within a text is assigned a unique number. This allows easy reference to any 
lexical form in the corpus within a discource context. Sentence numbers are  inserted automat- 
ically by computer as illustrated in Table 2. 

\tn R022609 001 
\ex 'Ang Nagapahubas Sa Digat. 

\tn R022609 002 
\ex Kung 'ang ti'ub hay kadaku' 'ang manga tiwu nga 'igway manga pI3kut nga 
'iyugpahlibas kung 'ang ti 'ub hay lantung na 'imaw 'ang pagtaktak nang pirkut 
p5ra 'ang 'isda' hay masarhan 'indi' na sinda kapalawud. 

\tn R022609 003 
\ex 'ang nagapahubas hay kung 'ang kadaku' kag timprinu pa nagahunas 
kadimu' nga manga binanita nang pirkut 'ang ginasugdungsugdung pira 
malangkuban 'ang masigkapiliw kay kung matag'ud lang 'ang pI3kut nga 
'ipahubas waya' da 'adtu puyus kay malipus da gihipun sa punta nga wayay pirkut. 

\tn R022609 004 

F9-File Editor 

Table 2 Romblomanon Tm wifh Sentence Numbers 

Sentence numbers are the last three numbers on the text number (\tn) line. 

3. Computtltional Operations Involve Morphemes 

Since Philippine languages are agglutinative, it is more practical to work with roots, affmes 
and clitics than with words. For non-agglutinative languages such as English, a phonological 
word is most commonly identical in form to that of a lexeme. For this reason, it is practical for 
such languages to do computational operations on words without the necessity of segmenting 
texts into morphemes. For an agglutinative language, however, the unit commonly identical in 
form to that of a lexeme is a morpheme consisting of a bound root, affix or  clitic, all smaller 
than a words. For this reason, for agglutinative languages, it is necessary to do computational 
operations on morphemes. This prepares the material for lexical analysis and description based 
on a linguistic unit most closely related in form to that of a lexeme. 

The form of some lexemes are multi-morphemic. These include lexemes occuring as idioms, set phrases or derived 
by derivational affvtation or compounding. It is relatively easy to identify these units when concordancing is done 
for morpherncs within sentence contexts. 
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3.1 Segmentation of Text into Morphemes 

Words constructed of two or  more morphemes are segmented into roots, a f f i  and clitics. 
Words which are single morphemes remain as is. This results in a string of morphemes. At this 
point, no consideration is given as to whether affutes are derivational or inflectional. The 
determination of such features is part of the analytical process once concordances for mor- 
phemes are provided. 

For morphemes with one or more variant, a standard form is chosen and indicated on the 
morpheme line of the text. Morphophonemic variation is not indicated on this line so that 
frequency counts and concordances will be for morphemes rather than for morpheme variants. 

It would be entirely impractical to undertake manual segmentation of several million words 
of text into constituent morphemes. Segmentation is accomplished by computer assistance. This 
significantly speeds up the segmentation process. 

R022609.trnp {I ES 

\id 22609 

\tn ro22609 001 
\ex 'Ang Nagapahubas Sa Digat. 
\mo 'Ang hubas = pa- = ga- = na- Sa DIgat 

\tn ro22609 002 
\ex Kung 'ang ti 'ub hay kadaku' 'ang manga tiwu nga 'igway manga 
\mo Kung 'ang ti 'ub hay daku8=ka- 'ang manga tiwu nga 'igwa=-y manga 

\ex pljkut 'iyugpahljbas kung 'ang ti 'ub hay lantung na 'imaw 'ang 
\mo pljkut 

\ex pagtaktak nang pljkut pira 'ang 'isda' hay masarhan 'indi' na 
\mo 

\ex sinda kapalawud. 
\mo 

F9-text editor 

Table 3 Segmentr'ng Texf inlo Morphemes 

Table 3 shows the curser waiting for the word 'iyugpahu'bas to be segmented, a word not 
previously encountered. The operator will type in hfibas =pa- = 'iyug-. This will be stored in the 
memory of the computer and any further occurrences of this word will be automatically 
segmented by the computer. 

3.2 Morpheme Lists Indicating Frequency of Occurrence 

With the corpus segmented into strings of morphemes, the text is prepared for performing 
various computer operations. One is to prepare lists of morphemes that occur in the corpus. 

Two kinds of lists are prepared. One list arranges morphemes alphabetically and includes 
the frequency of occurrence of each morpheme, preceding the form. Table 4 illustrates a small 
portion of a morpheme list for Romblomanon. 
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1 gluamila 1 gusla '  97 gustu 
6 guua' 1 gUlJufPYU 1 giilay 
1 g u a  8 gnna 1 g a ~ u k  
8 gatun 74 2 gayud 
1 gtiyus 14 gwlpa 4 WPU 
1 gyIra  7 ha 11 -ha 
1 habhab 19 habun 4 habut 

33 had luk 1 hagashas 2 hagdan 
5 hagkus 2 hagkut 5 hakay 
1 hakid 1 hakn i t 2 hakwat 
7 hala  1 ha la ta '  6 h a l l  
1 ha 1 inbSwa 44 ha 1 i n M w  ' 44 h a l i n  
4 h a l i g i  1 hanadhanad 407 hambay 
5 hammuan 4 hambug 2 hamhar 
6 hampig 1 h a m  1 hanug 
2 hana ' 2 hanlIgub 6 handa' 
8 handum 1 hangad 1 hanggang 
1 hangg id  1 hanghang 15 hangi t  
1 hapak 2 haphap 1 hapin 
2 h a p l i t  1 hapsl ip  4 h a p a a p  
2 hap?' 1 hapyus 17 harlina 
2 haru 52 has ta  90 hatud 
1 han 'as 4 hawhaw 2425 hay 
1 hayag 3 hayakhak 1 hayakhny 

I TTEXT . UDL* 
Tab& 4 Alphabetical Listing of Romblomunon Morphemes 

This list is used for reference purposes to check on the frequency of occurrence of any 
given morpheme. Thus, for example, if a given lexeme is considered for inclusion in the 
dictionary, its form can easily be found and its frequency of occurrence readily checked. 

Another list begins with the morpheme which occurs most frequently and ends with those 
occurring only once. Two or  more morphemes with the same frequency number are further 
sorted alphabetically. Table 5 illustrates morphemes at the top of the list. 

Unique: 19.679 Total i n t e x t :  1,302,665 
(Tally is based on morphenes occurring 1 o r  nore times in  t h e  
t e x t .  1 

\* 44637 , ' ang  \n 9709 ' i n i  \m 5401 gLni ' 
\n 43461 nga \n 9476 'aku \n 5376 nay 
\r 35583 s a  \n 9473 gid \m 5983 si 
\* 33210 hay \n 9264 nag- \r 5041 naman 
\* 19491 nung \m 8888 pag- \m 4933 sinda 
\* 19362 M \n 8807 pa \r 4851 ' i n d i m  
\r 16139 - in -  \m 8806 'iya \r 4756 'inda 
\r 15332 ning \n 8622 kunu \1 4412 nu 
\r 14846 kay \n 8381 ku \r 4192 '(lyu 
\r 13713 ' ina '  \n 7341 waya' \r 4918 niya 
\* 13667 -an \n 7273 ka \m 3989 'unga' 
\r 12879 kung \n 7039 rag- \m 3971 ' i s a  
\r 12836 kag \m 6789 'akun \r 3831 n i  
\* 11216 'adtu Ln 6670 s iya  \r 3538 'imau 
\r 11090 nanga \m 5992 'Imu \m 3521 piru  
\Ir 10152 lang MI 5450 hambay \m 3464 kani 

---- I'lTEXT.1 

Tub& 5 Romblomunon Morphemes Listed by Frequency of Occurrence 

3 3  Selection of Morphemes for Lexical Analysis 

A modest project must be selective in the morphemes it chooses for analysis and 
description as lexemes. Frequency of occurrence is a major consideration in accomplishing this. 
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A computer program run on morphemes listed by frequency of occurrence for the entire 
corpus, generates various counts of unique morphemes when the morphemes with low occur- 
rence are eliminated. Table 6 indicates the number of unique morphemes which result when 
morphemes occurring less than 3,5, and 10 times, respectively, in varying sizes of Romblomanon 
texts are eliminatedl. 

Total Morpheme units Unique Unique Unique Unique 
in running text Morphemes Morphemes Morphemes Morphemes 

1 x more 3 x more 5 x more 10 x more 

200,000 5,000 2,500 2,000 1,200 

400,000 6,800 3,700 2,700 1,700 

600,000 8,100 4,800 3,400 2,400 

800,000 9,300 5,400 3,950 2,900 

1,000,000 10,400 5,800 4,400 3,300 

Unique 
Morphemes 

in 
Corpus 

2 4 6 8 lmil 2 4 6 8 2mil 

Total Morphemes in Corpus 

Table 6 Unique Morphemes Occurring in V h u s  Corpus Sizes 

Presumably if a morpheme occurs only once or twice in say a two million morpheme 
corpus, its lexeme equivalent would not be considered for inclusion within the dictionary. The 
only exception to this would be if it is judgec) to have some specific value to a language learner 

' This information highlights the fact that a large number of Romblomanon morphemes occur proportionately only a 
few times in text. This is true for other languages as well (McFarland 1989:24). 
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or  if it were a member of a lexical set which, by its inclusion, would help to define the semantic 
composition of other lexemes otherwise included, by contrasting with them. 

Table 6 indicates that if morphemes with one and two occurrences in the corpus were 
eliminated, a corpus of a million morphemes would yield about 6,000 unique morphemes. If 
morphemes with four or  less occurrences were eliminated the result would be about 4,500 
unique morphemes. 

The aim set for the Romblomanon project is for a dictionary of from 8 to 10 thousand 
lexemes. In order to reach this goal, it is estimated that it will be necessary to select a minimum 
of about 6,000 morphemes. It is expected that features such as derivation, compounding, idioms 
and set phrases, along with senses of lexical forms will result in a considerably larger number 
of lexemes than morphemes7. Thus if 6 thousand morphemes were chosen it is expected that 
this goal would be attained. 

Projecting for a two million morpheme corpus, eliminating morphemes of four or  less 
occurrences would result in slightly less than 6,000 unique morphemes. On the basis of this 
information, a corpus of about two million morphemes or  a little more will probably be a minimal 
requirement. The goal for the Romblomanon project is for a three million morpheme corpus. 

In making lexical choices a good dictionary, and especially a learners' dictionary, will take 
into consideration not only frequency ?f occurrence but also the feature of utility. That is, the 
experience or interest of, for example, a beginner in a language will not be distributed equally 
across an entire range of cultural fields. Features such as speech styles, discussion of concrete 
subjects including culturally-related artifacts, kinship, cooking, eating, sleeping, time segments 
and similar common lexical sets need to be given special attention. 

4. A Concordance of Morphemes 

An important step in preparing a corpus for lexical analysis is to make a concordance fol 
each morpheme chosen for analysis. It is impractical and unnecessary to create concordances 
for all morphemes in a single operation. Concordances are made for either single morphemes 
as they are analysed or for two or more morphemes whose lexeme equivalents are suspected 
of being closely related semantically, thus requiring contrastive analysis. 

Concordancing is performed only on the morpheme line. (This is the line marked \]no in 
Table 3.) 

\Iw tanda' = -i 
\tn R053975 038 
\ex Tanda'i nga 'ang 'indu lang gid buy'un hay 'ang hinug na nga biinga. 

\Iw tanda' = - i  
\tn R057708 099 
\ex Kag tanda'i kunu 'ini nga kung 'anu 'ang 'imu ginapinusung hay 'imu. 

\lw tanda' = -in- =-an 
\tn ro15965 100 
\ex Tinanda'an 'adtu ni manung Lytini 'ang manga tiigun sa 'iya. 

' The proportion of morphemes to lexemes for the Batad Ifugao Dictionary project (Newell 1993), compiled without 
the benefit of computer, was about 1:1.4. Experience to date indicates that the use of a computer for lexical 
analysis will increase the ratio to 1:l.S or higher. 
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\Iw tanda' = ka- 
\tn ro15%9 045 
\ex Waya' gid 'aku katanda' nga naga'iway kamu magmanghud. 

\lw tanda' = ka- 
\tn R075807 054 
\ex Hambay ku 'ilam waya' 'aku katanda' basta 'aku gapinaw. 

\Iw tanda' = ka- 
\tn ro78806 009 
\ex Sinda hay 'indi'katanda' nang 'inda pwistu kung sa di'in sinda malinya. TANDA'.~ 

Table 7 Portion of Concordance for tanda' 

The concorded material, illustrated in Table 7, does not preserve the morpheme line. The 
text number line (\tn) is presexved for consulking the text source, and lexical analysis is of the 
boldfaced morpheme within the context of sentence texts on the text line (\ex). 

4.1 Concordancing Within the Context of a Sentence 

It is common for concordancing to be done on a single line of text with the unit for which 
a concordance is provided occurring more or less in the center of the line. The result of several 
lines concorded in this way is a display of the focused unit in a column running down the center 
of the page. This has the advantage of being able to quickly identify the focused unit. However, 
for the purpose of lexicographic analysis, it has the distinct disadvantage of providing only a 
random context, often of one or more sentence fragment rather than a complete sentence. 

For adequate analysis in preparation for dictionary, compilation, both semantic and 
grammatical, the minimal unit is considered to be the sentence. For this reason, in the 
Romblomanon project, concordancing is displayed within a sentence context. 

Another reason the sentence context is preserved is to allow for the selection of example 
sentences for the dictionary directly from concorded materials. These materials, containing 
several examples of a given lexeme, is an excellemt source for making such a selection. 

We have overcome some of the difficulty in locating the morpheme for which the 
concordance is provided within a sentence context by having thd computer mark it by boldfacing 
during the concordance operation, as illustrated in Table 7. 

4.2 A Root is Grouped with Co-occurring Affixes 

When two or more morphemes co-occur within a word (for example a root and one or 
more affixes) the computer program groups the sentences according to morphemes which 
co-occur with the morpheme for which the concordance is made. Table 7 is a list of sentences 
concorded for the verb root morpheme tanda' and grouped in this ways. The affx or  affx 
combination which co-occurs with tanda' in each sentence is indicated on the line marked \lw. 

The concordancing operation also generates a file listing the number of occurrences within 
the corpus of the root morpheme occurring alone and a listing of co-occurring affixes with an 
indication of how'many times each occurs in the corpus. 

Ihis list is abbreviated for illustration purposes. Actual lists are usually much longer. 
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tanda' 29 
tanda' = CV = na- = -an 17 
tanda' = -an 16 
tanda' = na- = -an 16 
tanda' = pala- = -an 16 
tanda' = ma- = -an 11 
tanda' = -i 8 
tanda' = ga- = -in- =-an 5 
tanda' = ka- 5 
tanda' = giN- = -an 4 
tanda' = ka- = na- 3 

tanda' =mag- 3 
tanda' = ka- = pa- = an 2 
tanda' = ma- = -i 2 
tanda' = D = ga- = -in- = -an 1 
tanda' = D = na- = -an 1 
tanda' = ga- 1 
tanda' = ga- = -in- = -i 1 
tanda' = ga- = na- 1 
tanda' =-in- = -an 1 
tanda' = ka- =ma- 1 
tanda' =nag- 1 

TANDA'.SUM 

Table 8 Roof morpheme tanda ' wifh co9cclunlunng fli 

The importance of this information cannot be overstated Verbs in Philippine and other 
languages are commonly inflected by affixes to indicate such features as tense, aspect, mode and 
role (case) relationships between verbs and co-occurring substantives of actor, instrument, goal, 
etc. Thus, grammar statements about verbs are commonly arranged in paradigmatic sets and ' 

verbs are classified with respect to the particular sets to which they belong. This is acceptable 
for grammar statements where generalized statements are made. However, this information for 
a language learner is misleading because not all verbs within a set are equally inflected by the 
affixes that constitute the paradigm. That is, for any given verb, some verb-affi combinations 
might occur with high frequency, some with less frequency and still others might rarely or never 
occur in natural text. In part, restrictions on co-occurrence is semantically controlled. Fxperiencc: 
indicates that native intuition is unreliable, even by a trained consultant, for such co-occurrence 
information. Unfortunately, based on native intuition, uncommon and even aberrant construc- 
tions find their way into dictionaries and, worse yet, examples are  fabricated to support them. A 
reliable source is concorded text using a large corpus as recommended here. 

This information is crucial in guiding the lexicographer in deciding which inflected forms 
to include in a lexical description. Many morphemes (especially verb roots) occurring 100 or 
more times within the corpus are commonly found inflected by a given affix only once or  twiceg. 
In other words, a word consisting of a given affixed root may occur only once o r  twice, even 
though that root occurs 100 or  more times within its total context. We are, in general, including 
a description of inflected forms in the dictionary provided they occur five o r  more times. We 
include forms occurring four times or less only if they are are judged to be well-formed by 
trained native-language consultants and if they are necessary to fill gaps in a patterned 
description of a given lexeme (usually a verb). We have avoided the procedure of eliciting affixed 
forms not found in the corpus of natural text materials. 

4 3  A Concordance Provides the Basis for Semantic Analysis 

There are several major semantic areas that can be observed and sorted out when 
morphemes are arranged within a concordance. One is the area of homonymy. Homonyms will 
occur together in a single concordance since grouping by morpheme is by form rather than by 
meaning. Thus, homonym contrasts are easily detected. 

' The root morpheme tanda' occured 153 times in the Romblomanon corpus of about one and a third million 
morphemes when the last count was taken. Nevertheless 8 co-occurring affues (a affur combinations occured only 
once within the corpus, as indicated in Table 8. 
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Polysemyl0 is also identified. This involves distinct lexemes with identical forms, related in ' 

some semantic way but which contrast in the bundles of semantic components by which they 
are defined (see Footnote 4). 

If the corpus is sufficiently large, example sente ces should also help determine the range 
of meaning of a given lexeme. This is one area in w ich a certain amount of filling in of holes 
is sometimes necessary through careful elicitation. 

P 

Sentences containing derivatives formed from a root for which the concordance is made 
will be grouped together, since segmenting by marpheme does not distinguish between deriva- 
tional and inflectional affixation. In the same way, compounds (i.e. two or more root morphemes 
not following phrase structure rules and contrasting in meaning with all other lexemes) will also 
be grouped together. 

A lexicographic description should indicate what other words commonly co-occur with the 
lexeme being described and what the grammatical and semantic relationships are. For example, 
a description of the English word delectable should include the information that it collocates 
only with things that can be sensed by taste or smelll1. Thus it would be acceptable to refer to 
a delectable pastry or delectable aroma, but not a delectable ballet, since the latter is sensed by 
sight and hearing. 

Alphabetizing words, in turn, to the left and right of the morpheme for which the 
concordance is made brings together significant phrases to facilitate identification of colloca- 
tional, idiomatic and set phrase information. 

Recurrent phrases are identified as idioms and set phrases by alphabetizing concorded 
material. 

\Iw 'unurlla- 
\tn m75205 iZZ 
\ex Pag'abut nllvln sa dispinsary pinangutha nanan kami ra'm 
naman 'ang 'iya p i l a s  hay nabu'uy 'M 'ang tahi '  kag nagklput na 'ang 
tinahi'an. 

\1w 'unu=na- 
\tn R015905 097 
e x  ' i s a  pa waya' gid sinda sa  'Ikun nagapangimsta nga h.l[ rammu m 
'aku 'u h u s t a  'ang pangabahto ku d i r i  labf M gid 'ang 'inda nanga 
tudlu'  sa  'Bkun. 

\Iw 'unu=na- 
\tn R058602 075 
\ex Lunuws 'aku ' inam niyan kag 'ang hambay ku s a  'iy nan! 
pagkaklta' niya sa '(Utun siru'a 'aku na'ayu kung 'anu ang a h n  
kamutangan kag pangutan'un mu 'aku 1- m'ru 'aku. 

\ I w  'unu=na- 
\tn R053504 061 
\ex Hanbay ku sa  'akun 'asawa hay Mngun 'anay dira' kag kadtu'un s i  
pari ' Ipr in  biisi' h w  na'um na 'adtu. 

\lw 'unu=na-a 
' M U  .X= 

Table 9 Set Phrase Idenlvid by Alphabetizing lo the L@ 

lo A single lexical form with multiple significations is said to be polysemous. 

" This analysis is based on my intuitive understanding of the word delectable in Canadian English. It would need to 
be verified by a concordance for this word, as described in this paper. 
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Table 9 illustrates a portion of a concordance for the morpheme 'unu, with the  word t o  
the left of the morpheme alphabetized. T h e  set  phrase kung na'unu has the meaning 'what the 
situation is'. 

#lw baglu=-ng 
\tn RWb108 Wb 
\ex Uagkadtu 'ina' niyan 'ang nanay kay nakabati' ning IaMnuk kay 
bag'uw lwlin pa lang sa mirkidu. 

\lw bag8u=-ng 
\tn R059103 036 
wx Si Rlmi w a n  nga bagmu- h l l n  sa huspital hay dyllgan naman kay 
Niinuy, gani' 'abat 

\lw bag8u=-ng 
\tn ROSB~OB oa 
l e x  'ang hamhay nang 'iikun nanay kay 'ah 'adtu hay 'ang hambay nang 
'iikun nanay kay 'aku 'adtu hay bag'ung k l i n  sa ' I lu8Ilu kay yadtu 
didtu 'ang pangita' nang 'aeua ku. 

\Iw bagBu=-ng 
\tn ROSE606 078 
e x  Hay S r i  da kunu si Dyun bag'- k l i m  sa Kua'it. 

\Iw bag9u=-ng 
\tn R015901 0Z7 
wx Uang 'aku hay kg'urg ballm sa hnlla' t u y ~  katll'ig 'akuy 'istar 
sa Hanila' piru w y a l  pa 'akuy 'aslwa. 

B M ' U  .X. - . . - - - . 

Table 10 Set Phrase Identified by A@habetizing to the Right 

Alphabetizing the word to the right of the morpheme bag'u (Table lo), results in sentences 
containing the set phrase bag'ung halin 'newly-left.' Other idioms and set phrases grouped in 
this operation arc: 

bag'ung 'ahur 'newly-arrived' (11 times) 
bag'ung kasay 'newlyweds' (12 Limes) 
bag'ung tiwu 'newborn baby' (40 times) 
bag 'ung t i  'ig 'new year' (28 times) 
bag'ung 'ungn' 'one who has just delivered a baby' (21 times) 

The lexicographer will include these expressions in the dictionary and will illustratc thcni 
with the best choiccs of concorded sentences. 

5. Compiling u 1)irtionury Entry 

Once semantic and grammatical features of a given lexical form have been analyzed, this 
information is entered in the dictionary. Choice examples from the concorded material are 
transferred to the dictionary by computer. 

This process of transferring example sentences continues until all semantic and grammati- 
cal features of thc lexical form have been adequately illustrated. 

6. Grammar Companion for the Dictionary 

A grammar statement, usually a brief sketch, is an extremely helpful companion to a 
dictionary, especially a learners' dictionary of a lesser-known language. The  grammar is ideally 
based on  the snmc principles that guided the development of the  lexicon. That is, the gr;immar 
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makes generalized functional statements using concordances from the same corpus as for lexical 
analysis. The actual grammatical behavior of lexemes is observed and, from these specific 
observations, generalized grammatical statements of features such as parts of speech, tense, 
aspect, case, degree, number, etc., are madelz. One function of the lexicon is to serve'as a place 
where generalizations made in the grammar section are extensively illustrated. Another is to 
cite exceptions to these generalized statements. 

7. Conclusion 

Much of the drudgery of dictionary making in the past has involved collecting, sorting, 
arranging and filing lexical materials with the use of unending stacks and files of paper. The 
computer has made this process obsolete. Using the computer to perform routine tasks in 
preparing lexical materials is allowing the lexicographer to concentrate on the more interesting 
work of analyzing and describing the lexicon. And the resulting dictionary represents a more 
comprehensive, accurate and natural description of the lexicon. 

--- 

l2 A grammer will usually include generalized descriptions of other tactical units such as phrases, clauses, sentences, 
paragraphs and discourse units. Restrictions imposed by specific lexemes on the composition or distribution of 
these tactical units, especially if they are unpatterned, will be found in the lexicon. 
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